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Foreword 

This book, together with Linear Algebra, constitutes a curriculum for an 
algebra program addressed to undergraduates. 

The separation of the hnear algebra from the other basic algebraic 
structures fits all existing tendencies affecting undergraduate teaching, 
and I agree with these tendencies. I have made the present book self 
contained logically, but it is probably better if students take the linear 
algebra course before being introduced to the more abstract notions of 
groups, rings, and fields, and the systematic development of their basic 
abstract properties. There is of course a little overlap with the book Lin
ear Algebra, since I wanted to make the present book self contained. I 
define vector spaces, matrices, and linear maps and prove their basic 
properties. 

The present book could be used for a one-term course, or a year's 
course, possibly combining it with Linear Algebra. I think it is important 
to do the field theory and the Galois theory, more important, say, than 
to do much more group theory than we have done here. There is a 
chapter on finite fields, which exhibit both features from general field 
theory, and special features due to characteristic p. Such fields have 
become important in coding theory. 

There is also a chapter on some of the group-theoretic features of 
matrix groups. Courses in hnear algebra usually concentrate on the 
structure theorems, quadratic forms, Jordan form, etc. and do not have 
the time to mention, let alone emphasize, the group-theoretic aspects of 
matrix groups. I find that the basic algebra course is a good place to 
introduce students to such examples, which mix abstract group theory 
with matrix theory. The groups of matrices provide concrete examples 
for the more abstract properties of groups fisted in Chapter II. 



VI F O R E W O R D 

The construction of the real numbers by Cauchy sequences and null 
sequences has no standard place in the curriculum, depending as it does 
on mixed ideas from algebra and analysis. Again, I think it belongs in a 
basic algebra text. It illustrates considerations having to do with rings, 
and also with ordering and absolute values. The notion of completion is 
partly algebraic and partly analytic. Cauchy sequences occur in mathe
matics courses on analysis (integration theory for instance), and also 
number theory as in the theory of p-adic numbers or Galois groups. 

For a year's course, I would also regard it as appropriate to introduce 
students to the general language currently in use in mathematics con
cerning sets and mappings, up to and including Zorn's lemma. In this 
spirit, I have included a chapter on sets and cardinal numbers which is 
much more extensive than is the custom. One reason is that the state
ments proved here are not easy to find in the literature, disjoint from 
highly technical books on set theory. Thus Chapter X will provide at
tractive extra material if time is available. This part of the book, to
gether with the Appendix, and the construction of the real and complex 
numbers, also can be viewed as a short course on the naive foundations 
of the basic mathematical objects. 

If all these topics are covered, then there is enough material for a 
year's course. Different instructors will choose different combinations ac
cording to their tastes. For a one-term course, I would find it appropri
ate to cover the book up to the chapter on field theory, or the matrix 
groups. Finite fields can be treated as optional. 

Elementary introductory texts in mathematics, like the present one, 
should be simple and always provide concrete examples together with the 
development of the abstractions (which explains using the real and com
plex numbers as examples before they are treated logically in the text). 
The desire to avoid encyclopedic proportions, and specialized emphasis, 
and to keep the book short explains the omission of some theorems 
which some teachers will miss and may want to include in the course. 
Exceptionally talented students can always take more advanced classes, 
and for them one can use the more comprehensive advanced texts which 
are easily available. 

New Haven, Connecticut, 1987 S. LANG 
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Foreword to the Third Edition 

In this new edition I have added new material in Chapters IV and VI, first on 
polynomials, and second on linear algebra in combination with group 
theory. The additions to Chapter VI describe various product structures for 
SL„ (Iwasawa and other decompositions). These also have to do with the 
conjugation action and the decomposition of the Lie algebra under this 
action. The algebra involved comes from deeper theories, but the parts I 
have extracted on SL„ belong to an elementary level. Students are then put 
into contact with some algebra used as a backdrop for analysis on groups, 
starting with SL„. 

A new section in Chapter IV gives a complete account of the Mason-
Stothers theorem about polynomials, with Noah Snyder's beautifully simple 
proof It is worth emphasizing that the derivative for polynomials is a purely 
algebraic operation, for which limits are not required. A Springer pamphlet 
has been pubhshed to present a self-contained treatment of polynomials 
(from scratch) culminating with this topic. Here it takes its place as a section 
in the general chapter on polynomials. It occurs as a natural twin for the 
section on the abc conjecture. 

I have tried on several occasions to put students in contact with genuine 
research mathematics, by selecting instances of conjectures which can be for
mulated in language at the level of this course. I have stated more than half 
a dozen such conjectures. Of which the abc conjecture provides one spectac
ular example. Usually students have to wait years before they realize that 
mathematics is a live activity, sustained by its open problems. I have found 
it very effective to break down this obstacle whenever possible. 
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CHAPTER 

The Integers 

I, §1. TERMINOLOGY OF SETS 

A collection of objects is called a set. A member of this collection is also 
called an element of the set. It is useful in practice to use short symbols 
to denote certain sets. For instance, we denote by Z the set of all inte
gers, i.e. all numbers of the type 0, ± 1 , +2, Instead of saying that x 
is an element of a set S, we shall also frequently say that x lies in S, and 
write X 6 S. For instance, we have 1 e Z, and also — 4 e Z. 

If S and S' are sets, and if every element of S' is an element of S, then 
we say that S' is a subset of S. Thus the set of positive integers 
| 1 , 2, 3,...} is a subset of the set of all integers. To say that S' is a subset 
of S is to say that S' is part of S. Observe that our definition of a subset 
does not exclude the possibility that S' = S. If S' is a subset of S, but 
S' ^ S, then we shall say that S' is a proper subset of S. Thus Z is a 
subset of Z, and the set of positive integers is a proper subset of Z. To 
denote the fact that S' is a subset of S, we write S' c S, and also say that 
S' is contained in S. 

If Sj, S2 are sets, then the intersection of S^ and S2, denoted by 
Si nSj, is the set of elements which lie in both S, and Sj. For instance, 
if S] is the set of integers ^ 1 and S2 is the set of integers ^ 1, then 

(the set consisting of the number 1). 
The union of S^ and S2, denoted by S ^ u S j , is the set of elements 

which lie in S^ or in Sj- For instance, if Sj is the set of integers ^ 0 
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and S2 is the set of integers ^ 0, then Si u Sj = Z is the set of all inte
gers. 

We see that certain sets consist of elements described by certain prop
erties. If a set has no elements, it is called the empty set. For instance, 
the set of all integers x such that x > 0 and x < 0 is empty, because 
there is no such integer x. 

If S, S' are sets, we denote by S x S' the set of all pairs (x, x') with 
x e S and x'eS'. 

We let # S denote the number of elements of a set S. If S is finite, we 
also call # S the order of S. 

I, §2. BASIC PROPERTIES 

The integers are so well known that it would be slightly tedious to axio-
matize them immediately. Hence we shall assume that the reader is ac
quainted with the elementary properties of arithmetic, involving addition, 
multiplication, and inequalities, which are taught in all elementary 
schools. In the appendix and in Chapter III, the reader will see how one 
can axiomatize such rules concerning addition and multiplication. For 
the rules concerning inequalities and ordering, see Chapter IX. 

We mention explicitly one property of the integers which we take as 
an axiom concerning them, and which is called well-ordering. 

Every non-empty set of integers ^ 0 has a least element. 

(This means: If S is a non-empty set of integers ^ 0, then there exists an 
integer neS such that n ^ x for all xeS.) 

Using this well-ordering, we shall prove another property of the inte
gers, called induction. It occurs in several forms. 

Induction: First Form. Suppose that for each integer n ^ \ we are 
given an assertion A{n), and that we can prove the following two 
properties: 

(1) The assertion A{\) is true. 
(2) For each integer « ^ 1, if A{n) is true, then A{n + 1) is true. 

Then for all integers n^\, the assertion A{n) is true. 

Proof. Let S be the set of all positive integers n for which the asser
tion A{n) is false. We wish to prove that S is empty, i.e. that there is no 
element in S. Suppose there is some element in S. By well-ordering. 
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there exists a least element HQ in S. By assumption, HQ T^ I, and hence 
MQ > 1- Since HQ is least, it follows that HQ — 1 is not in S, in other 
words the assertion A(«o — 1) is true. But then by property (2), we con
clude that Airif)) is also true because 

"o = ("o - 1) + 1-

This is a contradiction, which proves what we wanted. 

Example. We wish to prove that for each integer « ^ 1, 

A{ny. I +2 + ••• + n = ^ - — - • 

This is certainly true when n = \, because 

J _ 1(1 + 1) 
2 

Assume that our equation is true for an integer n ^ 1. Then 

n(n+i) ^ 
1 + ••• + n + (n + 1) / . / - - . .X 

n{, 

n" 

{n 

-r V" -r i ; 

fl + 1) + 2(« + 1) 

2 

+ « + 2« + 2 
2 

+ l)(n + 2) 
2 

Thus we have proved the two properties (1) and (2) for the statement 
denoted by A{n + 1), and we conclude by induction that A{n) is true for 
all integers n ^ 1. 

Remark. In the statement of induction, we could replace 1 by 0 
everywhere, and the proof would go through just as well. 

The second form is a variation on the first. 
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Induction: Second Form. Suppose that for each integer n^O we are gi
ven an assertion A(n), and that we can prove the following two proper
ties: 

(!') The assertion A{Q) is true. 
(2') For each integer « > 0, ;/ A(k) is true for every integer k with 

0 ^ k < n, then A(n) is true. 

Then the assertion A{n) is true for all integers n ^ 0. 

Proof. Again let S be the set of integers ^ 0 for which the assertion is 
false. Suppose that S is not empty, and let «o be the least element of S. 
Then «o / 0 by assumption (!'), and since n^ is least, for every integer k 
with 0 ^ /c < MQ' the assertion A(k) is true. By (2') we conclude that 
Ain^) is true, a contradiction which proves our second form of induction. 

As an example of well ordering, we shall prove the statement known 
as the Euclidean algorithm. 

Theorem 2.1. Let m, n be integers and m > 0. Then there exist integers 
q, r with 0 •^ r < m such that 

n — qm + r. 

The integers q, r are uniquely determined by these conditions. 

Proof. The set of integers q such that qm ^ n is bounded from above 
proof?), and therefore by well ordering has a largest element satisfying 

qm ^ n < {q + l)m = qm + m. 

Hence 
0 ^ n — qm < m. 

Let r = n — qm. Then 0 ^ r < m. This proves the existence of the integers 
q and r as desired. 

As for uniqueness, suppose that 

n = q^m + rj, 0 ^ rj < m, 

n = q2m + r2, 0 ^ rj < m. 

If Tj ^ j-j, say r2 > r^. Subtracting, we obtain 

{^l - l2)m = r2- r^. 

But fa — f"! < tn, and rj — TJ > 0. This is impossible because q^ — (jj is 
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an integer, and so if (^i — q2)>n > 0 then (q^ — <72)w ^ m. Hence we con
clude that r^ = Tj. But then q^m = q2m, and thus q^ = QJ. This proves 
the uniqueness, and concludes the proof of our theorem. 

Remark. The result of Theorem 2.1 is nothing but an expression of 
the result of long division. We call r the remainder of the division of n 
by m. 

I, §2. EXERCISES 

1. If «, m are integers ^ 1 and n '§, m, define the binomial coefficients 

n\ n\ 
ml m\ (n — m)l 

As usual, «! = «•(«— 1) ••• 1 is the product of the first n integers. We define 

0! = 1 and ( " J = 1. Prove that 

n \ (n\ fn+ \ 
m — I ) \m J \ m 

2. Prove by induction that for any integers x, y we have 

3. Prove the following statements for all positive integers: 
(a) l + 3 + 5 + --- + (2«- l ) = «2 
(b) l2 + 22 + ...+«2 =„(„+i ) (2„+i ) /6 
(c) P + 2̂  + 33 + •.. + «3 = [„(„ + i)/2f 

4. Prove that 

W (. 1 V"' «"-' 
ly V 2/ \ n-\) {n-\)\ 

5. Let X be a real number. Prove that there exists an integer q and a real number s 
with 0 g 5 < 1 such that x = q-\-s, and that q, s are uniquely determined. Can you 
deduce the euclidean algorithm from this result without using induction? 

I, §3. GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR 

Let n be a non-zero integer, and d a non-zero integer. We shall say that 
d divides n if there exists an integer q such that n = dq. We then write 
d\n. U m, n are non-zero integers, by a common divisor of m and n we 
mean an integer < / / 0 such that d\n and d\m. By a greatest common 
divisor or g.c.d. of m and n, we mean an integer d > 0 which is a common 
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divisor, and such that, if e is a divisor of m and n then e divides d. We 
shall see in a moment that a greatest common divisor always exists. It is 
immediately verified that a greatest common divisor is uniquely de
termined. We define the g.c.d. of several integers in a similar way. 

Let J be a subset of the integers. We shall say that J is an ideal if it 
has the following properties: 

The integer 0 is in J. If m, n are in J, then w + « is in J. If w is in 
J, and n is an arbitrary integer, then nm is in J. 

Example. Let m^,...,m^ be integers. Let J be the set of all integers 
which can be written in the form 

with integers Xi,...,x^. Then it is immediately verified that J is an ideal. 
Indeed, if y^^,...,y, are integers, then 

(XiWi + h x,m,) + (y^mi H h y,m^) 

= (Xi + y jmi + • • • + (x, + y,)m, 

lies in J. If n is an integer, then 

nix^nii + • • • + x^m^) = nXim^ + • • • + nx^m^ 

lies in J. Finally, 0 = Omi + ••• + Om̂  hes in / , so J is an ideal. We say 
that J is generated by mi,...,m, and that m^,...,m, are generators. 

We note that {0} itself is an ideal, called the zero ideal. Also, Z is an 
ideal, called the unit ideal. 

Theorem 3.1. Let J be an ideal of Z. Then there exists an integer d 
which is a generator of J. If J ^ {0} then one can take d to be the 
smallest positive integer in J. 

Proof. If J is the zero ideal, then 0 is a generator. Suppose J + {0}. 
If n e J then — n = (—1)H is also in J, so J contains some positive inte
ger. Let d be the smallest positive integer in J. We contend that d is a 
generator of J. To see this, let neJ, and write n = dq + r with 0 ^r < d. 
Then r = n — dq is in J, and since r < d, it follows that r = 0. This 
proves that n = dq, and hence that d is a generator, as was to be shown. 

Theorem 3.2. Let m^, mj be positive integers. Let d be a positive gener
ator for the ideal generated by m^, nij. Then d is a greatest common 
divisor of m^ and mj. 
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Proof. Since m^ lies in the ideal generated by m^, mj (because m^ = 
Inii + Owj), there exists an integer q^ such that 

mi = q^d, 

whence d divides mj. Similarly, d divides Wj. Let e be a non-zero 
integer dividing both m^ and nij, say 

m^ = h^e and mj = hje 

with integers /ij, /ij. Since t? is in the ideal generated by m^ and ntj, 
there are integers Si, Sj such that rf = Sitrii + Sjmj, whence 

d = s^h^e + 52^2^ = i^ihi + S2h2)e. 

Consequently, e divides d, and our theorem is proved. 

Remark. Exactly the same proof applies when we have more than 
two integers. For instance, if m^,...,m^ are non-zero integers, and d is a 
positive generator for the ideal generated by m^,...,m^, then rf is a grea
test common divisor of m^,...,m^. 

Integers mi,...,m^ whose greatest common divisor is 1 are said to be 
relatively prime. If that is the case, then there exist integers Xi,...,x, 
such that 

Xitrii + ••• + x^m^ = 1, 

because 1 lies in the ideal generated by mi,...,m,. 

I, §4. UNIQUE FACTORIZATION 

We define a prime number p to be an integer ^ 2 such that, given a fac
torization p = mn with positive integers m, n, then m = \ or « = 1. The 
first few primes are 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 

Theorem 4.1. Every positive integer « ^ 2 can be expressed as a prod
uct of prime numbers (not necessarily distinct), 

n = pi-p,, 

uniquely determined up to the order of the factors. 

Proof. Suppose that there is at least one integer ^ 2 which cannot be 
expressed as a product of prime numbers. Let m be the smallest such 
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integer. Then in particular m is not prime, and we can write m = de with 
integers d, e > I. But then d and e are smaller than m, and since m was 
chosen smallest, we can write 

d = pr--Pr and e = p'i---p', 

with prime numbers P i , . . . ,Pr, p\, • • • ,p's- Thus 

m = de = Pi---PrP'i---p's 

is expressed as a product of prime numbers, a contradiction, which 
proves that every positive integer ^ 2 can be expressed as a product of 
prime numbers. 

We must now prove the uniqueness, and for this we need a lemma. 

Lemma 4.2. Let p be a prime number, and m, n non-zero integers such 
that p divides mn. Then p\m or p\n. 

Proof. Assume that p does not divide m. Then the greatest common 
divisor of p and m is 1, and there exist integers a, h such that 

\ = ap + bm. 

(We use Theorem 3.2.) Multiplying by n yields 

n = nap + bmn. 

But mn = pc for some integer c, whence 

n = (na + bc)p, 

and p divides n, as was to be shown. 

This lemma will be applied when p divides a product of prime 
numbers qi-'-q^- In that case, p divides qi or p divides q2""'?s- If P di
vides q^, then p = qi- Otherwise, we can proceed inductively, and we 
conclude that in any case, there exists some / such that p = q^ 

Suppose now that we have two products of primes 

Pl---Pr = Ql---<is-

By what we have just seen, we may renumber the primes q^,...,q^ and 
then we may assume that Pi = q^. Cancelling q^, we obtain 

P2---Pr = q2---1s-
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We may then proceed by induction to conclude that after a renumbering 
of the primes q^,...,q^ we have r = s, and /?,• = q^ for all i. This proves 
the desired uniqueness. 

In expressing an integer as a product of prime numbers, it is conve
nient to bunch together all equal factors. Thus let n be an integer > 1, 
and let p^,...,p^ be the distinct prime numbers dividing n. Then there ex
ist unique integers m^,...,m^>0 such that n = p"^' •••p'^''. We agree to 
the usual convention that for any non-zero integer x, x° = I. Then given 
any positive integer n, we can write n as a product of prime powers with 
distinct primes p^,...,p/. 

n = p'["---p;"% 

where the exponents m^,...,m^ are integers ^ 0, and uniquely determined. 
The set of quotients of integers m/n with w ?̂  0 is called the rational 

numbers, and denoted by Q. We assume for the moment that the reader 
is famihar with Q. We show later how to construct Q from Z and how 
to prove its properties. 

Let a = m/n be a rational number, n ^ 0 and assume a =^ 0, so m 7̂  0. 
Let d be the greatest common divisor of m and n. Then we can write 
m = dm' and n = dn', and m', n' are relatively prime. Thus 

m' 
n 

If we now express m' = p\' •••p'^ and «' = <?{' • • • q^^ as products of prime 
powers, we obtain a factorization of a itself, and we note that no py_ is 
equal to any q,. 

If a rational number is expressed in the form mjn where m, n are inte
gers, n ^ 0, and m, n are relatively prime, then we call n the denominator 
of the rational number, and m its numerator. Occasionally, by abuse of 
language, when one writes a quotient mjn where m, n are not necessarily 
relatively prime, one calls n a denominator for the fraction. 

I, §4. EXERCISES 

1. Prove that there are infinitely many prime numbers. \Hint from Euclid: Let 2, 
3, 5,... ,P be the set of primes up to P. Show that there is another prime as 
follows. Let 

iV = 2-3-5-7---P+ 1, 

the product being taken over all primes ^ F. Show that any prime dividing 
N is not among the primes up to P.] 
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2. Define a twin prime to be a prime p such that p + 2 is also prime. For in
stance (3, 5), (5, 7), (11, 13) are twin primes. 
(a) Write down all the twin primes less than 100. 
(b) Are there infinitely many twin primes? Use a computer to compute more 

twin primes and see if there is any regularity in their occurrence. 

3. Observe that 5 = 2^ + 1, 17 = 4^ + 1, 37 = 6̂  + 1 are primes. Are there infin
itely many primes of the form n^ + 1 where « is a positive integer? Compute 
all the primes less than 100 which are of the form n^ + \. Use a computer to 
compute further primes and see if there is any regularity of occurrence for 
these primes. 

4. Start with a positive odd integer n. Then 3n -H 1 is even. Divide by the 
largest power of 2 which is a factor of 3n 4- 1. You obtain an odd integer rii. 
Iterate these operations. In other words, form in^ + 1, divide by the maximal 
power of 2 which is a factor of 3ni + 1, and iterate again. What do you think 
happens? Try it out, starting with n = 1, n = 3, n = 5, and go up to n = 41. 
You will find that at some point, for each of these values of n, the iteration 
process comes back to 1. There is a conjecture which states that the above 
iteration procedure will always yield 1, no matter what odd integer n you 
started with. For an expository article on this problem, see J. C. Lagarias, 
"The 3.\- + 1 problem and its generalizations", American Mathematical Month
ly, Vol. 92, No. 1, 1985. The problem is traditionally credited to Lothar 
Collatz, dating back to the 1930's. The problem has a reputation for getting 
people to think unsuccessfully about it, to the point where someone once made 
the joke that "this problem was part of a conspiracy to slow down 
mathematical research in the U.S.". Lagarias gives an extensive bibhography 
of papers dealing with the problem and some of its offshoots. 

Prime numbers constitute one of the oldest and deepest areas of research in 
mathematics. Fortunately, it is possible to state the greatest problem of 
mathematics in simple terms, and we shall now do so. The problem is part of the 
more general framework to describe how the primes are distributed among the 
integers. There are many refinements to this question. We start by asking 
approximately how many primes arc there ^ x when x becomes arbitrarily large? 
We want first an asymptotic formula. We recall briefly a couple of definitions 
from the basic terminology of functions. Let / , g be two functions of a real 
variable and assume g positive. We say that f(x) = 0{g(x)) for .x -> oo if there is a 
constant C > 0 such that \f{x)\ ^ Cg(x) for all x sufficiently large. We say that 
/(.Y) is asymptotic to g{x) and we write / ~ g if 

lim = 1. 

Let n(x) denote the number of primes p g x. At the end of the 19th century 
Hadamard and de la Vallee-Poussin proved the prime number theorem, that 

n{x)^-
losx 
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Thus x/log X gives a first-order approximation to count the primes. But although 
the formula x/log x has the attractiveness of being a closed formula, and of being 
very simple, it does not give a very good approximation, and conjecturally, there 
is a much better one, as follows. 

Roughly speaking, the idea is that the probability for a positive integer n to be 
prime is 1/log n. What does this mean? It means that n(x) should be given with 
very good approximation by the sum 

1 1 1 ;^ 1 
L(x) = + + • log 2 log 3 log« k = 2 logfc 

where n is the largest integer g x. If x is taken to be an integer, then we take 
n = X. For those who have had calculus, you will see immediately that the above 
sum is a Riemann sum for the integral usually denoted by Li(x), namely 

Li(x) 
1 

dt, 
logf 

and that the sum differs from the integral by a small error, bounded independent
ly of x; in other words, L(x) = Li{x) + 0(1). 

The question is: How good is the approximation of n{x) by the sum L(x), or 
for that matter by the integral Li{x)'] That's where the big problem comes from. 
The following conjecture was made by Riemann around 1850. 

Riemann Hypothesis. We have 

n(x) = L(x) + 0(x"^ log x). 

This means that the sum L(x) gives an approximation to n{x) with an error term 
which has the order of magnitude x^'^logx so roughly the square root of x, 
which is very small compared to x when x is large. You can verify this 
relationship experimentally by making up tables for n(x) and for L(x). You will 
find that the difference is quite small. 

Even knowing the Riemann hypothesis, lots of other questions would still 
arise. For instance, consider twin primes 

(3,5), (5,7), (11,13), (17,19), . . . . 

These are primes p such that p -I- 2 is also prime. Let 7C|(x) denote the number of 
twin primes ^ x. It is not known today whether there are infinitely many twin 
primes, but conjecturally it is possible to give an asymptotic estimate for their 
number. Hardy and Littlewood conjectured that there is a constant C, > 0 such 
that 

V 

7t,(x) ~ C, 
(logx)^ 

and they determined this constant explicitly. 
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Finally, let nj[x) denote the number of primes ^ x which are of the form 
n^ + \. It is not known whether there are infinitely many such primes, but 
Hardy-Littlewood have conjectured that there is a constant Cj > 0 such that 

X 

logx 

and they have determined this constant explicitly. The determination of such 
constants as C, or Q is not so easy and depends on subtle relations of 
dependence between primes. For an informal discussion of these problems with a 
general audience, and some references to original papers, cf. my books: The Beauty of 
Doing Mathematics, and Math talks for undergraduates (the talk on prime numbers), 
Springer-Verlag. 

I, §5. EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS AND CONGRUENCES 

Let S be a set. By an equivalence relation in S we mean a relation, writ
ten X ~ y, between certain pairs of elements of S, satisfying the following 
conditions: 

ER 1. We have x ~ x for all xeS. 

ER 2. If X ~ y and y ~ z then x ~ z. 

ER 3. If X ~ y then y ^ x. 

Suppose we have such an equivalence relation in S. Given an element 
X of S, let C^ consist of all elements of S which are equivalent to 
X. Then all elements of C^ are equivalent to one another, as follows 
at once from our three properties. (Verify this in detail.) Furthermore, 
you will also verify at once that if x, y are elements of S, then either 
C^ = Cy, or C^, Cy have no element in common. Each C^ is called an 
equivalence class. We see that our equivalence relation determines a 
decomposition of S into disjoint equivalence classes. Each element of 
a class is called a representative of the class. 

Our first example of the notion of equivalence relation will be the 
notion of congruence. Let n be a positive integer. Let x, y be integers. 
We shall say that x is congruent to y modulo n if there exists an integer m 
such that X — y = mn. This means that x — y lies in the ideal generated 
by n. If n ¥= 0, this also means that x — y is divisible by n. We write the 
relation of congruence in the form. 

X = y (mod n). 
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It is then immediately verified that this is an equivalence relation, namely 
that the following properties are verified: 

(a) We have x = x (mod n). 
(b) If X = y and y s z (mod n), then x = z (mod «). 
(c) II X = y (mod n) then y = x (mod n). 

Congruences also satisfy further properties: 

(d) If x = y (mod n) and z is an integer, then xz = yz (mod n). 
(e) If x = y and x' = y' (mod n), then xx' = yy' (mod «). Furthermore 

X + x' = y + y' (mod n). 

We give the proof of the first part of (e) as an example. We can write 

X = y + mn and x' = y' + m'n 

with some integers m, m'. Then 

xx' = (_v + mn){y' + m'n) = yy' + mny' + ym'n + mm'nn, 

and the expression on the right is immediately seen to be equal to 

yy' + wn 

for some integer w, so that xx' = yy' (mod n), as desired. 

We define the even integers to be those which are congruent to 
0 mod 2. Thus n is even if and only if there exists an integer m such that 
n = 2m. We define the odd integers to be all the integers which are not 
even. It is trivially shown that an odd integer n can be written in the 
form 2m + 1 for some integer m. 

I, §5. EXERCISES 

1. Let n, d be positive integers and assume \ < d < n. Show that n can be 
written in the form 

M = Co + c-^d + • • • + c^d' 

with integers c,- such that 0 ^ Cj < J, and that these integers c, are uniquely 
determined. [Hint: For the existence, write n = qd + CQ by the Euclidean 
algorithm, and then use induction. For the uniqueness, use induction, 
assuming Co,...,Cr are uniquely determined; show that c,+ i is then uniquely 
determined.] 
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2. Let m, n be non-zero integers written in the form 

m = p\--- pj.' and n = p'^--- pj.', 

where iy, j , ate integers ^ 0 and Pi,...,p, are distinct prime numbers. 
(a) Show that the g.c.d. of m, n can be expressed as a product p\ •••? ' ' where 

fei, ...,k, are integers ^ 0. Express k, in terms of i, and 7„. 
(b) Define the notion of least common multiple, and express the least common 

multiple of m, n as a product Pi' • • • pj' with integers k, g 0. Express /c„ in 
terms of i, and j„. 

3. Give the g.c.d. and l.c.m. of the following pairs of positive integers: 
(a) 532*'3 and 225 
(b) 248 and 28. 

4. Let n be an integer g 2. 
(a) Show that any integer x is congruent mod n to a unique integer m such 

that 0 ^ m < n. 
(b) Show that any integer x # 0, relatively prime to n, is congruent to a 

unique integer m relatively prime to n, such that 0 < m < n. 
(c) Let (p(n) be the number of integers m relatively prime to n, such that 

0 < m < n. We call (p the Euler phi function. We also define (p{i) = 1. If 
n = p is a prime number, what is <p(p)l 

(d) Determine <p(n) for each integer n with 1 ^ n ^ 10. 

5. Chinese Remainder Theorem. Let n, n' be relatively prime positive integers. 
Let a, b be integers. Show that the congruences 

X = a (mod n), 

X = b (mod ri) 

can be solved simultaneously with some x 6 Z. Generalize to several con
gruences X = a; mod n,-, where n^,...,n^ are pairwise relatively prime positive 
integers. 

6. Let a, b be non-zero relatively prime integers. Show that l/ob can be written 
in the form 

1 X y 

ab a b 

with some integers x, y. 

7. Show that any rational number a # 0 can be written in the form 

Pi* f: 

where x^,...,x„ are integers, Pi,...,p„ are distinct prime numbers, and r^,...,r„ 
are integers ^ 0. 
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8. Let p be a prime number and n an integer, 1 g n ^ p — 1. Show that the 

binomial coefficient is divisible by p. 

9. For all integers x, y and all primes p show that (x + yY = x^ + yP (mod p). 

10. Let n be an integer ^ 2. Show by examples that the bionomial coefficient 

need not be divisible by p" for 1 < fe < p" — 1. 
k,' ^ F _ _ F 

U. (a) Prove that a positive integer is divisible by 3 if and only if the sum of its 
digits is divisible by 3. 

(b) Prove that it is divisible by 9 if and only if the sum of its digits is 
divisible by 9. 

(c) Prove that it is divisible by 11 if and only if the alternating sum of its 
digits is divisible by 11. In other words, let the integer be 

n = a^cii^.i • • • ao = «o + <:'i 10 + «2 10^ + • • • + rtfc 10*, 0 ^ a,- ^ 9. 

Then ii is divisible by II if and only if (ig — a^ + ch — (h + •• • + {— Ifoj 
is divisible by 11. 

12. A positive integer is called palyndromic if its digits from left to right are the 
same as the digits from right to left. For instance, 242 and 15851 are palyn
dromic. The integers 11, 101, 373, 10301 are palyndromic primes. Observe 
that except for II, the others have an odd number of digits. 
(a| Is there a palyndromic prime with four digits? With an even number of 

digits (except for 11)? 
(b) Are there infinitely many palyndromic primes? (This is an unsolved prob

lem in mathematics.) 



CHAPTER II 

Groups 

II, §1. GROUPS AND EXAMPLES 

A group G is a set, together with a rule (called a law of composition) 
which to each pair of elements x, y in G associates an element denoted 
by xy in G, having the following properties. 

GR 1. For all x, y, z in G we have associativity, namely 

{xy)z = x(yz). 

GR 2. There exists an element e of G such that for all X 

in G. 

GR 3. / / X is an element of G, then there exists an element y of G 
such that xy = yx = e. 

Strictly speaking, we call G a multiplicative group. If we denote the 
element of G associated with the pair (x, y) by x + y, then we write 
GR 1 in the form 

(x + y) + z = X + (y + z), 

GR 2 in the form that there exists an element 0 such that 

0 + x = x + 0 = x 
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for all X in G, and GR 3 in the form that given xeG, there exists an 
element j of G such that 

x + y = y + x = 0. 

With this notation, we call G an additive group and x + ythe sum. We shall 
use the + notation only when the group satisfies the additional rule 

X + y = y + X 

for all X, y in G. With the multiplicative notation, this is written xy = yx 
for all X, y in G, and if G has this property, we call G a commutative, or 
abelian group. 

We shall now prove various simple statements which hold for all 
groups. 

Let G be a group. The element e of G whose existence is asserted by 
GR 2 is uniquely determined. 

Proof. If e, e' both satisfy this condition, then 

e' = ee' = e. 

We call this element the unit element of G. We call it the zero element 
in the additive case. 

Let xeG. The element y such that yx = xy = e is uniquely determined. 

Proof. If z satisfies zx = xz = e, then 

z = ez = (yx)z = y(xz) = ye = y. 

We call y the inverse of x, and denote it by jc ^ In the additive nota
tion, we write y = —x. 

We shall now give examples of groups. Many of these involve notions 
which the reader will no doubt have encountered already in other 
courses. 

Example 1. Let Q denote the rational numbers, i.e. the set of all frac
tions m/n where m, n are integers, and « ?̂  0. Then Q is a group under 
addition. Furthermore, the non-zero elements of Q form a group under 
multiplication, denoted by Q*. 

Example 2. The real numbers and complex numbers are groups under 
addition. The non-zero real numbers and non-zero complex numbers are 
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groups under multiplication. We shall always denote the real and com
plex numbers by R and C respectively, and the group of non-zero ele
ments by R* and C* respectively. 

Example 3. The complex numbers of absolute value 1 form a group 
under multiplication. 

Example 4. The set consisting of the numbers 1, —1 is a group under 
multiplication, and this group has 2 elements. 

Examples. The set consiting of the numbers 1, ~l, i, —! is a group 
under multiphcation. This group has 4 elements. 

Example 6 (The direct product). Let G, G' be groups. Let G x G' be 
the set consisting of all pairs (x, x') with xe G and x' e G'. If (x, x') and 
(y, y') are such pairs, define their product to be (xy, x'y'). Then G x G' is 
a group. 

It is a simple matter to verify that all the conditions GR 1, 2, 3 are 
satisfied, and we leave this to the reader. We call G x G' the direct 
product of G and G'. 

One may also take a direct product of a finite number of groups. 
Thus if Gi,...,G„ are groups, we let 

n G , = Gi x - . x G „ 
i = l 

be the set of all n-tuples (xj,...,x„) with XJGG;. We define multiplication 
componentwise, and see at once that G^ x ••• x G„ is a group. If g; is 
the unit element of G;, then (ei,...,e„) is the unit element of the product. 

Example 7. The Euclidean space R" is nothing but the product 

R" = R x x R 

taken n times. In this case, we view R as an additive group. 

A group consisting of one element is said to be trivial. A group in 
general may have infinitely many elements, or only a finite number. If G 
has only a finite number of elements, then G is called a finite group, and 
the number of elements of G is called its order. The group of Example 4 
has order 2, and that of Example 5 has order 4. 

In Examples 1 through 5, the groups happen to be commutative. We 
shall find non-commutative examples later, when we study groups of per
mutations. See also groups of matrices in Chapter VI. 
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Let G be a group. Let Xi,...,x„ be elements of G. We can then form 
their product, which we define by induction to be 

Xj • • -Xn = (Xj • • • X„-i)X„. 

Using the associative law of GR 1, one can show that one gets the same 
value for this product no matter how parentheses are inserted around its 
elements. For instance for w = 4, 

and also 

We omit the proof in the general case (done by induction), because it 
involves slight notational comphcations which we don't want to go into. 
The above product will also be written 

If the group is written additively, then we write the sum sign instead 
of the product sign, so that a sum of n terms looks like 

n 
^ X ; = (Xi + ••• + X„_ i ) + X„ = Xi + ••• + X „ . 

; = i 

The group G being commutative, and written additively, it can be shown 
by induction that the above sum is independent of the order in which 
Xi,...,x„ are taken. We shall again omit the proof. For example, if 
n = 4, 

(Xi + X2) + (X3 + X4) = Xi + (Xj + X3 + X4) 

= Xi + (X3 + X2 + X4) 

= X3 + (Xi + X2 + X4). 

Let G be a group, and H a subset of G. We shall say that / / is a 
subgroup if it contains the unit element, and if, whenever x, yeH, then 
xy and x~ ' are also elements of H. (Additively, we write x + yeH and 
— xeH.) Then H is itself a group in its own right, the law of composi
tion in H being the same as that in G. The unit element of G constitutes 
a subgroup, which is called the trivial subgroup. Every group G is a 
subgroup of itself. 

Example 8. The additive group of rational numbers is a subgroup of 
the additive group of real numbers. The group of complex numbers of 
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absolute value 1 is a subgroup of the multiplicative group of non-zero 
complex numbers. The group {1, —1} is a subgroup of {1, —1, i, —i}. 

There is a general way of obtaining subgroups from a group. Let S 
be a subset of a group G, having at least one element. Let H be the set 
of elements of G consisting of all products Xj • • • x„ such that x,- or x[' is 
an element of S for each (', and also containing the unit element. Then H 
is obviously a subgroup of G, called the subgroup generated by S. We 
also say that 5 is a set of generators of H. If S is a set of generators for 
H, we shall use the notation 

H = <S>. 

Thus if elements {x, , . . . ,x,} form a set of generators for G, we write 

G = < X i , . . , , x , > . 

Example 9. The number 1 is a generator for the additive group of 
integers. Indeed, every integer can be written in the form 

1 + 1 + ••• + 1 
or 

- 1 - 1 1, 
or it is the 0 integer. 

Observe that in additive notation, the condition that S be a set of 
generators for the group is that every element of the group not 0 can be 
written 

XI -{- * • * + x^, 

where x^eS or —XiSS. 

Example 10. Let G be a group. Let x be an element of G. If n is a 

positive integer, we define x" to be 

the product being taken n times. If n = 0, we define x° = e. If n = —m 
where m is an integer > 0, we define 

jc-'" = (x^ ' r . 

It is then routinely verified that the rule 
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holds for all integers m, n. The verification is tedious but straightforward. 
For instance, suppose m, n are positive integers. Then 

x-x . 

m times n times m + n times 

Suppose again that m, n are positive integers, and m <n. Then (see 
Exercise 3) 

m times n times 

because the product of x"^ taken m times will cancel the product of x 
taken m times, and will leave x""*" on the right-hand side. The other 
cases are proved similarly. One could also formalize this by induction, 
but we now omit these tedious steps. 

Similarly, we also have the other rule of exponents, namely 

(x"-)" 

It is also tedious to prove, but it applies to multiplication in groups just 
as it applies to numbers in elementary school, because one uses only the 
law of composition, multiplication, and its associativity, and multi
plicative inverses for the proof For instance, if m, n are positive integers, 
then 

( x T = x™ • • • x" = X • • • X = x"-". 

n times mn times 

If m or n is negative, then one has to go through the definitions to see 
that the rule applies also, and we omit these arguments. 

If the group is written additively, then we write nx instead of x", and 
the rules read: 

(m + n)x = mx + nx and {mn)x = m{nx). 

Observe also that we have the rule 

(x») - i = ( x - i ) " . 
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To verify this, suppose that n is a positive integer. Then (see Exercise 3) 

n times n times 

because we can use the definition xx~^ = e repeatedly. If n is negative, 
one uses the definition x~'" = (x'^)"" with m positive to give the proof 

Let G be a group and let aeG. Let H be the subset of elements of G 
consisting of all powers a" with neZ. Then H is the subgroup generated 
by a. Indeed, H contains the unit element e = a°. Let a", a"* e H. Then 

Finally, (a")~^ =a~"eH. So H satisfies the conditions of a subgroup, 
and H is generated by a. 

Let G be a group. We shall say that G is cyclic if there exists an 
element a of G such that every element x of G can be written in the form 
a" for some integer n. The subgroup H above is the cyclic subgroup 
generated by a. 

Example 11. Consider the additive group of integers Z. Then Z is 
cyclic, generated by 1. A subgroup of Z is merely what we called an 
ideal in Chapter I. We can now interpret Theorem 3.1 of Chapter I as 
stating: 

Let H be a subgroup of Z. If H is not trivial, let d be the smallest 
positive integer in H. Then H consists of all elements nd, with n e Z, 
and so H is cyclic. 

We now look more closely at cyclic groups. Let G be a cyclic group 
and let a be a generator. Two cases can occur. 

Case 1. There is no positive integer m such that a" = e. Then for 
every integer n / 0 it follows that a" # e. In this case, we say that G is 
infinite cyclic, or that a has infinite order. In fact the elements 

a" with n e Z 

are all distinct. To see this, suppose that a" = a^ with some integers r, 
s e Z . Then a^^' = e so s — r = 0 and s = r. For example, the number 2 
generates an infinite cyclic subgroup of the multiplicative group of 
complex numbers. Its elements are 

. . . , 2 - ^ 2 - ^ i , i , i , 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 , 2 ^ 2 ^ . . . . 

Case 2. There exists a positive integer m such that a"" = e. Then we 
say that a has finite order, and we call m an exponent for a. Let J be the 
set of integers neZ such that a" = e. Then J is a subgroup of Z. This 
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assertion is routinely verified: we have Oe J because a° = e by definition. 
If m, neJ then 

a""^" = a'"a" = ee = e, 

so m + neJ. Also a""' = (a"*)"^ = e, so —me J. Thus J is a subgroup of 
Z. By Theorem 3.1 of Chapter I, the smallest positive integer rf in J is a 
generator of J. By definition, this positive integer d is the smallest 
positive integer such that a'' = e, and d is called the period of a. If a" = e 
then n = ds for some integer s. 

Suppose a is an element of period d. Let n be an integer. By the 
Euclidean algorithm, we can write 

n = qd + r with q, reZ and 0 ^r < d. 

Then 
a" = a'. 

Theorem 1.1. Lei G be a group and aeG. Suppose that a has finite 
order. Let d be the period of a. Then a generates a cyclic subgroup of 
order d, whose elements are e, a,... ,a''~^. 

Proof. The remark just before the theorem shows that this cyclic 
subgroup consists of the powers e, a,...,a''~^. We must now show that 
the elements 

e, a,...,a^^^ 

are distinct. Indeed, suppose a' = â  with 0 £ r g ^ — 1 and 

O ^ s ^ d - 1, 

say r ^ s. Then â  "• = e. Since 

0 ^ s — r < d, 

we must have .s — r = 0, whence r = s. We conclude that the cyclic group 
generated by a in this case has order d. 

Example 12. The multiplicative group {1, —1} is cychc of order 2. 

Example 13. The complex numbers {1,/, —1, —i] form a cyclic group 
of order 4. The number ; is a generator. 

II, §1. EXERCISES 

1. Let G be a group and a, b, c be elements of G. If ab = ac, show that b = c. 

2. Let G, G' be finite groups, of orders m, n respectively. What is the order of 
G X G'? 
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3. Let x,,...,x„ be elements of a group G. Show (by induction) that 

( X i • • • X „ ) — -Xn • • • ^ 1 

What does this look like in additive notation? For two elements x, yeG, we 
have (xy)"' = _v"'x"'. Write this also in additive notation. 

4. (a) Let G be a group and x e G. Suppose that there is an integer n ^ 1 such 
that x" = e. Show that there is an integer m ^ 1 such that x~ ' = x". 

(b) Let G be a finite group. Show that given xe G, there exists an integer 
n ^ 1 such that x" = e. 

5. Let G be a finite group and S a set of generators. Show that every element of 
G can be written in the form 

where Xj e S. 

6. Let G be a group such that x^ = 1 for all x e G. Prove that G is abelian. 

7. There exists a group G of order 4 having two generators x, y such that 
x^ = >'̂  = e and xy = yx. Determine all subgroups of G. Show that 

G = {e, X, y, xy}. 

8. There exists a group G of order 8 having two generators x, y such that 
X* = 3̂ ^ = e and xy = yx^. Show that every element of G can be written in 
the form x'y' with integers /, j such that i = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 7 = 0, 1. Conclude 
that these elements are distinct. Make up a multiplication table by writing the 
product of two elements in the blank spaces, and expressing them in the form 
x V with (• = 0, 1, 2, 3 and j = 0, 1. 

e 

X 

x^ 

x' 

y 

yx 

yx^ 

3 

yx 

x x' x^ y yx 

2 

yx 

2 

yx yx^ 

We filled one entry, namely x^yx = yx^. 
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9. There exists a group G of order 8 having generators denoted by i, j , k such 
that 

ij = k, jk = i, ki=j, 

Denote f by m. 

(a) Show that every element of G can be written in the form 

e, i, y, k, m, mi, mj, mk, 

and hence that these are precisely the distinct elements of G. 
(b) Make up a multiplication table as in Exercise 8. 

The group G in Exercise 9 is called the quaternion group. One frequently 
writes -l,-i,-j,-k instead of m,mi,mj,mk. Cf. Chapter VI, §4 for the space of 
quaternions. 

10. There exists a group G of order 12 having generators x, y such that 

x^ = y^ = e and xy = yx^. 

Show that the elements x'y^ with 0 ^ ;' ^ 5 and 0 ^ 7 ^ 1 are the distinct ele
ments of G. Make up a multiplication table as in the previous exercises. 

11. The groups of Exercises 8 and 10 have representations as groups of sym
metries. For instance, in Exercise 8, let a be the rotation which maps each 
corner of the square 

on the next corner (taking, say counterclockwise rotation), and let i be 
the reflection across the indicated diagonal. Show geometrically that a and T 
satisfy the relations of Exercise 8. Express in terms of powers of a and z 
the reflection across the horizontal line as indicated on the square. Using the 
notation of §6, we can write a = [1234] and z = [24]. 

12. In the case of Exercise 10, do the analogous geometric interpretation, taking a 
hexagon instead of a square. 

{Note: The groups of Exercises 11 and 12 can essentially be understood as 
groups of permutations of the vertices. Cf Exercises 8 and 9 of §6.) 

13. Let G be a group and H a subgroup. Let xeG. Let xHx~^ be the subset of 
G consisting of all elements xyx 
subgroup of G. 

with yeH. Show that xHx ' is a 
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14. Let G be a group and let S be a set of generators of G. Assume that xy = yx 
for all x,yeS. Prove that G is abelian. Thus to test whether a group is 
abelian or not, it suffices to verify the commutative rule on a set of 
generators. 

Exercises on cyclic groups 

15. A root of unity in the complex numbers is a number [, such that C" = 1 for 
some positive integer n. We then say that C is an n-th root of unity. Describe 
the set of «-th roots of unity in C. Show that this set is a cyclic group of 
order n. 

16. Let G be a finite cyclic group of order n. Show that for each positive integer 
d dividing n, there exists a subgroup of order d. 

17. Let G be a finite cyclic group of order n. Let a be a generator. Let r be an 
integer ^ 0, and relatively prime to n. 
(a) Show that a' is also a generator of G. 
(b) Show that every generator of G can be written in this form. 
(c) Let p be a prime number, and G a cyclic group of order p. How many 

generators does G have? 

18. Let m, n be relatively prime positive integers. Let G, G' be cychc groups of 
orders m, n respectively. Show that G x G' is cyclic, of order mn. 

19. (a) Let G be a multiplicative finite abelian group. Let a be the product of all 
the elements of the group. Prove that a^ = e. 

(b) Suppose in addition that G is cyclic. If G has odd order, show that a = e. 
If G has even order, show that a j^ e. 

II, §2. MAPPINGS 

Let S, S' be sets. A mapping (or map) from S to S' is an association which 
to every element of S associates an element of S'. Instead of saying that 
/ is a mapping of S into S', we shall often write the symbols / : 5 -> S'. 

If/: S ^ S" is a mapping, and x is an element of S, then we denote by 
f(x) the element of S' associated to x by / . We call f{x) the value of / 
at X, or also the image of x under / . The set of all elements fix), for all 
xeS, is called the image of / . If T is a subset of S, then the set of ele
ments f(x) for all xeT is called the image of T, and denoted by / (T) . 

If / is as above, we often write x i—»/(x) to denote the image of x 
under / . Note that we distinguish two types of arrows, namely 

-> and I—». 

Example 1. Let S and S' be both equal to R. Let / : R -^ R be 
the mapping / (x) = x^, i.e. the mapping whose value at x is x^. We can 
also express this by saying that / is the mapping such that x i-^ x^. The 
image of / is the set of real numbers ^ 0. 
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Let f:S->S' be a mapping, and T a subset of S. Then we can define 
a map T-> S' by the same rule xi—>/(x) for xeT. In other words, we 
can view / as defined only on T. This map is called the restriction of / 
to T and is denoted by / | T: 7 ^ S'. 

Let S, S' be sets. A map / : S -»S' is said to be injective if whenever 
X, yeS and x ^ y then f{x) ¥" f{y)- We could also write this condition 
in the form: if /(x) = f{y) then x = y. 

Example 2. The mapping / of Example 1 is not injective. Indeed, we 
have / ( I ) = /(— 1). Let g: R ^ R be the mapping xy-^x + 1. Then g is 
injective, because if x ^ y then x + 1 ¥= y + 1, i.e. g{x) # g(y). 

Let S, S' be sets. A map f:S^S' is said to be surjective if the image 
/(S) of S is equal to all of S'. This means that given any element x'eS', 
there exists an element xeS such that f(x) = x!. One says that / is onto 
S'. 

Example 3. Let / : R ^ R be the mapping f(x) = x^. Then / is not 
surjective, because no negative number is in the image of / . 

Let gi: R ^ R be the mapping g{x) = x-^\. Then g is surjective, 
because given a number y, we have y = g(y — 1). 

Remark. Let R' denote the set of real numbers ^ 0. One can view 
the association x i-+ x^ as a map of R into R'. When so viewed, the map 
is then surjective. Thus it is a reasonable convention not to identify this 
map with the map / : R ^ R defined by the same formula. To be com
pletely accurate, we should therefore incorporate the set of arrival and 
the set of departure of the map into our notation, and for instance write 

instead of our f:S^ S'. In practice, this notation is too clumsy, so that 
one omits the indices S, S'. However, the reader should keep in mind 
the distinction between the maps 

/ g : R ^ R and / g : R ^ R 

both defined by the rule x i-^ x^. The first map is surjective whereas the 
second one is not. 

Let S, S' be sets, and f:S^S' a mapping. We say that / is bijective if 
/ is both injective and surjective. This means that given an element 
x'€S', there exists a unique element xeS such that / (x) = x'. (Existence 
because / is surjective, and uniqueness because / is injective.) 
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Example4. Let J„ be the set of integers {1,2,...,«}. A bijective map 
a: J„^ J„ is called a permutation of the integers from 1 to n. Thus, in 
particular, a permutation a as above is a mapping /1-^ (j{i). We shall 
study permutations in greater detail later in this chapter. 

Example 5. Let S be a non-empty set, and let 

be the map such that I(x) = x for all xeS. Then / is called the identity 
mapping, and also denoted by id. It is obviously bijective. Often we 
need to specify the set S in the notation and we write Ig or idj for the 
identity mapping of S. Let T be a subset of S. The identity map t\-^t 
for 16 T, viewed as a mapping T ^ S is called the inclusion, and is 
sometimes denoted by 

Let S, T, U be sets, and let 

f-.S^T and g: T-*U 

be mappings. Then we can form the composite mapping 

gof:S^U 

defined by the rule 

i9°f){x) = gif{x)) 

for all xeS. 

Example 6. Let / : R ->• R be the map f{x) = x^, and gr: R ^ R the 
map g(x) = x + 1. Then gifix)) = x^ + 1. Note that in this case, we 
can form also f{g(x)) = / ( x + 1) = (x + 1)^, and thus that 

f°g ¥=g°f. 

Composition of mappings is associative. This means: Let S, T, U, V he 
sets, and let 

f:S-*T, g-.T^U, h: U ^ V 

be mappings. Then 

h°(g°f) = (hog)of. 
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Proof. The proof is very simple. By definition, we have, for any 
element xeS, 

(h o {g o/))(x) = h({g o/)(x)) = h(g{f{x))). 

On the other hand, 

({hog)of)ix) = {hog)(f{x)) = higif(x))). 

By definition, this means that {h°g)°f= h°(g°f). 

Let S, T, U be sets, and f:S-^T, g: T-^ U mappings. If f and g are 
injective, then gof is injective. If f and g are surjective, then gof is 
surjective. If f and g are bijective, then so is gof 

Proof. As to the first statement, assume that / , g are injective. Let 
X, yeS and x ^ y. Then f{x) i^ f{y) because / is injective, and hence 
oifM) 7̂  gifiy)) because g is injective. By the definition of the com
posite map, we conclude that g°f is injective. The second statement will 
be left as an exercise. The third is a consequence of the first two and the 
definition of bijective. 

Let / : 5 -> S' be a mapping. By an inverse mapping for / we mean a 
mapping 

g:S'^S 
such that 

^ ° / = ids and f.g ^idg. 

As an exercise, prove that if an inverse mapping for / exists, then it is 
unique, in the sense that if g^, ^2 ^re inverse mappings for / , then 
gfj = gfj. We then denote the inverse mapping g by / ^ \ Thus by 
definition, the inverse mapping / " M s characterized by the property that 
for all xeS and x'eS' we have 

f-\fix)) = x and f{f-\x')) = x'. 

Let f:S—>S' be a mapping. Then f is bijective if and only if f has an 
inverse mapping. 

Proof. Suppose / is bijective. We define a mapping g: S' ^ S by the 
rule: For x' eS', let 

gf(x') = unique element xeS such that f(x} = x'. 

It is immediately verified that g satisfies the conditions of being an 
inverse mapping, and therefore the inverse mapping. We leave the other 
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implication as Exercise 1, namely prove that if an inverse mapping for / 
exists, then / is bijective. 

Example 7. If / : R -> R is the map such that 

fix) = X + 1, 

then / ~ ^ : R ^ R is the map such that f~^ix) = x — 1. 

Example 8. Let R"̂  denote the set of positive real numbers (i.e. real 
numbers > 0). Let ^: R^ -»R"^ be the map h(x) = x^. Then h is bijective, 
and its inverse mapping is the square root mapping, i.e. 

h ^(x) = ^x 

for all X e R, X > 0. 

Let S be a set. A bijective mapping f:S^S of S with itself is called a 
permutation of S. The set of permutations of S is denoted by 

Perm(S). 

Proposition 2.L The set of permutations Perm(S) is a group, the law of 
composition being composition of mappings. 

Proof. We have already seen that composition of mappings is 
associative. There is a unit element in Perm(S), namely the identity Ig. If 
/ , g are permutations of S, then we have already remarked that fog and 
g ° f &K bijective, and f °g, g ° f map S onto itself, so f °g and go f are 
permutations of S. Finally, a permutation / has an inverse f~^ as 
already remarked, so all the group axioms are satisfied, and the 
proposition is proved. 

If a, T are permutations of a set S, then we often write 

(TT instead of IT o T, 

namely we omit the small circle when we compose permutations to fit the 
abstract formahsm of the law of composition in a group. 

Example 9. Let's go back to plane geometry. A mapping F: R^ -> R^ 
is said to be an isometry if F preserves distances, in other words, given 
two points P, g 6 R^ we have 

dist(P, Q) = dist(f (F), F(Q)). 
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In high school geometry, it should have been mentioned that rotations, 
reflections, and translations preserve distances, and so are isometrics. It is 
immediate from the definition that a composite of isometries is an 
isometry. It is not immediately clear that an isometry has an inverse. 
However, there is a basic theorem: 

Let F be an isometry. Then there exist reflections Ri,...,R„ {through 
lines L,, . . . ,L^ respectively) such that 

F ^ Ri •• Rm-

The product is of course composition of mappings. If i? is a reflection 
through a hne L, then Ro R = R^ = I so R = R~^. Hence if we admit 
the above basic theorem, then we see that every isometry has an inverse, 
namely 

F ' = R-'-R;K 

Since the identity / is an isometry, it follows that the set of isometries is 
a subgroup of the group of permutations of R^. For a proof of the above 
basic theorem, see, for instance, my book with Gene Murrow: Geometry. 

Remark. The notation / M s also used even when / is not bijective. 
Let X, Y be sets and let 

f-X^Y 

be a mapping. Let Z be a subset of Y. We define the inverse image 

f^^{Z) = subset of X consisting of those elements xeX 
such that fix) e Z. 

Thus in general / ~ Ms NOT a mapping from Y into X, but is a mapping 
from the set of subsets of Y to the set of subsets of X. We call f~^{Z) 
the inverse image of Z under / . You can work out some properties of the 
inverse image in Exercise 6. Often the subset Z may consist of one 
element y. Thus, if ye y we define f~^{y) to be the set of all elements 
xeX such that f(x) = y. If y is not in the image of / , then f~^{y) is 
empty. If y is in the image of / , then f^^{y) may consist of more than 
one element. 

Example 10. Let / : R ^ R be the mapping f{x) = x^. Then 

/ - ' ( 1 ) = {1, - 1 } , 

and / ^ ' ( —2) is empty. 
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Example 11. Suppose f: X ^ Y is the inclusion mapping, so X is a 
subset of Y. Then f~^{Z) is the intersection, namely 

f-\Z) = Zr^X. 

Coordinate maps. Let 1̂  ( i = 1,...,«) be sets. A mapping 

f:X^Y\Y,= Y,^...x Y„ 

of X into the product is given by n mappings / , : X -> Y| such that 

/ (x ) = (A(x), . . . , /„(x)) for all xeX. 

The maps / ; are called the coordinate mappings of / . 

II, §2. EXERCISES 

1. Let f:S^S' be a mapping, and assume that there exists a map ,g:S'->S 
such that 

g°f=h and fog = l^., 

in other words, / has an inverse. Show that / is both injective and surjective. 

2. Let (Ti,...,cTr be permutations of a set S. Show that 

3. Let S be a non-empty set and G a group. Let M(S, G) be the set of map
pings of S into G. If f, geM(S,G), define fg-.S^G to be the map written 
such that (fg)(x) = f{x)g{x). Show that M{S, G) is a group. If G is written 
additively, how would you write the law of composition in M(S, G)? 

4. Give an example of two permutations of the integers {1,2,3} which do not 
commute. 

5. Let S be a set, G a group, and / : S -> G a bijective mapping. For each x, 
yeS define the product 

xy=f-'if{x)f{y)). 

Show that this multiplication defines a group structure on S. 

6. Let X, Y be sets and / : X -> 7 a mapping. Let Z be a subset of Y. Define 
/ " ' ( Z ) to be the set of all xeX such that f(x)eZ. Prove that if Z, W are 
subsets of y then 

f-\ZyjW)=f-\Z)^f-\W), 

f-\ZnW)=f-\Z)nf-\W). 
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II, §3. HOMOMORPHISMS 

Let G, G be groups. A homomorphism 

f-.G^G 

of G into G is a map having the following property: For all x, yeG, we 
have 

f{xy)=f{x)f{y), 

and in additive notation, f{x + y) = fix) + fiy). 

Example 1. Let G be a commutative group. The map xi—>x~' of G 
into itself is a homomorphism. In additive notation, this map looks Hke 
X I—> — X. The verification that it has the property defining a homo
morphism is immediate. 

Example 2. The map 

is a homomorphism of the multipHcative group of non-zero complex 
numbers into the multipHcative group of non-zero complex numbers (in 
fact, into the multiplicative group of positive real numbers). 

Example 3. The map 

is a homomorphism of the additive group of real numbers into the mul
tipHcative group of positive real numbers. Its inverse map, the logarithm, 
is also a homomorphism. 

Let, G, H be groups and suppose H is a direct product 

H = H, X ••• X H„. 

Let f.G^H be a map, and let fi'.G^Hi be its i-th coordinate map. 
Then f is a homomorphism if and only if each f is a homomorphism. 

The proof is immediate, and will be left to the reader. 
For the sake of brevity, we sometimes say: "Let f.G^G' be a 

group-homomorphism" instead of saying: "Let G, G be groups, and let / 
be a homomorphism of G into G'." 
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Let f:G^G' he a group-homomorphism, and let e, e' he the unit ele
ments of G, G' respectively. Then /(e) = e'. 

Proof. We have /(e) = /(ee) = /(e)/(e). Multiplying both sides by 
/(e) ' gives the desired result. 

Let f:G^G' be a group-homomorphism. Let xeG. Then 

fix-') = fix)-\ 
Proof. We have 

e'=fie) = fixx-')=fix)fix-'). 

Let f:G^G' and g.G' ^ G" be group-homomorphisms. Then the com
posite map g °f is a group-homomorphism of G into G". 

Proof. We have 

i9°f)(xy) = g(fixy)) = g(fix)fiy)) = g(fix))g(fiy)). 

Let f.G-^G' be a group-homomorphism. The image of f is a subgroup 
ofG'. 

Proof. If x' = fix) with XEG, and y' = fiy) with yeG, then 

x'y' = f(x)fiy) = f(xy) 

is also in the image. Also, e' = /(e) is in the image, and x ' " ' = / (x~ ' ) is 
in the image. Hence the image is a subgroup. 

Let f:G->G' be a group-homomorphism. We define the kernel of / 
to consist of all elements x e G such that fix) = e'. 

The kernel of a homomorphism f:G—>-G' is a subgroup of G. 

The proof is routine and will be left to the reader. (The kernel contains 
the unit element e because /(e) is the unit element of G'. And so on.) 

Example 4. Let G be a group and let aeG. The map 

is a homomorphism of Z into G. This is merely a restatement of the 
rules for exponents discussed in §1. The kernel of this homomorphism 
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consists of all integers n such that a" = e, and as we have seen in §1, this 
kernel is either 0, or is the subgroup generated by the period of a. 

Let f-.G^G' be a group-homomorphism. If the kernel of f consists of 
e alone, then f is injective. 

Proof. Let x, yeG and suppose that f{x) = f{y). Then 

e' =f{x)f{y)-' =fix)f(y-')=fixy-'). 

Hence xy~^ = e, and consequently x = y, thus showing that / is injective. 

An injective homomorphism will be called an embedding. The same 
terminology will be used for other objects which we shall meet later, such 
as rings and fields. An embedding is sometimes denoted by the special 
arrow 

G<^G'. 

In general, let f: X ^ Y be a mapping of sets. Let Z be a subset of Y. 
Recall from §2 that we defined the inverse image: 

/~*(Z) = subset of elements xeX such that f(x)eZ. 

Let f:G—>-G' be a homomorphism and let H' be a subgroup of G'. Let 
H = f~^{H') be its inverse image, i.e. the set of xeG such that 
f(x) e H'. Then H is a subgroup of G. 

Prove this as Exercise 8. 
In the above statement, let us take H' = {e'}. Thus H' is the trivial 

subgroup of G'. Then f'\H') is the kernel of / by definition. 
Let f.G^G' be a group-homomorphism. We shall say that / is an 

isomorphism (or more precisely a group-isomorphism) if there exists a 
homomorphism g.G'^G such that fog and gof are the identity 
mappings of G' and G respectively. We denote an isomorphism by the 
notation 

GKG'. 

Remark. Roughly speaking, if a group G has a property which can be 
defined entirely in terms of the group operation, then every group 
isomorphic to G also has the property. Some of these properties are: 
having order n, being abelian, being cyclic, and other properties which 
you will encounter later, such as being solvable, being simple, having a 
trivial center, etc. As you encounter these properties, verify the fact that 
they are invariant under isomorphisms. 
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Example 5. The function exp is an isomorphism of the additive group 
of the real numbers onto the mutiphcative group of positive real 
numbers. Its inverse is the log. 

Example 6. Let G be a commutative group. The map 

/ : X I—> x~^ 

is an isomorphism of G onto itself. What is / ° / ? What is /~^? 

A group-homomorphism f:G^G' which is injective and surjective is an 
isomorphism. 

Proof. We let f~^:G'^G be the inverse mapping. All we need to 
prove is that f~^ is a group-homomorphism. Let x', y'eG', and let 
X, yeG be such that f(x) = x' and f(y) = y'. Then f{xy) = x'y'. Hence 
by definition, 

f-\x'y') = xy=f-\x')f-\y'). 

This proves that f'^ is a homomorphism, as desired. 

From the preceding condition for an isomorphism, we obtain the 
standard test for a homomorphism to be an isomorphism. 

Theorem 3.1. Let f:G^G'bea homomorphism. 

(a) / / the kernel of f is trivial, then f is an isomorphism of G with its 
image f{G). 

(b) If f:G -* G' is surjective and the kernel of f is trivial, then f is an 
isomorphism. 

Proof. We have proved previously that if the kernel of / is trivial 
then / is injective. Since / is always surjective onto its image, the 
assertion of the theorem follows from the preceding condition. 

By an automorphism of a group, one means an isomorphism of the 
group onto itself The map of Example 6 is an automorphism of the 
commutative group G. What does it look like in additive notation? Ex
amples of automorphisms will be given in the exercises. (Cf. Exercises 3, 
4, 5.) Denote the set of automorphisms of G by Aut(G). 

Aut{G) is a subgroup of the group of permutations of G, where the 
law of composition is composition of mappings. 

Verify this assertion in detail. See Exercise 3. 
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We shall now see that every group is isomorphic to a group of per
mutations of some set. 

Example 7 (Translation). Let G be a group. For each aeG, let 

Ta-G^G 

be the map such that T„(x) = ax. We call T̂  the left translation by a. 
We contend that T„ is a bijection of G onto itself, i.e. a permutation of 
G. If X 7̂  y then ax ^ ay (multiply on the left by a~^ to see this), and 
hence T^ is injective. It is surjective, because given xeG, we have 

X = r„(fl"'x). 

The inverse mapping of T„ is obviously T^u Thus the map 

is a map from G into the group of permutations of the set G. We con
tend that it is a homomorphism. Indeed, for a, beG we have 

Tabix) = abx = T„(Tfc(x)), 

so that T„^ = T„Tf,. Furthermore, one sees at once that this homomor
phism is injective. Thus the map 

a\-^ T^ (aeG) 

is an isomorphism of G onto a subgroup of the group of all permuta
tions of G. Of course, not every permutation need be given by a transla
tion, i.e. the image of the map is not necessarily equal to the full group 
of permutations of G. 

The terminology of Example 7 is taken from Euclidean geometry. Let 
G = R^ = R X R. We visualize G as the plane. Elements of G are called 
2-dimensional vectors. If ^ E R x R, then the translation 

r^ :R X R ^ R X R 

such that Tji(X) = X + A for all X e R x R is visualized as the usual 
translation of X by means of the vector A. 

Example8 (Conjugation). Let G be a group and let aeG. Let 

c„: G ^ G 

be the map defined by x i-^ axa ~'. This map is called conjugation by a. 
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In Exercises 4 and 5 you will prove: 

A conjugation Ca is an automorphism of G, called an inner automorphism. 
The association a i-^ Ca is a homomorphism of G into Aut(G), whose law of 
composition is composition of mappings. 

Let A be an abelian group, written additively. Let B, C be subgroups. 
We let B + C consist of all sums b + c, with beB and ceC. You can 
show as an exercise that 5 + C is a subgroup, called the sum of B and C. 
You can define the sum B^ + ••• + B, of a finite number of subgroups 
similarly. We say that A is the direct sum of B and C if every element 
xeA can be written uniquely in the form x = b + c with beB and ceC. 
We then write 

A = B@C. 

Similarly we define A to be the direct sum 

A = @B, = B,@---®B, 

if every element xeA can be written in the form 
r 

i= 1 

with elements fc.eB,- uniquely determined by x. In Exercise 14 you will 
prove: 

Theorem 3.2. The abelian group A is a direct sum of subgroups B and 
C if and only if A = B + C and B n C = {0}. This is the case if and 
only if the map 

B X C -* A given by {b, c)h->-b + c 

is an isomorphism. 

Example 9 (The group of homomorphisms). Let A, B, be abelian 
groups, written additively. Let Hom(/4, E) denote the set of homomor
phisms of A into B. We can make V{om{A, B) into a group as follows. 
If/, g are homomorphisms of A into B, we define / + g: ^ ^ B to be the 
map such that 

{f+ci){x)=f{x) + g{x) 

for all XGA. It is a simple matter to verify that the three group axioms 
are satisfied. In fact, if f, g, heHom(/4, B), then for all xeA, 

(if +g) + h)(x) = ( / + g)ix) + h(x) = fix) + g{x) + /i(x), 
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and 

(f+ig + h))ix) = fix) + (g + h)ix) = fix) + gix) + hix). 

Hence f + ig + h) = if + g) + h. We have an additive unit element, 
namely the map 0 (called zero) which to each element of A assigns the 
zero element of B. It obviously satisfies condition GR 2. Furthermore, 
the map —/ such that (—/)(x) = —fix) has the property that 

/ + ( - / ) = 0. 

Finally, we must of course observe that f + g and —f are homomorphisms. 
Indeed, for x, ye A, 

if + g)ix + y)= fix + y) + gix + y) = fix) + fiy) + gix) + giy) 

= fix) + gix) + fiy) + giy) 

= if + d)(x) + if + g)iy), 

so that f + g is a homomorphism. Also, 

( - / ) ( x + y)= -fix + y) = -(fix) + fiy)) = -fix)-fiy), 

and hence —/ is a homomorphism. This proves that Hom(^, B) is a 
group. 

II, §3. EXERCISES 

1. Let R* be the multiplicative group of non-zero real numbers. Describe 
explicitly the kernel of the absolute value homomorphism 

X H+ | x | 

of R* into itself. What is the image of this homomorphism? 

2. Let C* be the multiplicative group of non-zero complex numbers. What is 
the kernel of the homomorphism absolute value 

z\—>\z\ 
of C* into R*? 

3. Let G be a group. Prove that Aut(G) is a subgroup of Perm(G). 

4. Let G be a group. Let a be an element of G. Let 

c„: G ^ G 
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be the map such that 

Ca(x) = axa~^. 

(a) Show that Cai G ^ G is an automorphism of G. 
(b) Show that the set of all such maps ĉ  with a e G is a subgroup of Aut(G). 

5. Let the notation be as in Exercise 4. Show that the association a i-̂  Ca is a 
homomorphism of G into Aut(G). The image of this homomorphism is called 
the group of inner automorphisms of G. Thus an inner automorphism of G is 
one which is equal to Ca for some a e G. 

6. If G is not commutative, is xi—>x"' a homomorphism? Prove your assertion. 

7. (a) Let G be a subgroup of the group of permutations of a set S. If s, t are 
elements of S, we define s to be equivalent to t if there exists aeG such 
that as = t. Show that this is an equivalence relation. 

(b) Let seS, and let Gj be the set of all aeG such that as = s. Show that Ĝ  
is a subgroup of G. 

(c) If T G G is such that is = t, show that G, = TG^T^^ 

8. Let / : G ^ G' be a group homomorphism. Let H' be a subgroup of G'. Show 
that f'^iH') is a subgroup of G. 

9. Let G be a group and S a set of generators of G. Let f.G^G' and g:G ->G' 
be homomorphisms of G into the same group G'. Suppose that /(x) = g{x) 
for all X 6 S. Prove that f = g. 

10. Let f:G^G' be an isomorphism of groups. Let aeG. Show that the period 
of a is the same as the period of /(a). 

11. Let G be a cyclic group, and f.G^G a homomorphism. Show that the 
image of G is cyclic. 

12. Let G be a commutative group, and n a positive integer. Show that the map 
X I—»x" is a homomorphism of G into itself 

13. Let A be an additive abelian group, and let B, C be subgroups. Let B + C 
consist of all sums b -\- c, with heB and ceC. Show that B + C is a 
subgroup, called the sum of B and C 

14. (a) Give the proof of Theorem 3.2 in all details. 
(b) Prove that an abehan group A is a direct sum of subgroups Bi,...,B^ if 

and only if the map 

{b„...,b,)^bi+--- + b, of U^i^A 

is an isomorphism. 

15. Let A be an abelian group, written additively, and let n be a positive integer 
such that nx = 0 for all xe A. Such an integer n is called an exponent for A. 
Assume that we can write n = rs, where r, s are positive relatively prime 
integers. Let A^ consist of all xe A such that rx = 0, and similarly A^ consist 
of all xeA such that sx = 0. Show that every element aeA can be written 
uniquely in the form a = b + c, with be A, and ce A^. Hence A = A,@ A^. 
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16. Let A be a finite abelian group of order n, and let n = pV'"Ps' be its prime 
power factorization, the p, being distinct, (a) Show that /I is a direct sum 
A = Ai ® • • • ® As where every element a e Ai satisfies pj'a = 0. (b) Prove that 
#{A,) = py. 

17. Let G be a finite group. Suppose that the only automorphism of G is the 
identity. Prove that G is abelian and that every element has order 2. [After 
you know the structure theorem for abelian groups, or after you have read 
the general definition of a vector space, and viewing G as vector space over 
Z/2Z, prove that G has at most 2 elements.] 

II, §4. COSETS AND NORMAL SUBGROUPS 

In what follows, we need some convenient notation. Let S, S' be subsets 
of a group G. We define the product of these subsets to be 

SS' = the set of all elements xx' with xeS and x'eS'. 

It is easy to verify that if Si, S2, S3 are three subsets of G, then 

( j lS2 ) ' ->3 = 0 1 ( 0 2 0 3 ) . 

This product simply consists of all elements xyz, with xeSi, y e S j and 
zeS:^. Thus the product of subsets is associative. 

Example 1. Show that if // is a subgroup of G, then HH = H. Also if 
S is a non-empty subset of H, then SH = H. Check for yourself other 
properties, for instance 

81(82 US3) = 5,^2 u S i S j . 

Let G be a group, and H a subgroup. Let a be an element of G. The 
set of all elements ax with xeH is called a coset of H in G. We denote it 
by aH, following the above notation. 

In additive notation, a coset of H would be written a + H. 
Since a group G may not be commutative, we shall in fact call aH a 

left coset of H. Similarly, we could define right cosets, but in the sequel, 
unless otherwise specified, coset will mean left coset. 

Theorem 4.1. Let aH and bH be cosets of H in the group G. Either 
these cosets are equal, or they have no element in common. 

Proof. Suppose that aH and bH have one element in common. We 
shall prove that they are equal. Let x, y be elements of H such that 
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ax = by. Since xH = H = yH (see Example 1) we get 

aH = axH = byH = bH 

as was to be proved. 

Suppose that G is a finite group. Every element xeG lies in some 
coset of H, namely x € xH. Hence G is the union of all cosets of H. By 
Theorem 4.1, we can write G as the union of distinct cosets, so 

G = U ''i"' 
i= 1 

where the cosets aiH,...,a^H are distinct. When we write G in this 
manner, we say that G = (J fl,H is a coset decomposition of G, and that 
any element ah with heH is a coset representative of the coset aH. In a 
coset decomposition of G as above, the coset representatives ai , . . . ,a , 
represent distinct cosets, and are of course all distinct. 

If a and b are coset representatives for the same coset, then 

aH = bH. 

Indeed, we can write b = ah for some heH, and then 

bH = ahH = aH. 

If G is an infinite group, we can still write G as a union of distinct 
cosets, but there may be infinitely many of these cosets. Then we use the 
notation 

G = U a,// 
iel 

where / is some indexing set, not necessarily finite. 

Theorem 4.2. Let G he a group, and H a finite subgroup. Then the 
number of elements of a coset aH is equal to the number of elements in 
H. 

Proof. Let x, x' be distinct elements of H. Then ax and ax! are 
distinct, for if ax = ax', then multiplying by a~' on the left shows that 
X = x'. Hence, if Xj, . . . ,x„ are the distinct elements of H, then 
are the distinct elements of aH, whence our assertion follows. 
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Let G be a group and let H be a subgroup. The set of left cosets of H 
is denoted by 

G/H. 

We'll not run across the set of right cosets, but the notation is H\G for 
the set of right cosets, in case you are interested. 

The number of distinct cosets of H in G is called the index of H in G. 
This index may of course be infinite. If G is a finite group, then the 
index of any subgroup is finite. The index of a subgroup H is denoted by 
(G: H). Let # S denote the number of elements of a set S. As a matter of 
notation, we often write # {G/H) = (G: H), and 

# G = (G:1), 

in other words, the order of G is the index of the trivial subgroup in G. 

Theorem 4.3. Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup. Then: 

(1) order of G = (G:H) {order of H). 

(2) The order of a subgroup divides the order of G. 

(3) Let aeG. Then the period of a divides the order of G. 

(4) IfG^H^K are subgroups, then 

{G:K) = {G: H){H: K). 

Proof. Every element of G lies in some coset (namely, a hes in the 
coset aH since a = ae). By Theorem 4.1, every element lies in precisely 
one coset, and by Theorem 4.2, any two cosets have the same number of 
elements. Formula (1) of our corollary is therefore clear. Then we see 
that the order of H divides the order of G. The period of an element a is 
the order of the subgroup generated by a, so (3) also follows. As to the 
last formula, we have by (1): 

# G = (G : / / ) # / / = (G://)( / / : X ) # X 

and also 

#G = {G:K)#K. 

From this (4) follows immediately. 

Example 2. Let S„ be the group of permutations of {l , . . . ,n}. Let H 
be the subset of S„ consisting of all permutations a such that a{n) = n 
(i.e. all permutations leaving n fixed). It is clear that H is a subgroup. 
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and we may view H as the permutation group S„_i. (We assume n > I.) 
We wish to describe all the cosets of H. For each integer i with 1 g i ^ n, 
let Tj be the permutation such that T,(n) = i, 1,(0 = n, and T; leaves all 
integers other than n and i fixed. We contend that the cosets 

T^H,...,T„H 

are distinct, and constitute all distinct cosets of H in S„. 
To see this, let aeS„, and suppose ain) = ;. Then 

Hence T^^CF Hes in /f, and therefore a lies in T,H. We have shown that 
every element of G lies in some coset T;//, and hence T,//,...,T„/f yield 
all the cosets. We must still show that these cosets are distinct. If i / J , 
then for any aeH, T;(T(n) = T;(n) = i and Xj(7(n) = Tj{n) = j . Hence T^H 
and TjH cannot have any element in common, since elements of T,H and 
TjH have distinct effects on n. This proves what we wanted. 

From Theorem 4.3, we conclude that 

order of S„ = n-order of S„_i. 

By induction, we see immediately that 

order of S„ = «! = n{n — 1)• • • 1. 

Theorem 4.4. Let f.G^G' be a homomorphism of groups. Let H be 
its kernel, and let a' be an element of G' which is in the image of f say 
a' = / (a ) for aeG. Then the set of elements x in G such that f(x) = a' 
is precisely the coset aH. 

Proof. Let xeaH, so that x = ah with some heH. Then 

fix) = f(a)fih) = fia). 

Conversely, suppose that xeG, and f{x) = a'. Then 

f{a-'x) = f{a)-' fix) = a'-'a' = e'. 

Hence a~^x lies in the kernel H, say a^^x = h with some hsH. Then 
x = ah, as was to be shown. 
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Let G be a group and let H be a subgroup. We shall say that H is 
normal if H satisfies either one of the following equivalent conditions: 

NOR 1. For all xeG we have xH = Hx, that is xHx^^ = H. 

NOR 2. H is the kernel of some homomorphism of G into some 
group. 

We shall now prove that these two conditions are equivalent. Suppose 
first that H is the kernel of a homomorphism / . Then 

f(xHx-')=f(x)f(H)f(x)-' = l. 

Hence xHx~^ <^ H for all xeG, so x'^Hx c H, whence H <^ xHx~^. 
Hence xHx~^ = H. This proves NOR 2 imphes NOR 1. The converse 
will be proved in Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.6. 

Warning. The condition in NOR 1 is not the same as saying that 
xhx~^ = h for all elements heH, when G is not commutative. Observe 
however that a subgroup of a commutative group is always normal, and 
even satisfies the stronger condition than NOR 1, namely x/;x ' = h for 
all heH. 

We now prove that NOR 1 implies NOR 2 by showing how a 
subgroup satisfying NOR 1 is the kernel of a homomorphism. 

Theorem 4.5. Let G be a group and H a subgroup having the property 
that xH = Hx for all xeG. If aH and bH are cosets of H, then the 
product (aH)(bH) is also a coset, and the collection of cosets is a group, 
the product being defined as above. 

Proof. We have (aH)(bH) = aHbH = abHH = abH. Hence the pro
duct of two cosets is a coset. Condition GR 1 is satisfied in view of 
previous remarks on multiplication of subsets of G. Condition GR 2 is 
satisfied, the unit element being the coset eH = H itself (Verify this in 
detail.) Condition GR 3 is satisfied, the inverse of aH being a~^H. 
(Again verify this in detail.) Hence Theorem 4.5 is proved. 

The group of cosets in Theorem 4.5 is called the factor group of G by 
H, or G modulo H. We note that it is a group of left or right 
cosets, there being no difference between these by assumption on H. 
We emphasize that it is this assumption which allowed us to define multi
plication of cosets. If the condition xH = Hx for all xeG is not 
satisfied, then we cannot define a group of cosets. 
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Corollary 4.6. Let G be a group and H a subgroup having the property 
that xH = Hx for all xeG. Let G/H be the factor group, and let 

f:G^ G/H 

be the map which to each aeG associates the coset f(a) = aH. Then f 
is a homomorphism, and its kernel is precisely H. 

Proof. The fact that / is a homomorphism is nothing but a repeti
tion of the properties of the product of cosets. As for its kernel, it is 
clear that every element of H is in the kernel. Conversely, if xeG, and 
f(x) = xH is the unit element of G/H, it is the coset H itself, so xH = H. 
This means that xe = x is an element of H, so H is equal to the kernel 
of /, as desired. 

We call the homomorphism / in Corollary 4.6 the canonical homo
morphism of G onto the factor group G/H. 

Let f.G->G' be a homomorphism, and let H be its kernel. Let xeG. 
Then for all heH we have 

fixh) = f(x)f(h) = fix). 

We can rewrite this property in the form 

fixH) = /(x). 

Thus all the elements in a coset of H have the same image under / . This 
is an important fact, which we shall use in the next result, which is one of 
the cornerstones for arguments involving homomorphisms. You should 
master this result thoroughly. 

Corollary 4.7. Let f.G->-G' be a homomorphism, and let H he its 
kernel. Then the association xH \-^ f{xH) is an isomorphism 

G/H ^ Im / 

of G/H with the image of f. 

Proof. By the remark preceding the corollary, we can define a map 

/ : G/H -^ G' by xH ^ f{xH). 
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Remember that GjH is the set of cosets of H. By Theorem 3.1, we have 
to verify three things: 

/ is a homomorphism. Indeed, 

fixHyH) = fixyH) = /(xy) = /(x)/(y) = f{xH)f{yH). 

f is injective. Indeed, the kernel of / consists of those cosets xH 
such that f(xH) = e', so consists of H itself, which is the unit element of 
G/H. 

The image of / is the image of / , which follows directly from the way 
/ is defined. 

This proves the corollary. 

The isomorphism / of the corollary is said to be induced by / . Note 
that G/H and the image of / are isomorphic not by any random 
isomorphism, but by the map specified in the statement of the corollary, 
in other words they are isomorphic by the mapping / . Whenever one 
asserts that two groups are isomorphic, it is best to specify what is the 
mapping giving the isomorphism. 

Example 3. Consider the subgroup Z of the additive group of the real 
numbers R. The factor group R/Z is sometimes called the circle group. 
Two elements x,yeR are called congruent mod Z if x — yeZ. This 
congruence is an equivalence relation, and the congruence classes are 
precisely the cosets of Z in R. If x = y (mod Z), then e^""" = e^"'", and 
conversely. Thus the map 

defines an isomorphism of R/Z with the multiplicative group of complex 
numbers having absolute value 1. To prove these statements, one must 
of course know some facts of analysis concerning the exponential func
tion. 

Example 4. Let C* be the multiphcative group of non-zero complex 
numbers, and R"̂  the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. 
Given a complex number a ^ 0, we can write 

a = ru, 

where r e R ^ and u has absolute value 1. (Let u = a/|a|.) Such an ex
pression is uniquely determined, and the map 

a 

a 
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is a homomorphism of C* onto the group of complex numbers of abso
lute value 1. The kernel is R^, and it follows that C*/R'^ is isomorphic 
to the group of complex numbers of absolute value 1. (Cf. Exercise 14.) 

For coset representatives in Examples 3 and 4, cf Exercises 15 and 16. 
The exercises list a lot of other basic facts about normal subgroups 

and homomorphisms. The proofs are all easy, and it is better for you to 
carry them out than to clutter up the text with them. You will learn 
them better for that. You should know these basic results as a matter of 
course. Especially, you will find a very useful test for a subgroup to be 
normal, namely: 

Example 5. Let /f be a subgroup of a finite group G, and suppose that 
the index (G: H) is equal to the smallest prime number dividing the order 
of G. Then H is normal. In particular, a subgroup of index 2 is normal. 
See Exercises 29 and 30. 

We shall now give a description of some standard cases of homomor
phisms and isomorphisms. The easiest case is the following. 

Let K c H <z G be normal subgroups of a group G. Then the associa
tion 

xK \-^ xH for xeG 

is a surjective homomorphism 

G/K ^ G/H, 

which we also call the canonical homomorphism. The kernel is HjK. 

The verification is immediate and will be left to you. 
Note that following Corollary 4.7, we have the formula 

G/H K iG/K)/{H/K), 

which is analogous to an elementary rule of arithmetic. 

Example. Let G = Z be the additive group of integers. The subgroups 
of Z are simply the sets of type «Z. Let m, n be positive integers. We 
have nZ <= mZ if and only if m divides n. (Proof?) Thus if m\n, we have 
a canonical homomorphism 

Z/nZ -^ Z/mZ. 

If we write n = md, then we can also write the canonical homomorphism 
as 

Z/mdZ -^ Z/mZ. 
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The following facts are used constantly, and you will prove them as 
Exercises 7 and 9, using Corollary 4.7. 

Theorem 4.8. Let f:G—^G'bea surjective homomorphism. Let H' be a 
normal subgroup of G' and let H — f~^{H'). Then H is normal, and the 
map XI—>/(x)H' is a homomorphism of G onto G'/H' whose kernel is H. 
Therefore we obtain an isomorphism 

G/H X G'/H'. 

Note that the homomorphism x\-^f{x)H' of G into G'/H' can also 
be described as the composite homomorphism 

GI.G'^G'/H' 

where G' -^ G'/H' is the canonical homomorphism. Using Theorem 4.8, 
you can prove: 

Theorem 4.9. Let G be a group and H a subgroup. Let N be a 
normal subgroup of G. Then: 

(1) HN is a subgroup of G; 

(2) H r^ N is a normal subgroup of H; 

(3) The association 
f:hh^hN 

is a homomorphism of H into G/N, whose kernel is H n N. The 
image of f is the subgroup HN/N of G/N, so we obtain an 
isomorphism 

f: H/{H nN)^ HN/N. 

Remark. Once you show that H n N is the kernel of the association 
in (3), then you have also proved (2). 

Theorem 4.8 is important in the following context. We define a group 
G to be solvable if there exists a sequence of subgroups 

such that /fj+i is normal in H^ for i = 0,...,r— 1, and such that Hf/Hi+i 
is abelian. It is a problem to determine which groups are solvable, and 
which are not. A famous theorem of Feit-Thompson states that every 
group of odd order is solvable. In §6 you will see a proof that the 
permutation group on n elements is not solvable for n ^ 5. The groups 
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of Theorem 3.8 in Chapter VI give other examples. As an application of 
Theorem 4.8, we shall now prove: 

Theorem 4.10. Let G be a group and K a normal subgroup. Assume 
that K and G/K are solvable. Then G is solvable. 

Proof. By definition, and the assumption that K is solvable, it suffices 
to prove the existence of a sequence of subgroups 

G = H^^H,^---^H„ = K 

such that W;+i is normal in H, and HJHi^^ is abelian, for all i. Let 
G = G/K. By assumption, there exists a sequence of subgroups 

G = Ho^ Hi 'm - \t 

such that /?;+! is normal in H, and HJHi+i is abelian for all i. Let 
f:G-yG/K be the canonical homomorphism and let Hf = f^^(Hj}. By 
Theorem 4.8 we have an isomorphism HJHi.^^ x HJHf^i and 
K = / ' ( / / J , so we have found the sequence of subgroups of G as we 
wanted, proving the theorem. 

In mathematics, you will meet many structures, of which groups are 
only one basic type. Whatever structure one meets, one asks system
atically for a classification of these structures, and especially one tries to 
answer the following questions: 

L What are the simplest structures in the category under considera
tion? 

2. To what extent can any structure be expressed as a product of 
simple ones? 

3. What is the structure of the group of automorphisms of a given 
object? 

In a sense, the objects having the "simplest" structure are the building 
blocks for the more complicated objects. Taking direct products is an 
easy way to form more complicated objects, but there are more complex 
ways. For instance, we define a group to be simple if it has no normal 
subgroup except the group itself and the trivial subgroup consisting of 
the unit element. Let G be a finite group. Then one can find a sequence 
of subgroups 

such that Hi^+i is normal in Ŵ  and such that HJH^ + i is simple. 
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The Jordan-Holder theorem states that at least the sequence of simple 
factor groups HJH^+^ is uniquely determined up to a permutation and 
up to isomorphism. You can look up a proof in a more advanced 
algebra text (e.g., my Algebra). Such a sequence already gives information 
about G. To get a full knowledge of G, one would have to know how 
these factor groups are pieced together. Usually it is not true that G is 
the direct product of all these factor groups. There is also the question of 
classifying all simple groups. In §7 we shall see how a finite abelian 
group is a direct product of cyclic factors. In Chapter VI, Theorem 3.8, 
you will find an example of a simple group. Of course, every cyclic group 
of prime order is simple. As an exercise, prove that a simple abelian 
group is cyclic of prime order or consists only of the unit element. 

II, §4. EXERCISES 

1. Let G be a group and H a subgroup. If x, yeG, define x to be equivalent to 
y if X is in the coset yH. Prove that this is an equivalence relation. 

2. Let / : G -• C be a homomorphism with kernel H. Assume that G is finite. 
(a) Show that 

order of G = (order of image of /)(order of H). 

(b) Suppose that G, G' are finite groups and that the orders of G and G' are 
relatively prime. Prove that / is trivial, that is, /(G) = e', the unit element 
of G'. 

3. The index formula of Theorem 4.3(4) holds even if G is not finite. All that 
one needs to assume is that H, K are of finite index. Namely, using only that 
assumption, prove that 

(G:K) = (G: H)(H: K). 

In fact, suppose that 

G = IJ a,.// and W = (J b^K 

are coset decomposidons of G with respect to H, and H with respect to K. 
Prove that 

G = U «ifcj-̂  

is a coset decomposition of G with respect to K. Thus you have to prove 
that G is the union of the cosets a,fejK (; = 1,... ,m; j = 1,... ,r) and that these 
cosets are all distinct. 
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4. Let p be a prime number and let G be a group with a subgroup H of index p 
in G. Let S be a subgroup of G such that G ̂  S ^ H. Prove that S = H or 
S = G. (This theorem applies in particular if H is of index 2.) 

5. Show that the group of inner automorphisms is normal in the group of all 
automorphisms of a group G. 

6. Let Hi, ffj be two normal subgroups of G. Show that H^ n Hj is normal. 

7. Let / : G -> G' be a homomorphism and let H' be a normal subgroup of G'. 
Let H = f-\H'). 
(a) Prove that H is normal in G. 
(b) Prove Theorem 4.8. 

8. Let f.G^G' be a surjective homomorphism. Let H be a normal subgroup 
of G. Show that f(H) is a normal subgroup of G'. 

9. Prove Theorem 4.9. 

10. Let G be a group. Define the center of G to be the subset of all elements a in 
G such that ax = xa for all xeG. Show that the center is a subgroup, and 
that it is a normal subgroup. Show that it is the kernel of the conjugation 
homomorphism XK->7^ in Exercise 5, §3. 

11. Let G be a group and H a subgroup. Let N„ be the set of all xeG such that 
xHx^^ = H. Show that Njj is a group containing H, and H is normal in N^. 
The group JV„ is called the normalizer of H. 

12. (a) Let G be the set of all maps of R into itself of type xt—yax + h, where 
a 6 R, a # 0 and b eR. Show that G is a group under composition. We de
note such a map by (Taj. Thus aa,b{x) = ax + b. 

(b) To each map a^ ,, we associate the number a. Show that the association 

is a homomorphism of G into R*. Describe the kernel. 

13. View Z as a subgroup of the additive group of rational numbers Q. Show 
that given an element x e Q/Z there exists an integer n S 1 such that nx = 0. 

14. Let D be the subgroup of R generated by 2n. Let R^ be the multiplicative 
group of positive real numbers, and C* the multiplicative group of non-zero 
complex numbers. Show that C* is isomorphic to R* x R/D under the 
map 

(r, e)>-^re"'. 

(Of course, you must use properties of the complex exponential map.) 

15. Show that every coset of Z in R has a unique coset representative x such that 
0 ^ X < 1. \_Hint: For each real number y, let n be the integer such that 
n -^y <n + 1.] 

16. Show that every coset of R"̂  in C* has a unique representative complex 
number of absolute value 1. 
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17. Let G be a group and let Xj, .. . ,x, be a set of generators. Let H be a 
subgroup. 
(a) Assume that x^Hxl^ = H for i = ! , . . . / . Show that H is normal in G. 
(b) Suppose G is finite. Assume that XiHx[^ c H for ( = l,...,r. Show that 

H is normal in G. 
(c) Suppose that H is generated by elements yi,...,y^. Assume that 

Xiyjx7^ eH for all i, j . Assume again that G is finite. Show that H is 
normal. 

18. Let G be the group of Exercise 8 of §1. Let H be the subgroup generated by 
X, so H = {e, X, x^, x^}. Prove that H is normal. 

19. Let G be the group of Exercise 9, §1, that is, G is the quaternion group. Let 
H be the subgroup generated by ;, so H = {e,;, i^, P}. Prove that H is 
normal. 

20. Let G be the group of Exercise 10, §1. Let H be the subgroup generated by 
X, so H = {e, x,...,x^}. Prove that H is normal. 

Commutators and solvable groups 

21. (a) Let G be a commutative group, and H a subgroup. Show that G/H is 
commutative, 

(b) Let G be a group and H a normal subgroup. Show that G/H is 
commutative if and only if H contains all elements xyx^ 'y^ ' for x, yeG. 

Define the commutator subgroup G' to be the subgroup generated by all 
elements 

xyx^^y^^ with x,yeG. 

Such elements are called commutators. 

22. (a) Show that the commutator subgroup is a normal subgroup, 
(b) Show that G/G" is abelian. 

23. Let G be a group, H a subgroup, and N a normal subgroup. Prove that if 
G/N is abelian, then H/{H n N) is abelian. 

24. (a) Let G be a solvable group, and H a subgroup. Prove that H is solvable, 
(b) Let G be a solvable group, and / : G -»G' a surjective homomorphism. 

Show that G' is solvable. 

25. (a) Prove that a simple finite abelian group is cyclic of prime order. 
(b) Let G be a finite abelian group. Prove that there exists a sequence of 

subgroups 
G => F i r> •.. =) H, = {e} 

such that HJHi + i is cyclic of prime order for all i. 

Conjugation 

26. Let G be a group. Let S be the set of subgroups of G. If H, K are subgroups 
of G, define H to be conjugate to K if there exists an element x e G such that 
xHx~^ = K. Prove that conjugacy is an equivalence relation in S. 
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27. Let G be a group and S the set of subgroups of G. For each xeG, let 
c^: 5 —> 5 be the map such that 

Show that Cx is a permutation of S, and that the map x i-̂  C;̂  is a homomor-
phism 

c: G-»Perm(5'). 

Translations 

28. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. Let S be the set of cosets of H in 
G. For each x e G, let 7^: S -> S be the map which to each coset yH 
associates the coset xyH. Prove that T^ is a permutation of S, and that the 
map X h^ T̂  is a homomorphism 

T: G ^ Perm(S). 

29. Let H be a subgroup of G, of finite index n. Let S be the set of cosets of H. 
Let 

T-.x^T, 

be the homomorphism of G -> Perm(S) described in the preceding exercise. 
Let K be the kernel of this homomorphism. Prove: 
(a) K is contained in H. 
(b) #(G/X) divides n\. 
(c) If H is of index 2, then H is normal, and in fact, H = K. 

[Hint: use the index formula and prove that (H: K) = 1. If you get into 
trouble, look at Proposition 8.3.] 

30. Let G be a finite group and let p be the smallest prime number dividing the 
order of G. Let H be a subgroup of index p. Prove that H is normal in G. 
[Hint: Let S be the set of cosets of H. Consider the homomorphism 

xh->T^ of G ^ Perm(S). 

Let K be the kernel of this homomorphism. Use the preceding exercise and 
the index formula as well as Corollary 4.7.] 

31. Let G be a group and let H^, ffj be subgroups of finite index. Prove that 
H^ n H2 has finite index. In fact, prove something stronger. Prove that there 
exists a normal subgroup N of finite index such that N (^ H^ n Hj- [Hint: 
Let Sj be the set of cosets of H^ and let S2 be the set of cosets of / / i - Let 
S = Si X 82- Define a map 

r : G - Perm(S) ^ 
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by the formula 

TJaHi,hH2) = (.v«H,, .v^H,). for -v, «, heG. 

Show that this map xi—>T̂  is a homomorphism. What is the order of S? 
Show that the kernel of this homomorphism is contained in //, nHj. Use 
Corollary 4.7.] 

II, §5. APPLICATION TO CYCLIC GROUPS 

Let G be a cyclic group and let a be a generator. Let dZj be the kernel of 
the homomorphism 

7.^G such that n^^a". 

In case the kernel of this homomorphism is 0, we get an isomorphism of 
Z with G. In the second case, as an application of Corollary 4.7, when 
the kernel is not 0, we get an isomorphism 

Z/rfZ A G. 

Theorem 5.1. Any two cyclic groups of order d are isomorphic. If a is 
a generator of G of period d, then there is a unique isomorphism 

f: Z/dZ ^ G 

such that / ( I ) = a. If Gj, Gj are cyclic of order d, and a,, aj <^''^ 
generators of Gi, G2 respectively, then there is a unique isomorphism 

g: Gi ^ G j 

such that g(ai} = 02-

Proof. By the remarks before the theorem, let 

/ , : Z/dZ ^ Gi and / j : Z/dZ -^ Gj 

be isomorphisms such that /,(«) = a" and/2(«) = flj for all neZ. Then 

h = f2^f;':G,^G 2 
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is an isomorphism such that h{ai) = aj- Conversely, let g: G, -> Gj be an 
isomorphism such that fif(ai) = fifa- Then 

gia\) = g{aif = a\ 

and therefore g = h, thereby proving the uniqueness. 

Remark. The uniqueness part of the preceding result is a special case 
of a very general principle: 

Theorem 5.2. A homomorphism is uniquely determined by its values on a 
set of generators. 

We expand on what this means. Let G, G' be groups. Suppose that G 
is generated by a subset of elements S. In other words, every element of 
G can be written as a product 

X = x^- • • x^ with Xj-eS or x^^eS . 

Let bi,...,h^ be elements of G'. If there is a homomorphism 

f-.G^G' 

such that /(X() = fo,- for (' = l,...,r, then such a homomorphism is uniquely 
determined. In other words, if 

g: G^G' 

is a homomorphism such that g{xi) = b^ for i = l, . . . ,r then g — f. The 
proof is immediate, because for any element x written as above, 
X = Xi'-- X, with X; 6 S or xf ^ eS, we have 

g(x) = g{xi) • • • g{x,) = /(xj) • • • f(x,} = /(x). 

Of course, given arbitrary elements bi,...,b^eG' there does not nec
essarily exist a homomorphism f-.G^G' such that f(x^ = bi. Some
times such an / exists and sometimes it does not exist. Look at Exercise 
12 to see an example. 

Theorem 5.3. Let G be a cyclic group. Then a factor group of G is 
cyclic and a subgroup of G is cyclic. 

Proof. We leave the case of a factor group as an exercise. See 
Exercise 11 of §3. Let us prove that a subgroup of G is cyclic. Let a be a 
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generator of G, so that we have a surjective homomorphism f.Z^G 
such that /'((?) = a". Let H be a subgroup of G. Then f^^{H) (the set of 
/7 e Z such that /(;?) e H) is a subgroup A of Z, and hence is cyclic. In 
fact, we icnow that there exists a unique integer d^O such that f~^(H) 
consists of all integers which can be written in the form md with me Z. 
Since / is surjective, it follows that / maps A on all of H, i.e. every 
element of H is of the form a""' with some integer m. It follows that H is 
cyclic, and in fact a'' is a generator. In fact we have proved: 

Theorem 5.4. Let G be cyclic of order «, and let n = md he a factoriza
tion in positice integers m, d. Then G has a unique subgroup of order 
m. If G = <«>, then this subgroup is generated by a^ = a""". 

II, §5. EXERCISES 

1. Show that a group of order 4 is isomorphic to one of the following groups: 

(a) The group with two distinct elements a, b such that 

a^ = b^ = e and ab = ba. 

(b) The group G having an element a such that G = {e, a, a^, a^} and a* = e. 
2. Prove that every group of prime order is cyclic. 

3. Let G be a cyclic group of order n. For each aeZ define f^:G^G by 
faix) = X". 
(a) Prove that / , is a homomorphism of G into itself 
(b) Prove that /„ is an automorphism of G if and only if a is prime to n. 

4. Again assume that G is a group of order p, prime. What is the order of 
Aut{G)? Proof? 

5. Let G and Z be cyclic groups of order n. Show that Hom(G, Z) is cyclic of 
order n. [^Hint: If a is a generator of G, show that for each zeZ there exists 
a unique homomorphism f:G->Z such that f(a) = z.] 

6. Let G be the group of Exercise 8, §1 and let H be the subgroup generated by 
X. Either recall or prove that H is normal. Show that G/H is cyclic of order 
2. 

7. Let G be the group of Exercise 10, §1, and let H be the subgroup generated 
by X. Show that G/H is cyclic of order 2. 

8. Let Z be the center of a group G, and suppose that G/Z is cyclic. Prove that 
G is abelian. 

9. Let G be a finite group which contains a subgroup H, and assume that H is 
contained in the center of G. Assume that {G: H) = p for some prime number 
p. Prove that G is abelian. 
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10. Let G be the group of order 8 of Exercise 8 of §1, so G is generated by 
elements x, y satisfying x* = e = y^ and yxy = x^. 
(a) Prove that all subgroups of G are those shown on the following diagram. 

(b) Determine all the normal subgroups of G. 

11. Let G be the quaternion group of Exercise 9 of §1. 
(a) Make up a lattice of all subgroups of G similar to the lattice of subgroups 

of the preceding exercise. 
(b) Prove that all subgroups of G are normal. 

12. (a) Let H, N be normal subgroups of a finite group G. Assume that the 
orders of H, N are relatively prime. Prove that xy = yx for all xeH and 
yeN, and that HN K H x N. \_Hint: Show that xyx~'-y~^ eH n N.'] 

(b) Let G be a finite group and let H^,...,H^ be normal subgroups such that 
the order of H, is relatively prime to the order of Hj for i # j . Prove that 

H^-H.KH^ X X H, 

13. Let G be a finite group. Let iV be a normal subgroup such that N and GIN 
have orders relatively prime. Let H be a subgroup of G having the same 
order as G/N. Prove that G = HN. 

14. Let G be a finite group. Let iV be a normal subgroup such that N and G/W 
have orders relatively prime. Let (p be an automorphism of G. Prove that 
(p(N) = N. 

15. Let G be a group and H an abelian normal subgroup. For x € G let c^ denote 
conjugation. 
(a) Show that the association x^^ c^ induces a homomorphism 

GjH -^ Aut(//). 

(b) Suppose that G is finite, that #(G/H) is relatively prime to #Aut(//), and 
that G/H is cyclic. Prove that G is abelian. 

16. Let G be a group of order p^. Prove that G is abehan. {^Hint: Let aeG, 
a ^ e. If a has period p^, we are done. Otherwise a has period p (why?). Let 
H = <a> be the subgroup generated by a. Let beG and b^H. Prove that 
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G = (a, h}, namely G is generated by a and b. Using Exercise 30 of §4, 
conclude that H is normal. Get a homomorphism G -<• \ut{H), and prove 
that the image of this homomorphism is trivial. Hence b commutes with a. 
Conclude that G is abelian by using Exercise 14 of §1.] 

II, §6. PERMUTATION GROUPS 

In this section, we investigate more closely the permutation group S„ of n 
elements {!,...,n} = J„. This group is called the symmetric group. 

If (7GS„, then we recall that a'^: J„^ J„ is the permutation such that 
(7 '(/:) = unique integer j 6 y„ such that a(i) — k. A transposition T is a 
permutation which interchanges two numbers and leaves the others fixed, 
i.e. there exist integers i, jeJ„, i^j such that T(i) = j , z{j) = i, and 
T(/C) = k if k ^ i and k # /. One sees at once that if T is a transposition, 
then T ' = T and T^ = /. In particular, the inverse of a transposition is a 
transposition. We shall prove that the transpositions generate S„. 

Theorem 6.1. Every permutation of J„ can he expressed as a product of 
transpositions. 

Proof. We shall prove our assertion by induction on n. For n = 1, 
there is nothing to prove. Let n > 1 and assume the assertion proved for 
n — 1. Let (T be a permutation of J„. Let ain) = k. Let T be the transpo
sition of J„ such that x{k) = n, tin) = k. Then TG is a permutation such 
that 

za{n) = x(k) = n. 

In other words, xa leaves n fixed. We may therefore view TCT as a permu
tation of J„- i , and by induction, there exist transpositions T I , . . , , ! ^ of 
J„_i, leaving n fixed, such that 

We can now write 

Thereby proving our proposition. 

A permutation a of {l,...,n} is sometimes denoted by 

" 1 ••• n ~ 

o{\) ••• a{n) • 
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Thus 

1 2 3" 
2 1 3 

denotes the permutation a such that f7(l) = 2, a{2) = 1, and ff(3) = 3. 
This permutation is in fact a transposition. 

Let i^,...,i, be distinct integers in J„. By the symbol 

we shall mean the permutation a such that 

o'('i) = '2, (^(h) = b> • • •, f^(v) = iu 

and (T leaves all other integers fixed. For example 

[132] 

denotes the permutation a such that a{\) = 3, a(3) = 2, (T(2) = 1, and a 
leaves all other integers fixed. Such a permutation is called a cycle, or 
more precisely, an r-cycle. 

If (7 = [j'l •••!,.] is a cycle, then one verifies at once that a'^ is also a 
cycle, and that in fact 

<^"' = [ i r - - i i ] -

Thus if ff = [132] then 

a-' = [231]. 

Note that a 2-cycle [y] is nothing but a transposition, namely the trans
position such that i >-^j and j i—>;. 

A product of cycles is easily determined. For instance, 

[132] [34] = [2134]. 

One sees this using the definition: If CT = [132] and T = [34], then for 
instance 

(T(T(3)) = a{4) = 4, 

a(T(4)) = (7(3) = 2, 

(T(T(2)) = (7(2) = 1, 

a(T(l)) = ,T(l) = 3. 
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Let G be a group. Recall that G is solvable if and only if there exists a 
sequence of subgroups 

such that //; is normal in Hj_i and such that the factor group Hi^JHi is 
abelian, for ; = l,...,m. We shall prove that for « ^ 5, the group S„ is 
not solvable. We need some prehminaries. 

Theorem 6.2. Let G be a group, and H a normal subgroup. Then G/H 
is abelian if and only if H contains all elements of the form xyx~^y~^, 
with X, yeG. 

Proof. Let f:G^ G/H be the canonical homomorphism. Assume that 
G/H is abelian. For any x, yeG we have 

/(xyx^'y-i) = fix)f(y)f(xr'fiyr\ 

and since G/H is abehan, the expression on the right-hand side is equal 
to the unit element of G/H. Hence xyx~^y~^EH. Conversely, assume 
that this is the case for all x, yeG. Let x, y be elements of G/H. Since 
/ is surjective, there exists x, yeG such that x = f(x) and y = f(y). Let 
e be the unit element of G/H, and e the unit element of G. Then 

e = f(e) = f(xyx-'y-') = / ( x ) / ( y ) / ( x ) " ' / M " ^ 

= xyx'^^y'^. 

Multiplying by y and x on the right, we find 

yx = xy, 

and hence G/H is abelian. 

Theorem 6.3. If n^ 5, then S„ is not solvable. 

Proof. We shall first prove that if H, N are two subgroups of S„ such 
that N <^ H and N is normal in H, if H contains every 3-cycle, and if 
H/N is abelian, then N contains every 3-cycle. To see this, let /, j , k, r, s 
be five distinct integers between 1 and n, and let 

f = UJk^ and T = [/crs]. 

Then 

[i/7c] [^rs] [fey/] [srfe] 

Irki']. 
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Since the choice of i, j , k, r, s was arbitrary, we see that the cycles [r/c(] 
all lie in N for all choices of distinct r, k, i thereby proving what we 
wanted. 

Now suppose that we have a chain of subgroups 

such that H^ is normal in / /^- i for ^ = l,...,m, and HJH^_^ is abelian. 
Since S„ contains every 3-cycle, we conclude that H^ contains every 
3-cycle. By induction on v, we conclude that H„ = {e} contains every 
3-cycle, which is impossible. Hence such a chain of subgroups cannot 
exist, and our theorem is proved. 

The sign of a permutation 

For the next theorem, we need to describe the operation of permutations 
on functions. Let / be a function of n real variables, so we can evaluate 

/(xi,.. . ,x„) for Xi,...,x„6R. 

Let ff be a permutation of J„. Then we define the function af by 

( f / X ^ l ) • • • ,^n) = J (^<7(1)> • • • ,^CT(n))-

Then we have for a, i e S„: 

(1) ( ^ T ) / = o{xf). 

Proof. We use the definition applied to the function g — xf. Then 

— j ( ^ ( T t ( l ) > • • • >^<Ti(n)) 

= (M/)(Xi,...,X„) 

thus proving (1). Note that the middle step comes from applying the 
definition 

-^fiy 1 - • • Jn) = fiyn 1), • • • ,yz(n)) with yi = x„(i). 

It is trivially verified that if I: J„^ J„ is the identity permutation, then 

(2) / / = / . 
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If / , g are two functions of n variables, then we may form their sum 
and product as usual. The sum f + g is defined by the rule 

( / + g){xi,... ,x„) = / ( x i , . . . ,x„) + g(xi,... ,x„) 

and the product fg is defined by 

(fgXxi,... ,x„) = / ( x „ . . . ,x„)g{xi,... ,x„). 

We claim that 

(3) (j{f + g) = af + ag and a(fg) = i(jf){ag). 

To see this, we have 

{(^if + g))ixi, • • • ,x„) = ( / + ^Xx^d),... ,x ,̂„)) 

= (<^/)(^l, • • • ,X„) + (CT0)(XI, . . . ,X„), 

thereby proving (3) for the sum. The formula for the product is done the 
same way. As a consequence, for every number c we have 

a{cf) = caf. 

Theorem 6.4. To each permutation a of J„ it is possible to assign a sign 
1 or —1, denoted by €{a), satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) If X is a transposition, then e{x) = — 1. 
(b) If o, a' are permutations of J„, then 

e{aa') = t{(7)e{(j'). 

Proof. Let A be the function 

A(xi,... ,x„)= n iXj-Xi\ 

the product being taken for all pairs of integers ;, j satisfying 

1 ^i <j ^ n. 
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Let T be a transposition, interchanging the two integers r and s. Say 
r < s. We wish to determine 

T A ( X I , . . . , X „ ) = n (^to) - T̂(;)) 

For one factor, we have 

T(X, - X,) = {x, - X,) = -{x,- X,). 

If a factor does not contain x^ or x^ in it, then it remains unchanged 
when we apply T. All other factors can be considered in pairs as follows: 

(Xk - XsXxi, - x^) if k> s, 

(Xs - ^t)(^t -X,) if r<k<s, 

(Xs - Xi,)ix, - XiJ if k<r. 

Each one of these pairs remains unchanged when we apply T. Hence we 
see that 

TA = - A . 

Now let a be an arbitrary permutation. Clearly, cA = +A. Define e(a) to 
be the sign 1 or - 1 such that 

ff(A) = e{a)A. 

It is now useful to use the notation n{a)f instead of or/ when applying a per
mutation to a function / . Thus a is in the group of permutations of 
{1 , . . . , «} , whereas 7t{a) is in the group of permutations of functions of n 
variables. Then 

n{aa') = n{a)ji{a'). 

It follows at once that a i-> s{a) is a homomorphism of S„ into {1 , -1} . The 
theorem follows. 

In particular, if CT is a product of transpositions 

O- = Tl • • • T„ 
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then 

E{a) = ( - l ) " . 

Hence in any such product, m is either always odd or always even, depend
ing on a. We restate this as a corollary. 

Corollary 6.5. / / a permutation a of J„ is expressed as a product of 
transpositions, 

then s is even or odd according as e{(j) = 1 or — 1. 

Corollary 6.6. / / a is a permutation of J„, then 

Proof. We have 

1 = e(id) = e(crff-i) _ £(cr)£(f7-i). 

Hence either C{(J) and e{a~^) are both equal to 1, or both equal to —1, 
as desired. 

As a matter of terminology, a permutation is called even if its sign is 
1, and it is called odd if its sign is —1. Thus every transposition is odd. 

From Theorem 6.4 we see that the map 

e : S „ ^ { l , - 1 } 

is a homomorphism of S„ onto the group consisting of the two elements 
1, —1. The kernel of this homomorphism by definition consists of 
the even permutations, and is called the alternating group A„. If T is a 
transposition, then A„ and xA„ are obviously distinct cosets of A„, and 
every permutation lies in A^ or TA„. {Proof. If (TeS„ and (T^/1„, then 
£ ( ( T ) = — 1 , so c{za) = \ and hence x(jeA„, whence (jeT~^A„ = xA„.) 
Therefore, 

A„, T/l„ 

are distinct cosets of A„ in S„, and there is no other coset. Since A„ is 
the kernel of a homomorphism, it is normal in 5„. We have T/1„ = A„x, 
which can also be verified easily directly. 
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II, §6. EXERCISES 

1. Determine the sign of the following permutations. 

(a) 

(d) 

"1 2 3" 

_2 3 1_ 

"1 2 3 

_2 3 1 

4 

4 

(b) 

(e) 

"1 2 3" 

3 1 2_ 

'1 2 3 

_2 1 4 

4" 

3_ 

(c) 

(0 

"1 2 3" 

_3 2 1_ 

^ 1 2 3 

_3 2 4 

4' 

1 

2. In each one of the cases of Exercise 1, write the inverse of the permutation. 

3. Show that the number of odd permutations of {!,...,«} for n ^ 2 is equal to 
the number of even permutations. 

4. Show that the groups Sj, S^, S^ are solvable. IHint: For S4, find a subgroup 
H of order 4 in A^. Consider the homomorphism of A^ into Sj given by 
translation on the cosets of H. Analyze the kernel of this homomorphism.] 

Hint: Use induction. 5. Let a be the r-cycle [i'l • • - (',]. Show that e((T) = ( - If^ ^ 
If r = 2, then d is a transposition. If r > 2, then 

['l---('r] = [i ' l 'JDl • • • ' ; - ! ] • 

6. Two cycles [f'l- • i j and [ i i - A ] are said to be disjoint if no integer ;, is 
equal to any integer j ^ . Prove that a permutation is equal to a product of 
disjoint cycles. 

7. Express the permutations of Exercise 1 as a product of disjoint cycles. 

8. Show that the group of Exercise 8, §1 exists by exhibiting it as a subgroup of 
S4 as follows. Let a = [1234] and T = [24]. Show that the subgroup 
generated by a, x has order 8, and that a, T satisfy the same relations as x, y 
in the exercise loc. cit. 

9. Show that the group of Exercise 10, §1 exists by exhibiting it as a subgroup 
o f S . . 

10. Let n be an even positive integer. Show that there exists a group of order In, 
generated by two elements a, T such that cr" = e = T^ and CTT = TCT""'. [Also 
see Exercises 6, 7 of Chapter VI, §2.] Draw a picture of a regular n-gon, 
number the vertices, and use the picture as an inspiration to get a, z. 

11. Let C be a finite group of order 2̂ - for some positive integer k. 
(a) Prove that G has an element of period 2. \_Hmt: show that there exists 

.V 6 G, .V ^ e, such that .v = .v '.] 
(b) Assume that k is odd. Let aeG have period 2 and let T„:G^G be 

translation by a. Prove that 7̂  is an odd permutation. 

12. Let G be a finite group of even order 2/c, and assume that k is odd. Prove 
that G has a normal subgroup of order k. [Hint: Use the previous exercise.] 
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II, §7. FINITE ABELIAN GROUPS 

The groups referred to in the title of this section occur so frequently that 
it is worth while to state a theorem which describes their structure com
pletely. Throughout this section we write our abelian groups additively. 

Let A be an abelian group. An element aeA is said to be a torsion 
element if it has finite period. The subset of all torsion elements of A is 
a subgroup of A called the torsion subgroup of A. (If a has period m and 
b has period n then, writing the group law additively, we see that a ± b 
has a period dividing mn.) Let p be a prime number. A p-group is a 
finite group whose order is a power of p. Finally, a group is said to be 
of exponent m if every element has period dividing m. 

If A is an abelian group and p a prime number, we denote by A(p) 
the subgroup of all elements xeA whose period is a power of p. Then 
A(p) is a torsion group, and is a p-group if it is finite. 

Theorem 7.L Let A be an additive abelian group of exponent n. If 
n = mm' is a factorization with (m, m') = 1, then A is the direct sum 

A = A,„®A,„.. 

The group A is the direct sum of its subgroups A(p) for all primes p 
dividing n. 

Proof. For the first statement, since /?!, m' are relatively prime, there 
exist integers r, s such that 

rm + sm' = 1. 

Let X e A. Then 

(*) X — Ix = rmx + sm'x. 

But r/7!.\' e /!„,. because m'rmx = rm'mx = rnx = 0. Similarly, sm'x e A^. 
Hence A = A,„ + A,,,'. This sum is direct, for suppose x e A„r\ A^.. By 
the same formula (*) we see that x = 0, so A^ n /(„. = {0}, whence the 
sum is direct. The final statement is obtained by writing n as a product 
of distinct prime power factors 

" = n P?' 

and using induction. We thus get A = <^A{pj). 
Note that if A is finite, we can take n equal to the order of A. 

Our next task is to describe the structure of finite abelian p-groups. 
Let r^,...,r^ be integers ^ 1. A finite p-group A is said to be of type 
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(lf\... ,p''') if A is isomorphic to the product of cyclic groups of orders 
/ • 0 = i , . . . , 4 

Example. A group of type (p, p) is isomorphic to a product of cyclic 
groups Z/pZ X Z/pZ. 

Theorem 7.2. Every finite abelian p-group is isomorphic to a product of 
cyclic p-groups. If it is of type {p''\. ..,p''') with 

r i ^ r , ^ • • • ^ r , ^ l , 

then the sequence of integers ( r , , . . . , rJ is uniquely determined. 

Proof. Let A be a finite abelian p-group. We shall need the following 
remark: Let b be an element oi A, b ^ 0. Let k be an integer ^ 0 such 
that p'b / 0, and let p"" be the period of p'^b. Then b has period p''^". 
Proof: We certainly have p^*"'b = 0, and if p''b = 0 then first n^ k, and 
second n^k + m, otherwise the period of p'b would be smaller than p"". 

We shall now prove the existence of the desired product by induction. 
Let QiSA be an element of maximal period. We may assume without 
loss of generahty that A is not cyclic. Let A^ be the cyclic subgroup 
generated by a^, say of period p'''. We need a lemma. 

Lemma 7.3. Let h be an element of A/A j , of period p''. Then there ex
ists a representative a of b in A which also has period p''. 

Proof. Let b be any representative of b in A. Then p''b lies '\n A^, say 
p'b = nui with some integer n^Q. If n = 0 we let a = i . Suppose n # 0. 
We note that the period of 6 is g the period of b. Write n = p'^t where t 
is prime to p. Then tai is also a generator of ^ i , and hence has period 
p". We may assume k^r^. Then p'tOi has period p'''"''. By our 
previous remark, the element h has period 

whence by hypothesis, r + r^ ~ k S^i and r ^ k. This proves that there 
exists an element c 6 /I, such that p''b = p''c. Let a = b ~ c. Then a is a 
representative for h m A and p'a = 0. Since period(a) ^ p'' we conclude 
that a has period equal to p^ 

We return to the main proof By induction, the factor group AjA.^ 
is expressible as a direct sum 

AjA^ = A2®---®A, 

of cyclic subgroups of orders p"^,... ,p''' respectively, such that 
f j ^ ' - ^ r j . Let a, be a generator for A^ (i = 2,...,s) and let a; be a 
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representative in A having the same period as a,. Let A^ be the cyclic 
subgroup generated by Oj. We contend that A is the direct sum of 
^ i , . . . , /4 j . ^ 

We let A = A/Ai. First observe that since a,- and a,- have the same 
period, the canonical homomorphism A^ A induces an isomorphism 
Aj ^ A J for 7 = 2, . . . ,s. 

Next we prove that A = A^ + ••• + A^. Given xeA, let x denote its 
image in A/Ai = A. Then there exist elements XJEAJ for j = 2,...,s such 
that 

Hence lies in A^, so there exists an element x^eAi such 
that 

X ^^^ X^ ~r X2 I • * • ~r Xg^ 

which proves that A is the sum of the subgroups A^ {i = l,...,s). 
To prove that A is the direct sum, suppose xeA and 

X = Xi-\ + x^ = y^ + ••• + y, with Xi,yieAi. 

Subtracting, and letting Zj = y; — X;, we find that 

0 = Z i+ - - - + Zj with Zj6/l,-. 

Then 
0 = Z2 + • • • + Z, 

whence ẑ  = 0 for 7 = 2, . . . ,s because A is the direct sum of the subgroups 
A J for 7 = 2, . . . ,s. But since Aj x Aj, it follows that Zj = 0 for 7 = 2, . . . ,s. 
Hence 0 = Zi also. Hence, finally, x, = y, for i— l , . . . ,s, which concludes 
the proof of the existence part of the theorem. 

We prove uniqueness, by induction on the order of A. Suppose that A 
is written in two ways as a product of cyclic groups, say of type 

( / ' , . . . ,p'-') and ip"",... ,p'"') 

with ri ^ • • • ^ r̂  ^ 1 and WTI ^ • • • ̂  m̂  ^ 1. Then pA is also a p-group, 
of order strictly less than the order of A, and is of type 

ip'-'-\...,p'-'-') and ip""-\...,p""-'), 

it being understood that if some exponent r; or nij is equal to 1, then the 
factor corresponding to 
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in pA is simply the trivial group 0. Let ;' = 1,...,« be those integers such 
that Tj ̂  2. Since #(pA) < #{A), by induction the subsequence 

( r i - l , . . . / , - l ) 

consisting of those integers ^ 1 is uniquely determined, and is the same 
as the corresponding subsequence of 

(mi - I,...,mi,- 1). 

In other words, we have r, — 1 = m, — 1 for all those integers ;' = ! , . . . ,« . 
Hence r, = m,- for i = 1,... ,n, and the two sequences 

( / ' , . . . y~) and ip'"',...,p'"') 

can differ only in their last components which are equal to p. These 
correspond to factors of type {p,...,p) occurring say v times in the first 
sequence and ^ times in the second sequence. Thus A is of type 

ip",... ,p'", p,... ,p) and (p",... ,p'\ p,... ,p)-

V times /i times 

Hence the order of A is equal to 

p'-'^'+'Y = p"^-^'Y, 

whence v = ji, and our theorem is proved. 

II, §7. EXERCISES 

1. Let /I be a finite abelian group, B a subgroup, and C = A/B. Assume that 
the orders of B and C are relatively prime. Show that there is a subgroup C 
of A isomorphic to C, such that 

A = B@C. 

2. Using the structure theorem for abelian groups, prove the following: 
(a) An abelian group is cyclic if and only if, for every prime p dividing the 

order of G, there is one and only one subgroup of order p. 
(b) Let G be a finite abelian group which is not cyclic. Then there exists 

a prime p such that G contains a subgroup Cj x Cj where C; and Cj are 
cyclic of order p. 
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3. Let f: A -f B be a homomorphism of abelian groups. Assume that there 
exists a homomorphism g.B^A such that / = gf = idg. 
(a) Prove that A is the direct sum 

A = Ker / © Im g. 

(b) Prove that / and g are inverse isomorphisms between g{B) and B. 

Note: You may wish to do the following exercises only after reading §3 of the next 
chapter, especially Exercises 7 through 12 of III, §3. Then the following Exercises 
5 and 6 are completely subsumed by Exercises 7 through 12 of Chapter III, §3. 

4. Define (Z/nZ)* to be the set of elements in Z/nZ having coset representatives 
which are integers aeZ, prime to n. Show that (Z/nZ)* is a multiplicative 
group. 

5. Let G be a multiplicative cyclic group of order N and let Aut(G) be its group 
of automorphisms. For each a e {Z/NZ)* let a^.G^G be the map such that 
ajw) = w". Show that a^ e Aut(G) and that the association 

is an isomorphism of (Z/NZ)* with Aut(G). 

6. (a) Let n be a positive integer, which can be written n = n^n2 where n^, «2 are 
integers ^ 2 and relatively prime. Show that there is an isomorphism 

/ : ZjnZ^Zjn^Z x Zjn^Z 

where the map / associates to each residue class a mod nZ the pair of 
classes 

a mod Zi—>(a mod w^Z, a mod JJJ^)-

For the surjectivity, you will need the Chinese Remainder Theorem of 
Chapter I, §5, Exercise 5. 

(b) Extend the result to the case when n = n^n2---% is a product of pairwise 
relatively prime integers ^ 2. 

7. Let n be a positive integer, and write n as product of prime powers 

n = f l V7 

Show that the map / of Exercise 6 restricts to an isomorphism of 
multiplicative groups 

(z/«z)*« n (z/prz)* 
i = 1 
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8. Let p be a prime number. Let 1 ^ fe ^ m. Let (7̂  = Ui^p"') be the subset of 
(Z/p^Z)* consisting of those elements which have a representative in Z which 
is = 1 mod p*. Thus 

t/j = 1 + p*̂ Z mod p^Z. 

Show that t/j is a subgroup of (Z/p'"Z)*. Thus we have a sequence of 
subgroups 

[ / , = , [ / , = , . . . ^ [ / „ _ i ^ [/„ = {!}. 

9. (a) Let p be an odd prime and let m ^ 2. Show that for /c ̂  m — 1 in 
Exercise 8, the map 

given by (a mod p) i—• 1 + p''a mod p*^ ' Z is an isomorphism. 
(b) Prove that the order of i7i is p '""^ 
(c) Prove that U^ is cychc and that 1 + p mod p'"Z is a generator. 
\_Hint: If p is odd, show by induction that for every positive integer r, 

(1 +p) ' ' ' = 1 +p'^' m o d p ' + l 

Is this assertion still true if p = 2? State and prove the analogue of this 
assertion for (1 + 4)^'.] 

10. Let p be an odd prime. Show that there is an isomorphism 

(Z/p"'Z)* « (Z/pZ)* X Ui. 

11. (a) For the prime 2, and an integer m ^ 2, show that 

(Z/2'"Z)* » {1, - 1 } X [/j. 

(b) Show that the group {/2 = 1 + 4Z mod 2™Z is cyclic, and that the class of 
1 + 4 is a generator. What is the order of C/j in this case? 

12. Let cp be the Euler phi function, i.e. q){n) is the order of (Z/nZ)*. 

(a) If p is a prime number, and r an integer ^ 1, show that 

cp{p') = {p-i)p'-'. 

(b) Prove that if m, n are positive relatively prime integers, then 

(p{mn) = (p{m)(p{n). 

(You may (should) of course use previous exercises to do this.) 
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II, §8. OPERATION OF A GROUP ON A SET 

In some sense, this section is a continuation of §6. We shall define 
a general notion which contains permutation groups as a special 
case, and which has already been illustrated in the exercises of §3 
and §4. 

Let G be a group and let S be a set. An operation or an action 
of G on 5 is a homomorphism 

n: G^ Perm(S) 

of G into the group of permutations of S. We denote the permutation 
associated with an element xeG by n^. Thus the homomorphism is 
denoted by 

Given seS the image of s under the permutation n^ is n^{s). From 
such an operation, we obtain a mapping 

G X S-i-S 

which to each pair (x, s) with xeG and seS associates the element 
7î (s) of S. Sometimes we abbreviate the notation and write simply 
xs instead of n^{s). With this simpler notation, we have the two 
properties: 

OP 1. For all x,y e G and se S we have associativity 

x{ys) = (xy)s. 

OP 2. / / e is the unit element of G, then es = s for all s e S. 

Note that the formula of OP 1 is simply an abbreviation for the property 

Similarly, the formula OP 2 is an abbreviation for the property that n^ is 
the identity permutation, namely 

ng(s) = s for all seS. 

Conversely, if we are given a mapping 

G X S -f S denoted by (x, s) i—> xs. 
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satisfying OP 1 and OP 2, then for each xeG the map sh-fxs is a 
permutation of S which we may denote by TI^(S). Then x\-^n^ is a 
homomorphism of G into Perm(S). (Proof?) So an operation of G on a 
set S could also be defined as a mapping G x S -* S satisfying properties 
OP 1 and OP 2. Hence we often use the abbreviated notation xs instead 
of n^{s) for the operation. 

We shall now give examples of operations. 

1. Translations. In Example 7 of §3 we have met translations: for each 
X 6 G we defined the translation 

r , : G ^ G by Uy) = xy. 

Thus we got a homomorphism x i-> T̂  of G into Perm(G). Of course Tj is 
not a group homomorphism, it is only a permutation of G. 

Similarly, G operates by translation on the set of subsets, for if ^ is a 
subset of G, then T^(A) = xA is a subset. If H is a subgroup of G, then 
T^{H) = xH is a coset of H, and G operates by translation on the set of 
cosets of H. You should previously have worked out several exercises 
concerning this operation, although we did not call it by that name. 

2. Conjugation. For each x e G we let c(x): G —> G be the map such that 
c(x)(j) = xjx~'. Then we have seen in Example 8 of §3 that the map 

X H-> c (x ) 

is a homomorphism of G into Aut(G), and so this map gives an operation 
of G on itself by conjugation. The kernel of this homomorphism is the 
set of all X e G such that xyx ~ ^ = y for all y e G, so the kernel is what we 
called the center of G. 

We note that G also operates by conjugation on the set of subgroups 
of G, because the conjugate of a subgroup is a subgroup. We have met 
this operation before, although we did not call it by that name, and you 
should have worked out exercises on this operation in §4. In the case of 
conjugation, we do not use the notation of OP 1 and OP 2, because it 
would lead to confusion if we write xH for conjugation. We reserve xH 
for the translation of H by x. For conjugation of i / by x we write c{x){H). 

3. Example from linear algebra. Let R" be the vector space of column 
vectors in n-space. Let G be the set of n x n matrices which are 
invertible. Then G is a multiplicative group, and G operates on R". For 
AeG and XeR" we have the linear map L^:R" -»R" such that 

L^(X) = AX. 
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The map A\-^L^ is a homomorphism of G into the multiplicative group 
of invertible linear maps of R" onto itself Since we write frequently AX 
instead of L^(X), the notation 

[A, X) h-> AX 

is particularly useful in this context, where we see directly that the two 
properties OP 1 and OP 2 are satisfied. 

For other examples, see the exercises of Chapter VI, §3. 

Suppose we have an operation of G on S. Let s e S. We define the 
isotropy group of s e S to be the set of elements xeG such that nJ(S) = s. 
We denote the isotropy group by G ,̂ and we leave it as an exercise to 
verify that indeed, the isotropy group Ĝ  is a subgroup of G. 

Examples. Let G be a group and H a subgroup. Let G operate on the 
set of cosets of H by translation. Then the isotropy group of H is H 
itself, because if x e G, then xH = H if and only if x G H. 

Suppose next that G operates on itself by conjugation. Then the 
isotropy group of an element a e G is called the centralizer of a. In this 
case, the centralizer consists of all elements xeG such that x commutes 
with a, that is 

xax^^ = a or xa = ax. 

If we view G as operating by conjugation on the set of subgroups, then 
the isotropy group of a subgroup H is what we called the normalizer of 
H. 

Let G operate on a set S. We use the notation of OP 1 and OP 2. 
Let seS. The subset of S consisting of all elements xs with x e G is 
called the orbit of s under G, and is denoted by Gs. Let us denote 
this orbit by O. Let teO. Then 

0 = Gs = Gt. 

This is easily seen, because teO = Gs means that there exists x e G such 
that xs = f, and then 

Gt = Gxs = Gs because Gx = G. 

An element t e O is called a representative of the orbit, and we say that t 
represents the orbit. Note that the notion of orbit is analogous to the 
notion of coset, and the notion of representative of an orbit is analogous 
to the notion of coset representative. Compare the formalism of orbits 
with the formalism of cosets in §4. 
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Example. Let G operate on itself by conjugation. Then the orbit of an 
element x is called a conjugacy class, and consists of all elements 

yxy'^ with yeG. 

In general, let G operate on a set S. Let se S. If x, y are in the same 
coset of the subgroup G^ then xs = ys. Indeed, we can write y = xh with 
heG^, so 

ys = xhs = xs since hs = s by assumption. 

Therefore we can define a mapping 

/ : G/G, ^S by f(xGJ = xs. 

We say that / is induced by / . 

Proposition 8.1. Let G operate on a set S, and let seS. 

(1) The map xh-»xs induces a bijection between G/G^ and the orbit Gs. 

(2) The order of the orbit Gs is equal to the index (G: GJ. 

Proof. The image of / is the orbit of s since it consists of all elements 
xs of S with X e G. The map / is injective, because if x, yeG and 
xs = ys, then x^^ys = s so x 'yeG^, whence yexG^, and x, y lie in the 
same coset of G,. Hence f(xGJ = f(yG^) implies xs = ys, which implies 
xGj = yG^, which concludes the proof. 

In particular, when G operates by conjugation on the set of subgroups, 
and H is a subgroup, or when G operates on itself by conjugation, we 
obtain from Proposition 8.1 and the definitions: 

Proposition 8.2 

(a) The number of conjugate subgroups to H is equal to the index of the 
normalizer of H. 

(b) Let X e G. The number of elements in the conjugacy class of x is 
the index of the centralizer (G : GJ. 

The next result gives a very good test for normality. You should have 
done it as an exercise before, but we now do it as an example. 

Proposition 8.3. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of index 2. Then 
H is normal. 
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Proof. Let S be the set of cosets of H and let G operate on S by 
translation. For each xeG let T/. S ^ S be the translation such that 
T^iaH) = xaH. Then 

jci—> r^ is a homomorphism of G -> Perm(S). 

Let K; be the kernel, li xeK, then in particular, T^{H) = H, so xH = H 
and X 6 //. Therefore K <= H. Then G/X is embedded as a subgroup of 
Perm(S), and Perm(S) has order 2, because S has order 2. Hence 
(G: K) = 1 or 2. But 

(G: K) = (G :/ /)(/ / :X), 

and (G: H) = 2. Hence {H:K)= 1, whence H = K, whence H is normal 
because K is normal. This concludes the proof. 

Proposition 8.4. Let G operate on a set S. Then two orbits of G are 
either disjoint or are equal. 

Proof. Let Gs and Gt be two orbits with an element in common. This 
element can be written 

xs = yt with some x, yeG. 

Hence 
Gs = Gxs = Gyt = Gt 

so the two orbits are equal, thus concluding the proof. 

It follows from Proposition 8.4 that S is the disjoint union of the 
distinct orbits, and we can write 

S=\J GSi (disjoint) 

where / is some indexing set, and the 5, represent the distinct orbits. 
Suppose that 5 is a finite set. Let #{S) be the number of elements of 

S. We call #(S) the order of S. Then we get a decomposition of the 
order of 5 as a sum of orders of orbits, which we call the orbit 
decomposition formula; namely by Proposition 8.1: 

#(S)= j:iG:G,) 
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Example. Let G operate on itself by conjugation. An element xeG is 
in the center of G if and only if the orbit of x is x itself, and thus has 
one element. In general, the order of the orbit of x is equal to the index 
of the centralizer of x. Thus we obtain: 

Proposition 8.5. Let G be a finite group. Let G^ be the centralizer of x. 
Let Z be the center of G and let yi, ••-,>'„ represent the conjugacy 
classes which contain more than one element. Then 

{G 1) = -{Z: 
m 

1)+ I(G Gy) 

and (G: Ĝ ,) > 1 for i = 1,... ,m. 

The formula of Proposition 8.5 is called the class formula or class 
equation. 

II, §8. EXERCISES 

1. Let a group G operate on a set S. Let s, t be elements of S, and let xeG be 
such that xs = t. Show that 

G, = xG^x^K 

2. Let G operate on a set S, and let TI : G-• Perm(5) be the corresponding 
homomorphism. Let K be the kernel of n. Prove that K is the intersection 
of all isotropy groups Ĝ  for all se S. In particular, K is contained in every 
isotropy group. 

3. (a) Let G be a group of order p" where p is prime and n > 0. Prove that G 
has a non-trivial center, i.e. the center of G is larger than {e}. 

(b) Prove that G is solvable. 

4. Let G be a finite group operating on a finite set S. 
(a) For each seS prove that 

_ 1 
= 1. 

leGs li''{Gt) 

(b) XSES(1/#(GS)) = number of orbits of G in S. 

5. Let G be a finite group operating on a finite set S. For each .v e G define 
y.{x] = number of elements s e S such that xs = s. Prove that the number of 
orbits of G in S is equal to 

I ^ 

#(G).t-G 
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Hint: Let T be the subset of G x S consisting of all elements (x, s) such that 
xs = s. Count the order of T in two ways. 

6. Let S, T be sets and let M{S, T) denote the set of all mappings of S into T. 
Let G be a finite group operating on S. For each map f:S->-T and xeG 
define the map n^f: S -> T by 

{nj){s)^f{x-'s}. 

(a) Prove that xh-^n^ is an operation of G on M{S, T). 
(b) Assume that S, T are finite. Let n(x) denote the number of orbits of the 

cyclic group <x> on S. Prove that the number of orbits of G in M(S, T) is 
equal to 

1 
I(#rr (.X) 

#(G) :,rc 

II, §9. SYLOW SUBGROUPS 

Let p be a prime number. By a /»-group, we mean a finite group whose 
order is a power of p (i.e. p" for some integer n > 0). Let G be a finite 
group and H a subgroup. We call H a /7-subgroup of G if H is a p-group. 

Theorem 9.L Let G be a p-group and not trivial, i.e. # {e}. Then: 

(1) G has a non-trivial center. 

(2) G IS solvable. 

Proof. For (1) we use the class equation. Let Z be the center of G. 
Then 

(G:1) = (Z:1) + X(G:GJ, 

where the sum is taken over a finite number of elements x,- with 
(G: G J ^ L Since G is a p-group, it follows that p divides (G: 1) and also 
(G: G^). Hence p divides (Z: 1), so the center is not trivial. 

For (2), #{G/Z) divides #(G) so G/Z is a p-group, and by (1), we 
know that # (G/Z) < # (G). By induction G/Z is solvable. By Theorem 
4.10 it follows that G is solvable. 

Let G be a finite group and let /f be a subgroup. Let p be a prime 
number. We say that H is a /»-Sylow subgroup if the order of H is p" and 
if p" is the highest power of p dividing the order of G. We shall prove 
below that such subgroups always exist. For this we need a lemma. 

Lemma 9.2. Let G be a finite abelian group of order m, let p be a prime 
number dividing m. Then G has a subgroup of order p. 
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Proof. Write m = p''s where s is prime to p. By Theorem 7.1 we can 
write G as a direct product 

G = G(p) X G' 

where the order of G' is prime to p. Let a e G(p), a # e. Let p* be the 
period of a. Let 

h = a"'-'. 

Then ^ # e but f = e, and b generates a subgroup of order p as desired. 

Theorem 9.3. Let G be a finite group and p a prime number dividing the 
order of G. Then there exists a p-Sylow subgroup of G. 

Proof. By induction on the order of G. If the order of G is prime, our 
assertion is obvious. We now assume given a finite group G, and assume 
the theorem proved for all groups of order smaller than that of G. If 
there exists a proper subgroup H of G whose index is prime to p, then a 
p-Sylow subgroup of H will also be one of G, and our assertion follows 
by induction. We may therefore assume that every proper subgroup has 
an index divisible by p. We now let G act on itself by conjugation. From 
the class formula we obtain 

m 

(G:1) = (Z :1 )+ X(G:G,,). 
i= 1 

Here, Z is the center of G, and the term (Z; 1) is the number of orbits 
having one element. The sum on the right is taken over the other orbits, 
and each index (G: Gy) is then > 1, hence divisible by p. Since p divides 
the order of G, it follows that p divides the order of Z, hence in 
particular that G has a non-trivial center. 

By Lemma 9.2, let a be an element of period p in Z, and let H be the 
cyclic group generated by a. Since H is contained in Z, H is normal. Let 
f\G^ G/H be the canonical homomorphism. Let p" be the highest 
power of p dividing (G: 1). Then p" ~' divides the order of G/H. By 
induction on the order of the group, there is a p-Sylow subgroup K' of 
G/H. Let K = f'\K'). Then K => H and f maps K onto K'. Hence we 
have an isomorphism K/HxK'. Hence K has order p"~^p = p", as 
desired. 

Theorem 9.4. Let G be a finite group. 

(i) / / H is a p-subgroup of G, then H is contained in some p-Sylow 
subgroup. 

(ii) All p-Sylow subgroups are conjugate. 
(iii) The number of p-Sylow subgroups of G is = 1 mod p. 
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Proof. All proofs are applications of the technique of the class 
formula. We let S be the set of p-Sylow subgroups of G. Then G 
operates on S by conjugation. 

Proof of (i). Let P be one of the p-Sylow subgroups of G. Let SQ be 
the G-orbit of P. Let Gp be the normalizer of P. Then 

#(So) = (G:Gp) 

and Gp contains P, so #{SQ) is not divisible by p. Let H be a 
p-subgroup of G of order > 1. Then H operates by conjugation on SQ, 
and hence S^ itself breaks up into a disjoint union of //-orbits. Since 
#(/ / ) is a p-power, the index in H of any proper subgroup of H is 
divisible by p. But we have the orbit decomposition formula 

#(So)= i(//://p,). 
i= 1 

Since #{SQ) is prime to p, it follows that one of the //-orbits in SQ must 
consist of only one element, namely a certain Sylow subgroup P'. Then 
H is contained in the normalizer of P', and hence HP' is a subgroup of 
G. Furthermore, P' is normal in HP'. Since 

/ /P' /P ' « / / / ( / / n P'), 

it follows that the order of HP'/P' is a power of p, and therefore so is 
the order of HP'. Since P' is a maximal p-subgroup of G, we must have 
/ /P ' = P', and hence / / c P', which proves (i). 

Remark. We have also proved: 

Let H be a p-subgroup of G and suppose that H is contained in the 
normalizer of a p-Sylow group P'. Then H c P'. 

Proof of (ii). Let / / be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. We have shown that 
H is contained in some conjugate P' of P, and is therefore equal to that 
conjugate because the orders of H and P' are equal. This proves (ii). 

Proof of (iii). Finally, take H = P itself. Then one orbit of / / in S has 
exactly one element, namely P itself. Let S' be another orbit of H in S. 
Then 5" cannot have just one element P', otherwise H is contained in the 
normalizer of P', and by the remark H = P'. Let s' e S'. Then the 
isotropy group of s' cannot be all of H, and so the index in H of the 
isotropy group is > 1, and is divisible by p since // is a p-group. 
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Consequently the number of elements in S' is divisible by p. Hence we 
obtain 

#(S) = 1 + indices divisible by p 

= 1 mod p. 

This proves (iii). 

II, §9. EXERCISES 

1. Let p be a prime number. What is the order of the p-Sylow subgroup of the 
symmetric group on p elements? 

2. Prove that a group of order 15 is abelian, and in fact cyclic. 

3. Let S3 be the symmetric group on 3 elements. 
(a) Determine the 2-Sylow subgroups of S3. 
(b) Determine the 3-Sylow subgroups of S3. 

4. (a) Prove that a group of order 12 is solvable, 
(b) Prove that S4 is solvable. 

5. Let G be a group of order p^ which is not abelian. 
(a) Show that the center has order p. 
(b) Let Z be the center. Show that G/Z ^ C x C, where C is a cyclic group 

of order p. 

6. (a) Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G. Let P be a Sylow subgroup of 
G. Prove that there exists a conjugate P' of P in G such that P' n H is a 
p-Sylow subgroup of H. 

(b) Assume H normal and (G: H) prime to p. Prove that H contains every 
p-Sylow subgroup of G. 

7. Let G be a group of order 6, and assume that G is not commutative. Show 
that G is isomorphic to S3. \_Hint: Show that G contains elements a, b such 
that a^ = e, b^ = e, and aha = b^ = fc"'.] 

8. Let G be a non-commutative group of order 8. Show that G is isomorphic to 
the group of symmetries of the square, or to the quaternion group, in other 
words G is isomorphic to one of the groups of Exercises 8 and 9 of §1. 

9. Let G be a finite group and assume that all the Sylow subgroups are normal. 
Let Pi,...,P, be the Sylow subgroups. Prove that the map 

P^x-xP^^G given by (x,,. ..,Xr)i—»Xi • • • x̂  

is an isomorphism. So G is isomorphic to the direct product of its Sylow 
subgroups. {_Hint: Recall Exercise 12 of §5.] 

10. Let G be a finite group of order pq, where p, q are prime and p < q. Suppose 
that q ^ 1 mod p. Prove that G is abelian, and in fact cyclic. 

11. Let G be a finite group. Let N(H) denote the normalizer of a subgroup H. 
Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Prove that N(N(P)) = N(P). 



CHAPTER II 

Rings 

In this chapter, we axiomatize the notions of addition and multiplication. 

Ill, §1. RINGS 

A ring /? is a set, whose objects can be added and multiplied (i.e. we are 
given associations (x, y) h^ x + y and (x, y) i—> xy from pairs of elements 
of R, into R), satisfying the following conditions: 

RI1 . Under addition, R is an additive (abelian) group. 

RI 2. For all x, y, zeR we have 

x(y + z) = xy + xz and (y + z)x = yx + zx. 

RI 3. For all x,y,z e R, we have associativity {xy)z = x{yz). 

RI 4. There exists an element eeR such that ex = xe = x for all xeR. 

Example 1. Let R be the integers Z. Then R is a ring. 

Example 2. The rational numbers, the real numbers, and the complex 
numbers all are rings. 

Example 3. Let R be the set of continuous real-valued functions on 
the interval [0, 1]. The sum and product of two functions / , g are de
fined as usual, namely if + g)it) = f{t) + g(t), and {fg){t) = f{t)g{t). 
Then J? is a ring. 
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More generally, let S be a non-empty set, and let R be a ring. Let 
M(S, R) be the set of mappings of S into R. Then MiS, R) is a ring, if 
we define the addition and product of mappings / , g by the rules 

( / + g){x) = fix) + g{x) and ifg)(x) = f{x)g{x). 

We leave the verification as a simple exercise for the reader. 

Example 4 (The ring of endomorphisms). Let A be an abelian group. 
Let End(^) denote the set of homomorphisms of A into itself. We call 
End(/1) the set of endomorphisms of A. Thus End(^) = Hom(^, A) in the 
notation of Chapter II, §3. We know that End(/1) is an additive group. 

/ / we let the multiplicative law of composition on End(^) he ordinary 
composition of mappings, then End(^) is a ring. 

We prove this in detail. We already know R I 1 . As for RI 2, let / , g, 
/i6End(X). Then for all xeA, 

(f°(9 + h))(x)=f((g + h)(x)) 

= f(g(x) + h(x)) = f{g{x)) + f{h{x)) 

= fog(x)+foh(x). 

Hence f°{g + h) = f og + f oh. Similarly on the other side. We observe 
that RI 3 is nothing but the associativity for composition of mappings in 
this case, and we already know it. The unit element of RI 4 is the iden
tity mapping /. Thus we have seen that End(^) is a ring. 

A ring R is said to be commutative if xy = yx for all x, yeR. The 
rings of Examples 1, 2, 3 are commutative. In general, the ring of Exam
ple 4 is not commutative. 

As with groups, the element e of a ring R satisfying RI 4 is unique, 
and is called the unit element of the ring. It is often denoted by 1. Note 
that if 1 = 0 in the ring R, then R consists of 0 alone, in which case it is 
called the zero ring. 

In a ring R, a number of ordinary rules of arithmetic can be deduced 
from the axioms. We shall hst these. 

We have Ox = 0 for all xeR. 

Proof. We have 

Ox -I- X = Ox -I- ex = (0 + e)x = ex = x. 

Hence Ox = 0. 
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We have (— e)x = —x for all xe R. 

Proof. 

( — e)x + X = (— e)x + ex = ( — e + e)x = Ox = 0. 

We have ( — e)( — e) = e. 

Proof. We multiply the equation 

e + (-e) = 0 

by —e, and find 

- e + ( - e ) ( - e ) = 0. 

Adding e to both sides yields ( —e)( —e) = e, as desired. 

We leave it as an exercise to prove that 

(-x)y = -xy and ( - x ) ( - y ) = xy 

for all X, yeR. 
From condition RI 2, which is called the distributive law, we can de

duce the analogous rule with several elements, namely if x, yi,...,y„ are 
elements of the ring R, then 

xiyi + ••• + yn) = xyi + ••• + xy„. 

Similarly, if Xi,...,x^ are elements of R, then 

(xi + • • • + x„)(7i H + y„) ^xiyi-\ h Xmy„ 

m n 

i=lJ=l 

The sum on the right hand side is to be taken over all indices i and j as 
indicated. These more general rules can be proved by induction, and we 
shall omit the proofs, which are tedious. 

Let R he a ring. By a subring R' of R one means a subset of R such 
that the unit element of R is in R', and if x, yeR', then — x, x + y, and 
xy are also in R'. It then follows obviously that R' is a ring, the opera
tions of addition and multiplication in R' being the same as those in R. 

Example 5. The integers form a subring of the rational numbers, 
which form a subring of the real numbers. 
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Example 6. The real-valued differentiable functions on R form a sub-
ring of the ring of continuous functions. 

Let R be a ring. It may happen that there exist elements x, ysR such 
that X ^ 0 and >> / 0, but xy = 0. Such elements are called divisors of 
zero. A commutative ring without divisors of zero, and such that 1 / 0 
is called an integral ring. A commutative ring such that the subset of 
nonzero elements form a group under multiplication is called a field. 
Observe that in a field, we have necessarily 1 9̂  0, and that a field has no 
divisors of zero (proof?). 

Example 7. The integers Z form an integral ring. Every field is an 
integral ring. We shall see later that the polynomials over a field form an 
integral ring. 

Let R he a ring. We denote by R* the set of elements xeR such that 
there exists yeR such that xy = yx = e. In other words, R* is the set of 
elements xeR which have a multiplicative inverse. The elements of R* 
are called the units of R. We leave it as an exercise to show that the 
units form a multiplicative group. As an example, the units of a field 
form the group of non-zero elements of the field. 

Let R be a ring, and xeR. If « is a positive integer, we define 

x" = x • • • x, 

the product being taken n times. Then for positive integers m, n we have 

x"x'" and (x")" = x"'". 

Ill, §1. EXERCISES 

1. Let p be a prime number. Let R be the subset of all rational numbers m/n 
such that n j^O and n is not divisible by p. Show that R is a ring. 

2. How would you describe the units in Exercise 1? Prove whatever assertion 
you make. 

3. Let R be an integral ring. If a, b, ce R, a # 0, and ab = ac, then prove that 
b = c. 

4. Let R be an integral ring, and aeR, a jt 0. Show that the map x 1—> ax is an 
injective mapping of R into itself 

5. Let K be a finite integral ring. Show that R is a field. [Hint: Use the 
preceding exercise.] 

6. Let R be a ring such that x^ = x for all xeR. Show that R is commutative. 
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7. Let R be a ring and xeR. We define x to be nilpotent if there exists a 
positive integer n sucli that x" = 0. If x is nilpotent, prove that 1 + x is a 
unit, and so is 1 — x. 

8. Prove in detail that the units of a ring form a multiplicative group. 

9. Let R be a ring, and Z the set of all elements aeR such that ax = xa for all 
xe R. Show that Z is a subring of R, called the center of R. 

10. Let R be the set of numbers of type a + h^2 where a, h are rational 
numbers. Show that /̂  is a ring, and in fact that R K a. field. 

11. Let R be the set of numbers of type a + b^l where a, b are integers. Show 
that R is a ring, but not a field. 

12. Let R be the set of numbers of type a + hi where a, b are integers and 

i = ^ —\. Show that i? is a ring. List all its units. 

13. Let R be the set of numbers of type a + bi where a, b are rational numbers. 
Show that J? is a field. 

14. Let S be a set, R a ring, and f.S-yR a bijective mapping. For each x, yeS 
define 

x + y= f-'(fix) + f(y)) and xy = / - ' ( / (x) / (^)) . 

Show that these sum and product define a ring structure on S. 

15. In a ring R it may happen that a product xy is equal to 0 but x ^ 0 and 
y ^ Q. Give an example of this in the ring of n x n matrices over a field K. 
Also give an example in the ring of continuous functions on the interval 
[0, 1]. [In this exercise we assume that you know matrices and continuous 
functions. For matrices, see Chapter V, §3.] 

Ill, §2. IDEALS 

Let R be a ring. A left ideal of R is a subset J of R having the follow
ing properties: If x, ye J, then x + yeJ also, the zero element is in J, 
and if XGJ and aeR, then axeJ. 

Using the negative —e, we see that if J is a left ideal, and xeJ, then 
— xeJ also, because —x = ( —e)x. Thus the elements of a left ideal form 
an additive subgroup of R and we may as well say that a left ideal is an 
additive subgroup J o! R such that, if x e J and aeR then axe J. 

We note that R is a left ideal, called the unit ideal, and so is the sub
set of R consisting of 0 alone. We have J = R if and only if 1 e J. 

Similarly, we can define a right ideal and a two-sided ideal. Thus a 
two-sided ideal J is by definition an additive subgroup of R such that, if 
xeJ and aeR, then ax and xaeJ. 
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Example 1. Let R be the ring of continuous real-valued functions on 
the interval [0, 1]. Let J be the subset of functions / such that f(j) = 0. 
Then J is an ideal (two-sided, since R is commutative). 

Example 2. Let R be the ring of integers Z. Then the even integers, 
i.e. the integers of type 2n with neZ, form an ideal. Do the odd integers 
form an ideal? 

Example 3. Let R be a ring, and a an element of R. The set of ele
ments xa, with xeR, is a left ideal, called the principal left ideal gener
ated by a. (Verify in detail that it is a left ideal.) We denote it by (a). 
More generally, let ai,...,a„ be elements of R. The set of all elements 

with x^eR, is a left ideal, denoted by {a^,...,a„). We call a^,...,a„ gener
ators for this ideal. 

We shall give a complete proof for this to show how easy it is, and 
leave the proof of further statements in the next examples as exercises. 
If >'i,•••,>'„> X I , . . . , X „ G / ? then 

(XjOi + • • • -I- x„fl„) + {y^a^ +••• + y„a„) 

= x^ai + y^a^ +••• + x„a„ + y„a„ 

= (^1 + yi)ai + ••• + {x„ + y„)a„. 
U zeR, then 

z(xiai -!-••• + x„a„) = zx^a^ + ••• + zx„a„. 
Finally, 

0 = Ofli + ••• + Oa„. 

This proves that the set of all elements x^a^ + •• • + x„a„ with x^eR is a 
left ideal. 

Example 4. Let /? be a ring. Let L, M be left ideals. We denote by 
LM the set of all elements x^y^ -I- ••• -I- x„y„ with x^eL and yieM. It is 
an easy exercise for the reader to verify that LM is also a left ideal. 
Verify also that if L, M, N are left ideals, then {LM)N = L(MN}. 

Example 5. Let L, M be left ideals. We define L + M to be the sub
set consisting of all elements x + y with xeL and yeM. Then L -I- M is 
a left ideal. Besides verifying this in detail, also show that if L, M, Â  are 
left ideals, then 

LiM + N) = LM + LN. 
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Also formulate and prove the analogues of Examples 4 and 5 for right, 
and two-sided ideals. 

Example 6. Let L be a left ideal, and denote by LR the set of ele
ments Xij^i + ••• + x„y„ with x , 6 L and j^.eR. Then LR is a two-sided 
ideal. The proof is again left as an exercise. 

Example 7. In Theorem 3.1 of Chapter I we proved that every ideal 
of Z is principal. 

Ill, §2. EXERCISES 

1. Show that a field has no ideal other than the zero and unit ideal. 

2. Let R be a commutative ring. If M is an ideal, abbreviate MM by M^. Let 
Ml, M2 be two ideals such that M, + Afj = R. Show that Ml + Ml = R. 

3. Let R be the ring of Exercise 1 in the preceding section. Show that the subset 
of elements m/n in R such that m is divisible by p is an ideal. 

4. Let i? be a ring and J^, J2 left ideals. Show that J^ n J j 's a left ideal, and 
similarly for right and two-sided ideals. 

5. Let R be a ring and aeR. Let J be the set of all xeR such that xa = 0. 
Show that J is a left ideal. 

6. Let R be a ring and L a left ideal. Let M be the set of all xeR such that 
xL = 0 (i.e. xy = 0 for all yeL). Show that M is a two-sided ideal. 

7. Let R be a commutative ring. Let L, M be ideals. 
(a) Show that LM ^LnM. 
(b) Given an example when LM ^ L n M. 
Note that as a result of (a), if J is an ideal of R, then we get a sequence of 
ideals contained in each other by taking powers of J, namely 

J =. J ^ ID J ^ ^ • • • ^ J " 3 . • . . 

8. The following example will be of interest in calculus. Let R be the ring of in
finitely differentiable functions defined, say, on the open interval —1 <t< 1. 
Let J„ be the set of functions fe R such that D''f(0) = 0 for all integers k with 
0 ^ fe ^ n. Here D denotes the derivative, so J„ is the set of functions all of 
whose derivatives up to order n vanish at 0. Show that J„ is an ideal in R. 

9. Let R be the ring of real-valued functions on the interval [0, 1]. Let S be a 
subset of this interval. Show that the set of all functions feR such that 
f{x) = 0 for all xeS is an ideal of R. 

Note: If you know about matrices and linear maps then you should do im
mediately the exercises of Chapter V, §3, and you should look at those of 
Chapter V, §4. Of course, if necessary, do them after you have read the required 
material. But they give examples of rings and ideals. 
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III, §3. HOMOMORPHISMS 

Let R, R' be rings. By a ring-homomorphism f.R^R', we shall mean a 
mapping having the following properties: For all x, yeR, 

fix + y)= fix) + fiy), fixy) = fix)f{y\ fie) = e' 

(if e, e' are the unit elements of R and R' respectively). 
By the kernel of a ring-homomorphism f.R^R', we shall mean its 

kernel viewed as a homomorphism of additive groups, i.e. it is the set of 
all elements xeR such that fix) = 0. Exercise: Prove that the kernel is 
a two-sided ideal of R. 

Example 1. Let R be the ring of complex-valued functions on the in
terval [0, 1]. The map which to each function feR associates its value 
/ ( I ) is a ring-homomorphism of R into C. 

Example 2. Let R be the ring of real-valued functions on the interval 
[0, 1]. Let R' be the ring of real-valued functions on the interval [0, j ] . 
Each function fe R can be viewed as a function on [0, j], and when we 
so view / , we call it the restriction of / to [0, ^ ] . More generally, let S 
be a set, and S' a subset. Let R be the ring of real-valued functions on 
S. For each feR, we denote by f\S' the function on S' whose value at 
an element xeS' is fix). Then f\S' is called the restriction o f / to S'. 
Let R' be the ring of real-valued functions on S'. Then the map 

f^f\S' 

is a ring-homomorphism of R into R'. 

Since the kernel of a ring-homomorphism is defined only in terms of 
the additive groups involved, we know that a ring-homomorphism whose 
kernel is trivial is injective. 

Let f:R-yR' be a ring-homomorphism. If there exists a ring-homo
morphism g-.R'^R such that gof and fog are the respective identity 
mappings, then we say that / is a ring-isomorphism. A ring-isomorphism 
of a ring with itself is called an automorphism. As with groups, we have 
the following properties. 

If f: R—*R' is a ring-homomorphism which is a bijection, then f is a 
ring-isomorphism. 
Furthermore, if f:R—>^R' and g: R'—^ R" are ring-homomorphisms, then 
the composite g °f: R -^ R" is also a ring-homomorphism. 

We leave both proofs to the reader. 
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Remark. We have so far met with group homomorphisms and ring 
homomorphisms, and we have defined the notion of isomorphism in a 
similar way in each one of these categories of objects. Our definitions 
have followed a completely general pattern, which can be applied to 
other objects and categories (for instance modules, which we shall meet 
later). In general, not to prejudice what kind of objects one deals with, 
one may use the word morphism instead of homomorphism. Then an 
isomorphism (in whatever category) is a morphism / for which there exists 
a morphism g satisfying 

/ogf = id and gof=id. 

In other words, it is a morphism which has an inverse. 
The symbol id denotes the identity. For this general definition to 

make sense, very few properties of morphisms need be satisfied: only 
associativity, and the existence of an identity for each object. We don't 
want to go fully into this abstraction now, but watch for it as you 
encounter the pattern latter. An automorphism is then defined as an 
isomorphism of an object with itself. It then follows completely generally 
directly from the definition that the automorphisms of an object form a 
group. One of the basic topics of study of mathematics is the structure of 
the groups of automorphisms of various objects. For instance, in Chapter 
II, as an exercise you determined the group of automorphisms of a cyclic 
group. In Galois theory, you will determine the automorphisms of 
certain fields. 

We shall now define a notion similar to that of factor group, but ap
plied to rings. 

Let /? be a ring and M a two-sided ideal. If x, yeR, define x congru
ent to y mod M to mean x — yeM. We write this relation in the form 

X = y (mod M). 

It is then very simple to prove the following statements. 

(a) We have x = x (mod M). 
(b) If X = y and y = z (mod M), then x = z (mod M). 
(c) \i x = y then y = x (mod M). 
(d) If X s y (mod M), and zeR, then xz = yz (mod M), and also 

zx = zy (mod M). 
(e) If X = y and x' = y' (mod M), then xx' = yy' (mod M). Further

more, X -I- x' = y -I- y' (mod M). 

The proofs of the preceding assertions are all trivial. As an example, 
we shall give the proof of the first part of (e). The hypothesis means 
that we can write 

X = y -I- z and x' = y' + z' 
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with z, z'eM. Then 

xx' = iy + z){y' + z') = yy' + zy' + yz' + zz'. 

Since M is a two-sided ideal, each one of zy', yz', zz' lies in M, and con
sequently their sum lies in M. Hence xx' = yy' (mod M), as was to be 
shown. 

Remark. The present notion of congruence generalizes the notion 
defined for the integers in Chapter I. Indeed, if R = Z, then the 
congruence 

X = y (mod n) 

in Chapter I, meaning that x — y is divisible by n, is equivalent to the 
property that x — y lies in the ideal generated by n. 

If xeR, we let x be the set of all elements of R which are congruent 
to X (mod M). Recalling the definition of a factor group, we see that x is 
none other than the additive coset x + M of x, relative to M. Any ele
ment of that coset (also called congruence class of x mod M) is called a 
representative of the coset. 

We let R be the set of all congruence classes of R mod M. In other 
words, we let R = R/M be the additive factor group of R modulo M. 
Then we already know that R is an additive group. We shall now define 
a multiplication which will make R into a ring. 

If x and y are additive cosets of M, we define their product to be the 
coset of xy, i.e. to be xy. Using condition (e) above, we see that this 
coset is independent of the selected representatives x in x and y in y. 
Thus our multiplication is well defined by the rule 

(x + M)(y + M) = (xy + M). 

It is now a simple matter to verify that the axioms of a ring are sat
isfied. RI1 is already known since R/M is taken as the factor group. 
For RI 2, let x, y, z be congruence classes, with representatives x, y, z 
respectively in R. Then y + z is a representative of y + z by definition, 
and x{y + z) is a representative of x{y + z). But x{y + z) = xy + xz. 
Furthermore, xy is a representative of xy and xz is a representative of 
xz. Hence by definition, 

x{y + z) = xy -{- xz. 

Similarly, one proves RI 3. As for RI 4, if e denotes the unit element of 
R, then e is a unit element in R, because ex = x is a representative of ex. 
This proves all the axioms. 
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We call R = R/M the factor ring of R modulo M. 
We observe that the map f.R^ RIM such that / (x) = x is a ring-

homomorphism of R onto R/M, whose kernel is M. The verification is 
immediate, and essentially amounts to the definition of the addition 
and multipHcation of cosets of M. 

Theorem 3.1. Let f:R—*S be a ring-homomorphism and let M be its 
kernel. For each coset C of M the image f(C) is an element of S, and 
the association 

f-.c^fiO 

is a ring-isomorphism of R/M onto the image of f 

Proof. The fact that the image of / is a subring of S is left as an exer
cise (Exercise 1). Each coset C consists of all elements x + z with some 
X and all ZGM. Thus 

/ ( x + z ) = / ( x ) + / ( z ) = / ( x ) 

implies that / ( C ) consists of one element. Thus we get a map 

f:C^f(C) 

as asserted. If x, y represent cosets of M, then the relations 

f{xy)=f{x)fiy), 

f(x + y)=f(x)+f(y), 

f(eR) = eg 

show that / is a homomorphism of R/M into S. If XGR/M is such that 
/ (x) = 0, this means that for any representative x of x we have / (x) = 0, 
whence x e M and x = 0 (in R/M). Thus / is injective. This proves what 
we wanted. 

Example 3. If R = Z, and n is a non-zero integer, then R/(n) = Z/(«) 
is called the ring of integers modulo n. We note that this is a finite ring, 
having exactly n elements. (Proof?) We also write Z/nZ instead of 
Z/(n). 

Example 4. Let R be any ring, with unit element e. Let aeR. Since 
R is also an additive abelian group, we know how to define na for 
every integer n. If n is positive, then 

na = a + a + • • • + a. 
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the sum being taken n times. If n = —k where k is positive, so n is 
negative, then 

na = —(ka). 

In particular, we can taice a = e, so we get a map 

f.Z^R such that nt-^ne. 

As in Example 4 of Chapter II, §3 we know that this map / is a 
homomorphism of additive abelian groups. But / is also a ring 
homomorphism. Indeed, first note the property that for every positive 
integer n, 

{ne)a = {e + ••• + e)a = ea + ••• + ea = n{ea) = a + ••• + a = na. 

n times 

If m, n are positive integers, then 

m{na) = na + --- + na = a + --- + a + --- + a + ----\-a = a + ----\-a 

m times n times n times mn times 

m times 

= (mn)a. 

Hence putting a = e, we get 

f(rnn) = {mn)e = mine) = {me){ne) = f{m)f(n). 

We leave it to the reader to verify the verify the similar property when m 
or n is negative. The proof uses the case when m, n are positive, together 
with the property of homomorphisms that f( — n) = —f(n). 

Let f:Z-fR be a ring homomorphism. By definition we must have 
/ ( I ) = e. Hence necessarily for every positive integer n we must have 

/ ( « ) = / ( ! + - - - + l ) = / ( l ) + . - - + / ( l ) = ne, 

and for a negative integer m = —k, 

f(-k)=-f(k)=~{ke). 

Thus there is one and only one ring homomorphism of Z into a ring 
R, which is the one we defined above. 

Assume R ^ {0}. Let f:Z-^ R be the ring homomorphism. Then 
the kernel of / is not all of Z and hence is an ideal nZ for some integer 
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n ^ 0. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that Z/wZ is isomorphic to the image 
of / . In practice, we do not make any distinction between Z/«Z and its 
image in R, and we agree to say that R contains Z/«Z as a subring. 
Suppose that n ^0. Then we have relation 

Mfl = 0 for all aeR. 

Indeed, na = {ne)a = Oa = 0. Sometimes one says that R has character
istic n. Thus if n is the characteristic of R, then na = 0 for all aeR. 

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that R is an integral ring, so has no divisors of 
0. Then the integer n such that Z/nZ is contained in R must be 0 or a 
prime number. 

Proof. Suppose n is not 0 and is not prime. Then n = mk with 
integers m, k^2, and neither m, k are in the kernel of the homomor-
phism f:Z-*R. Hence me j^ 0 and ke ^ 0. But (me){ke) = mke - 0, 
contradicting the hypothesis that R has no divisors of 0. Hence n is 
prime. 

Let K be a field and let / : Z -»K be the homomorphism of the 
integers into K. If the kernel of / is {0}, then K contains Z as a subring, 
and we say that K has characteristic 0. If the kernel of / is generated by 
a prime number p, then we say that K has characteristic p. The field 
Z/pZ is sometimes denoted by F^, and is called the prime field, of 
characteristic p. This prime field F^ is contained in every field of 
characteristic p. 

Let R he a. ring. Recall that a unit in R is an element ueR which 
has a multipHcative inverse, that is there exists an element veR such 
that uv = e. The set of units is denoted by R*. This set of units is a 
group. Indeed, if Uj, Wj are units, then the product WiUj is a unit, because 
it has the inverse MJ '" j "^ - The rest of the group axioms are immediately 
verified from the ring axioms concerning multiplication. 

Example. Let n be an integer ^ 2 and let R = Z/nZ. Then the units 
of R consist of those elements of R which have a representative a eZ 
which is prime to n. (Do Exercise 3.) This group of units is especially 
important, and we shall now describe how it occurs as a group of 
automorphisms. 

Theorem 3.3. Let G be a cyclic group of order N, written multi-
plicatively. Let meZ be relatively prime to N, and let 

a-.G^G 
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be the map such that oj^x) = x"". Then a^ is an automorphism of G, and 
the association 

induces an isomorphism (Z/NZ)* ^ Aut(G). 

Proof. Since ffj^xy) = (xy)"' = x^y"" (because G is commutative), it 
follows that (T„ is a homomorphism of G into itself. Since (m, N) = 1, we 
conclude that x"" = e => x = e. Hence ker(fT )̂ is trivial, and since G is 
finite, it follows that a^ is bijective, so a^ is an automorphism. If 
m = n mod N then a^ = a„ so a^ depends only on the coset of 
m mod N7J. We have 

(7^„(x) = x™ = (x")- = a„aj,x) 

so mi-^cr^ induces a homomorphism of (Z/NZ)* into Aut(G). Let a be 
a generator of G. If CT„ = id, then a"" = a, whence a'"^^=e and 
Af|(m — 1), so m=\ mod AT. Hence the kernel of mh->-a^ in (Z/NZ)* is 
trivial. Finally, let f.G^G be an automorphism. Then f{a) = a* for 
some keZ because a is a generator. Since / is an automorphism, we 
must have (k, N) = 1, otherwise a'' is not a generator of G. But then for 
all X e G, X = a' {i depends on x), we get 

f{a')=f{ay = a" = {a'f, 

so f = a^. Hence the injective homomorphism (Z/A^Z)* ^ Aut(G) given 
by m^^a„ is surjective, and is therefore an isomorphism. QED. 

Let i? be a commutative ring. Let P be an ideal. We define P to be 
a prime ideal '\i P =^ R and whenever a, heR and abeP then aeP or 
be P. In Exercise 17 you will prove that an ideal of Z is prime if and 
only if this ideal is 0, or is generated by a prime number. 

Let /? be a commutative ring. Let M be an ideal. We define M to be 
maximal ideal if M j^ R and if there is no ideal J such that R ^ J ^ M 
and R # J, J / M. 

You should do Exercises 17, 18, and 19 to get acquainted with prime 
and maximal ideals. These exercises will prove: 

Theorem 3.4. Let R be a commutative ring. 

(a) A maximal ideal is prime. 

(b) An ideal P is prime if and only if R/P is integral. 

(c) An ideal M is maximal if and only if R/M is a field. 

To do these exercises, you may want to use the following fact: 
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Let M be a maximal ideal and let xe R, x^ M. Then 

M + Rx = R. 

Indeed, M + Rx is an ideal # M, so M + Rx must be R since M is 
assumed maximal. 

Ill, §3. EXERCISES 

1. Let f : R-<• R' be a. ring-homomorphism. Show that the image of / is a sub-
ring of R'. 

2. Show that a ring-homomorphism of a field K into a ring R # {0} is an 
isomorphism of K onto its image. 

3. (a) Let n be a positive integer, and let Z„ = Z/nZ be the factor ring of Z 
modulo n. Show that the units of Z„ are precisely those residue classes x 
having a representative integer x jt Q and relatively prime to n. (For the 
definition of unit, see the end of §1.) 

(b) Let x be an integer relatively prime to n. Let cp be the Euler function. 
Show that x"'"' = 1 (mod «). 

4. (a) Let n be an integer ^ 2. Show that Z/nZ is an integral ring if and 
only if n is prime. 

(b) Let p be a prime number. Show that in the ring Z/(p), every non-zero 
element has a multiplicative inverse, and that the non-zero elements form 
a multiplicative group. 

(c) If a is an integer, a ^ 0 (mod p), show that a''^^ = 1 (mod p). 

5. (a) Let R be a ring, and let x, yeR be such that xy = yx. What is (x + yfl 
(Cf Exercise 2 of Chapter I, §2.) 

(b) Recall that an element x is called nilpotent if there exists a positive integer 
n such that x" = 0. If i? is commutative and x, y are nilpotent, show that 
x + y is nilpotent. 

6. Let f be a finite field having q elements. Prove that x ' ' = 1 for every 
nonzero element xe F. Show that x ' = x for every element x of F. 

1. Chinese Remainder Theorem. Let i? be a commutative ring and let J j , J j be 
ideals. They are called relatively prime if 

Jj -h Jj = R. 

Suppose 7i and J j ^re relatively prime. Given elements a, beR show that 
there exists xeR such that 

X = a (mod J^) and x = h (mod Jj)-

[This result applies in particular when R = Z, J^ = (mj) and J2 = (m2) with 
relatively prime integers nii, mj.] 
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8. If J i , J2 are relatively prime, show that for every positive integer n, J\ and J\ 
are relatively prime. 

9. Let R be a ring, and M, M' two-sided ideals. Assume that M contains M'. If 
xe R, denote its residue class mod M by x{M). Show that there is a (unique) 
ring-homomorphism R/M' ->• R/M which maps x(M') on x(M). 

Example. If n, m are integers ^ 0, such that n divides m, apply Exercise 9 to 
get a ring-homomorphism Z/(m) -> Z/(n). 

10. Let R, R' be rings. Let R x R' be the set of all pairs (x, x') with xeR and 
x' e R'. Show how one can make R x R' into a ring, by defining addition and 
multiplication componentwise. In particular, what is the unit element of 
R X R'l 

11. Let R, Ri, ...,R„ be rings and let / : î  -> K, x • • • x i?„. Show that / is a ring 
homomorphism if and only if each coordinate map fi.R^Rj is a ring 
homomorphism. 

12. (a) Let J j , J j be relatively prime ideals in a commutative ring R. Show that 
the map a mod J^ n J2 '"^(^ rnod J j , a mod J2) induces an isomorphism 

f:RI{J,r^J2)^RIJ, x R/J^. 

(b) Again, if 7i, J j are relatively prime, show that J^ n J2 = JiJ2-
Example. If m, n are relatively prime integers, then (m) n (n) = (mn). 

(c) If J i , ^2 are not relatively prime, give an example to show that one does 
not necessarily have J^ n J2 = ^1^2-

(d) In (a), show that / induces an isomorphism of the unit groups 

{R/J,J2r^(R/J,)* x{R/J2)*. 

(e) Let Ji,...,J, be ideals of R such that J, is relatively prime to J^ for (' ̂  k. 
Show that there is a natural ring isomorphism 

R/J,...J^^YlR/J.. 

13. Let P be the set of positive integers and R the set of functions defined on P, 
with values in a commutative ring K. Define the sum in R to be the ordinary 
addition of functions, and define the product by the formula 

( / * g){m) = X /(^)3(J')' 

where the sum is taken over all pairs (x, y) of positive integers such that 
xy = m. This sum can also be written in the form 

{f*g)(>n)= E nd)g{mld) 
d\m 

where the sum is taken over all positive divisors of m, including 1 of course, 
(a) Show that i? is a commutative ring, whose unit element is the function 6 

such that 5(1) = 1 and <5(x) = 0 if x 7̂  1. 
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(b) A function / is said to be multiplicative if f{mn) = f(m)f(n) whenever m, n 
are relatively prime. U f, g are multiplicative, show that f * g is 
multiplicative. 

(c) Let IX be the Moebius function such that fi{\) = \, /i(pi •••p^) = (—If if 
Pi, •••,Pr are distinct primes, and ^(m) = 0 if m is divisible by p^ for some 
prime p. Show that n*(Pi =S (where (p^ denotes the constant function 
having value 1). [Hint: Show first that fi is multiplicative and then prove 
the assertion for prime powers.] The Mobius inversion formula of 
elementary number theory is then nothing else but the relation 

^*(p^ *f = f. 

In other words, if for some function g we have 

f{n)= Yd{d) = {(Pi*g){n) 

then 

g(n) = (ti*f)(n)=Yli{d)f{n/d). 
d\n 

The product f *g m this exercise is called the convolution product. Note how 
formalizing this product and viewing functions as elements of a ring under the 
convolution product simplifies the inversion formalism with the Moebius 
function. 

14. Let / : R -> R' be a ring-homomorphism. Let J ' be a two-sided ideal of R', 
and let J be the set of elements x of R such that f(x) lies in J'. Show that J 
is a two-sided ideal of R. 

15. Let R be a commutative ring, and N the set of elements xeR such that 
x" = 0 for some positive integer n. Show that N is an ideal. 

16. In Exercise 15, if x is an element of R/N, and if there exists an integer n g 1 
such that x" = 0, show that x = 0. 

17. Let R be a commutative ring. An ideal P is said to be a prime ideal if 
P ^ R, and whenever a, beR and abeP then aeP or be P. Show that a 
non-zero ideal of Z is prime if and only if it is generated by a prime number. 

18. Let R be a commutative ring. An ideal M of R is said to be a maximal 
ideal if M ^ R, and if there is no ideal J such that R ^ J ^ M, and R ^ J, 
J ^ M. Show that every maximal ideal is prime. 

19. Let R be a commutative ring. 
(a) Show that an ideal P is prime if and only if R/P is integral. 
(b) Show that an ideal M is maximal if and only if R/M is a field. 

20. Let K be a field of characteristic p. Show that (x -I- yY = x'' + y'' for all x, 
yeK. 

21. Let K be a finite field of characteristic p. Show that the map xh^x' ' is an 
automorphism of K. 
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22. Let S be a set, X a subset, and assume neither S nor X is empty. Let K be a 
ring. Let F{S, R) be the ring of all mappings of S into R, and let 

p:F{S,R)^F{X,R) 

be the restriction, i.e. if / e F{S, R), then p(f) is just / viewed as a 
map of X into R. Show that p is surjective. Describe the kernel of p. 

23. Let K be a field and S a set. Let Xg be an element of S. Let F{S, K) be the 
ring of mappings of S into K, and let J be the set of maps / E F{S, K) such 
that /(XQ) = 0. Show that J is a maximal ideal. Show that F{S, K)/J is 
isomorphic to K. 

24. Let R be a commutative ring. A map D: R->• R is called a derivation if 
D{x + y) = Dx + Dy, and D(xy) = iDx)y + x{Dy) for all x, yeR. If D^, D^ 
are derivations, define the bracket product 

iD„D,-\=D,oD^-D,oD,. 

Show that [Dj, Dj] is a derivation. 

Example. Let R be the ring of infinitely differentiable real-valued func
tions of, say, two real variables. Any differential operator 

d d 
f(x,y)-- or g(x,y)-

dx dy 

with coefficients / , g which are infinitely differentiable functions, is a deriva
tion on R. 

Ill, §4. QUOTIENT FIELDS 

In the preceding sections, we have assumed that the reader is acquainted 
with the rational numbers, in order to give examples for more abstract 
concepts. We shall now study how one can define the rationals from the 
integers. Furthermore, in the next chapter, we shall study polynomials 
over a field. One is accustomed to form quotients f/g (g i^ 0) of poly
nomials, and such quotients are called rational functions. Our discussion 
will apply to this situation also. 

Before giving the abstract discussion, we analyze the case of the 
rational numbers more closely. In elementary school, what is done 
(or what should be done), is to give rules for determining when two 
quotients of rational numbers are equal. This is needed, because, for 
instance, 1 = 1. The point is that a fraction is determined by a pair of 
numbers, in this special example (3, 4), but also by other pairs, e.g. (6, 8). 
If we view all pairs giving rise to the same quotient as equivalent, then 
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we get our cue how to define the fraction, namely as a certain equiva
lence class of pairs. Next, one must give rules for adding fractions, and 
the rules we shall give in general are precisely the same as those which 
are (or should be) given in elementary school. 

Our discussion will apply to an arbitrary integral ring R. (Recall 
that integral means that 1 ^ 0 , that R is commutative and without 
divisors of 0.) 

Let (a, b) and (c, d) be pairs of elements in R, with b j^ 0 and d # 0. 
We shall say that these pairs are equivalent if ad = be. We contend that 
this is an equivalence relation. Going back to the definition of Chapter 
I, §5, we see that ER 1 and ER 3 are obvious. As for ER 2, suppose 
that (a, b) is equivalent to (c, d) and (c, d) is equivalent to (e, / ) . By 
definition, 

ad = be and ef = de. 

Multiplying the first equality by / and the second by b, we obtain 

adf = bef and bef = bde, 

whence adf = bde, and daf — dbe = 0. Then d{af — be) = 0. Since R has 
no divisors of 0, it follows that af — be = 0, i.e. af = be. This means that 
(a, b) is equivalent to (e, / ) , and proves ER 2. 

We denote the equivalence class of (a, b) by alb. We must now define 
how to add and multiply such classes. 

If alb and c/rf are such classes, we define their sum to be 

a e ad + be 
+ 

and their product to be 

b d bd 

a e ac 

b d bd 

We must show of course that in defining the sum and product as above, 
the result is independent of the choice of pairs (a, b) and (c, d) represent
ing the given classes. We shall do this for the sum. Suppose that 

alb = a'lb' and c/rf = e'ld'. 

We must show that 

ad + be a'd' + b'e' 

bd^^ b'd' 
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This is true if and only if 

b'd'iad + be) = bdia'd' + b'c'), 

or in other words 

(1) b'd'ad + b'd'bc = bda'd' + bdb'd. 

But ab' = a'b and cd' = c'd by assumption. Using this, we see at once 
that (1) holds. We leave the analogous statement for the product as an 
exercise. 

We now contend that the set of all quotients a/b with fc / 0 is a ring, 
the operations of addition and multiplication being defined as above. 
Note first that there is a unit element, namely 1/1, where 1 is the unit 
element of R. One must now verify all the other axioms of a ring. This 
is tedious, but obvious at each step. As an example, we shall prove the 
associativity of addition. For three quotients a/b, cjd, and e / / we have 

a c\ e ad + he e fad + fbc + bde 
+ -,] + -. = — r ^ + 

yb d) f bd f bdf 

On the other hand, 

a /c e\ a cf + de adf + bcf + bde 

b \d fj b df bdf 

It is then clear that the expressions on the right-hand sides of these 
equations are equal, thereby proving associativity of addition. The other 
axioms are equally easy to prove, and we shall omit this tedious routine. 
We note that our ring of quotients is commutative. 

Let us denote the ring of all quotients a/b by K. We contend that K 
is a field. To see this, all we need to do is prove that every non-zero 
element has a multiphcative inverse. But the zero element of K is 0/1, 
and if a/b = 0/1 then a = 0. Hence any non-zero element can be written 
in the form a/b with b ¥= 0 and a # 0. Its inverse is then b/a, as one sees 
directly from the definition of multiplication of quotients. 

Finally, observe that we have a natural map of R into K, namely the 
map 

a \—^ a/1. 

It is again routine to verify that this map is an injective ring-homo-
morphism. Any injective ring-homomorphism will be called an embed
ding. We see that R is embedded in K in a natural way. 

We call K the quotient field of R. When R = Z, then K is by defini
tion the field of rational numbers. When R is the ring of polynomials 
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defined in the next chapter, its quotient field is called the field of rational 
functions. 

Suppose that 7? is a subring of a field F. The set of all elements ab~^ 
with a, beR and b ^0 is easily seen to form a field, which is a subfield 
of F. We also call this field the quotient field of R in F. There can be 
no confusion with this terminology, because the quotient field of R as 
defined previously is isomorphic to this subfield, under the map 

a/b I—> ail ~ ^ 

The verification is trivial, and in view of this, the element ab^^ of F is 
also denoted by a/b. 

Example. Let K be a field and as usual, Q the rational numbers. 
There does not necessarily exist an embedding of Q into K (for instance, 
K may be finite). However, if an embedding of Q into K exists, there is 
only one. This is easily seen, because any homomorphism 

f:Q^K 

must be such that / ( I ) = e (unit element of K). Then for any integer 
n > 0 one sees by induction that /(«) = ne, and consequently 

/ ( - « ) = -ne. 
Furthermore, 

e=f(\)=f{nn-')=f(n)f(n-') 

so that f(n'^) = f(n)^^ = {ne)~^. Thus for any quotient m/n = mn~^ 
with integers m, n and « > 0 we must have 

f{m/n) = (me)(ne) ̂  ^ 

thus showing that / is uniquely determined. It is then customary to 
identify Q inside K and view every rational number as an element of K. 

Finally, we make some remarks on the extension of an embedding of 
a ring into a field. 

Let R be an integral ring, and 

f-.R^E 

an embedding of R into some field E. Let K be the quotient field of R. 
Then f admits a unique extension to an embedding of K into E, that is 
an embedding f*. K ^ E whose restriction to R is equal to f. 
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To see the uniqueness, observe that if/* is an extension of/, and 

is an embedding, then for all a, beR we must have 

f*(a/b) = f*{a)/f*ib) = f{a)lf{b), 

so the effect of / * on K is determined by the effect of / on R. Con
versely, one can define f* by the formula 

f*ia/b) = fia)/f(b), 

and it is seen at once that the value of / * is independent of the choice of 
the representation of the quotient a/b, that is if a/b = c/d with 

a,h,c,deR and bd / 0, 

then 

f(a)/f(b)=f(c)/f(dy 

One also verifies routinely that / * so defined is a homomorphism, there
by proving the existence. 

Ill, §4. EXERCISES 

1. Put in all details in the proof of the existence of the extension / * at the end 
of this section. 

2. A (ring-) isomorphism of a ring onto itself is also called an automorphism. Let 
R be an integral ring, and ff. R -> R an automorphism of R. Show that a 
admits a unique extension to an automorphism of the quotient field. 



CHAPTER IV 

Polynomials 

IV, §1. POLYNOMIALS AND POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS 

Let K be a field. Every reader of this book will have written expressions 
like 

a„t" + a„-it""^ + ••• + flo, 

where ao,...,a„ are real or complex numbers. We could also take these 
to be elements of K. But what does "t" mean? Or powers of "f" like t, 
t , . . . , t . 

In elementary courses, when K = R or C then we speak of polynomial 
functions. We write 

/ ( t ) = a„t" + --- + ao 

to mean the function of K into itself such that for each element t s K the 
value of the function / is f(t), the value given by the above expression. 

But in operating with polynomials, we usually work formally, without 
worrying about / being a function. For instance, let aQ,...,a„ be ele
ments of K and bQ,...,b^ also be elements of K. We just write expres
sions like 

f(t) = a„f + --- + ao, 

g{t) = b^r + --- + b^. 

If, say, n > m we let bj = 0 if ; > m and we also write 
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and we write the sum formally as 

(*) ( / + g){t) = {a„ + b„)f + • • • + (flo + feo)-

If c 6 X then we write 

(c/)(t) = ca„J" + --- + cflo-

We can also take the product which we write as 

(MO = KfcJt"^ "" + •••+ «ofeo-

In fact, if we write 

then 
k 

(**) Cj = X «,- t̂-,- = a^h^ + a^bi,_^ + ••• + Uf^ho. 
1 = 0 

This expression for ĉ  simply comes from collecting all the terms 

in the product which will give rise to the term involving t*. 
All that matters is that we defined a rule for the addition and 

multiplication of the above expressions according to formulas (*) and (**). 
Furthermore, it does not matter either that the coefficients a,, bj are in a 
field. The only properties we need about such coefficients is that they 
satisfy the ordinary properties of arithmetic, or in other words that they 
he in a commutative ring. The only thing we still have to clear up is the 
role of the letter "t", selected arbitrarily. So we must use some device to 
define polynomials, and especially a "variable" t. There are several 
possible devices, and one of them runs as follows. 

Let R be a commutative ring. Let Pol^ be the set of infinite vectors 

(wo, fli, a2, . . . , a„, ...) 

with a„eR and such that all but a finite number of a„ are equal to 0. 
Thus a vector looks like 

(WQ, fli, •••,ad, 0, 0, 0, ...) 

with zeros all the way to the right. Elements of Polj; are called 
polynomials over R. The elements a^, a^,--- are called the coefficients of 
the polynomial. The zero polynomial is the polynomial (0, 0,...) which 
has tti = 0 for all (. We define addition of infinite vectors componentwise. 
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just as for finite w-tuples. Then Pol^ is an additive group. We define 
multiplication to mimic the multiplication we know already. If 

/ = ( a o , a i , . . . ) and g = {bo,bi,...) 

are polynomials with coefficients in R, we define their product to be 

k 

fg = (co, Ci,...) with ĉ  = ^ fl,fc^_; = ^ '^(''j-
i = 0 i+j = k 

It is then a routine matter to prove that under this definition of 
multiplication Pol^j is a commutative ring. We shall prove associativity 
of muhiplication and leave the other axioms as exercises. 

Let 
h = (do,di,...) 

be a polynomial. Then 

ifg)h = ieo,ei,...) 

where by definition 

«'. = E Ckdr= Z ( E aibjjd, 

= X aibjd,. 
i + j + r — s 

This last sum is taken over all triples (/, J, r) of integers ^ 0 such that 
i-\- j -\-r — s. If we now compute f(gh) in a similar way, we find exactly 
the same coefficients for (fg)h as for f{gh), thereby proving associativity. 

We leave the proofs of the other properties to the reader. 
Now pick a letter, for instance t, to denote 

t = (0, 1 ,0,0,0, . . . ) . 

Thus t has coefficient 0 in the 0-th place, coefficient 1 in the first place, 
and all other coefficients equal to 0. Having our ring structure, we may 
now take powers of t, for instance 

f, t^, t\ ...,t". 

By induction of whatever means you want, you will prove immediately 
that if n is a positive integer, then 

t" = (0,0,. . . ,0,1,0,0,. . .) , 
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in other words t" is the vector having the n-th component equal to 1, and 
all other components equal to 0. 

The association 

a i-> ((2,0,0,...) for aeR 

is an embedding of R in the polynomial ring Pol^, in other words it is an 
injective ring homomorphism. We shall identify a and the vector 
(a, 0,0, 0,...). Then we can multiply a polynomial /= (ag, ai , . . . , ) by an 
element of R componentwise, that is 

af = {aUfj, aa^, aa2, • ..)• 

This corresponds to the ordinary multiplication of a polynomial by a 
scalar. 

Observe that we can now write 

/ = ao + flif + • • • + a^f = {UQ, fli,... ,aa, 0, 0, 0,...) 

if a„ = 0 for n > d. This is the more usual way of writing a polynomial. 
So we have recovered all the basic properties concerning addition and 
multiplication of polynomials. The polynomial ring will be denoted by 
R[t]. 

Let R he a subring of a commutative ring S. If / € R [ t ] is a 
polynomial, then we may define the associated polynomial function 

fs-S^S 

by letting for x e S 

/sW = / W = ao + aix + • • • + a^x''. 

Therefore fg is a function (mapping) of S into itself, determined by the 
polynomial / Given an element ceS, directly from the definition of 
multiplication of polynomials, we find: 

The association 

^^c-f^ f{c) 

is a ring homomorphism of R{t] into S. 

This property simply says that 

( / + g){c) = m + g(c} and (fg)(c) = f{c)gic). 
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Also the polynomial 1 maps to the unit element 1 of S. This homomor-
phism is called the evaluation homomorphism, and is denoted by ev̂  for 
obvious reasons. You are used to evaluating polynomials at numbers, 
and all we have done is to point out that the whole procedure of 
evaluating polynomials is applicable to a much more general context over 
commutative rings. The element t in the polynomial ring is also called a 
variable over K. The evaluation /(c) of / at c is also said to be obtained 
by substitution of c in the polynomial. 

Note that / = f{t), according to our definition of the evaluation 
homomorphism. 

Let R be a. subring of a ring S and let x be an element of S. We 
denote by K[x] the set of all elements f{x) with f e R[Q. Then it is 
immediately verified that /?[x] is a commutative subring of S, which is 
said to be generated by x over R. The evaluation homomorphism 

R[t] ->• R[x] 

is then a ring homomorphism onto R[x]. If the evaluation map 
ft-^f(x) gives an isomorphism of R[t] with i?[x], then we say that x is 
transcendental over R or that x is a variable over R. 

Example. Let a = ^2. Then the set of all real numbers of the form 

a + ba with a, beZ 

is a subring of the real numbers, generated by ^2. This is the subring 
Z [ 7 2 ] . (Prove in detail that it is a subring.) Note that a is not 
transcendental over Z. For instance, the polynomial t^ — 2 lies in the 
kernel of the evaluation map f{t) i—>/(y'2). 

Example. The polynomial ring R[t] is generated by the variable t over 
R, and t is transcendental over R. 

If x, y are transcendental over R, then R[x'], and R\_y^ are isomorphic, 
since they are both isomorphic to the polynomial ring /?[t]- Thus our 
definition of polynomials was merely a concrete way of deahng with a 
ring generated over R by a transcendental element. 

Warning. When we speak of a polynomial, we always mean a 
polynomial as defined above. If we mean the associated polynomial 
function, we shall say so explicitly. In some cases, it may be that two 
polynomials can be distinct, but give rise to the same polynomial 
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function on a given ring. For example, let F^ = Z/pZ be the field with p 
elements. Then for every element x e F^ we have 

Indeed, if x = 0 this is obvious, and if x # 0, since the multiplicative 
group of Fp has p — I elements, we get x*" '̂ = 1. It follows that x'' = x. 
Thus we see that if we let K = Fp, and we let 

f = f and g = t 

then /jf = gf̂  but f ^ g. In our original notation, 

/ = ( 0 , 0, ...,0, 1, 0, 0, ...) and ^ = (0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 , . . . ) . 

If K is an infinite field, then this phenomenon cannot happen, as we 
shall prove below. Most of our work will be over infinite fields, but finite 
fields are sufficiently important so that we have taken care of their 
possibilities from the beginning. Suppose that F is a finite subfield of an 
infinite field K. Let f(t) and g{t) e F\^Q. Then it may happen that f ¥= g, 
IK ^ 9K^ but fp = gp. For instance, the polynomials t^ and t give rise to 
the same function on Z/pZ, but to diff'erent functions on any infinite field 
K containing Z/pZ according to what we shall prove below. 

We now return to a general field K. 
When we write a polynomial 

f{t) = a„t" + --- + ao 

with a,- eK for i = 0,. . . ,n then these elements of K are called the coeffi
cients of the polynomial / . If n is the largest integer such that «„ / 0, 
then we say that n is the degree of / and write n = deg / . We also say 
that a„ is the leading coefficient of / . We say that a^ is the constant term 
of/. 

Example. Let _ 
f(t) = 7t^ - 8t=* + 4t - ^2. 

Then / has degree 5. The leading coefficient is 7, and the constant term 
is -^2. 

If / is the zero polynomial then we shall use the convention that 
deg f = —CO. We agree to the convention that 

— 0 0 + — 0 0 = —00, 

— o o + a = — C O , —oo<a 

for every integer a, and no other operation with — oo is defined. 
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A polynomial of degree 1 is also called a linear polynomial. 
Let a be an element of K. We shall say that a is a root of / if 

/ (a ) = 0. 

Theorem 1.1. Let f be a polynomial in K, written in the form 

f{t) = a„t" + --- + ao. 

and suppose f has degree w ^ 0, so / # 0 ( / is not the zero polynomial). 
Then f has at most n roots in K. 

Proof. We shall need a lemma. 

Lemma 1.2. Let f be a polynomial over K, and let aeK. Then there 
exist elements CQ, ...,c„eK such that 

fit) = Co + c,{t - « ) + ••• + c„(t - a)". 

Proof. We write t = a + (t — a), and substitute this value for t in the 
expression of / . For each integer k with 1 ̂  fc ^ n, we have 

£" = (« + ( ? - a))" = a' + • • • + (t - a)' 

(the expansion being that obtained with the binomial coefficients), and 
therefore 

^df ' = Ok*'' + • • • + «k(f — ocf 

can be written as a sum of powers of (t — a), multiplied by elements of 
K. Taking the sum of ajf* for k = 0,...,n we find the desired expression 
for / , and prove the lemma. 

Observe that in the lemma, we have / (a ) = CQ. Hence, if / (a ) = 0, 
then CQ = 0, and we can write 

fit) = (f - oc)/r(t), 

where we can write 

n- 1 hit) = d^ + djit - a) H h d„it - a)' 

for some elements d^, d.2,...,d„ in K. Suppose that / has more than n 
roots in K, and say «!,...,«„+! are n + 1 distinct roots in K. Let a = a .̂ 
Then a; — â  ^ 0 for ; = 2, . . . ,n + 1. Since 

0 = / ( a , ) = (a , - a 1 )/!(«,•), 
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we conclude that /!(«;) = 0 for / = 2 , . . . ,«+ 1. By induction on n we 
now see that this is impossible, thereby proving that / has at most n 
roots in K. 

Corollary 1.3. Let f(t) = a„t" -\ + a^ and g(t) = b„t" + \- b^,. 
Suppose that K is an infinite field. If f{c) = g(c) for all ceK then 
f = g, that is % = b^. for all k = 0,... ,n. 

Proof. Consider the polynomial 

/(f) - g{t) = (a„ - /,„)t" + ... + (flo - foo). 

Every element of K is a root of this polynomial. Hence by Theorem 1.1, 
we must have O; — b,- = 0 for / = 0,.. . ,n, in other words, a, = b,, thereby 
proving the corollary. 

Corollary 1.3 shows that over an infinite field, a polynomial is no dif
ferent from a polynomial function. For what we do in this chapter, how
ever, most results are true working formally with polynomials. So we do 
not necessarily assume that the base field is infinite. 

Our convention on the degree of a polynomial was also useful to make 
the following result true without exception. 

Theorem 1.4. Let f, g be polynomials with coefficients in K. Then 

degifg) = deg / + deg g. 

Proof. Let 

/(f) = a„t" + • • • + flo and git) = bj"' + --- + bo 

with a„ / 0 and b„ # 0. Then from the multiplication rule for fg, we see 
that 

f{t)g{t) = a„h„t"^'" + terms of lower degree, 

and a„b^ # 0. Hence deg fg = n + m = deg / -I- deg g. If / or g is 0, then 
our convention about — oo makes our assertion also come out. 

Corollary 1.5. The ring K[f\ has no divisors of zero, and is therefore an 
integral ring. 

Proof. If / , g are non-zero polynomials, then deg / and deg g are ^ 0, 
whence deg(/0) ^ 0, and fg # 0, as was to be shown. 
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In light of Corollary 1.5, we may form the quotient field of the poly
nomial ring K[i\. This quotient field is denoted by K{t) and is called the 
field of rational functions. Its elements consist of quotients 

mig(t) 

where / g are polynomials. More precisely, the elements of K{t) are 
equivalence classes of such quotients, where 

f/g =fi/9i if and only if fgi = gf^. 

This relation is merely the relation of elementary school arithmetic, as we 
have seen in Chapter III, §4. 

The next theorem is the Euclidean algorithm or long division, taught 
in elementary school. It is the analogue of the Euclidean algorithm for 
integers. 

Theorem 1.6. Let f, g be polynomials over the field K, i.e. polynomials 
in X[£], and assume deg (/ ^ 0. Then there exist polynomials q, r in 
K[t] such that 

fit) = q{t)g{t) + r(t), 

and deg r < deg g. The polynomials q, r are uniquely determined by 
these conditions. 

Proof. Let m = deg ^ ^ 0. Write 

fit) = a„t" + --- + ao, 

g(t) = b^t'" + --- + bo, 

with b^^ 0. If « < m, let q = 0, r = f. If n ^ m, let 

f^{t) = fit) - a„b-h"-"'g(t). 

(This is the first step in the process of long division.) Then 

deg / i < deg / . 

Continuing in this way, or more formally by induction on n, we can find 
polynomials ^i, r such that 

./i = gig + r, 
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with deg r < deg g. Then 

m = a„h„'t''-'"g(t)+Ut) 

= a„b^h"-'"g{t) + q,{t)g{t) + rit) 

= ia„b-h"-'" + qMt) + r(t), 

and we have consequently expressed our polynomial in the desired form. 
To prove the uniqueness, suppose that 

f=qi9 + ri = 920 + r2, 

with deg ri < deg g and deg TJ < deg g. Then 

(<?! - 12)9 = '•2 - '•l-

Either the degree of the left-hand side is ^ deg g, or the left-hand side is 
equal to 0. Either the degree of the right-hand side is < deg g, or the 
right-hand side is equal to 0. Hence the only possibility is that they are 
both 0, whence 

(ji = (72 and r^ = r2, 

as was to be shown. 

From the Euclidean algorithm, we can reprove a fact already proved 
by other means. 

Corollary 1.7. Let f he a non-zero polynomial in K[t]. Let aeK be 
such that / (a ) = 0. Then there exists a polynomial q(t) in K[f\ such 
that 

fit) = (t - a)q{t). 

Proof. We can write 

fit) = q(t){t - a) + r{t), 

where deg r < deg(t — a). But deg(t — a) = 1. Hence r is constant. Since 

0 = / (a) = <5r(a)(a — a) + r(a) = r(a), 

it follows that r = 0, as desired. 

Corollary 1.8. Let K be a field such that every non-constant polynomial 
in K[f\ has a root in K. Let f be such a polynomial. Then there exist 
elements a.^,...,a.„eK and ceK such that 

f(t) = c(t-(Xi)---(t-a„). 
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Proof. In Corollary 1.7, observe that degq = deg /— 1. Let a = «! in 
Corollary 1.7. By assumption, if q is not constant, we can find a root aj 
of q, and thus write 

fit) = q^im -cc,)(t- CC2). 

Proceeding inductively, we keep on going until q„ is constant. 

A field K having the property stated in Corollary 1.8, that every non-
constant polynomial over K has a root in K, is called algebraically 
closed. We shall prove later in the book that the complex numbers are 
algebraically closed. We shall also prove later that a finite field is not 
algebraically closed. You may assume this from now on. 

We now reprove Theorem 1.1 using the Euclidean algorithm. 

Corollary 1.9. Let K be a field and f a polynomial of degree n ^ I. 
Then f has at most n roots in K. 

Proof. Let «!,...,«, be distinct roots o f / in K. Then by the Eucli
dean algorithm we know there is a factorization 

f{t) = c{t-a^)---it-a,)g(t), 

so r ^ n, as was to be shown. 

Example. Let f be a finite field, say F = Z/pZ where p is a prime 
number. The polynomial 

m = f -1 
is equal to (f — I)'' and therefore has only one root, namely 1. 

Suppose F has characteristic p. If p = 2 then the polynomial f̂  — 1, 
which is (t — l)^, has only one root, namely 1. On the other hand, if 
p ¥= 2 then this polynomial has two distinct roots, 1 and —1. In case 
p 7̂  2 we have 1 / — 1 in f, for otherwise 1 = — 1 imphes 1 + 1 = 2 = 0 
in F, so F would have characteristic 2. 

As an application of Corollary 1.9 we can completely determine the 
structure of finite subgroups of the multiphcative group in a field. 

Theorem 1.10. Let K be a field and let G be a finite subgroup of the 
group of non-zero elements. Then G is cyclic. 

Proof. Here we shall give a proof using the structure theorem for finite 
abelian groups. By that theorem, we know that 

G = U G{p) 
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is the direct product of tiie subgroups G{p) which consist of elements 
whose period is a power of p. By Exercise 18 of Chapter II, §1 it will 
suffice to prove that each G(p) is cyclic. If G{p) is not cyclic, then by the 
structure theorem. Theorem 7.2 of Chapter II, G{p) contains a product 
Hi X H2 where Hi is cyclic of order p'' and / / j is cyclic of order p^ with 
r, .s ^ 1. Say r ^ s. Then every element of G{p) lying in the product of 
these two factors satisfies the equation 

f"' - 1 = 0 . 

This equation has at most p' roots, but there are more than p' elements 
in the product of the two factors (there are in fact p'p" = p'"^^ elements in 
this product). This contradiction proves the theorem. 

Remark. If you don't like the use of the structure theorem for abelian 
groups, then give an independent proof of just those properties which are 
needed here. Such a proof will be given in Chapter VIII, §3. On the 
other hand, you could also use Exercise 2(b) of Chapter II, §7, which can 
be proved directly more easily than the structure theorem. 

We denote by \i„ the group of n-th roots of unity. This is the set of 
elements C such that C" = 1. Strictly speaking, we should denote by n„(X) 
the group of n-th roots of unity in K, but we often omit the K when the 
reference to the field is clear by the context. Suppose that K has 
characteristic p. Then 

Indeed suppose l^'' = 1. Then 4'' — 1 = 0. But 

C - 1 = (C - 1)" = 0, 

so C — 1 = 0 and C = \. We shall see in §3 that if p does not divide n, 
then n„ has order n, and is thus a cyclic group of order n. A generator 
for n„ is called a primitive n-th root of unity. In the complex numbers, 
H„ = ji„(C) is the ordinary group of «-th roots of unity, generated by e^"''". 
The primitive n-th roots of unity are e^""'" with r prime to n. 

Consider the field F = Z/pZ. An integer a eZ such that its image in 
Z/pZ is a generator of F* is called a primitive root mod p. Thus the 
period of a mod p is p — \. Artin conjectured that there are infinitely 
primes p such that, for instance, 2 is a primitive root mod p. Cf the 
introduction to his collected works. The answer is still not known. 

For further remarks on Theorem 1.10 in connection with finite fields, 
and especially Z/pZ, see Chapter VIII, §3. 
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IV, §1. EXERCISES 

1. In each of the following cases, write / = qg + r with deg r < deg g. 

(a) f(t) = t'-2t+\, g(t) = / - 1 
(b) /(f) = f̂  + f - l , g(t) = t' + \ 
(c) /(f) = t' + t, gU) = t 
(d) /(f) = f-' - 1, g(t) = f - 1 

2. If fit) has integer coefficients and if g{t) has integer coefficients and leading 
coefficient 1, show that when we express / = qg + r with deg r < deg .g, the 
polynomials q and r also have integer coefficients. 

3. Using the intermediate value theorem of calculus, show that every polynomial 
of odd degree over the real numbers has a root in the real numbers. 

4. Let /(f) = t" + • • • + OQ be a polynomial with complex coefficients, of degree n, 
and let a be a root. Show that [a] ^ n-maXjla,!. IHint: Note a„ = 1. Write 

- a " = a„_iOi"~' + ••• + Ug. 

If |a| > n-max,.|aj|, divide by a" and take the absolute value, together with a 
simple estimate, to get a contradiction.] 

In Exercises 5 and 6 you may assume that the roots of a polynomial in an 
algebraically closed field are uniquely determined up to a permutation. 

5. Let /(t) = f̂  — 1. Show that the three roots of/ in the complex numbers are 

1 e^"''^ e"^"''-'. 

Express these roots as a + b^ — 3 where a, h are rational numbers. 

6. Let n be an integer ^ 2. How would you describe the roots of the 
polynomial /(f) = f" — 1 in the complex numbers? 

7. Let F be a field and let a: f [f] -• f [f] be an automorphism of the 
polynomial ring such that a restricts to the identity on F. Show that there 
exists elements ae F, a jt Q^ and beF such that at = at + b. 

Finite fields 

8. Let F be a finite field. Let c be the product of all non-zero elements of F. 
Show that c = - 1 . 

Example. Let F = Z/pZ. Then the result of Exercise 8 can also be stated in 
the form 

( p - l ) ! = - l (modp), 

which is known as Wilson's theorem. 
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9. Let p be a prime of the form p = 4n + 1 where n is a positive integer. Prove 
that the congruence 

x^ = — 1 (mod p) 

has a solution in Z. 

10. Let K be a finite field with q elements. Prove that x''= x for all xeK. 
Hence the polynomials f and t give rise to the same function on K. 

11. Let X be a finite field with q elements. If/, g are polynomials over K of 
degrees < q, and if /(x) = g{x) for all xeK, prove that f = g (as polynomials 
in /C[t]). 

12. Let K be a finite field with q elements. Let / be a polynomial over K. Show 
that there exists a polynomial / * over K of degree < q such that 

f*(x)=f{x) 

for all xeK. 

13. Let K be a finite field with q elements. Let aeK. Show that there exists a 
polynomial / over K such that f(a) = 0 and f{x) = 1 for x e X, x # a. [Hmt: 

14. Let X be a finite field with q elements. Let aeK. Show that there exists a 
polynomial / over K such that /(a) = 1 and /(x) = 0 for a\\ xeK, x ^ a. 

15. Let K be a finite field with q elements. Let (p:K-^K be any function of K 
into itself Show that there exists a polynomial / over K such that 
q)(x) = f(x) for all xeK. 

[For a continuation of these ideas in connection with polynomials in 
several variables, see Exercise 6 of §7.] 

IV, §2. GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR 

Having the Euclidean algorithm, we may now develop the theory of 
divisibility exactly as for the integers, in Chapter I. 

Theorem 2.1. Let J be an ideal of K[t]. Then there exists a polynomial 
g which is a generator of J. If J is not the zero ideal, and g is a 
polynomial in J which is not 0, and is of smallest degree, then g is a 
generator of J. 

Proof. Suppose that J is not the zero ideal. Let g( be a polynomial in 
J which is not 0, and is of smallest degree. We assert that gr is a genera
tor for J. Let / be any element of J. By the EucHdean algorithm, we 
can find polynomials q, r such that 

f=qg->rr 
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with deg r < deg g. Then r = f — qg, and by the definition of an ideal, it 
follows that r also lies in J. Since deg r < deg g, we must have r = 0. 
Hence / = qg, and g is a generator for J, as desired. 

Remark. Let grj be a non-zero generator for an ideal J, and let 
02 also be a generator. Then there exists a polynomial q such that 
01 = qg2. Since 

deg 01 =deg(5f + degc/j. 

it follows that deggij ^ deggii. By symmetry, we must have 

deg 02 = deg 01-

Hence q is constant. We can write 

01 = C02 

with some constant c. Write 

02(O = fl„t" + ••• + ao 

with a„ 7̂  0. Take b = a„ ^ Then ^02 is also a generator of J, and its 
leading coefficient is equal to 1. Thus we can always find a generator for 
an ideal ( # 0 ) whose leading coefficient is 1. It is furthermore clear that 
this generator is uniquely determined. 

Let / , 0 be non-zero polynomials. We shall say that g divides / , and 
write g\f, if there exists a polynomial q such that / = gq. Let / i , / j be 
polynomials # 0 . By a greatest common divisor of / i , /2 we shall mean 
a polynomial g such that g divides / i and / j , and furthermore, if h 
divides / i and /2 , then h divides g. 

Theorem 2.2. Let f^, / j be non-zero polynomials in K{^t]. Let g be a 
generator for the ideal generated by / i , f2- Then g is a greatest com
mon divisor of / i and / j . 

Proof. Since / j Hes in the ideal generated by f^, / 2 , there exists a 
polynomial q^ such that 

/ i = lid' 

whence g divides f^. Similarly, g divides f2- Let ^ be a polynomial 
dividing both / i and / j . Write 

/ i = h^h and fi = / i j ' ' 
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with some polynomials h^ and /ij. Since g is in the ideal generated by 
/ i , / j , there are polynomials g^, gij such that g = g^f^ + fif2/2, whence 

g = g^h^h + ^2^2'' = (fi'i '̂i + fifi^z)^-

Consequently h divides g, and our theorem is proved. 

Remark 1. The greatest common divisor is determined up to a non
zero constant multiple. If we select a greatest common divisor with lead
ing coefficient 1, then it is uniquely determined. 

Remark 2. Exactly the same proof applies when we have more than 
two polynomials. For instance, if / i , . . . , / „ are non-zero polynomials, 
and if gf is a generator for the ideal generated by / i , . . . ,/„, then gr is a 
greatest common divisor o f / j , . . . , / „ . 

Polynomials / i , . . . , / „ whose greatest common divisor is 1 are said to 
be relatively prime. 

IV, §2. EXERCISES 

1. Show that f" - 1 is divisible by t - 1. 

2. Show that t* + 4 can be factored as a product of polynomials of degree 2 
with integer coefficients. [Hint: try t^ ± 2t + 2.] 

3. If n is odd, find the quotient of t" + 1 by t + 1. 

IV, §3. UNIQUE FACTORIZATION 

A polynomial p in K[t] will be said to be irreducible (over K) if it is of 
degree ^ 1, and if, given a factorization p = fg with / , geK[t^, then 
deg / or deg g — 0 (i.e. one of / , g is constant). Thus, up to a non-zero 
constant factor, the only divisors of p are p itself, and 1. 

Example 1. The only irreducible polynomials over the complex 
numbers are the polynomials of degree 1, i.e. non-zero constant multiples 
of polynomials of type t — a, with aeC. 

Example 2. The polynomial £̂  -I- 1 is irreducible over R. 

Theorem 3.1. Every polynomial in K[t] of degree ^ 1 can be expressed 
as a product Pi'-p^ of irreducible polynomials. In such a product, the 
polynomials p^,...,p^ are uniquely determined, up to a rearrangement, 
and up to non-zero constant factors. 
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Proof. We first prove the existence of the factorization into a product 
of irreducible polynomials. Let / be in K[t], of degree ^ 1 . If / is irre
ducible, we are done. Otherwise, we can write 

f=9h, 

where deg g < deg / and deg h < deg / . By induction we can express g 
and h as products of irreducible polynomials, and hence f = gh can also 
be expressed as such a product. 

We must now prove uniqueness. We need a lemma. 

Lemma 3.2. Let p be irreducible in iC[t]. Let f, geK\_t^ be non-zero 
polynomials, and assume p divides fg. Then p divides f or p divides g. 

Proof. Asume that p does not divide / . Then the greatest common 
divisor of p and / is 1, and there exist polynomials /ij, /jj in /^[t] such 
that 

I = h^p + /12/. 

(We use Theorem 2.2.) Multiplying by g yields 

g = gh^p + /ij/gr. 

But fg = ph^ for some /zj, whence 

g = (gh^ + h2h^)p, 

and p divides g, as was to be shown. 

The lemma will be applied when p divides a product of irreducible 
polynomials qi'-qs- In that case, p divides q^ or p divides q2---qs-
Hence there exists a constant c such that p = cq^, or p divides qj-'-qs-
In the latter case, we can proceed inductively, and we conclude that in 
any case, there exists some i such that p and q^ differ by a constant 
factor. 

Suppose now that we have two products of irreducible polynomials 

Pi •••Pr = '?i •••<?.• 

After renumbering the q^, we may assume that p^ = c^q^ for some con
stant Cj. Cancelling ^i, we obtain 

CxP2-Pr = q2--1s-
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Repeating our argument inductively, we conclude that there exist con
stants C; such that p^ = c^Qi for all (, after making a possible permutation 
of qi,...,q^. This proves the desired uniqueness. 

Corollary 3.3. Let f be a polynomial in K[t] of degree ^ 1. Then f 
has a factorization f= cpi---p^, where p^,...,p^ are irreducible polyno
mials with leading coefficient 1, uniquely determined up to a permutation. 

Corollary 3.4. Let K be algebraically closed. Let f be a polynomial in 
K[f], of degree ^ 1. Then f has a factorization 

/ ( t ) = c ( t - a i ) - - - ( t - a „ ) , 

with a,- G K and ceK. The factors t — «; are uniquely determined up to 
a permutation. 

We shall deal mostly with polynomials having leading coefficient 1. 
Let / be such a polynomial of degree ^ 1. Let Pi , . . . ,p , be the distinct 
irreducible polynomials with leading coefficient 1 occurring in its factori
zation. Then we can express / as a product 

f=pT---p7'-, 

where m^,....m^ are positive integers, uniquely determined by Pi,...,p^. 
This factorization will be called a normalized factorization for / . In parti
cular, over an algebraically closed field, we can write 

/ ( t ) = ( t - o ( i r • • • ( ! - « . r . 

A polynomial with leading coefficient 1 is sometimes called monic. 
If p is irreducible, and / = p"'g, where p does not divide g, and m is an 

integer ^ 0, then we say that m is the multiplicity of p in / . (We define 
p° to be 1.) We denote this multiplicity by ordp/, and also call it the 
order of / at p. 

If a is a root of / , and 

fit) = {t- oiTgit), 

with gf(a) # 0, then t — a does not divide g(t), and m is the multiplicity of 
f — a in / We also say that m is the multiplicity of a in / A root of / is 
said to be simple if its multiplicity is 1. A root is said to be multiple if 
m> I. 

There is an easy test for m > 1 in terms of the derivative. 
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Let / ( t ) = a„t" + ••• + OQ be a polynomial. Define its (formal) deriva
tive to be 

Dfit) = nt) = na„f'' +{n- l)a„_if«-2 + ••• + fli = f ka,t'^^\ 

Then we have the following properties, just as in ordinary calculus. 

Proposition 3.5. Let f, g be polynomials. Let ceK. Then 

(c/y = cf, 

if+gy=f' + g', 

(M=fg'+f'9-

Proof. The first two properties (cf)' = cf and ( / + g)' = f + g' are 
immediate from the definition. As to the third, namely the rule for 
the derivative of a product, suppose we know this rule for the product 
f^g and /jgi where f^, / j , g are polynomials. Then we deduce it for 
(/i +12)9 as follows: 

(( / i + .(2)9)' = (fig + fig)' = ifig)' + ifig)' 

= fi9' + .f'i9 + fig' + fig 

= iA+f2)9'+(fl+f'2)9-

Similarly, if we know the rule for the derivative of the products fgi and 
fg2 then this rule holds for the derivative of /(g^ + gj)- Therefore it suf
fices to prove the rule for the derivative of a product when / ( t ) and g(t) 
are monomials, that is 

fit) = at" and g(t) = bf" 

with a, beK. But then 

iat"bt'")' = (abt"^'")' = (n + m)abt"*'"-^ 

= naf-^bf" + afmbt"'-^ 

= nt)g(t)+fit)g'it). 

This concludes the proof 

As an exercise, prove by induction: 

V fi^) = Ht)'" for some integer m ̂  1, then 

f'{t) = mh{t)"'-^h\t). 
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Theorem 3.6. Let K he a field. Let f he a polynomial over K, of de
gree ^ 1, and let a be a root of f in K. Then the multiplicity of a in f 
is > 1 if and only if f\a) = 0. 

Proof. Suppose that 

/ (O = (t- ocTgit) 

with m > 1. Taking the derivative, we iind 

fit) = m(t - o^r-'git) + it- aTgXt). 

Substituting a shows that / '(«) = 0 because m — 1 ^ 1. Conversely, 
suppose 

fit) = it- a)'"git), 

and gia) ^ 0, so that m is the multiplicity of a in / . If m = 1 then 

fit) = git) + (t - a)g'it), 

so that / ' (a) = gia) / 0. This proves our theorem. 

Example. Let K be a field in which the polynomial t" — 1 factorizes 
into factors of degree 1, that is 

f"_i = f\{t-Cd. 
i= 1 

The roots of t" — 1 constitute the group of «-th roots of unity fi„. 
Suppose that the characteristic of K is 0, or is p and p J('n. Then we 
claim that these n roots Ci, • • • ,C„ are distinct, so the group \i„ has order n. 
Indeed, let f{t) = t" - 1. Then 

f{t) = nt"^\ 

and if Cen„ then / '(Q = nC""^ # 0 because « # 0 in K. This proves that 
every root occurs with multiplicity 1, whence that the n roots are distinct. 
By Theorem 1.10 we know that \i„ is cychc, and we have now found that 
\i„ is cyclic of order n when p Jf n. The equation t" — 1 = 0 is called the 
cyclotomic equation. We shall study it especially in Exercise 13, Chapter 
VII, §6 and Chapter VIII, §5. 

IV, §3. EXERCISES 

1. Let / be a polynomial of degree 2 over a field K. Show that either / is 
irreducible over K, or / has a factorization into linear factors over K. 
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2. (a) Let f he a polynomial of degree 3 over a field K. If / is not irreducible 
over K, show that / has a root in K. 

(b) Let F = Z/2Z. Show that the polynomial (̂  + f̂  + 1 is irreducible in 
F[tl 

3. Let f(t) be an irreducible polynomial with leading coefficient 1 over the real 
numbers. Assume d e g / = 2. Show that /(t) can be written in the form 

fit) = (t - a)' + b^ 

with some a, beR and b ¥^Q. Conversely, prove that any such polynomial is 
irreducible over R. 

4. Let a: K ^ L be an isomorphism of fields. If f{t) = ^ 0^1' is a polynomial 
over K, define af to be the polynomial ^ a{a^)t' in LIQ. 
(a) Prove that the association f^^of is an isomorphism of Klf] onto L[f]. 
(b) Let a 6 K be a root of / of multiplicity m. Prove that aa. is a root of af 

also of multiplicity m. [Hint: Use unique factorization.] 

Example for Exercise 4. Let X = C be the complex numbers, and let a 
be conjugation, so a.C-^C maps ai—>5. If / is a polynomial with 
complex coefficients, say 

f(t) = x„t" + --- + ao. 

Then its complex conjugate 

/(t) = S„r" + --- + So 

is obtained by taking the complex conjugate of each coefficient. If /, g are 
in C[t], then 

if+J)=f + g, m=fg, 

and if ^ e C , then (fif) = ff. 

5. (a) Let /(t) be a polynomial with real coefficients. Let a be a root of/, which 
is complex but not real. Show that a is also a root of/ 

(b) Assume that the complex numbers are algebraically closed. Let /(f) e R[t] 
be a polynomial with real coefficients, of degree ^ 1. Assume that / is 
irreducible. Prove that d e g / = 1 or d e g / = 2 . It follows that if a real 
polynomial is expressed as a product of irreducible factors, then these 
factors have degree 1 or 2. 

6. Let K be a field which is a subfield of a field E. Let /(t) e X[t] be an 
irreducible polynomial, let g{t) e K[t] be any polynomial 7̂  0, and let a e £ be 
an element such that /(a) = g{a) = 0. In other words, / , g have a common 
root in E. Prove that f{t)\g{t) in X[f]. 

7. (a) Let K be a field of characteristic 0, subfield of a field E. Let a e £ be a 
root of /(f) e Kit]. Prove that a has multiplicity m if and only if 

/""(a) = 0 for k=l,...,m-\ but /""'(a) ^ 0. 

(As usual, /" ' ' denotes the k-th derivative of / ) 
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(b) Show that the assertion of (a) is not generally true if K has characteris
tic p. 

(c) In fact, what is the value of/'"'(a)? There is a very simple expression for 
iL 

(d) If K has characteristic 0 and if/(f) is irreducible in X[t], prove that a has 
multiplicity 1. 

(e) Suppose K has characteristic p and p Jf' n. Let f{t) be irreducible in K[t], 
of degree n. Let a be a root of/ Proof that a has multiplicity 1. 

8. Show that the following polynomials have no multiple roots in C: 
(a) t* + t (b) t̂  - 5t + 1 
(c) any polynomial t^ + ht + c if b, c are numbers such that b^ — 4c is not 0. 

9. (a) Let X be a subfield of a field E, and oceE. Let J be the set of all 
polynomials f{t) in K[t~\ such that /(a) = 0. Show that J is an ideal. If J 
is not the zero ideal, show that the monic generator of J is irreducible. 

(b) Conversely, let p{t) be irreducible in K[t] and let a be a root. Show that 
the ideal of polynomials /(t) in JiC[t] such that /(a) = 0 is the ideal 
generated by p{t). 

10. Let / g be two polynomials, written in the form 

/ = M'---p^ 
and 

3 = ?{'•••?;% 

where ;„, / are integers ^ 0 , and Pi, . . . ,p, are distinct irreducible polyno
mials. 
(a) Show that the greatest common divisor of / and g can be expressed as a 

product p\'---p''/ where fcj, ...,/c, are integers ^ 0 . Express fe, in terms of 
'v and / . 

(b) Define the least common multiple of polynomials, and express the least 
common multiple o f / and g as a product p ' i ' ' "P^ ^ ' th integers k^ ^ 0 . 
Express k^ in terms of /, and / . 

11. Give the greatest common divisor and least common multiple of the follow
ing pairs of polynomials with complex coefficients: 
(a) (f - 2)\t - 3)\t - i) and (t - 1)(J - 2)(t - 3)^ 
(b) (t^ + l){t^ - 1) and (t + i)\t^ - 1) 

12. Let K be a field, R = K[t] the ring of polynomials, and F the quotient field 
of R, i.e. the field of rational functions. Let aeK. Let R^ be the set of 
rational functions which can be written as a quotient f/g of polynomials 
such that g(a) ^ 0. Show that R^ is a ring. If (p is a rational function, and 
tp = f/g such that g(y.) ̂  0, define (p(a) = f(a)/g{a). Show that this value (p(oi.) 
is independent of the choice of representation of cp as a quotient f/g. Show 
that the map (p i—> <p(a) is a ring-homomorphism of R^ into K. Show that the 
kernel of this ring-homomorphism consists of all rational functions f/g such 
that g(a) # 0 and / (a ) = 0. If M^ denotes this kernel, show that M^ is a 
maximal ideal of R,. 
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13. Let W„ be the set of primitive n-th roots of unity in C*. Define the n-th 
cyclotomic polynomial to be 

(a) Prove that t" - 1 = H^i^ ^At)-
(b) (t>„(t) = ndl-Cf"'" - 1)""" where n is the Moebius function. 
(c) Let p be a prime number and let k be a positive integer. Prove 

(D„.(f) = (D„(f"'') and (I)„(f) = r""' + •• • + 1. 

(d) Compute explicitly <I)„(t) for n ^ 10. 

14. Let R be a rational function over the field K, and express R as a quotient of 
polynomials, R = g/f. Define the derivative 

„, fy' - gf 

where the prime means the formal derivative of polynomials as in the text, 
(a) Show that this derivative is independent of the expression of i? as a quo

tient of polynomials, i.e. if R = Qi/fi then 

fd' -of J\G\ -fiif, 
'•2 

p n 
(b) Show that the derivative of rational functions satisfies the same rules as 

before, namely for rational functions Rj and Rj we have 

(Ri + R2)'= R\ + R'2 and (RiR^X = ^1^2 + « i^2-

(c) Let a,,...,a„ and a,,...,a„ be elements of K such that 

1 a, a„ 
+ (t - a , ) • • • ( ! -a„) t - Of; t - a„ 

Let /(f) = (f — a 1) • • • (t — 3(„) and assume that a,,. . . ,o!„ are distinct. Show 
that 

1 1 

(a, - a2)---(a, - «„) f'((x,) 

15. Show that the map Ri-^R'/R is a homomorphism from the multiplicative 
group of non-zero rational functions to the additive group of rational func
tions. We call R'/R the logarithmic derivative of R. If 

R(t)= n(f-«,)'" 

where m,,...,m„ are integers, what is R'/R? 
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16. For any polynomial /, let ng{f) be the number of distinct roots of / 
when / is factored into factors of degree 1. So if 

f{t) = cfl(t-ocr, 
i = 1 

where c 7̂  0 and «!,... ,«, are distinct, then no(/) = ''• Prove: 

Mason-Stothers Theorem. Let K = C, or more generally an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic 0. Let f,g,he K[t] be relatively prime polynomials 
not all constant such that f + g = h. Then 

d e g / deg g, deg h ^ n^ifgh) - 1. 

[Mason's proof. You may assume that / , g, h can be factored into products of 
polynomials of degree 1 in some larger field. Divide the relation f + g = h by 
h, so get R + S = 1 where R, S are rational functions. Take the derivative and 
write the resulting relation as 

R' S' 
— R+-S = 0. 
R S 

Solve for S/R in terms of the logarithmic derivatives. Let 

git) = C2 Ylit-PP and Hi) = C3 n ( f - y J " . 

Let D = Y[{t — y^i)Y\{t — Pj) Y\(t — 7t). Use D as a common denominator 
and multiply R'jR and S'/S by D. Then count degrees.] 

17. Assume the preceding exercise. Let /', g e K[t'\ be non-constant polynomials 
such that /•-' - g- ¥= 0, and let /? = / ^ - g-. Prove that 

deg / ^ 2 deg /? — 2 and deg g g 3 deg h — 3. 

18. More generally, suppose /"* + g" = h ^ Q. Assume mn > m + n. Prove that 

n 
deg / ^ deg h. 

mn — (m + n) 

19. Let / g, h be polynomials over a field of characteristic 0, such that 

/ " + g" = h" 

and assume / g relatively prime. Suppose that / g have degree ^ 1. Show 
that « ^ 2. (This is the Fermat problem for polynomials. Use Exercise 16.) 

For an alternate treatment of the above, see §9. 
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IV, §4. PARTIAL FRACTIONS 

In the preceding section, we proved that a polynomial can be expressed 
as a product of powers of irreducible polynomials in a unique way (up 
to a permutation of the factors). The same is true of a rational function, 
if we allow negative exponents. Let R = g/f be a rational function, 
expressed as a quotient of polynomials g, f with / # 0. Suppose /? ^ 0. 
If g, f are not relatively prime, we may cancel their greatest common 
divisor and thus obtain an expression of /? as a quotient of relatively 
prime polynomials. Factoring out their constant leading coefficients, we 
can write 

where f^, g^ have leading coefficient 1. Then / i , g^, and c are uniquely 
determined, for suppose 

cgjfi = Cigjfi 

for constants c, C2 and pairs of relatively prime polynomials / i , g^ and 
/2 , 02 with leading coefficient 1. Then 

CgJz = C2fif2/l-

From the unique factorization of polynomials, we conclude that g^ = g^ 
and / i = / j so that c = C2. 

If we now factorize / i and g^ into products of powers of irreducible 
polynomials, we obtain the unique factorization of R. This is entirely 
analogous to the factorization of a rational number obtained in 
Chapter I, §4. 

We wish to decompose a rational function into a sum of rational 
functions, such that the denominator of each term is equal to a power of 
an irreducible polynomial. Such a decomposition is called a partial frac
tion decomposition. We begin by a lemma which allows us to apply 
induction. 

Lemma 4.L Let f^, /2 be non-zero, relatively prime polynomials over a 
field K. Then there exist polynomials h^, /12 over K such that 

1 /Ji h. 

J1J2 Jl J2 
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Proof. Since / i , / j are relatively prime, there exist polynomials h^, /ij 
such that 

Dividing both sides by /1 /2 , we obtain what we want. 

Theorem 4.2. Every rational function R can be written in the form 

h, h„ 

Pi Pn 

where Pi,...,p„ are distinct irreducible polynomials with leading coeffi
cient 1; !i,...,!„ are integers ^ 0; /ij, ...,/i„, h are polynomials, satisfying 

deg h^ < deg p';' and p^ f h^ 

for v = l,...,n. In such an expression, the integers i^ and the polyno
mials h„, h{y = \,...,n) are uniquely determined when all i, > 0. 

Proof. We first prove the existence of the expression described in our 
theorem. Let R = gif where / is a non-zero polynomial, with g, f rela
tively prime, and write 

where Pi,...,p„ are distinct irreducible polynomials, and i^,...,i„ are 
integers ^ 0. By the lemma, there exist polynomials g^, g* such that 

/ PV P ^ • • P ^ ' 

and by induction, there exist polynomials gi,---,g„ such that 

9* 6 ' 2^ . . . _^_^ . 
2 Pn Pi Pn 

Multiplying by g, we obtain 

f P'l •'" Pi"' 

By the Euclidean algorithm, we can divide gg^ by pj,"' for v = l , . . . , n 
letting 

ddv = IvP'v^ + K, deg /!, < deg p[\ 

In this way obtain the desired expression for g/f, with h = q^ + ••• + Qn-
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Next we prove the uniqueness. Suppose we have expressions 

Pi Pn Pi' Pi" 

satisfying the conditions stated in the theorem. (We can assume that the 
irreducible polynomials Pi,...,p„ are the same on both sides, letting some 
i^ be equal to 0 if necessary.) Then there exist polynomials cp, \j/ such 
that i/' # 0 and Pi -f ^, for which we can write 

/ii h^ (p 

P'l pi' ^ 

^iPi ' ' " ' -hi ^ (p 

Say j \ ^7 i . Then 

Since ij/ is not divisible by pj, it follows from unique factorization that 
p{' divides / i i p i ' " — h^. If j i ^ i^ then Pi\h^, contrary to the conditions 
stated in the theorem. Hence ]\ = i^. Again since \l/ is not divisible by 
Pi, it follows now that pi' divides h^ — hi. By hypothesis, 

deg(/ii - h^) < deg p{\ 

Hence hi — h^ = 0, whence h^ = h^. We therefore conclude that 

hz h„ , h2 h„ r 
n '2 n>n „J2 nJ" 

Pi Pn Pi Pn 
and we can conclude the proof by induction. 

The expression of Theorem 4.2 is called the partial fraction decomposi
tion of R. 

The irreducible polynomials p],...,p„ in Theorem 4.2 can be described 
somewhat more precisely, and the next theorem gives additional informa
tion on them, and also on h. 

Theorem 4.3. Let the notation be as in Theorem 4.2, and let the 
rational function R be expressed in the form R = g/f where g, f are 
relatively prime polynomials, / ^ 0. Assume that all integers i-^,...,i„ 
are > 0. Then 

f=P\'---p'n 

is the prime power factorization of f. Furthermore, if deg f > deg g, 
then h = 0. 
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Proof. If we put the partial fraction expression for R in Theorem 4.2 
over a common denominator, we obtain 

(* ) R = ^̂  T-
Pi •••Pi," 

Then p^ does not divide the numerator on the right in (*), for any index 
v = l,...,n. Indeed, p^ divides every term in this numerator except the 
term 

K P ' ^ • • • pi" • • • PI;' 

(where the roof over p "̂ means that we omit this factor). This comes 
from the hypothesis that p^ does not divide h^. Hence the numerator 
and denominator on the right in (*) are relatively prime, thereby proving 
our first assertion. 

As to the second, letting g be the numerator of R and / its denomina
tor, we have f = p'l ••• p\,", and 

g = Rf= h.p'i•••p'„" + --- + hjl • • • p'„"-l + hp'l •••PI,". 

Assume that deg g < deg / . Then every term in the preceding sum has 
degree < def / , except possibly the last term 

hf=hp'i---p'„". 

li h ^ 0, then this last term has degree ^ deg / , and we then get 

hf=g-h^p'i•••p'n KPI • • -PJ,"-i, 

where the left-hand side has degree ^ deg / and the right-hand side has 
degree < deg / . This is impossible. Hence /i = 0, as was to be shown. 

Remark. Given a rational function R = g/f where g, f are relatively 
prime polynomials, we can use the Euclidean algorithm and write 

g = gif + 92, 

where g^, gfj are polynomials and deg ^2 < deg / . Then 

f f+du 

and we can apply Theorem 4.3 to the rational function grj//. In studying 
rational functions, it is always useful to perform first this long division to 
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reduce the study of the rational function to the case when the degree of 
the numerator is smaller than the degree of its denominator. 

Example 1. Let «!,...,«„ be distinct elements of K. Then there exist 
elements ay,...,a„eK such that 

'1 a„ 
(j — ai)---(£ — a„) t — «! t — a„ 

Indeed, in the present case we can apply Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, with 
g = \, and hence deg g < deg / . In Exercise 14 of the preceding section, 
we showed how to determine a^ in a special way. 

Each expression hjpl" in the partial fraction decomposition can be 
further analyzed, by writing h^. in a special way, which we now describe. 

Theorem 4.4. Let (p he a non-constant polynomial over the field K. Let 
h he any polynomial over K. Then there exist polynomials i/'g,..., i//̂  
such that 

and deg \pi < deg cp for all i = 0,...,m. The polynomials IJ/Q,...,\j/„ are 
uniquely determined by these conditions. 

Proof. We prove the existence of IJ/Q, ... ,^„ by induction on the 
degree of h. By the Euclidean algorithm, we can write 

h = qcp + ^0 

with the polynomials q, \JJQ, and deg I/ZQ < deg (p. Then deg q < deg h, so 
that by induction we can write 

q = ^i + i/'2<?+ ••• + «/'„<?"'"' 

with polynomials i/'; such that deg i/̂ j < deg <p. Substituting, we obtain 

h = (ipi+ ^2<P + ••• + ^^(P"'~')cp + <Ao-

which yields the desired expression. 
As for uniqueness, we observe first that in the expression given in the 

theorem, namely 
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the polynomial IJ/Q is necessarily the remainder of the division of h by cp, 
so that its uniqueness is given by the EucHdean algorithm. Then, writing 
h = qcp + ij/Q, we conclude that 

and q is uniquely determined. Thus ij/^,... ,{jj^ are uniquely determined 
by induction, as was to be proved. 

The expression of h in terms of powers of (p as given in Theorem 4.4 
is called its <p-adic expansion. We can apply this to the case where cp is 
an irreducible polynomial p, in which case this expression is the p-adic 
expansion of h. Suppose that 

h = lpo + i^,P + --- + ^mP'" 

is its p-adic expansion. Then dividing by p' for some integer i > 0, we 
obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.5. Let h be a polynomial and p an irreducible polynomial 
over the field K. Let i be an integer > 0. Then there exists a unique 
expression 

h G-i , 9-i+i , , , , , s 
-; = - T + --[^r + ••• + 9o + 9iP + ••• + g.p, p p p 

where g^ are polynomials of degree < deg p. 

In Theorem 4.5, we have adjusted the numbering of gf̂ ,, g(_,+ i , . . . so 
that it would fit the exponent of p occurring in the denominator. 
Otherwise, except for this numbering, these polynomials g are nothing 
but i/'o, lAi,--- found in the p-adic expansion of h. 

Corollary 4.6. Let aeK, and let h be a polynomial over K. Then 

it -ay = it- oTy ^V-^r' + - + «o + a,it -«) + - , 

where a^ are elements of K, uniquely determined. 

Proof. In this case, pit) = t — a has degree 1, so that the coefficients 
in the p-adic expansion must be constants. 
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Example 2. To determine the partial fraction decomposition of a given 
rational function, one can solve a system of linear equations. We give an 
example. We wish to write 

1 a b 

(t '-\){t-2) ~ t - \ ^ t - 2 

with constants a and h. Putting the right-hand side over a common de
nominator, we have 

1 a{t - 2) + b(t - 1) 

( f - l ) ( J - 2 ) " ( f - l ) ( t - 2 ) 

Setting the numerators equal to each other, we must have 

a + b = 0, 

-2a-b= 1. 

We then solve for a and fo to get a = — 1 and b = \. The general case 
can be handled similarly. 

IV, §4. EXERCISES 

1. Determine the partial fraction decomposition of the following rational func
tions. 

f + 1 1 
(a) .. . . . . , . . (b) ;—T.-7T2 (t - \)(t + 2) ' ' (t+ l)(f" + 2) 

2. Let R = g/f be a rational function with deg g < deg / . Let 

f'p\' '" Pi" 

be its partial fraction decomposition. Let d^ = degp^. Show that the coeffi
cients of /i(,...,/j„ are the solutions of a system of linear equations, such that 
the number of variables is equal to the number of equations, namely 

d e g / = / i ^ i + ••• + i„d„. 

Theorem 4.3 shows that this system has a unique solution. 

3. Find the (t — 2)-adic expansion of the following polynomials. 
(a) t^ - 1 (b) t' + t ' \ (c) t^ + 3 (d) f* + 2f̂  - f -H 5 

4. Find the (t — 3)-adic expansion of the polynomials in Exercise 3. 
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IV, §5. POLYNOMIALS OVER RINGS AND 
OVER THE INTEGERS 

Let R be a commutative ring. We formed the polynomial ring over R, 
just as we did over a field, namely K[t] consists of all formal sums 

/(t) = a„t" + --- + flo 

with elements aQ,...,a„ in R which are called the coefficients o f / The 
sum and product are defined just as over a field. The ring R could be 
integral, in which case R has a quotient field K, and K[t] is contained in 
K[f]. In fact, R[t] is a subring of K[t]. 

The advantage of dealing with coefficients in a ring is that we can deal 
with more refined properties of polynomials. Polynomials with coeffi
cients in the ring of integers Z form a particularly interesting ring. We 
shall prove some special properties of such polynomials, leading to an 
important criterion for irreducibility of polynomials over the rational 
numbers. Before we do that, we make one more general comment on 
polynomials over rings. 

Let 
a-.R-^S 

be a homomorphism of commutative rings. I f / ( t )e /?[ t ] is a polynomial 
over R as above, then we define the polynomial af in S[f] to be the 
polynomial 

{afm = a{a„)t" + ••• + a{ao) = t <̂ («.)f''-

Then it is immediately verified that a thereby is a ring homomorphism 

R [ f ] - S M 

which we also denote by a. Indeed, let 

n n 

f(t)= Y^a^f and g{t)= Y^b^f. 
!=0 i=0 

Thtn (f+g){t) = Y [a,+ b;)f SO 

o{f + g)(t) = X a{a, + b^t' = X («̂ («;) + (T{bi))t' = af{t) + ag{t). 

Also fg(t) = X! "̂k '* where 

k 

Ck= YaA-i, 
i = 0 
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SO 
k k 

k i=0 k i=0 

= icf)it)(ag)it]. 

This proves that a induces a homomorphism i?[t] -> S[t]. 

Example. Let R = Z and let S = Z/nZ for some integer n ^ 2. For 
each integer aeZ let a denote its residue class mod n. Then the map 

is a ring homomorphism of Z[f] into (Z/nZ)[t]. Note that we don't need 
to assume that n is prime. This ring homomorphism is called reduction 
mod n. If n = p is a prime number, and we let F^ = Z/pZ so F^ is a field, 
then we get a homomorphism 

Z[t] - F^M 

where Fp[t] is the polynomial ring over the field F^. 

A polynomial over Z will be called primitive if its coefficients are 
relatively prime, that is if there is no prime p which divides all 
coefficients. In particular, a primitive polynomial is not the zero poly
nomial. 

Lemma 5.L Let f be a polynomial 7̂  0 over the rational numbers. Then 
there exists a rational number a # 0 such that of has integer coefficients, 
which are relatively prime, i.e. af is primitive. 

Proof. Write 

/ ( t ) = a„t" + --- + flo. 

where aQ,...,a„ are rational numbers, and a„ / 0. Let d be a common 
denominator for OQ, ...,a„. Then df has integral coefficients, namely 
da„,...,daQ. Let 6 be a greatest common divisor for da„,...,daQ. Then 

has relatively prime integral coefficients, as was to be shown. 

Lemma 5.2 (Gauss). Let f, g be primitive polynomials over the integers. 
Then fg is primitive. 
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Proof. Write 

/(f) = a„f" + --- + ao, a „ # 0 , 

g{t) = b^t"' + --- + bo, b ^ # 0 , 

with relatively prime (a„,...,ao) and relatively prime (b^,...,b(,). Let p be 
a prime. It will suffice to prove that p does not divide every coefficient of 
fg. Let r be the largest integer such that 0 ^ r ^ n, a, # 0, and p does 
not divide a^. Similarly, let b^ be the coefficient of g farthest to the left, 
bj # 0, such that p does not divide b^. Consider the coefficient of f^^ in 
f{t)g{t). This coefficient is equal to 

+ a,_ib,+ i + ••• 

and p does not divide a^b^. However, p divides every other non-zero 
term in this sum since each term will be of the form 

with a, to the left of a^, that is ; > r, or of the form 

^r + s-ibj 

with ) > s, that is bj to the left of b^. Hence p does not divide c, and our 
lemma is proved. 

We shall now give a second proof using the idea of reduction modulo 
a prime. Suppose /, g are primitive polynomials in Z[f] but fg is not 
primitive. So there exists a prime p which divides all coefficients of fg. 
Let a be reduction mod p. Then a/ # 0 and agf # 0 but (T(fg) = 0. 
However, the polynomial ring (Z/pZ)[t] has no divisors of zero, so we 
get a contradiction proving the lemma. 

I prefer this second proof for several reasons, but the technique of 
picking coefficients furthest to the left or to the right will reappear in the 
proof of Eisenstein's criterion, so I gave both proofs. 

Let / ( t ) eZ[ t ] be a polynomial of degree ^ 1. Suppose that / is 
reducible over Z, that is 

fit) = g(t)h(t), 

where g, h have coefficients in Z and deggr, degh ^ 1. Then of course / 
is reducible over the quotient field Q. Conversely, suppose / is reducible 
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over Q. Is / reducible over Z? The answer is yes, and we prove it in the 
next theorem. 

Theorem 5.3 (Gauss). Let f be a primitive polynomial in Z[t], of degree 
^ 1 . / / / is reducible over Q, that is if we can write f = gh with g, 
^6Q[t ] , and deggt^ 1, deg/i ^ 1, then f is reducible over Z. More 
precisely, there exist rational numbers a, b such that, if we let gi = ag 
and hi = bh, then g^, h^ have integer coefficients, and / = gihi. 

Proof. By Lemma 5.1, let a, b be non-zero rational numbers such that 
ag and bh have integer coefficients, relatively prime. Let g^ = ag and 
hi = bh. Then 

f=-9i7hi, 
a b 

whence abf^g^h^. By Lemma 5.2, g^h^ has relatively prime integer 
coefficients. Since the coefficients of / are assumed to be relatively prime 
integers, it follows at once that ab itself must be an integer, and cannot 
be divisible by any prime. Hence ab = + 1 , and dividing (say) g ̂  hy ab 
we obtain what we want. 

Warning. The result of Theorem 5.3 is not generally true for every 
integral ring R. Some restriction on R is needed, like unique factoriza
tion. We shall see later how the notion of unique factorization can be 
generalized, as well as its consequences. 

Theorem 5.4 (Eisenstein's criterion). Let 

f(t) = a„t" + --- + ao 

be a polynomial of degree n ^ 1 with integer coefficients. Let p be a 
prime, and assume 

a„ ^ 0 (mod p), A; s 0 (mod p) for all i < n, 

<3o ^ 0 (mod p^). 

Then f is irreducible over the rationals. 

Proof We first divide / by the greatest common divisor of its coeffi
cients, and we may then assume that / has relatively prime coefficients. 
By Theorem 5.3, we must show that / cannot be written as a product 
f = gh with g, h having integral coefficients, and deg 3, deg/j ^ 1. Sup
pose this can be done, and write 

g(t) = b,t'' + --- + bo, 

h(t) = Cj'"+--- + Co, 
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with d, m^ \ and bjC„ ̂  0. Since ^0^0 = ^0 is divisible by p but not p^, 
it follows that one of the numbers bg, CQ is not divisible by p, say bo. 
Then PICQ. Since c„b^ = a„ is not divisible by p, it follows that p does 
not divide c^. Let ĉ  be the coefficient of h farthest to the right such 
that Cf ^ 0 (mod p). Then r # 0 and 

a, = bgc^ + ^ iC^_i + ••• + b^CQ. 

Since p^b^c^ but p divides every other term in this sum, we conclude 
that p\a^, a contradiction which proves our theorem. 

Example. The polynomial t^ — 2 is irreducible over the rational 
numbers, as a direct application of Theorem 5.4. 

Another criterion for irreducibility is given by the next theorem, and 
uses the notion of reduction mod p for some prime p. 

Theorem 5.5 (Reduction criterion). Let f{t) e T^lf] be a primitive 
polynomial with leading coefficient a„ which is not divisible by a prime 
p. Let Z -> Z/pZ = F be reduction mod p, and denote the image of f by 
f. If f is irreducible in f [ t ] , then f is irreducible in Q[f]. 

Proof. By Theorem 5.3 it suffices to prove that / does not have a 
factorization f = gh with deg g and deg ^ ^ 1 and g, / i6Z[t] . Suppose 
there is such a factorization. Let 

/(f) = a„t" + lower terms, 

g{t) = b^f + lower terms, 

h{t) = cj^ + lower terms. 

Then a„ = h^c^, and since a„ is not divisible by p by hypothesis, it follows 
that b^, t's are not divisible by p. Hence 

f = gh 

and deg g, deg ^ ^ 1, which contradicts the hypothesis that / is irre
ducible over F. This proves Theorem 5.5. 

Example. The polynomial f̂  — t — 1 is irreducible over Z/3Z, other
wise it would have a root which must be 0, 1, or — 1 mod 3. You can see 
that this is not the case by plugging in these three values. Hence 
t^ — t — \ is irreducible over Q[t]. 
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In Chapter VII, §3, Exercise 1, you will prove that t^ — t — \ is 
irreducible over Z/5Z. It follows that f̂  — r — 1 is irreducible over Q [ t ] . 
You could already try to prove here that f' — f — 1 is irreducible over 
Z/5Z. 

IV, §5. EXERCISES 

1. Integral root theorem. Let f{t) = t" + • • • + ag be a polynomial of degree n § 1 
with integer coefficients, leading coefficient 1, and Og ^ 0. Show that if / has a 
root in the rational numbers, then this root is in fact an integer, and that this 
integer divides QQ-

2. Determine which of the following polynomials are irreducible over the rational 
numbers: 
( a ) t ' - f + l (b)t^ + 2 t + 1 0 { c ) t ' - t - l (d) t '~2f^ + 1+ 15 

3. Determine which of the following polynomials are irreducible over the rational 
numbers: 
(a) t* + 2 (b) t* - 2 (c) t" + 4 (d) f* - r + 1 

4. Let /(f) = a„t" + ••• + OQ be a polynomial of degree n ^ 1 with integer coeffi
cients, assumed relatively prime, and a^Og i^ 0. If hjc is a rational number ex
pressed as a quotient of relatively prime integers, h, c 7̂  0, and if f(hjc) = 0, 
show that c divides a„ and h divides a^. (This result allows us to determine 
effectively all possible rational roots of / since there is only a finite number of 
divisors of a„ and flQ.) 

Remark. The integral root theorem of Exercise 1 is a special case of the above 
statement. 

5. Determine all rational roots of the following polynomials: 
(a) f - 1 (b) t'* - 1 (c) le - 3£ -t- 4 (d) 3t' -̂  t - 5 
(e) It* - 4t -F 3 

6. Let p be a prime number. Let 

f(t) = t''-' +1"-^ + ••• + 1. 

Prove that f(t) is irreducible in Z[t]. [//mt: Observe that 

fit) = it" - l)/(t - 1). 

Let « = t — l s o l = M-l-l. Use Eisenstein.] 

The next two exercises show how to construct an irreducible polynomial over 
the rational numbers, of given degree d and having precisely d — 2 real roots (so 
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of course a pair of complex conjugate roots). The construction will proceed in 
two steps. The first has nothing to do with the rational numbers. 

7. Continuity of the roots of a polynomial. Let d be an integer ^ 3. Let 

Ut) = t'' + ar.,t'"+--- + dS^ 

be a sequence of polynomials with complex coefficients a\"K Let 

fit) = 1' +a,, if'' +--- + ao 

be another polynomial in C[t]. We shall say that /„(t) converges to f{t) as 
« -> 00 if for each j = 0,... ,d — 1 we have 

lim af = a J. 

Thus the coefficients of/„ converge to the coefficients of f. 
Factorize /„ and / into factors of degree 1: 

/(f) = (t - a,) • • • (t - aj and f„{t) = (t - a<"') •••{t- a<"'). 

(a) Prove the following theorem. 

Assume that f„(t) converges to f(t), and for simplicity assume that the roots 
«!,...,(Xj are distinct. Then for each n we can order the roots a'"',... ,3(̂ "' 
in such a way that for i = \,... ,d we have 

lima("' = a,-. 

This shows that if the coefficients of /„ converge to the coefficients of /, 
then the roots of /„ converge to the roots of / 

(b) Suppose that / and /„ have real coefficients for all n. Assume that a j , . . . ,3(j 
are real, and a^, 0.2 are complex conjugate. Prove that for all n sufficiently 
large, a|"' is real for ( = 3 , . . . ,d', and a*"', â "* are complex conjugate. 

8. Let d be an integer ^ 3. Prove the existence of an irreducible polynomial of 
degree d over the rational numbers, having precisely d — 1 real roots (and a 
pair of complex conjugate roots). Use the following construction. Let 
bi, ...,b^-2 be distinct integers and let a be an integer > 0. Let 

g{t) = (t' + a){t -b,)---{t- b,.2) = f' + Q - i f" ' + • • • + Co. 

Observe that c, 6 Z. Let p be a prime number, and let 

p 

so that g„{i) converges to g{t). 
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(a) Prove that g„{t) has precisely d — 2 real roots for n sufficiently large. 
(b) Prove that g„{t) is irreducible over Q. 

(Note: You might use the preceding exercise for (a), but one can also give a 
simple proof just looking at the graph of g, using the fact that g„ is just a 
slight raising of g above the horizontal axis. 

Obviously the same method can be used to construct irreducible poly
nomials over Q with arbitrarily many real roots and pairs of complex 
conjugate roots. There is particular significance for the special case of d — 2 
real roots, when ^ is a prime number, as you will see in Chapter VII, §4, 
Exercise 15. In this special case, you will then be able to prove that the 
Galois group of the polynomial is the full symmetric group.) 

9. Let K be a factorial ring (see the definition in the next section), and let p be a 
prime element in R. Let d be an integer ^ 2, and let 

/(t) = t'' + 0 - , f ' ' - ' + - - ' + Co 

be a polynomial with coefficients c^eR. Let n be an integer ^ 1, and let 

g(t] = m + p/p"'. 

Prove that g{t) is irreducible in K[Q, where K is the quotient field of R. 

IV, §6. PRINCIPAL RINGS AND FACTORIAL RINGS 

We have seen a systematic analogy between the ring of integers Z and 
the ring of polynomials K\_t'\. Both have a EucHdean algorithm; both 
have unique factorization into certain elements, which are called primes 
in Z or irreducible polynomials in X[t]. It turns out actually that the 
most important property is not the Euclidean algorithm, but another 
property which we now axiomatize. 

Let R be an integral ring. We say that 7? is a principal ring if in 
addition every ideal of R is principal. 

Examples. If R = Z or R = K[f], then R is principal. For Z this was 
proved in Chapter I, Theorem 3.1, and for polynomials it was proved in 
Theorem 2.1 of the present chapter. 

Practically all the properties which we have proved for Z or for 
K[f] are also valid for principal rings. We shall now make a list. 

Let R be an integral ring. Let peR and p # 0. We define p to be 
prime if p is not a unit, and given a factorization 

p = ab with a, beR 

then a or ft is a unit. 
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An element aeR, a # 0 is said to have unique factorization into 
primes if there exists a unit u and there exist prime elements p; 
((' = I,... ,r) in R (not necessarily distinct) such that 

a = upi ••• p/, 

and if given two factorizations into prime elements 

a = upi---p, = u'q^-'-q^, 

then r = s and after a permutation of the indices i, we have p^ = M,(jf,-, 
where U; is a unit i = ! , . . . / . 

We note that if p is prime and M is a unit, then up is also prime, so we 
must allow multiplication by units in the factorization. In the ring of 
integers Z, the ordering allows us to select a representative prime 
element, namely a prime number, out of two possible ones differing by a 
unit, namely + p, by selecting the positive one. This is, of course, 
impossible in more general rings. However, in the ring of polynomials 
over a field, we can select the prime element to be the irreducible 
polynomial with leading coefficient 1. 

A ring is called factorial, or a unique factorization ring, if it is integral, 
and if every element # 0 has a unique factorization into primes. 

Let R be an integral ring, and a, beR, a ^ 0. We say that a divides b 
and write a\b if there exists ceR such that ac = b. We say that deR, 
d # 0 is a greatest common divisor of a and b if d\a, d\b, and if any 
element c of R, c i^O divides both a and b, then c also divides d. Note 
that a g.c.d. is determined only up to multiplication by a unit. 

Proposition 6.1. Let R be a principal ring. Let a, bsR and ab ^ 0. 
Let {a, b) = (c), that is let c be a generator of the ideal {a, b). Then c is 
a greatest common divisor of a and b. 

Proof. Since b lies in the ideal (c), we can write b = xc for some xeR, 
so that c I b. Similarly, c \ a. Let d divide both a and b, and write a = dy, 
b = dz with y, zeR. Since c lies in (a, b) we can write 

c = wa + tb 

with some w, teR. Then c = wdy + tdz = d(wy + tz), whence d\c, and 
our proposition is proved. 

Theorem 6.2. Let R be a principal ring. Then R is factorial. 

Proof. We first prove that every non-zero element of R has a 
factorization into irreducible elements. Given ae R, a j^ 0. If a is prime, 
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we are done. If not, then a = a^hi where neither Oi nor /̂ i is a unit. 
Then (a) c (fli). We assert that 

(a) 9̂  (a,). 

Indeed, if (a) = ( a j then a^ = ax for some xeR and then a = axfo, so 
xb^ = 1, whence both x, b^ are units contrary to assumption. If both a^, 
hi are prime, we are done. Suppose that a, is not prime. Then 
a^ = 02^2 where neither Cj nor bj ^r^ units. Then (ai) <= (oj), and by 
what we have just seen, ( a j ^ (AJ)- Proceeding in this way we obtain a 
chain of ideals 

(«i) S («2) ^ (03) S ••• S (a„ )S •••• 

We claim that actually, this chain must stop for some integer n. Let 

00 

J= [j (a„). 
n= 1 

Then J is an ideal. By assumption J is principal, so J = (c) for some 
element ceR. But c lies in the ideal (a„) for some n, and so we have the 
double inclusion 

(«„) = (c) <= (a„), 

whence (c) = (a„). Therefore (a„) = (fl„ + i) = .. . , and the chain of ideals 
could not have proper inclusions at each step. This implies that a can 
be expressed as a product 

^ = Pi •"• Pr where Pi, ••• ,Pr are prime. 

Next we prove the uniqueness. 

Lemma 6.3. Let R be a principal ring. Let p be a prime element. Let a, 
heR. If p\ab then p\a or p\b. 

Proof. If pi a then a g.c.d. of p, a is 1, and (p, a) is the unit ideal. 
Hence we can write 

I = xp + ya 

with some x, yeR. Then b = bxp + yab, and since p\ab, we conclude 
that p\b. This proves the lemma. 

Suppose finally that a has two factorizations 

« = P i • • •Pr = ? i • • • ' ? . 
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into prime elements. Since Pi divides the product furthest to the right, it 
follows by the lemma that p^ divides one of the factors, which we may 
assume to be q^ after renumbering these factors. Then there exists a 
unit Ml such that q^ = u^Pi. We can now cancel pi from both 
factorizations and get 

P2---Pr = Uiq2---q,. 

The argument is completed by induction. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 6.2. 

For emphasis, we state separately the following result. 

Proposition 6.4. Let R be a factorial ring. An element pe R, p # 0 is 
prime if and only if the ideal (p) is prime. 

Note that for any integral ring R, we have the imphcation 

ae R, a j^ 0 and (a) prime ^ a prime. 

Indeed, if we write a = be with b,ceR then be (a) or c e (a) by 
definition of a prime ideal. Say we can write b = ad with some deR. 
Then a = acd. Hence cd = 1, whence c, d are units, and therefore a is 
prime. 

In a factorial ring, we also have the converse, because of unique 
factorization. In a principal ring, the key step was Lemma 6.3, which 
means precisely that {p) is a prime ideal. 

In a factorial ring, we can make the same definitions as for the 
integers or polynomials. If 

a = upT •••PT'' 

is a factorization with a unit u and distinct primes Pi, . . . ,p, , then we 
define 

m, = ordp(a) = order of a at p;. 

If a, beR are non-zero elements, we say that a, b are relatively prime if 
the g.c.d. of a and ft is a unit. Similarly elements ai , . . . ,a„ are relatively 
prime means that no prime element p divides all of them. / / R is a 
principal ring, to say that a, b are relatively prime is equivalent to saying 
that the ideal (a, b) is the unit ideal. 

Other theorems which we proved for the integers Z are also valid in 
factorial rings. We now make a list, and comment on the proofs, which 
are essentially identical with the previous ones, as in §5. Thus we now 
study factorial rings further. 
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Let R be factorial. Let / ( t )eK[ j ] be a polynomial. As in the case 
when i? = Z, we say that / is primitive if there is no prime of R which 
divides all coefficients of f, i.e. if the coefficients of/ are relatively prime. 

Lemma 6.5. Let R be a factorial ring. Let K be its quotient field. Let 
/ e X [ t ] be a polynomial # 0. Then there exists an element aeK, a ^ 0 
such that af is primitive. 

Proof. Follow step by step the proof of Lemma 5.1. No other 
property was used besides the fact that the ring is factorial. 

Lemma 6.6 (Gauss). Let f, g be primitive polynomials over the factorial 
ring R. Then fg is primitive. 

Proof. Follow step by step the proof of Lemma 5.2. 

Tiieorem 6.7. Let R be a factorial ring and K its quotient field. Let 
/ e i ? [ f ] be a primitive polynomial, and d e g / ^ 1. / / / is reducible over 
K then f is reducible over R. More precisely, if f = gh with g, he /C[t] 
and degg ^ 1, degh ^ 1, then there exist elements a, beK such that, if 
we let gi = ag and h^ = bh, then gi, h^ have coefficients in R, and 
f=dihi. 

Proof. Follow step by step the proof of Theorem 5.3. Of course, at 
the end of the proof, we found ab equal to a unit. When R = Z, a unit 
is + 1 , but in the general case all we can say is that ab is a unit, so a is 
a unit or fe is a unit. This is the only difference in the proof. 

If R is a principal ring, it is usually not true that K[t] is also a princi
pal ring. We shall discuss this systematically in a moment when we con
sider polynomials in several variables. However, we shall prove that 
R[t] is factorial, and we shall prove even more. 

First we make a remark which will be used in the following proofs. 

Lemma 6.8. Let R be a factorial ring, and let K be its quotient field. 
Let 

g = g(t)eRltl /r =/z(t)6/?[t] 

be primitive polynomials in R. Let beK be such that 

g = bh. 

Then b is a unit of R. 
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Proof. Write b = ajd where a, d are relatively prime elements of R, so 
a is a numerator and </ is a denominator for b. Then 

dg = ah. 

Write h{t) = c„£'" + ••• + CQ. If p is a prime dividing d then p divides aCj 
for 7 = 0,.. . ,m. Since CQ, ... ,c^ are relatively prime, it follows that p 
divides a, which is against our assumption that a, d are relatively prime 
in R. Similarly, no prime can divide a. Therefore ft is a tmit of R as 
asserted. 

Theorem 6.9. Let R be a factorial ring. Then Rlf] is factorial. The 
units of R[f\ are the units of R. The prime elements of /?[t] are either 
the primes of R, or the primitive irreducible polynomials in i?[t]-

Proof Let p he a prime of R. If p = ab in i?[f] then 

deg a = deg b = 0, 

so a, beR, and by hypothesis a or ft is a unit. Hence p is also a prime of 
Rltl 

Let p{t) = p be a primitive polynomial in R[t] irreducible in K[t]. If 
P — Id with f,geR[t^, then from unique factorization in K[t] we 
conclude that deg / = deg p or deg g - deg p. Say deg / = deg p. Then 
geR. Since the coefficients of p(t) are relatively prime, it follows that g is 
a unit of R. Hence p{t) is a prime element of R[_t'\. 

Let /( t)e/?[f] . We can write f = eg where c is the g.c.d. of the 
coefficients of /, and g then has relatively prime coefficients. We know 
that c has unique factorization in R by hypothesis. Let 

be a factorization of g into irreducible polynomials g^,...,q, in K[t]. 
Such a factorization exists since we know that K[£] is factorial. By 
Lemma 6.5 there exist elements bi , . . . , f t ,eX such that if we let pi = biqi 
then Pi has relatively prime coefficients in R. Let their product be 

u = bi'-b,. 
Then 

ug = Pi---Pr-

By the Gauss Lemma 6.6, the right-hand side is a polynomial in R[t] 
with relatively prime coefficients. Since g is assumed to have relatively 
prime coefficients in R, it follows that ueR and w is a unit in R. Then 

f = cu-^Pi---p, 
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is a factorization of / in i?[f] into prime elements of i?[t] and an ele
ment of R. Thus a factorization exists. 

There remains to prove uniqueness (up to factors which are units, of 
course). Suppose that 

/ = cpi---p, = dq^---q„ 

where c, deR, and p^,...,p,, qi,...,q^ are irreducible polynomials in /?[t] 
with relatively prime coefficients. If we read this relation in K[t], and 
use the fact that X[f] is factorial, as well as Theorem 6.7, then we 
conclude that after a permutation of indices, we have r = s and there are 
elements b^sK, i= 1, ...,r such that 

Pi = biqi for i=l,...,r. 

Since p,-, qi have relatively prime coefficients in R, it follows that in fact 
bj is a unit in R by Lemma 6.8. This proves the uniqueness. 

Theorem 6.10 (Eisenstein's criterion). Let R be a factorial ring, and let 
K be its quotient field. Let 

f{t) = a„t" + --- + ao 

be a polynomial of degree n ^ 1 with coefficients in R. Let p be a 
prime, and assume: 

a„^0 (mod p), a; = 0 (mod p) for all i < n, 

flo ^ 0 (mod p^). 

Then f is irreducible over K. 

Proof. Follow step by step the proof of Theorem 5.4. 

Example. Let F be any field. Let K = F(t) be the quotient field of 
the ring of polynomials, and let R = F[f]. Then R is a factorial ring. 
Note that t itself is a prime element in this ring. For any element ceF 
the polynomial f — c is also a prime element. 

Let ^ be a variable. Then for every positive integer n, the polynomial 

f(X) = X"-t 

is irreducible in K[X]. This follows from Eisenstein's Criterion. In this 
case, we let p = t, and: 

a„ = 1 # 0 mod t, a^ = — t, a,- = 0 for 0 < i < n. 

Thus the hypotheses in Eisenstein's Criterion are satisfied. 
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Similarly, the polynomial 

X^~{t- 1)^-3 + {t- IfX"- + t{t - \fX - (t - 1) 

is irreducible in K [ X ] . In this case, we let p = t — 1. 

The analogy between the ring of integers Z and the ring of poly
nomials F[t] is one of the most fruitful in mathematics. 

Theorem 6.11 (Reduction criterion). Let R he a factorial ring and let K 
be its quotient field. Let / ( t ) £ i ? [ f ] be a primitive polynomial with 
leading coefficient a„ which is not divisible by a prime p of R. Let 
R -^ R/pR be reduction mod p, and denote the image off by f. Let F be 
the quotient field of R/pR. If f is irreducible in F\_t'\ then f is 
irreducible in K\^t^. 

Proof. The proof is essentially similar to the proof of Theorem 5.5, but 
there is a slight added technical point due to the fact that R/pR is not 
necessarily a field. To deal with that point, we have to use the ring R(p) 
of Exercise 3, so we assume that you have done that exercise. Thus the 
ring R^p^ is principal, and R^p^/pR^p^ is a field. Furthermore, F = R^p^/pR^py 
Now exactly the same argument as in Theorem 5.5 shows that if / is 
irreducible in F[ f ] , then / is irreducible in i?(p)[f] and hence / is 
irreducible in /C[t], because K is also the quotient field of R^py This 
concludes the proof 

IV, §6. EXERCISES 

1. Let p be a prime number. Let R be the ring of all rational numbers m/n, 
where m, n are relatively prime integers, and p Jj;' n. 
(a) What are the units of R? 
(b) Show that i? is a principal ring. What are the prime elements of R? 

2. Let F be a field. Let p be an irreducible polynomial in the ring F[f], Let R 
be the ring of all rational functions f{t)/g(t) such that /, g are relatively prime 
polynomials in f [f] and p ^ g. 
(a) What are the units oi Rl 
(b) Show that R is a principal ring. What are the prime elements of R? 

3. If you are alert, you will already have generalized the first two exercises to 
the following. Let R be a factorial ring. Let p be a prime elment. Let R,p) be 
the set of all quotients a/b with a, beR and b not divisible by p. Then: 
(a) The units of R^p^ are the quotients a/b with a, b e R, p Jf ab. 
(b) The ring R^p^ has a unique maximal ideal, namely pR^p), consisting of all 

elements a/h such that p J('h and p\a. 
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(c) The ring R^p^ is principal, and every ideal is of the form p'"R^p) for some 
integer m g 0. 

(d) The factor ring R^JpR^^,^ is a field, which "is" the quotient field of RjpR. 
If you have not already done so, then prove the above statements. 

4. Let R = Z[t]. Let p be a prime number. Show that t — p is a prime element 
in R. Is f̂  — p a prime element in R? What about t^ — p? What about 
t" — p where n is a positive integer? 

5. Let p be a prime number. Show that the ideal (p, i) is not principal in the 
ring Z[t]. 

6. Trigonometric polynomials. Let R be the ring of all functions / of the form 

n 

f(x) = flo + Z ^'^k ''^^ ^^ + ^k ^^'^ ''-^) 
k = l 

where a^, a,,, iî  are real numbers. Such a function is called a trigonometric 
polynomial. 
(a) Prove that R is a ring. 
(b) If a„ or fe„ # 0 define n to be the (trigonometric) degree of / Prove that if 

/, y are trigonometric polynomials, then 

deg(/9) = deg / + deg g. 

Deduce that R has no divisors of zero, so is integral. 
(c) Conclude that the functions sin x, 1 + cos x, 1 — cos x are prime elements 

in the ring. As Hale Trotter observed (Math. Monthly, April 1988) the 
relation 

sin^ X = (1 + cos x)(l — cos x) 

is an example of non-unique factorization into prime elements. 

7. Let R be the subset of the polynomial ring Q[f] consisting of all polynomials 
UQ + a2t^ + a^t^ + • • • + a„t" (so the term of degree 1 is missing), with a, e Q . 
(a) Show that R is a ring, and that the ideal (l^, t^) is not principal. 
(b) Show that R is not factorial. 

8. Let R be the set of numbers of the form 

a + hJ — 5 with a,beZ. 

(a) Show that R is a ring. 

(b) Show that the map a + b^— 5\-^a — b^— 5 of R into itself is an 
automorphism. 

(c) Show that the only units of R are + 1. 

(d) Show that 3, 2 + ^ — 5 and 2 — ^ — 5 are prime elements, and give a 
non-unique factorization 

^(2 + ^ - 5 X 2 - ^ - 5 ) 
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(e) Similarly, show that 2, 1 + ^J — 5 and 1 — ^ — 5 are prime elements, 
which give the non-unique factorization 

2-3=(1 + y ^ ) ( i - y ^ ) . 

9. Let d be a positive integer which is not a square of an integer, so in 
particular, d^2. Let R be the ring of all numbers a + by/ — d with a, beZ. 
Let a = a + h^ — d be an element of this ring, and let a be its complex 
conjugate. 
(a) Prove that a is a unit in R if and only if aa = 1. 
(b) If aa = p, where p is a prime number, prove that a is a prime element of 

R. 

10. Let p be an odd prime number, and suppose p = aa, with a e Z [ ^ —1]. 
Prove that p = 1 mod 4. (The converse is also true, but is more difficult to 
prove, in other words: if p = 1 mod 4 then p = aa with some a e Z,\_yJ — 1].) 

11. Determine whether 3 — 2^/2 is a square in the ring Z[,y2]. 

IV, §7. POLYNOMIALS IN SEVERAL VARIABLES 

In this section, we study the most common example of a ring which is 
factorial but not principal. 

Let f be a field. We know that F{t] is a principal ring. Let F\f\ = R. 
Let t = ti, and let tj be another variable. Since F [ t ] is factorial, it 
follows from Theorem 6.9 that R\_t2] is factorial. Similarly, 

f C t i ] [ t 2 ] - - - [ f J 

is factorial. This ring is usually denoted by 

f [ t i , . . . , t „ ] , 

and its elements are called polynomials in n variables. Every element of 
F[ f i , . . . , t „ ] can be written as a sum 

fit„...,t„)= I ( E a;,....i„tv---ti"_-nti" 

and we thus see that / can be written 

f{t„...,t„)= z / / f i , . . . , t „ - i ) J i , 

where / , are polynomials in n — 1 variables. 
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As a matter of notation, it is useful to abbreviate 

and write 
«.-. ••.•„ = « (o 

(0 

The sum is taken separately over all the indices 

Sometimes one also abbreviates 

and one writes the polynomial in the form 

/(O = !«„/'. 
(0 

The ring F[ti, . . . , t„] is definitely not a principal ring for n ^ 2. For 
instance, let n = 2. The ideal 

generated by t^ and tj ™ Flh hi is not principal. (Prove this as an 
exercise.) This ideal (t^, fj) is a maximal ideal, whose residue class field 
is F itself You can prove this statement as an exercise. Similarly, the 
ideal (tj, ...,f„) is maximal in f[f i , ...,t„] and its residue class field is F. 

Let / be a polynomial in n variables, and write 

fiti, •••,t„) = E C(;)ti •••C> where c,;, = C;,...;„. 

We call each term 

a monomial, and if c,,, ^ 0 we define the degree of this monomial to be 
the sum of the exponents, that is 

deg(t^---f ; ; ' ) = i i + ••• + („. 

A polynomial / as above is said to be homogeneous of degree d if all the 
terms with Cj/) / 0 have the property that 

j'l + • • • + !„ = d. 
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Example. The monomial Stjtjfs has degree 8. The polynomial 

7t«f2t^-7Ct^t2f3 

is not homogeneous. The polynomial 

is homogeneous of degree 8. 

Given a polynomial f{t^, ...,t„) in n variables, we can write / as a sum 

/ = / o + / i +---+L 

where /^ is homogeneous of degree k or is 0. By convention, we agree 
that the zero polynomial has degree — oo, because some of the terms /^ 
may be 0. To write / in the above fashion, all we have to do is collect 
together all the monomials of the same degree, that is 

i i+--- + i„ = k 

If /d ?̂  0 is the term of highest homogeneous degree in the sum for / 
above, then we say that / has total degree d, or simply degree d. Just as 
for polynomials in one variable, we have the property: 

Theorem 7.1. Let f, g be polynomials in n variables, and / / 0, g j^O. 
Then 

deg(/3) = deg/+degfif. 

Proof. Write / = /o + • • • +/d and g = go + ••• + 9e with /^ # 0 and 
g^ # 0. Then 

fa =fo9o + ••• +fd9e 

and since the polynomial ring is integral, f^g^ # 0. But /̂ gf̂  is the 
homogeneous part of / of highest degree, so deg(/gf) = d + e, as was to be 
shown. 

Remark. Do not confuse the degree (i.e. the total degree) and the 
degree of / in each variable. If / can be written in the form 

d 

f(ti,...,t„)= Zfk(h,---,tn-X 
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and /j 7̂  0 as a polynomial in f i , . . . ,t„_ j then we say that / has degree d 
in t„. For instance, the polynomial 

ntlt2tl + titjfa + t* 

has total degree 9, it has degree 3 in ti, degree 1 in tj and degree 5 in t^-

From Theorem 7.1, or from the fact that the ring of polynomials in 
several variables is 

K [ t „ . . . , t J = K[(J[ t2] •••[£„] 

we conclude that this ring is integral. Thus we may form its quotient 
field, just as in the case of one variable. We denote this quotient field by 

K(f„..., g 

and call it the field of rational functions (in several variables). 
The above results go as far as we wish in our study of polynomials. 

We end this section with some comments on polynomial functions. 
Let K" = K X • • • X K. Just as in the case of one variable, a poly

nomial / ( r ) eK[ f i , . . . , t J may be viewed as a function 

fK--K"^K. 

Indeed, let x = (xi,...,x„) be an n-tuple in K". If 

/(f i , . . . , t „ ) = / ( o = I fl,o£i'•••£;," 

then we define 

/ (Xi , . . . ,x„) = fix) = ^ a,;)XV • • • x'„". 

The map xh->-f{x) is a function of K" into K. But also the map 

f^fix) 

is a homomorphism of K[ti, . . . , t„] into K, called the evaluation at x. 
More generally, let K be a subring of a commutative ring A. Let 

/ ( t ) e ^ [ t i , •••,£„] be a polynomial. If 

X = (xi,...,x„)eA" 
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is an n-tuple in A" then again we may define f(x) by the same expres
sion, and we obtain a function 

U:A"^A by x^f{x). 

Just as in the case of one variable, different polynomials can give rise to 
the same function. We gave an example of this phenomenon in §1, in 
the context of a finite field. 

Theorem 7.2. Let K be an infinite field. Let / e K[ti, ...,t„] he a 
polynomial in n variables. If the corresponding fiinction 

X ^f(x) of K"^K 

is the zero function, then f is the zero polynomial. Furthermore, if f, g 
are two polynomials giving the same function of K" into K, then f = g. 

Proof. The second assertion is a consequence of the first. Namely, 
given / , g which give the same function of K" into K, let h = f — g. 
Then h gives the zero function, so /j = 0 and f = g. We now prove the 
first by induction. Write 

d 

f(ti,...,t„)= x./'y(fi'---A-i)f"-
7=0 

Thus we write / as a polynomial in t„, with coeflBcients which are poly
nomials in ti,...,f„_i. Let (Ci,...,c„_i) be arbitrary elements of K. By 
assumption, the polynomial 

d 

f(Ci, . .. ,C„_ 1,0 = X//(Cl> • • • >C„- i)t-' 
7=0 

vanishes when we substitute any element c of K for t. In other words, 
this polynomial in one variable t has infinitely many roots in K. There
fore this polynomial is identically zero. This means that 

fjici,...,c„_i) = 0 for all j = 0,...,d 

and all (n — l)-tuples (ci,...,c„_i) in K" \ By induction, it follows that 
for each j the polynomial /,(ti,...,t„_.i) is the zero polynomial, whence 
finally / = 0. This concludes the proof. 

Let K be a subring of a commutative ring S. Let Xi,...,x„ be 
elements of S. We denote by 

KLxj,... ,x„J 
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the ring consisting of all elements f{xi, ...,x„) where / ranges over all 
polynomials in n variables with coefficients in R. We say that 

K[xi, ...,x„] 

is the ring generated by Xi,...,x„ over R. 

Example. Let R be the real numbers, and let cp, i// be the two 
functions 

(p{x) = sin X and ipix) = cos x. 

Then 

Rl(p, ,A] 

is the subring of all functions (even the subring of all differentiable 
functions) generated by cp and if/. In fact, R[(p, i/'] is the ring of 
trigonometric polynomials as in Exercise 6 of §6. 

Let K be a subfield of a field E. Let Xi,...,x„ be elements of E. As 
we have seen, we get an evaluation homomorphism 

K [ t , , . . . , t J ^ £ by f{ti,...,t„)^f(x„...,x„)=f(x). 

If the kernel of this homomorphism is 0, that is if the evaluation map is 
injective, then we say that Xi,...,x„ are algebraically independent, or that 
they are independent variables over K. The polynomial ring K[tj,...,f„] 
is then isomorphic to the ring /C[xi, . . . ,xJ generated by Xi,...,x„ over 
K. 

Example. It can be shown that if K = Q, there always are infinitely 
many algebraically independent n-tuples (x i , . . . , x j in the complex, or in 
the real numbers. 

In practice, it is quite hard to determine whether two given numbers 
are or are not algebraically independent over Q. For instance, let e be 
the natural base of logarithms. It is not known if e and n are 
algebraically independent. It is not even known if e/n is irrational. 

IV, §7. EXERCISES 

1. Let F be a field. Show that the ideal (1^,12) is not principal in the ring 
F[ti, fj]- Similarly, show that (t,,...,t„) is not principal in the ring f [tj,.. .,t„]. 

2. Show that the polynomial ti — fj is irreducible in the ring F[fi, tj]-
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3. In connection with Theorem 7.2 one can ask to what extent it is necessary 
to have an infinite field. Or even over the real numbers, let S be a subset of 
R". Let / ( t j , ...,t„) be a polynomial in n variables. Suppose that f{x) = 0 for 
all xeS. Can we assert that f =01 Not always, not even if S is infinite and 
n g 2. Prove the following statement which gives a first result in this 
direction. 

Let K be a field, and let S^,...,S„ be finite subsets of K. Let 
/ 6 K [ t i , ...,t„] and suppose that the degree off in the variable tj is ^ d,-. 
Assume that #(5;) > d^for i = 1, ...,n. Also suppose that 

/ (Xi , . . . ,x„) = 0 for all Xj e S;, 

that is /(x) = 0 for all xeS^ x • • • x S„. Then / = 0. 

The proof will follow the same pattern as the proof of Theorem 7.2. 

Application to finite fields 

4. Prove the following analogue of Theorem 7.2 for finite fields. 

Let K be a finite field with q elements. Let f{t) e K{_ti,... ,t„] be a polynomial 
in n variables, such that the degree of f in each variable tj is < q. Assume 
that 

/(«!,...,fl„) = 0 for all ai,...,a„eK. 

Then f is the zero polynomial. 

Let X be a finite field and let f{t) 6 K\^ti,... ,t J be a polynomial. If tf 
occurs in some monomial in /, replace tf by f,. After doing this a finite 
number of times, you obtain a polynomial g{ti, ...,t„) such that the degree of g 
in each variable t,- is < q. Since x ' = x for all xe K, it follows that /, g induce 
the same function of K" into K. By a reduced polynomial associated with / we 
mean a polynomial g such that the degree of g in each variable is < q and 
such that the functions induced by / and g on K" are equal. The existence of 
a reduced polynomial was proved above. 

5. Given a polynomial f€K\_ti, ...,t„] prove that a reduced polynomial associated 
with / is unique, i.e. there is only one. 

6. Chevalley's theorem. Let K be a finite field with q elements. Let 

/ ( t i , . . . , g e K [ t i , . . . , t „ ] 

be a polynomial in n variables of total degree d. Suppose that the constant 
term of / is 0, that is /(O,. . . ,0) = 0. Assume that n > d. Then there exist 
elements a^,... ,a„ e K not all 0 such that / (Oi, . . . ,a„) = 0. [Hint: Think of the 
exercises of §1. Compare the polynomials 

1 - / " - ^ and (\-t\-')---(\-f„-'). 

and their degrees.] 
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IV, §8. SYMMETRIC POLYNOMIALS 

Let R be an integral ring and let ti,...,t„ be algebraically independent 
elements over R. Let Z be a variable over R[ti, ...,£„]. We form the 
polynomial 

p(z) = ( z - t i ) - - . ( z - g 

= X" -SiX"-'- +--- + (-l)"s„ 

where each S; = s,(ti, ...,f„) is a polynomial in ti,...,t„. Then, for 
instance, 

Si=ti+--- + t„ and s„ = ti---t„. 

The polynomials Si, ...,s„ are called the elementary symmetric polynomials 
of ti , . . . , t„. 

We leave it as an easy exercise to verify that Sj is homogeneous of 
degree i in t^, ...,t„. 

Let (7 be a permutation of the integers (!,...,«). Given a polynomial 
/(t)ei?[f] = R[ti, ...,t„], we define af to be 

If c, T are two permutations, then (<TT)/ = O-(T/), and hence the symmetric 
group G on n letters operates on the polynomial ring i?[t]. A polynomial 
is called symmetric if o / = / for all aeG. It is clear that the set of 
symmetric polynomials is a subring of K[t], which contains the constant 
polynomials (i.e. R itself) and also contains the elementary symmetric 
polynomials Si,...,s„. We shall see below that these are generators. 

Let Xi,...,X„ be variables. We define the weight of a monomial 

1 n 

to be ki + 2k2 + ••• + nk„. We define the weight of a polynomial 
g(Xi,...,X„) to be the maximum of the weights of the monomials 
occurring in g. 

Theorem 8.1. Let f{t)eR\_ti, ...,t„'] be symmetric of degree d. Then 
there exists a polynomial giX^, •..,X„) of weight ^ d such that 

/ ( t ) = 0(Si,...,S„). 

Proof. By induction on n. The theorem is obvious if n = 1, because 

Assume the theorem proved for polynomials in n — 1 variables. 
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If we substitute t„ = 0 in the expression for PiX), we find 

{X~t,)---(X- t„_i)X = X"- (si)oX"-1 + . . . + (_l)«-i(s„_ 1)0^ 

where (s,)o is the expression obtained by substituting t„ = 0 in s,-. We see 
that (si)o, ...,(s„_i)o are precisely the elementary symmetric polynomials 
m f 1, ...,f„_J. 

We now carry out induction on d. \{ d = 0, our assertion is trivial. 
Assume d > 0, and assume our assertion proved for polynomials of 
degree < d. Let /(fi,...,t„) have degree d. There exists a polynomial 
gi(Xi, . . . ,Z„_ 1) of weight g d such that 

/ ( t i , ...,f„_i,0) = 6fi((si)o, • ••,(«„-i)o)-

We note that g^is^, ...,s„_i) has degree ^ d in (tj, ...,t„). The polynomial 

/l(tl, ... ,t„) = / ( t j , ... ,t„) - fifi(Si, .. . ,S„_ 1) 

has degree ^ tf (in fj, ...,t„) and is symmetric. We have 

/ i ( f i , . . .A_i ,0) = 0. 

Hence /^ is divisible by t„, i.e. contains f„ as a factor. Since / i is 
symmetric, it contains fi ••• f„ as a factor. Hence 

/ i = s„f2{ti,---,t„) 

for some polynomial / j , which must be symmetric, and whose degree is 
^ d — n < d. By induction, there exists a polynomial ^2 ii" '' variables 
and weight ^ d — n such that 

/2(f i , . . . ,g = 02(^1, •••,s„). 

We obtain 

f{t) =g\{Sl,---, Sn-\) + S„g2{si ,...,S„), 

and each term on the right has weight g d. This proves our theorem. 

Theorem 8.2. The elementary symmetric polynomials Si,...,s„ are alge
braically independent over R. 

Proof. If they are not, talce a polynomial /(Zi,... ,Ar„)e/?[A'i,.. . ,Z„] 
of least degree and not equal to 0 such that 

/ (s i , ...,s„) = 0. 
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Write / as a polynomial in X„ with coefficients in i?[Ari, . . . ,Z„_i] , 

f(X„...,X„)^U{X„...,X„_,) + --.+flX„...,X„^,)Xi. 

Then /Q # 0. Otherwise, we can write 

f(X) = X„h(X) 

with some polynomial h, and hence s„/i(si, ...,s„) = 0. From this it 
follows that /!(si, ...,s„) = 0, and h has degree smaller than the degree of/ 

We substitute s,- for X,- in the above relation, and get 

0 = / o ( S i , . . . , 5 „ _ i ) + ••• + / , ( S i , . . . , S „ _ i ) s ^ . 

This is a relation in i?[ti, ...,t„], and we substitute 0 for t„ in this 
relation. Then all terms become 0 except the iirst one, which gives 

0=/o((Si)o, ...,(s„-i)o), 

using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 8.1. This is a 
non-trivial relation between the elementary symmetric polynomials in 
ti,. . . ,f„_i, a contradiction. 

Example. Consider the product 

A( t i , . . . ,g = A(t) = n ( f ; - f > 

For any permutation a of (1,...,«), as in Chapter II, Theorem 6.4, we see 
that 

c7A(t) = + A(t). 

Hence A(t)^ is symmetric, and we call it the discriminant: 

Z)/5i,... ,s„) = D{s„ ... ,s„) = n (f,- - 0) ' = A(0'. 

We thus view the discriminant as a polynomial in the elementary 
symmetric functions. 

Let F be a field, and let 

P{X) = {X- a,)---(X - a„) = X" - c,X"-' +•••+ ( - l ) "c„ 

be a polynomial in F[X] with roots a , , . . . ,a„ef . Then there is a unique 
homomorphism 

Z[ti, . . . , t„] ^ f mapping f.-h-^a;. 
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This homomorphism is the composite 

Z [ t i , . . . , t „ ] ^ f [ t i , . . . , t „ ] ^ F , 

where the first map is induced by the unique homomorphism Z -> F, and 
the second map is the evaluation homomorphism sending t,i—>«,-. 

Under this homomorphism, we see that 

A(ti,...,t„fh^A{ai,...,cc„f 

and so 

D{si,...,s„)h^D{Ci,...,c„). 

Therefore, to get a formula for the discriminant of a polynomial, it 
suffices to find the formula for a polynomial over the integers Z, with 
algebraically independent roots ti , . . . , t„. We shall now find such a 
formula for polynomials of degree 2 and 3. 

Example (Quadratic polynomials). Let 

f(X) = X^ + bX + c = {X- ti)iX - t2). 

Then by direct computation, you will find that 

Dj- = h^ - 4c. 

Example (Cubic polynomials). Consider a cubic polynomial 

f{X) = X'- s,X' + s^X - S3 = (X - fi)(X - t2)(X - t,). 

We want to find a formula for the discriminant, which is more 
complicated than in the quadratic case. There is such a formula, but in 
practice, it is best to make a change of variables first and reduce the 
problem to the case of a cubic whose X^ term is missing. Namely, let 

Y = X-\si so X=Y + \=Y + \{h+t2 + ti). 

Then the polynomial f{X) becomes 

f(X) = f*(Y) =Y' + aY + b = (Y- u^}{Y - M J ( F - u,) 

where a = UIMJ + "2^3 + "1^3 ^"d b = —MJUJUS, while Wj + MJ + "3 = 0-
We have 

u, = t: — \s, for ( = 1, 2, 3. 
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Note that the discriminant is unchanged because the translation by sJ3 
cancels out. Indeed, 

M; — Uj = f; — tj for all i =^ j . 

If we can get a formula for the discriminant of the cubic whose square 
term is missing, as a function of a and b, then we can get a formula for 
the discriminant of the general cubic simply by substituting the values of 
a and b as functions of Sj, Sj, S3. You will work this out as Exercise 1. 

We now consider the cubic whose square term is missing. So we let 

f{X) = X^ + aX + b = {X - Ui){X - U2){X - M3) 

where u^, Uj are independent variables, and u^ = — (u^ + MJ)- Then the 
discriminant is 

D = i u i - M2)^(MI - M3)^("2 - "3)^-

As a function of the elementary symmetric functions a, h the discriminant 
is 

D= -4a^ -27b\ 

As an exercise, try to determine this by brute force. We shall now give a 
proof which eliminates the brute force. 

Observe first that D is homogeneous of degree 6 in u^, Uj- Further
more, a is homogeneous of degree 2 and b is homogeneous of degree 3. 
By Theorem 8.1, we know that there exists some polynomial 

g{X2, X^) of weight 6 

such that D = g{a, b). The only monomials X'^X\ of weight 6, i.e. such 
that 

2m + 3n = 6 with integers m, n ^ 0 

are those for which m = 3, n = 0 or m = 0, n = 2. Hence 

g[X2,X,) = vXl + wXl 

where v, w are integers which must now be determined. 
Observe that the integers v, w are universal, in the sense that for any 

special polynomial with special values of a, b, its discriminant will be 
given by 

g{a, b) = va^ + wb^. 
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Consider the polynomial 

MX) = x{x - i)(z + i) = x'-x. 

Then a = —I, b = 0 and Dyi = va^ = —v. But also D/^ = 4 by using 
the definition of the discriminant as the product of the diiferences of the 
roots, squared. Hence we get 

v= - 4 . 

Next consider the polynomial 

MX) = x ' - i . 

Then a = 0, b = —I, and Dj^ = wb^ = w. But the three roots of / j are 
the cube roots of unity, namely 

- l + V - 3 - l - V - 3 
'̂ 2 ' 2 • 

Using the definition of the discriminant as the product of the differences 
of the roots, squared, we find the value D^^ = —27. Hence we get 

w= - 2 7 . 

This concludes the proof of the formula for the discriminant of the cubic. 

IV, §8. EXERCISES 

1. Let f{X) = X^ + a^X^ + a2X + a^. Show that the discriminant of/ is 

a\a\ — Aa\ — 40(03 ^ 21a\ + ISajaj'^s. 

[Reduce the question to the case of a polynomial Y^ + aY + b, and use the 
formula for this special case.] 

2. Try to work out the formula for the discriminant of X^ + aX + 6 by brute 
force. 

3. Show that the discriminant of a polynomial is 0 if and only if the polynomial 
has a root of multiplicity > 1. (You may assume that the polynomial has 
coefficients in an algebraically closed field.) 

4. Let f(X) = (A" - oci) • • • (X - a„). Show that 
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IV, §9. THE MASON-STOTHERS THEOREM 

Bibliographical references will occur at the end of §10. 
The first part of this section presents a theorem for polynomials dis

covered in 1981 by Stothers [Sto 81]. He used fundamental tools from alge
braic geometry, which give a lot of insight not only in the particular theorem 
but into the possibilities of extending it to more general situations. How
ever, partly because of the depth of the method, few people were aware of 
Stothers' result at the time. An elementary proof was discovered by Mason 
in 1983 [Mas 83]. Then Noah Snyder gave the simplest known proof 
[Sny 00], and we present his proof here. 

We first work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, the 
complex numbers if you wish. 

Let / ( / ) be a non-zero polynomial, with its factorization 

(1) / (O = ^ri(^ - oi^r = c{t -a,r..-{t- arT'. 

with a non-zero constant c, and the distinct roots a, (/ = 1 , . . . , r). As before, 
we call m, the multiplicity of a,. Let a be a constant. If a is not a root, that is 
a # a,- for all i, then / ( a ) ^ 0. Suppose a is a root. It is convenient to write 
the factorization of/(?) in the form 

/(0 = (?-a)'"(̂ W) 

where g{a) # 0 and m{a) is the multiplicity of a. If a = a.^ for some index k, 
then 

f{t) = c[t~akrY[[t-a,r, 

a n d ^ W - c r K ^ - a / ) " ' . 
i*k 

We defined a to be a multiple root of / if and only if w(a) ^ 2. If 
m(a) = 1, we say that a is a simple root of/ . 

Directly from the definitions, if /(?) = (? - a)™ with the multiplicity 
m(a) ^ 1, then the multiplicity of a in f'{t) is m(a) — 1. We generalize this 
statement to an arbitrary polynomial. 

Lemma 9.1. Let f{t) be a polynomial over an algebraically closed field. 
Let a be a root of f with multiplicity m(a). Then the multiplicity of a in 
f'{t) ism{a) - 1. 
Proof Write /(?) = (/ - a)'"g{t) with g{!x) ^ 0. By the rule for the deriv

ative of a product, we get 
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f\t)^{t-arg'{t)+m{t-ar-'g{t) 

= (f - a)™-' {{t - a)g'{t) + mg{t)) - (/ - a)'"-'/;(f) 

where h{t) = ((f - a)g'{t) + mg{t)). Note that /((a) = mg{a) = g{a) # 0. 
Hence {X — a)™'' is the highest power of [t — a) dividing / ' ( / ) , so m — 1 
is the multipHcity of a in / ' (?) , as was to be shown. 

Define «o(/) — number of distinct roots of/ , so «o(/) = f in the factori
zation (1). 

Proposition 9.2. Let f be anon-constant polynomial. Suppose that f(t) has 
the factorization (1). Then the g.c.d.{f,f') is 

g.c.d.{f,f') = c,l[it-ar'-\ 

with some constant c\. In particular, 

d e g ( / , / ' ) = d e g / - « o ( / ) . 

Proof. The only prime polynomials which occur in the factorization of 
the greatest common divisor o f / , / ' must be among the prime polynomials 
t - at. Lemma 9.1 gives us the multiplicities, so the factorization is as 
stated. The degree comes from subtracting 1 for each i, so the formula for 
d e g ( / , / ' ) falls out. 

The results of this section so far determining the g.c.d. of a polynomial 
and its derivative was carried out over an algebraically closed field, when 
the polynomial factors into irreducible factors of degree 1. One can carry 
out essentially the same arguments over any field F, especially over the ratio
nal numbers themselves. In this more general case, irreducible (prime) poly
nomials may have a degree > 1, and this degree must be taken into account. 
Suppose / has the factorization 

(2) m^cf[p,itr, 
1=1 

with a constant c # 0 and prime polynomials in F[t]. We define 

r 

4( / ) = Xldeg/j/. 
;=1 
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There is another notation which simplifies the use of indices, namely 

p\f 

The sum is taken over all the prime polynomials dividing / , and thus we 
take the sum of the degree of all such polynomials. The analogue of Propo
sition 9.2 reads as follows. 

Proposition 9.3. Let f be a non-constant polynomial in F[i\. Suppose f{t) 
has the factorization (2). Then the g.c.d.{f,f') is 

g.c.d.{f,f)^c,l[p,itr''' 

with some constant c\. In particular, 

d e g ( / , / ' ) = d e g / - 4 ( / ) . 

Proof. Write it down yourself. It'll keep you in shape. 

We now return to an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. 
It is immediate that if / , g are non-zero polynomials, then 

n^ifg) ^«o( / )+«o(6 ' ) , 

If in addition / , g are relatively prime, then we actually have an equality 

n^ifg) ^noif)+no(g). 

It is obvious that deg / can be very large, but «o(/) may be small. For 
instance, 

f{t) = {t-ay^ 

has degree 1000, but no(/) = 1- The Mason-Stothers gives a remarkable 
additive condition under which the degree cannot be large. 

Theorem 9.4 (Mason-Stothers). Let f, g, h be non-constant relatively prime 
polynomials satisfying f + g = h. Then 

deg / , deg g, deg h ^ noifgh) - 1. 
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The theorem shows in a very precise way how the additive relation 
f + g = h implies a bound for the degrees of / , g, h, namely the number of 
distinct roots of the polynomial fgh, even with - 1 tacked on. 

Proof. (Noah Snyder [Sny 00]) We first note the identity 

f'g-fg' = f'h-fh'. 

To prove it, recall the property of derivatives, which gives f' + g' = h'. 
Then 

f'g - fg' = f\f + g)~ f{f' + g') (because / ' / cancels ff) 

= f'h-fh' 

which proves the desired identity. 
We have f'g — fg' # 0, otherwise f'g = fg' ^0 because / , g are as

sumed non-constant. Since f,g are relatively prime, this would imply g\g', 
which is impossible. Then we notice that the g.c.d. ( / , / ' ) divides the left side 
of the identity, {g,g') divides the left side, and {h,h') divides the right side, 
which is equal to the left side. Therefore, since / , g, h are relatively prime, 

the product if,f'){g,g')ih,h') divides f g - fg'. 

This yields an inequality between the degrees, namely, 

(*) degif,f')+degig,g')+degih,h')^deg{f'g-fg') 

^degf + degg- 1. 

We now use Proposition 2.2, namely the identity applied to / , g, h: 

d e g ( / , / ' ) = d e g / - « o ( / ) 

deg(fif,fif') = deg g( - «o(6f) 

deg{h, h') = deg h — «o(^)-

We substitute these values in (*) above. We then cancel deg / and deg g 
from both sides, and move «o(/),«o(s'),«o(/?) to the right side, thus getting 

deg h ^ Ko(/) + «o(fi') + «o(A) - 1 = riQ^fgh) - 1 

since / , g, h are relatively prime. Since / , g, h enter essentially symmetrically 
in the equation f + g = h, the same inequality is satisfied for deg / and 
deg g, thus concluding the proof 
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In the IT'' century, Fermat claimed to have proved that the equation 

x" + y"= z" 

has no solution in positive integers if « ^ 3. He never commented again on 
this claim, and nobody was able to prove it until 1995 when Wiles gave a 
proof based on very deep and extensive mathematical theories developed 
during the decades 1960-1990. Fermat's claim was usually called Fermat's 
last theorem, but is now Wiles' theorem. 

The analogue for polynomials has been known for some time, at least 
since the 19* century. The first proof was based on more advanced tech
niques of algebraic geometry. However, it is an immediate consequence of 
the Mason-Stothers theorem, as we now shall see. 

Theorem 9.5. Let n be an integer ^ 3. There is no solution of the equation 

u" + v" = w" 

with non-constant relatively prime polynomials u, v, w. 

Proof. Let f = u", g = v", and h = w". Then the Mason-Stothers theo
rem yields 

degM"^«o(«"f"H'")- l . 

However, deg u" = n • deg u and nQ{u") = no{f) ^ deg u. Hence 

n • deg u S deg u + deg v + deg w — \. 

Similarly, we obtain the analogous inequality for v and w, that is 

n • deg V ^ deg u + deg v + deg w — 1 

n • deg w ^ deg u + deg v + deg w - 1. 

Adding the three inequalities yields 

n(deg uvw) ^ 3(deg uvw) - 3 < 3(deg uvw). 

Cancelling deg uvw yields « < 3, so « ^ 2 since n is an integer, thus proving 
the theorem. 

Of course, you should know that the equation 

x^ + y^ = z^ 
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has infinitely many solutions in integers, and also has a solution in poly
nomials. The solutions are the sides of what 's called a Pythagorean triangle. 
For instance, x = 3,y = 4,z = 5 is a solution. With polynomials, we can 
put 

u= \ - t^, v = 2t, w = I +f. 

Then you can verify at once that M^ +1;^ = w^. Substituting integers for t 
then gives infinitely many Pythagorean triangles. D o the exercises. See 
[Lan 85] for a general discussion of Pythagorean triples. 

IV, §9. EXERCISES 

1. Let /? be a prime polynomial. Show that g.c.d.(/>,/>') = 1. 

2. Prove Proposition 9.3. 

3. Take the rational numbers Q for a field F. With the n^ defined at the end of 
Chapter III, state and prove the version of the Mason-Strothers theorem for poly
nomials in Q[/]. 

4. Pursuing the analogy between integers and polynomials, how would you define the 
analogue of «o for a positive integer al Suppose a has the prime factorization 

What's a reasonable way to define no(a)l Be careful. The number of distinct roots 
of a polynomial was a good definition when we could factor the polynomial in 
terms of prime polynomials which have degree 1. However, one cannot always 
do this for polynomials with rational coeflScients because there are plenty of irre
ducible polynomials of degree > I. 

5. Give at least three solutions in relatively prime integers for the equation 
x^ + y'^ = z^. 

6. Prove Davenport's theorem [Dav 65]: Let u,v be two non-constant relatively 
prime polynomials such that t<̂  — û  # 0. Show that 

5 deg u ^ deg(M' - f^) - 1 

5 deg V < deg(«' - v^) — \. 

Final Remark. The precise analogue of the Mason-Stothers theorem is not true 
for integers. Masser-Oesterle have made a conjecture which is a perturbation of 
the Mason-Stothers inequality. For this conjecture and its history, see the next 
section. 
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IV, §10. THE abc CONJECTURE 

In this section we describe a great contemporary conjecture. Bibliographical 
references are listed at the end of the section. 

In the preceding section, we met the Mason-Stothers theorem for polyno
mials. One of the most fruitful analogies in mathematics is that between the 
integers Z and the ring of polynomials F[i\. Evolving from the insights of 
Mason, Stothers, Frey [Fr], Szpiro, and others, Masser and Oesterle formu
lated the abc conjecture for integers as follows. Let A: be a non-zero integer. 
Define the radical of k to be 

p\k 

i.e., the product of all the primes dividing k, taken with multiplicity 1. 

The abc conjecture. Given e > 0 there exists a positive number C(E) 
having the following property. For any non-zero relatively prime integers 
a, b, c such that a + b = c we have 

max(|fl|, \b\, \c\) S C{s)N^iabcY ^\ 

Observe that the inequality says that many prime factors of a, b, c occur 
to the first power, and that if "small" primes occur to high powers, then 
they have to be compensated by "large" primes occurring to the first 
power. For instance, one might consider the equation 

2" + 1 = ic. 

For n large, the abc conjecture would state that k has to be divisible by 
large primes to the first power. This phenomenon can be seen in the 
tables of [BLSTW]. 

Stewart and Tijdeman [ST 86] have shown that it is necessary to have the 
e in the formulation of the conjecture and they gave a lower bound for 
e(iVo). Subsequent examples were communicated to me by Wojtek Jastrze-
bowski and Dan Spielman as follows. We have to give examples such that 
for all C > 0 there exist natural numbers a, b, c relatively prime such that 
a + b — c and a ^ CNo{abc). But trivially, 

2" I ( 5 ^ " - 1). 

We consider the relations a„ + b„ = c„ given by 

(5^" - 1) + 1 = 52". 
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It is clear that these relations provide the desired examples. Alan Baker 
has conjectured that max(|a|, \b\, \c\) ^ CNQ0{NQ), where (̂A ô) is the num
ber of integers n, 0 < H ^ A'̂ o, divisible only by primes dividing A'̂ o, and C 
is an absolute constant [Bak 98]. Valentin Blomer then showed that 
log e{N) S (log 4 + 0(1)) (log N) /log log N. 

The abc conjecture implies what we shall call the asymptotic Fermat 
theorem, that for all but a finite number of n, the equation 

x" + y" = z" 

has no solution in relatively prime integers x, y, z. Indeed, we have by 
the abc conjecture 

|x«|«|xJz| '+^ \y"\<\xyz\'+\ \z''\<\xyz\'+% 

where the sign <̂  means that the left-hand side is ^ C(e) times the 
right-hand side. Taking the product yields 

\xyz\" <^\xyz\^^\ 

whence for \xyz\ > 1 we get n bounded. The extent to which the abc 
conjecture is proved with an exphcit constant C(e) (or say C(l) to fix 
ideas) yields the corresponding explicit determination of the bound for n 
in the application. 

We shall now see how the abc conjecture implies other conjectures by 
Hall, Szpiro, and Lang-Waldschmidt. 

Hall's original conjecture (5 that if u, v are relatively prime non-zero 
integers such that M̂  — f'̂  / 0 then 

\u^ -v^\>\u\'^^-\ 

Such an inequality determines a lower bound for the amount of 
cancellation that can occur in a difference u^ — v^. 

Note that if |M^ - v^\ is small, then \u^\ ^<^\v^\ so \v\ ^<4 |M|^'^. More 
generally, following Lang-Waldschmidt, let us fix A, B and let u, v, k, m, 
n be variable with mn > m + n. Put 

Au"" + Bv" = k. 

By the abc conjecture, we get 

luf <\uvN{k)\^+' and \v\" <\uvN{k)\'+'. 
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If, say, \Au"-\^ \Bv"\, then 

\v\" <^ |!;l+"/'"/Vo(yc)|'+'= 

whence 

(1) |i;| <̂  A'o(fc)'""-^™+'""^" and \u\ <̂  iVo(fc)™-""• + ">"^". 

The situation is symmetric in u and v. Again by the abc conjecture, we 
have \k\ « |M ;̂iVo(/c)|'+^ so by (1) we find 

(2) am i\ +p\ 

\k\ <̂  Afo(fc)"'"-<'" + "> 

We give a significant example. 

Example. Take m = 3 and « = 2. From (1) we get the Hall conjecture, 
by weakening the upper bound, replacing No(/c) with k. Observe also that 
if we want a bound for integral relatively prime solutions of y'̂  = x^ + fo 
with integral b, then we find |x| ^ \b\^^'-. Thus the abc conjecture has 
a direct bearing on the solutions of diophantine equations of classical 
type-

Again take m = 3, n = 2 and take /I = 4, B = — 27. In this case, we 
write D instead of k, and find for 

D = 4u^ - 21v^ 
that 

(3) |M|«iVo(D)^^^ \v\<^N^{Df^\ 

These inequalities are supposed to hold at first for u, v relatively prime. 
If one allows an a priori bounded common factor, then (3) should also 
hold in this case. We call (3) the generalized Szpiro conjecture. 

The original Szpiro conjecture was 

but the generahzed conjecture actually bounds |u|, \v\ in terms of the 
"right" power of NoiD), not just \D\ itself. 

The current trend of thoughts in this direction was started by Frey 
[Fr], who associated with each solution of a + b = c the polynomial 

fix) = x{x - 3a){x + 3b). 
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The discriminant of the right-hand side is the product of the differences 
of the roots square, and so 

D = 3''{abc)\ 

We make a translation ^ = x + b — a to get rid of the x^ term, so that 
our equation can be rewritten 

where yj, }'3 are homogeneous in a, b of appropriate weight. Then 

D = 4yl-nyl 

The use of 3 in the Frey polynomial was made so that 72 > )'3 come out to 
be integers. You should verify that when a, b, c are relatively prime, then 
72, 73 are relatively prime, or their greatest common divisor is 9. (Do 
Exercise 1.) 

The Szpiro conjecture implies asymptotic Fermat. Indeed, suppose that 

a = u", b = v", and c = w". 

Then 

4>'2 - 277^ = 3%uvwf", 

and we get a bound on n from the Szpiro conjecture |I>| ^ NQID)^^". Of 
course any exponent would do, e.g. \D\ -4 No{^)'°° for asymptotic 
Fermat. 

We have already seen that the abc conjecture implies generalized 
Szpiro. 

Conversely, generalized Szpiro implies abc. Indeed, the correspondence 
between 

(a, ft)<-^(72, 73) 

is "invertible," and has the "right" weight. A simple algebraic manipula
tion shows that the generalized Szpiro estimates on 72, 73 imply the 
desired estimates on \a\, \b\. (Do Exercise 2.) 

From this equivalence, one can use the examples given at the 
beginning to show that the epsilon is needed in the Szpiro conjecture. 

Hall made his conjecture in 1971, actually without the epsilon. The final 
setting of the proofs in the simple abc context which we gave above had to 
await Mason and the abc conjecture a decade later. 

Let us return to the polynomial case and the Mason-Stothers theorem. 
The proofs that the abc conjecture implies the other conjectures apply as well 
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in this case, so Hall, Szpiro, and Lang-Waldschmidt are also proved in 
the polynomial case. Actually, it had already been conjectured in 
[BCHS] that if /, g are non-zero polynomials such that / ^ — gr'̂  # 0 then 

d e g ( / ( O ^ - 0 ( t ) 2 ) ^ i d e g / ( t ) + l . 

This (and its analogue for higher degrees) was proved by Davenport 
[Dav] in 1965. As for ordinary integers, the point of the theorem is to 
determine a lower bound for the cancellations which can occur in a 
difference between a cube and a square, in the simplest case. The result 
for polynomials is particularly clear since, unlike the case of integers, 
there is no extraneous undetermined constant floating around, and there 
is even + 1 on the right-hand side. 

The polynomial case as in Davenport and the Hall conjecture for 
integers are of course not independent. Examples in the polynomial case 
parametrize cases with integers when we substitute integers for the 
variable. Examples are given in [BCHS], one of them due to Birch 
being: 

f{t) = t''+4t''+l0t^ + 6 and git) = t" + Gf + 2lt^ + 35t^ + ^t, 

whence 
degree(/(t)' - g{tf) = i d e g / + 1. 

Substituting large integral values of t = 2 mod 4 gives examples of large 
values for x^ — y^. A fairly general construction is given by Danilov 
[Dan]. 

IV, §10. EXERCISES 

1. Prove the statement that if a, b, c are relatively prime and a + b = c, then y2, 
}'3 are relatively prime or their g.c.d. is 9. 

2. Prove that the generalized Szpiro conjecture implies the abc conjecture. 

3. Conjecture. There are infinitely many primes p such that 2 ' ' " ' ^ 1 mod p^. 
(You know of course that 2''"' = 1 mod p if p is an odd prime.) 
(a) Let S be the set of primes such that V^ ^ 1 modp'^. If n is a positive 

integer, and p is a prime such that 2" — 1 = pfe with some integer k prime 
to p, then prove that p is in S. 

(b) Prove that the abc conjecture implies the above conjecture. (Silverman, /. 
of Number Theory, 1988.) 

Remark. A conjecture of Lang-Trotter impHes that the number of primes 
p^x such that 2''"* = 1 mod p^ is bounded by Clog log x for some constant 
C > 0. So most primes would satisfy the condition that 2''"^ ^ 1 modp^. 
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Readers acquainted with basic facts on vector spaces may jump immedi
ately to the field theory of Chapter VII. 

CHAPTER V 

Vector Spaces and Modules 

V, §1. VECTOR SPACES AND BASES 

Let K be a field. A vector space V over the field K is an additive 
(abelian) group, together with a multiphcation of elements of V by ele
ments of K, i.e. an association 

(x, v) I—> XV 

of K X V into V, satisfying the following conditions: 

VS 1. If I is the unit element of K, then \v = v for all veV. 

VS 2. If ceK and v, weV, then c(v + w) = cv + cw. 

VS3. If X, yeK and veV, then {x + y)v = xv + yv. 

VS 4. If X, yeK and veV, then ixy)v = x{yv). 

Example 1. Let V be the set of continuous real-valued functions on 
the interval [0, 1]. Then K is a vector space over R. The addition of 
functions is defined as usual: If /, g are functions, we define 

(/ + gm = fit) + g(t). 

If ceR, we define (cf)(t) = cf{t). It is then a simple routine matter to 
verify that all four conditions are satisfied. 

Example 2. Let 5 be a non-empty set, and V the set of all maps of S 
into K. Then K is a vector space over K, the addition of maps and the 
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multiplication of maps by elements of K being defined as for functions in 
the preceding example. 

Example3. Let K" denote the product K x ••• x K, i.e. the set of n-
tuples of elements of K. (If K = R, this is the usual Euclidean space.) 
We define addition of n-tuples componentwise, that is if 

X = {x^,...,x„) and Y = (yi,.. .,yj 

are elements of K" with x,-, y.-eK, then we define 

X + Y = (x^ +y„...,x„ + y„). 

If ceK, we define 

cX = (cxi,...,cx„). 

It is routine to verify that all four conditions of a vector space are 
satisfied by these operations. 

Example 4. Taking n = 1 in Example 3, we see that X is a vector 
space over itself 

Let V be a vector space over the field K. Let veV. Then Qv = 0. 

Proof. Ov + V = Ov + Iv = {0 + \)v = \v = v. Hence adding —v to 
both sides shows that Ov = 0. 

If ceK and cv = 0, but c / 0, then v = Q. 

To see this, multiply by c"^ to find c'^cv = 0 whence v = 0. 

We have (— 1 )t; = —v. 

Proof. 

(-\)v + v = {-\)v+ \v = i-\ + \)v = Ov = 0. 

Hence (^1);; = —v. 

Let F be a vector space, and W a subset of V. We shall say that W 
is a subspace if VK is a subgroup (of the additive group of V), and if 
given ceK and veW then cv is also an element of W. In other words, a 
subspace VK of F is a subset satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) If V, w are elements of W, their sum v + w is also an element of 
W. 
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(ii) The element 0 of K is also an element of W. 
(iii) \f veW and ceK then cveW. 

Then W itself is a vector space. Indeed, properties VS 1 through VS 4, 
being satisfied for all elements of V, are satisfied a fortiori for the ele
ments of W. 

Let K be a vector space, and Wj,...,w„ elements of V. Let W be the 
set of all elements 

XjWi + ••• + X„W„ 

with x^eK. Then VK is a subspace of V, as one verifies without difficulty. 
It is called the subspace generated by Wi,...,n'„, and we call Wi,...,w„ 
generators for this subspace. 

Let K be a vector space over the field K, and let v^^,...,v„ be elements 
of V. We shall say that v^,...,v„ are linearly dependent over K if there 
exist elements a^^,...,a„ in K not all equal to 0 such that 

a^v^ + ••• + a„v„ = 0. 

If there do not exist such elements, then we say that v^,...,v„ are linearly 
independent over K. We often omit the words "over K". 

Example 5. Let V = K" and consider the vectors 

! ; i=( l ,0 , . . . ,0 ) 

!;„ = (0,0,...,1). 

Then Ui,...,y„ are linearly independent. Indeed, let a^,...,a„ be elements 
of K such that a^v^^ + • • • + a„v„ = 0. Since 

a^v^ + ••• + a„v„ = (a,,...,a„), 

it follows that all a, = 0. 

Example 6. Let V be the vector space of all functions of a real vari
able t. Let fi{t),... ,f„{t) be n functions. To say that they are linearly de
pendent is to say that there exist n real numbers ai,...,a„ not all equal 
to 0 such that 

a i / i ( 0 + --- + «„/„(f) = 0 

for all values of t. 
The two functions e', e^' are linearly independent. To prove this, 

suppose that there are numbers a, b such that 

ae' + he^' = 0 
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(for all values of t). Differentiate this relation. We obtain 

ae' + Ihe^' = 0. 

Subtract the first from the second relation. We obtain be^' = 0, and 
hence b = 0. From the first relation, it follows that ae' = 0, and hence 
a = 0. Hence e', e^' are linearly independent. 

Consider again an arbitrary vector space V over a field K. Let 
fi,...,i;„ be linearly independent elements of V. Let x^,...,x„ and 
y^,...,y„ be numbers. Suppose that we have 

Xi^i + • • • + x„t)„ = y^v^ + • • • + y„v„. 

In other words, two linear combinations of Vy,...,v„ are equal. Then we 
must have X; = y^ for each i = ! , . . . ,«. Indeed, subtracting the right-hand 
side from the left-hand side, we get 

XiDi - yiUi + • • • + x„v„ - y„v„ = 0. 

We can write this relation also in the form 

(xi - yjui + • • • + (x„ - y„)v„ = 0. 

By definition, we must have Xj — y,- = 0 for all ( = 1,... ,n, thereby prov
ing our assertion. 

We define a basis of V over K to be a sequence of elements {vi,...,v„} 
of V which generate V and are linearly independent. 

The vectors Vi,...,v„ of Example 5 form a basis of K" over K. 
Let W be the vector space of functions generated over R by the two 

functions e', e^'. Then {e', e^'} is a basis of W over R. 

Let F be a vector space, and let [vy,...,v„} be a basis of V. The 
elements of V can be represented by «-tuples relative to this basis, as 
follows. If an element y of F is written as a linear combination 

v = XiV, -!-••• + x„v„ 

of the basis elements, then we call (xi,...,x„) the coordinates of t; with 
respect to our basis, and we call X; the i-th coordinate. We say that the 
n-tuple X = (xi,...,x„) is the coordinate vector of v with respect to the 
basis {v^,...,v„}. 

For example, let V be the vector space of functions generated by the 
two functions e', e^'. Then the coordinates of the function 

3e' + 5e^' 

with respect to the basis {e', e^'} are (3, 5). 
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Example 7. Show that the vectors (1, 1) and ( — 3,2) are linearly inde
pendent over R. 

Let a, b be two real numbers such that 

a(\,\) + bi-2,2) = 0. 

Writing this equation in terms of components, we find 

a~3b = 0, 

a + 2b = 0. 

This is a system of two equations which we solve for a and b. Subtract
ing the second from the first, we get —5h = 0, whence b = Q. Substitut
ing in either equation, we find a = 0. Hence a, b are both 0, and our 
vectors are hnearly independent. 

Example 8. Find the coordinates of (1,0) with respect to the two 
vectors (1, 1) and (—1,2). 

We must find numbers a, h such that 

a(\,\) + bi-l,2) = (l,Q). 

Writing this equation in terms of coordinates, we find 

a — fo = 1, 

a + 2b = 0. 

Solving for a and b in the usual manner yields fe = — i and a = f. Hence 
the coordinates of (1, 0) with respect to (1, 1) and (—1,2) are (f, — j). 

Let {vi,...,v„} be a set of elements of a vector space V over a field K. 
Let r be a positive integer ^ n. We shall say that {vi,...,v^} is a 
maximal subset of linearly independent elements if Vi,...,v^ are linearly 
independent, and if in addition, given any f, with i > r, the elements 
fi,...,Dr, ff are hnearly dependent. 

The next theorem gives us a useful criterion to determine when a set 
of elements of a vector space is a basis. 

Theorem l.L Let {vi,...,v„} be a set of generators of a vector space V. 
Let {vi,...,v^} be a maximal subset of linearly independent elements. 
Then {vi,...,v^] is a basis of V. 

Proof. We must prove that Vi,...,Vr generate V. We shall first prove 
that each ŷ  (for i > r) is a linear combination of Vi,...,v^. By hypothesis, 
given ;;,•, there exist Xi,...,x„ yeK, not all 0, such that 

Xi^i -!-••• + x^v^ + yVi = 0. 
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Furthermore, >» # 0, because otherwise, we would have a relation of 
linear dependence for Vi,...,v^. Hence we can solve for D;, namely 

X ^ Xf. 
Vi= - Vi + ••• + V^, 

-y -y 

thereby showing that i;,- is a linear combination of v^,...,v^. 
Next, let V be any element of V. There exist Ci,...,c„eK such that 

V = CiVi +••• + C„V„. 

In this relation, we can replace each D, (i > r) by a linear combination of 
Vi,...,v^. If we do this, and then collect terms, we find that we have ex
pressed i; as a linear combination of Vi,...,v^. This proves that Vi,...,t\ 
generate V, and hence form a basis of V. 

Let K ^̂ ^ be vector spaces over K. A map 

/ : V^ W 

is called a X-linear map, or a homomorphism of vector spaces, if / 
satisfies the following condition: For all xeK and v, v'eV we have 

f(v + V'} = f(v) + fiv'l f(xv) = xf(v). 

Thus / is a homomorphism of V into W viewed as additive groups, 
satisfying the additional condition f{xv) = xf(v). We usually say "linear 
map" instead of "K-linear map". 

Let f:V^W and g:W-^U be linear maps. Then the composite 
g ° f:V -^ U is a linear map. 

The verification is immediate, and will be left to the reader. 

Theorem 1.2. Let V, W he vector spaces, and {t)i,...,t;„} a basis of V. 
Let Wi,...,w„ be elements of W. Then there exists a unique linear map 
f: V -^ W such that /(fj) = w, for all i. 

Proof. Such a K-linear map / is uniquely determined, because if 

is an element of V, with XJEX, then we must necessarily have 

f{v) = xj{vi) + --- + xj{v„) 

= XiWi + ••• +X„W„. 
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The map / exists, for given an element v as above, we define f{v) to be 
XiWi + ••• + x„w„. We must then see that / is a linear map. Let 

v' = yiv^ +••• + y„v„ 

be an element of V with ytsK. Then 

v + v' = {Xi+ y i>i + ••• + (x„ + y„)v„. 
Hence 

f(v + v') = (xi + y,)Wi +••• + (x„ + y„}w„ 

= ^1^1 + J'lWi + ••• + x„w„ + y„w„ 

= f(v) + fW). 

If ceX, then CD — cxjfj + ••• + cXi^v^, and hence 

f(cv) = cxi Wi + • • • + cx„w„ = cf{v). 

This proves that / is linear, and concludes the proof of the theorem. 

The kernel of a linear map is defined to be the kernel of the map 
viewed as an additive group-homomorphism. Thus Ker / is the set of 
veV such that /(;;) = 0. We leave to the reader to prove: 

The kernel and image of a linear map are subspaces. 

Let f:V^W be a linear map. Then f is injective if and only if 
Ker / = 0. 

Proof. Suppose / is injective. If f{v) = 0, then by definition and 
the fact that /(O) = 0 we must have v = 0. Hence Ker / = 0. Con
versely, suppose Ker / = 0. Let / ( f i) = fivi)- Then f(v^ — DJ) = 0 so 
Uj — 1̂2 = 0 and v^ = Uj- Hence / is injective. This proves our assertion. 

Let f:V^W be a linear map. If / is bijective, that is injective and 
surjective, then / has an inverse mapping 

g:W ^V. 

If f is linear and bijective, then the inverse mapping y.W^V is also a 
linear map. 

Proof. Let Wj, W J G W Since / is surjective, there exist fj, V2SV 
such that fivi) = w^ and /(i'2) = Wj. Then /(uj + Uj) = Wj + Wj. By 
definition of the inverse map, 

g((Wi + W2) = Vi + V2 = Sf(wi) + g(w2). 
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We leave to the reader the proof that gicw) = cg(w) for ceK and weW. 
This concludes the proof that g is linear. 

As with groups, we say that a linear map / : F —»• Ĥ  is an isomorphism 
(i.e. a vector space isomorphism) if it has a linear inverse, i.e. there exists a 
linear map g: W -^ V such that g o f is the identity of V, and f o g is the 
identity of W. The preceding remark shows that a linear map is an isomor
phism if and only if it is bijective. 

Let V, W be vector spaces over the field K. We let 

Homji-(K W) = set of all linear maps of V into W. 

Let f, g: V -^ W be Hnear maps. Then we can define the sum f + g, just 
as we define the sum of any mappings from a set into W. Thus by 
definition 

( / + dXv) = f(v) + g(v). 

U ceK we define cf to be the map such that 

{cf)(v) = cfiv). 

With these definitions, it is then easily verified that 

Homjf(K W) is a vector space over K. 

We leave the steps in the verification to the reader. In case V = W, we 
call the homomorphisms (or X-linear maps) of V into itself the endo-
morphisms of V, and we let 

Endx(K) = Hom^CK V). 

V, §1. EXERCISES 

1. Show that the following vectors are linearly independent, over R and over C. 
(a) (1, 1, 1) and (0, 1, - 1) (b) (1, 0) and (1, 1) 
(c) ( -1 ,1 , 0) and (0,1, 2) (d) (2, -1) and (1, 0) 
(e) (7t,0)and(0, 1) (f) (1, 2) and (1, 3) 
(g) (1, 1,0), (1,1,1) and (0,1, -1) (h) (0,1, 1), (0, 2,1) and (1, 5, 3) 

2. Express the given vector X as a linear combination of the given vectors A, B 
and find the coordinates of X with respect to A, B. 
(a) X = (1, 0), A = (1, 1), B = (0, 1) 
(b) X = (2,l),/l = ( l , - 1 ) , S = (1,1) 
(c) X = (1, 1), A = (2, 1), B = ( - 1, 0) 
(d) X = (4, 3), A = (2, 1), B = ( - 1, 0) 
(You may view the above vectors as elements of R̂  or C .̂ The coordinates 
will be the same.) 
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3. Find the coordinates of the vector X with respect to the vectors A, B, C. 
(a) X = (1,0,0), A = (1, 1,1),B = ( - 1 , 1,0), C = (1,0, -1 ) 
(b) X = {\,\, \),A =(0, 1, -1), B = (l, 1,0), C = (1,0, 2) 
(c) X = (0,0,\),A =(1, 1,1), B = (-1,1,0), C = (1,0, -1 ) 

4. Let (a, b) and (c, d) be two vectors in K^. If ad — be = 0, show that they are 
linearly dependent. If ad — be ¥= 0, show that they are linearly independent. 

5. Prove that 1, ^2 are linearly independent over the rational numbers. 

6. Prove that 1, ^ 3 are linearly independent over the rational numbers. 

7. Let a be a complex number. Show that a is rational if and only if 1, a are 
linearly dependent over the rational numbers. 

V, §2. DIMENSION OF A VECTOR SPACE 

The main result of this section is that any two bases of a vector space 
have the same number of elements. To prove this, we first have an inter
mediate result. 

Theorem 2.1. Let V be a vector space over the field K. Let {vi,...,v^} 
be a basis of V over K. Let WI, . . . ,H'„ be elements of V, and assume 
that n>m. Then M'I,...,M'„ are linearly dependent. 

Proof. Assume that Wi,...,w„ are linearly independent. Since 
{v^,...,v^} is a basis, there exist elements a^,...,a^eK such that 

By assumption, we know that Wj ^ 0, and hence some a, 7̂  0. After 
renumbering Vi,...,v^ if necessary, we may assume without loss of 
generality that (say) a^ i^O. We can then solve for t̂ i, and get 

The subspace of V generated by Wj, v2,-..,v^ contains v^, and hence 
must be all of V since v^, V2,...,v„ generate V. The idea is now to con
tinue our procedure stepwise, and to replace successively fjjfa,--. by 
Wj, W3,... until all the elements Vi,...,v^ are exhausted, and H ' I , . . . ,W„ 

generate V. Let us now assume by induction that there is an integer 
r with l ^ r < m such that, after a suitable renumbering of Vi,...,v^, 
the elements Wi,...,w^, v^+^,...,v^ generate V. There exist elements 
bi,...,b^, Cr + i,...,c„ in K such that 
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We cannot have Cj = 0 for ;' = r + 1,... ,m, for otherwise, we get a rela
tion of linear dependence between Wi,...,w^_^^, contradicting our assump
tion. After renumbering v^+-^,...,v^ if necessary, we may assume without 
loss of generality that (say) c^+i 7̂  0. We then obtain 

Dividing by c^+i, we conclude that 1)̂ +̂  is in the subspace generated by 
Wi,...,Wr+i, v^ + 2^---'^m- By our induction assumption, it follows that 
Wi,...,w,+ i, D, + 2 ' - ' fm generate V. Thus by induction, we have proved 
that Wi,...,w„ generate V. If we write 

with X; 6 K, we obtain a relation of linear dependence 

Wm+ 1 - ^ iWi X„W„ = 0, 

as was to be shown. 

Theorem 2.2. Let V be a vector space over K, and let {vi,...,v„} and 
{wi,...,w„} be two bases of V. Then m = n. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.1, we must have n ^m and m -^ n, so m = n. 

If a vector space has one basis, then every other basis has the same 
number of elements. This number is called the dimension of V (over K). 
If V is the zero vector space, we define V to have dimension 0. 

Corollary 2.3. Let V be a vector space of dimension n, and let W be a 
subspace containing n linearly independent elements. Then W = V. 

Proof. Let veV and let Wi,...,w„ be linearly independent elements 
of W. Then w^,...,w„,v are linearly dependent, so there exist a, 
bi,...,b„eK not all zero such that 

av + b^Wi + ••• + b„w„ = 0. 

We cannot have a = 0, otherwise Wi,...,w„ are linearly dependent. Then 

V = ~a~^b^w ~ ••• — a^^b„w„ 

is an element of W. This proves V (^ W, so V = W. 

Theorem 2.4. Let f:V—>W be a homomorphism of vector spaces over 
K. Assume that V, W have finite dimension and that dim V = dim W. 
If Ke r / = 0 or if \mf = W then f is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. Suppose K e r / = 0. Let {vi,...,v„} be a basis of V. Then 
/(ui),...,/(t;„) are linearly independent, for suppose Ci,...,c„eK are such 
that 

cj(v,) + --- + cj(v„) = 0. 
Then 

/ ( C i f i + • • • + c„v„) = 0, 

and since / is injective, we have c^Vi + •• • + C„D„ = 0. Hence c,- = 0 for 
/ = !,...,« since {vi,...,v„} is a basis of V. Hence I m / is a subspace of 
W of dimension n, whence I m / = W by Corollary 2.3. Hence / is also 
surjective, so / is an isomorphism. 

We leave the other case to the reader, namely the proof that if / is 
surjective, then / is an isomorphism. 

Let F be a vector space. We define an automorphism of V to be an 
invertible linear map 

f:V^V 

of V with itself We denote the set of automorphisms of V by 

Aut(K) or GL(K). 

The letters GL stand for "General Linear". 

Theorem 2.5. The set Aut(K) is a group. 

Proof. The multiplication is composition of mappings. Such composi
tion is associative, we have seen that the inverse of a linear map is 
linear, and the identity is linear. Thus all the group axioms are satisfied. 

The group Aut(K) is one of the most important groups in mathe
matics. In the next chapter we shall study it for finite dimensional vector 
spaces in terms of matrices. 

V, §2. EXERCISES 

1. Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over K. Let W be a subspace. Let 
{wj,...,w„} be a basis of W. Show that there exist elements w^+j,... ,w„ in V 
such that {wi,... ,w„} is a basis of V. 

2. If / is a linear map, / : F -> V, prove that 

dim V = dim Im/ + dim Ker / . 

3. Let U, W be subspaces of a vector space V. 
(a) Show that U + W is a subspace. 
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(b) Define U x W to be the set of all pairs (u, w) with ue U and we W. Show 
how U X W is a vector space. If U, W are finite dimensional, show that 

dim(U X W) = A\mU + dim W. 

(c) Prove that dim U + dim W = d\m{U + W) + d\m(U n, W). \_Hint: Con
sider the linear map f: V x W -^ U + W given by /(«, w) = u — w.] 

V, §3. MATRICES AND LINEAR MAPS 

Although we expect that the reader will have had some elementary linear 
algebra previously, we recall here some of these basic results to make 
the present book self contained. We go rapidly. 

An m X n matrix A = (a^) is a doubly indexed family of elements a^ 
in a field K, with i= \,...,m and j = l,...,n. A matrix is usually written 
as a rectangular array 

1 ^12 ' " ^ln\ 

.1 C(22 ••• «2 

The elements a^ are called the components of ^. If m = n then A is 
called a square matrix. 

As a matter of notation, we let: 

Mat„x„(^) = set of m x n matrices in K, 

Mat„(K) or M„(K) = set of n x n matrices in K. 

Let A = (flij) and B = (bij) he m x n matrices in K. We define their 
sum to be the matrix whose (/-component is 

a,J + bij. 

Thus we take the sum of matrices componentwise. Then Mat^x„(^) is 
an additive group under this addition. The verification is immediate. 

Let ceK. We define cA = (cfl,y), so we multiply each component of A 
by c. Then it is also immediately verified that MsLt^„„(K) is a vector 
space over K. The zero element is the matrix 

'0 ••• 0^ 

having components equal to 0. 
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Let A = (ajj) be an m x « matrix and B = (bj^) be an n x r matrix. 
Then we define the product AB to be the m x r matrix whose iTc-compo-
nent is 

n 

It is easily verified that this multiphcation satisfies the distributive law: 

A{B + C) = AB + AC and {A + B)C = AC + BC 

provided that the formulas make sense. For the first one, B and C must 
have the same size, and the products AB, AC must be defined. For the 
second one, A and B must have the same size, and AC, BC must be 
defined. Furthermore, if iAB)C is defined, then {AB)C = A{BC). 

Given n we define the unit or identity n x n matrix to be 

in other words, /„ is a square n x n matrix, having components 1 on the 
diagonal, and components 0 otherwise. From the definition of multiph
cation, if /I is an m X n matrix, we get: 

I^A = A and AI„ = A. 

Let M„(K) denote the set of all n x n matrices with components in K. 
Then M„(K) is a ring under the above addition and multiplication of 
matrices. 

This statement is merely a summary of properties which we have 
already listed. 

There is a natural map of K in M„{K), namely 

which sends an element ceK on the diagonal matrix having diagonal 
components equal to c and otherwise 0 components. We call c/„ a scalar 
matrix. The map 

c^cl„ 

is an isomorphism of K onto the X-vector space of scalar matrices. 
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We now describe the correspondence between matrices and linear 
maps. 

Let A = {ttij) be an m X w matrix in a field K. Then A gives rise to a 
linear map 

L/.K"^K"' by X^AX = LJ,X). 

Theorem 3.1. The association A\-^L^ is an isomorphism between the 
vector space of m x n matrices and the space of linear maps K" -+ K". 

Proof. If A, B are m x n matrices and L^ = Lg then A = B because if 
E^ is the j-th unit vector 

£̂  = 

with 1 in the j-th component and 0 otherwise, then AE^ = A^ is the j-th 
column of A, so if AE^ = BE^ for all j = l,...,n we conclude that A = B. 

Next we have to prove that A\-^LJ^ is surjective. Let L: K" ^ K"" be 
an arbitrary linear map. Let {U\...,U'"} be the unit vectors in K". 
Then there exist elements ansK such that 

Let A = {atj}. If 

then 

L(EJ)= Y^^tjU'. 

^ = I ^jE\ 

J=l j = l i = l 

m / n 

This means that L= L^ and concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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Next we give a slightly different formulation. Let K be a vector space 
of dimension n over K. Let {v^,...,v„} be a basis of V. Recall that we 
have an isomorphism 

K"^V given by iXi,...,x„)\-^XiVi -\ + x„v„. 

Now let V, W be vector spaces over K of dimensions n, m respective
ly. Let 

L: V-^ W 

be a linear map. Let {vy,...,v„} and {w^,...,w„] be bases of V and W 
respectively. Let aijSK be such that 

m 

Then the matrix A = (aij) is said to be associated to L with respect to the 
given bases. 

Theorem 3.2. The association of the above matrix to L gives an iso
morphism between the space of m x n matrices and the space of linear 
maps Homjf(F, W). 

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 and is left to 
the reader. 

Basically what is happening is that when we represent an element of 
K as a linear combination 

V = XiVi +••• + X„V„, 

and view 

X 

as its coordinate vector, then L(v) is represented by AX in terms of the 
coordinates. 

V, §3. EXERCISES 

1. Exhibit a basis for the following vector spaces: 
(a) The space of all m x n matrices. 
(b) The space of symmetric n x n matrices. A matrix A = (Oy) is said to be 

symmetric if a,j = Oj, for all ;', j . 
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(c) The space of n x n triangular matrices. A matrix A = (a^j) is said to be 
upper triangular if a,j = 0 whenever j < i. 

2. If dim V=n and dim W = m, what is dim Hom^CK W)! Proof? 

3. Let K be a ring. We define the center Z of K to be the subset of all elements 
zeR such that zx = xz for all xeR. 
(a) Show that the center of a ring K is a subring. 
(b) Let R = Mat„x„(X) be the ring of n x w matrices over the field K. Show 

that the center is the set of scalar matrices cl, with ceK. 

V, §4. MODULES 

We may consider a generalization of the notion of vector space over a 
field, namely module over a ring. Let R be a ring. By a (left) module 
over R, or an R-module, one means an additive group M, together with 
a map R x M ^ M, which to each pair (x, v) with xeR and veM asso
ciates an element xv of M, satisfying the four conditions: 

MOD 1. / / e is the unit element of R, then ev = v for all veM. 

MOD 2. If xeR and v, weM, then x(v + w) = xv + xw. 

MOD 3. If X, yeR and veM, then {x + y)v = x;; + yv. 

MOD 4. If x, yeR and veM, then {xy)v = x(yv). 

Example 1. Every left ideal of R is a module. The additive group 
consisting of 0 alone is an R-module for every ring R. 

As with vector spaces, we have Ou = 0 for every veM. (Note that the 
0 in Oi; is the zero element of R, while the 0 on the other side of the 
equation is the zero element of the additive group M. However, there 
will be no confusion in using the same symbol 0 for all zero elements 
everywhere.) Also, we have ( — e)v= —v, with the same proof as for 
vector spaces. 

Let M be a module over R and let A'̂  be a subgroup of M. We say 
that iV is a submodule of M if whenever veN and xeR then xveN. It 
follows that N is then itself a module. 

Example 2. Let M be a module and DJ, ...,t;„ elements of M. Let Â  
be the subset of M consisting of all elements 

Xi^i + ••• + X„V„ 

with X, e R. Then N is a. submodule of M. Indeed, 

0 = 0^1 -l---- + Oi;„ 
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SO O G N . li yI,...,y„eR, then 

XiDi + • • • + x„v„ + yiVi + ••• + y„v„ = (xj + yi)vi + • • • + (x„ + y„)v„ 

is in N. Finally, if csR, then 

c(XiUi + • • • + X„V„) = CXi^i + • • • + CX„V„ 

is in Â , so we have proved that N̂  is a submodule. It is called the sub-
module generated by Vi,...,v„, and we call Vi,...,v„ generators for N. 

Example 3. Let M be an (abelian) additive group, and let R be a 
subring of End(M). (We defined End(M) in Chapter III, §1 as the ring 
of homomorphisms of M into itself) Then M is an /^-module, if to each 
feR and veM we associate the element fv = f(v)eM. The verification 
of the four conditions for a module is trivially carried out. 

Conversely, given a ring R and an K-module M, to each xeR we as
sociate the mapping 2.^: M -y M such that /^(u) = xv for veM. Then the 
association 

x h ^ 4 

is a ring-homomorphism of R into End(M), where End(M) is the ring of 
endomorphisms of M viewed as additive group. This is but another 
way of formulating the four conditions MOD 1 through MOD 4. For 
instance, MOD 4 in the present notation can be written 

^xy = ^x^'y o r A^j, = 1^° Xy 

since the multiplication in End(M) is composition of mappings. 

Warning. It may be that the ring-homomorphism XH^A^ is not injec-
tive, so that in general, when dealing with a module, we cannot view R 
as a subring of End(M). 

Example 4. Let us denote by K" the set of column vectors, that is 
column n-tuples 

X = ( . I with components x^eK. 

Then K" is a module over the ring M„{K). Indeed, matrix multiplication 
defines a mapping 

M„(K) X K"^K'' 
by 

{A,X)h^AX. 
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This multiplication satisfies the four axioms MOD 1 through MOD 4 for 
a module. This is one of the most important examples of modules in 
mathematics. 

Let R be a ring, and let M, M' be R-modules. By an R-linear map 
(or R-homomorphism) f:M^M' one means a map such that for all 
xeR and v, weM we have 

fixv) = xf{vl f(v + w) = fiv) + f(w). 

Thus an i?-linear map is the generalization of a K-linear map when the 
module is a vector space over a field. 

The set of all i?-linear maps of M into M' will be denoted by 
Hom«(M, M'). 

Examples. Let M, M', M" be R-modules. If 

f:M^M' and g:M'^M" 

are ^-linear maps, then the composite map g°f is .R-linear. 

In analogy with previous definitions, we say that an R-homomorphism 
f:M-^M' is an isomorphism if there exists an R-homomorphism 
g:M'^M such that gof and fog are the identity mappings of M and 
M', respectively. We leave it to the reader to verify that: 

An R-homomorphism is an isomorphism if and only if it is bijective. 

As with vector spaces and additive groups, we have to consider very 
frequently the set of R-linear maps of a module M into itself, and it is 
convenient to have a name for these maps. They are called R-endo-
morphisms of M. The set of R-endomorphisms of M is denoted by 

End«(M). 

We often suppress the prefix R- when the reference to the ring R is 
clear. 

Let f:M-*M' be a homomorphism of modules over R. We define 
the kernel of / to be its kernel viewed as a homomorphism of additive 
groups. 

In analogy with previous results, we have: 

Let f:M-^M' be a homomorphism of R-modules. Then the kernel of f 
and the image of f are submodules of M and M' respectively. 
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Proof. Let E be the kernel of / . Then we already know that E is an 
additive subgroup of M. Let VGE and xeR. Then 

f(xv) = xf{v) = xO = 0, 

so XV eE, and this proves that the kernel of / is a submodule of M. We 
already know that the image of / is a subgroup of M'. Let v' be in the 
image of / , and xeR. Let v be an element of M such that 

fiv) = v. 

Then f{xv) = xf{v) = xv' also hes in the image of M, which is therefore a 
submodule of M', thereby proving our assertion. 

Example 6. Let ^ be a ring, and M a left ideal. Let yeM. The map 

Tj,: M ^ M 

such that 

r /x ) = xy 

is an R-hnear map of M into itself Indeed, if x e M then xyeM since 
yeM and M is a left ideal, and the conditions for ^-linearity are refor
mulations of definitions. For instance, 

r / x i + X2) = (xi + X2)y = x^y + Xjy 

= '•/^i) + ^(•^2)-

Furthermore, for zsR, xeM, 

r^izx) = zxy = zr^{x). 

We call r^ right multiplication by y. Thus r^ is an R-endomorphism of 
M. 

Observe that any abelian group can be viewed as a module over the 
integers. Thus an i?-module M is also a Z-module, and any R-endo-
morphism of M is also an endomorphism of M viewed as abehan group. 
Thus EndR(M) is a subset of End(M) = Endz(M). 

In fact, Endyj(M) is a subring of End(M), so that Endjj(M) is itself a 
ring. 
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The proof is routine. For instance, if / , g e Endj^iM), and xeR, veM, 
then 

( / + g){xv} = f(xv) + g{xv) 

= xf(v) + xg{v) 

= x(f(v) + giv)) 

= x(f + g)(v). 

So f + geEndR(M). Equally easily, 

(fog}(xv)=f(g(xv)) = fiixgiv)) = xf(g(v)). 

The identity is in EndR(M). This proves that End^(M) is a subring of 
Endz(M). 

We now also see that M can be viewed as a module over End^(M) 
since M is a module over End^CM) = End(M). 

Let us denote Endjj(M) by R'(M) or simply R' for clarity of notation. 
Let fe R' and xeR. Then by definition, 

fixv) = xfiv), 

and consequently 

Hence /l^ is an ^'-linear map of M into itself, i.e. an element of 
EndR.(M). The association 

is therefore a ring-homomorphism of R into End;,.(M), not only into 
End(M). 

Theorem 4.1. Let R be a ring, and M an R-module. Let J be the set of 
elements xeR such that xv = 0 for all veM. Then J is a two-sided 
ideal of R. 

Proof. If x,yeJ, then (x + y)v = xv + yv = Q for all veM. U aeR, 
then 

{ax)v = a{xv) = 0 and {xa)v = x{av) = 0 

for all veM. This proves the theorem. 
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We observe that the two-sided ideal of Theorem 4.1 is none other 
than the kernel of the ring-homomorphism 

described in the preceding discussion. 

Theorem 4.2 (Wedderburn-Rieffel). Let R be a ring, and L a non-zero 
left ideal, viewed as R-module. Let R' = Endg{L), and R" = Endjj.(L). 
Let 

X:R^ R" 

be the ring-homomorphism such that l^iy) = xy for xeR and ysL. As
sume that R has no two-sided ideals other than 0 and R itself. Then A 
is a ring-isomorphism. 

Proof. (RieflFel) The fact that A is injective follows from Theorem 4.1, 
and the hypothesis that L is non-zero. Therefore, the only thing to 
prove is that A is surjective. By Example 6 of Chapter III, §2, we know 
that LR is a two-sided ideal, non-zero since R has a unit, and hence 
equal to R by hypothesis. Then 

X{R) = )iLR) = k{L)l(R). 

We now contend that A(L) is a left ideal of R". To prove this, let / e R " , 
and let xeL. For all yeL, we know from Example 6 that r^ is in R', 
and hence that 

for^ = r^of 

This means that f{xy) = /(x)y. We may rewrite this relation in the form 

Hence fok^ is an element of /(L), namely /y,^,. This proves that X(L) is 
a left ideal of R". But then 

R"2.(R) = R"X{L)^R) = /(L)A(R) = A(«). 

Since 2.(R) contains the identity map, say e, it follows that for every 
fsR", the map f°e=fK obtained in X{K), i.e. R" is contained in X{R), 
and therefore R" = A(K), as was to be proved. 

The whole point of Theorem 4.2 is that it represents K as a ring of 
endomorphisms of some module, namely the left ideal L. This is impor
tant in the following case. 
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Let D be a ring. We shall say that D is a division ring if the set of 
non-zero elements of D is a multiplicative group (and so in particular, 
1 # 0 in the ring). Note that a commutative division ring is what we 
called a field. 

Let /? be a ring, and M a module over R. We shall say that M is a 
simple module if M / {0}, and if M has no submodules other than {0} 
and M itself. 

Theorem 4.3 (Schur's Lemma). Let M be a simple module over the ring 
R. Then EndgiM) is a division ring. 

Proof. We know it is a ring, and we must prove that every non-zero 
element / has an inverse. Since f ¥= 0, the image of / is a submodule of 
M # 0 and hence is equal to all of M, so that / is surjective. The kernel 
of / is a submodule of M and is not equal to M, so that the kernel of / 
is 0, and / is therefore injective. Hence / has an inverse as a group-
homomorphism, and it is verified at once that this inverse is an R-
homomorphism, thereby proving our theorem. 

Example 7. Let R be a ring, and L a left ideal which is simple as an 
R-module (we say then that L is a simple left ideal). Then Endjj(L) = D 
is a division ring. If it happens that D is commutative, then under the 
hypothesis of Theorem 4.2, we conclude that R w EndB(L) is the ring of 
all Z)-linear maps of L into itself, and L is a vector space over the field 
D. Thus we have a concrete picture concerning the ring R. See Exercises 
23 and 24. 

Example 8. In Exercise 21 you will show that the ring of endomor-
phisms of a finite dimensional vector space satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4.2. In other words, End^(F) has no two-sided ideal other than 
{0} and itself. Furthermore, V is simple as an End,f(F)-module (Exercise 
18). Theorem 4.2 gives some sort of converse to this, and shows that it 
is a typical example. 

Just as with groups, one tries to decompose a module over a ring into 
simple parts. In Chapter II, §3, Exercises 15 and 16, you defined the 
direct sum of abelian groups. We have the same notion for modules as 
follows. 

Let Ml , . . . ,M^ be modules over R. We can form their direct product 

n Mj = M l X ••• X M 
1 
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consisting of all ^-tuples (ui , . . . , Vg) with i;,- e M,-. This direct product is the 
direct product of Mi,. . . ,M^ viewed as abelian groups, and we can define 
the multiphcation by an element ceR componentwise, that is 

c(t;i , . . . , t) , ) = (ct),, . . . ,CD,). 

It is then immediately verified that the direct product is an /^-module. 
On the other hand, let M be a module, and let Mi, . . . ,M^ be 

submodules. We say that M is the direct sum of Mi,. . . ,M^ if every 
element veM has a unique expression as a sum 

1} = vi + l-Vq with Vi e Mi. 

If M is such a direct sum, then we denote this sum by 

M = M i ® - - - @ M ^ or also © M , . 

For any module M with submodules M j , . . . ,M^ there is a natural 
homomorphism from the direct product into M, namely 

YlM^-^M given by {v^,... ,v^)\-^Vi + ••• + v^. 
i = 1 

Proposition 4.4. Let M be a module. 

(a) Let M,, Afj be submodules. We have M = Mi ® Mj J/ and only if 
M = Ml + Mj and Mi n Mj = {0}. 

(b) The module M is a direct sum of submodules Mi, . . . ,M^ if and 
only if the natural homomorphism from the product Y\ Mi into M is 
an isomorphism. 

(c) The sum ^M,- is a direct sum of Mi,.. . ,M^ if and only if, given a 
relation 

Vi + • • • + L'̂  = 0 with Vi e Mi 

we have y, = 0 for ; = 1,... ,q. 

Proof. The proof will be left as a routine exercise to the reader. Note 
that condition (c) is similar to a condition of linear independence. 

In §7 you will see an example of a direct sum decomposition for 
modules over principal rings, similar to the decomposition of an abelian 
group. 
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V, §4. EXERCISES 

1. Let R be a ring. Show that R can be viewed as a module over itself, and has 
one generator. 

2. Let R be a ring and M an R-module. Show that HomR(/?, M) and M are 
isomorphic as additive groups, under the mapping / i -» / ( l ) . 

3. Let E, F be R-modules. Show that Homj,(£, F) is a module over End^iF), 
the operation of the ring Endg(F) on the additive group Hom^{E, F) being 
composition of mappings. 

4. Let £ be a module over the ring R, and let L be a left ideal of R. Let LE be 
the set of all elements xivi -\ + x„v„ with x, e L and u, e E. Show that LE 
is a submodule of E. 

5. Let K be a ring, E a module, and L a left ideal. Assume that L and E are 
simple. 
(a) Show that LE = E or LE = {0}. 
(b) Assume that LE = E. Define the notion of isomorphism of modules. 

Prove that L is isomorphic to E as R-module. \^Hint: Let v^eE be an 
element such that Lvg # {0}. Show that the map xt—>xvQ establishes an 
/^-isomorphism between L and £.] 

6. Let R be a ring and let E, F be /?-modules. Let a: E -^ F be an isomorph
ism. Show that Endj((£) and Endj,(f) are ring-isomorphic, under the map 

/(-•ffo/ocr- ' 

for fe End^(E). 

7. Let £, F be simple modules over the ring R. Let / : £ - » £ be a homomorph-
ism. Show that / is 0 or / is an isomorphism. 

8. Verify in detail the last assertion made in the proof of Theorem 4.3. 

Let R be a ring, and £ a module. We say that £ is a free module if there 
exist elements t;;,...,t)„ in £ such that every element veE has a unique ex
pression of the form 

V = XiVi +••• + X„V„ 

with XJER. If this is the case, then {vi,...,v„} is called a basis of £ (over R). 

9. Let £ be a free module over the ring R, with basis {vi,...,v„}. Let f be a 
module, and w^,...,w„ elements of F. Show that there exists a unique homo-
morphism f:E-^F such that f(Vj) = w,- for i = 1,... ,n. 

10. Let R be a ring, and S a set consisting of n elements, say s^,...,s„. Let F be 
the set of mappings from S into R. 
(a) Show that F is a module. 
(b) If X e R, denote by xs,- the function of S into R which associates x to 5; 

and 0 to Sj for7 7̂  1. Show that £ is a free module, that {l5i,...,l5„} is a 
basis for £ over R, and that every element veF has a unique expression 
of the form XiS, + 
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11. Let X be a field, and R = KIX~\ the polynomial ring over K. Let J be the 
ideal generated by X^. Show that R/J is a K-space. What is its dimension? 

12. Let K be a field and R = K[Z] the polynomial ring over K. Let f{X) be a 
polynomial of degree d > 0 in X[X]. Let J be the ideal generated by f{X). 
What is the dimension of R/J over K1 Exhibit a basis of R/J over K. Show 
that R/J is an integral ring if and only if / is irreducible. 

13. If R is a commutative ring, and £, F are modules, show that Hom;,(£, F) is 
an R-module in a natural way. Is this still true if R is not commutative? 

14. Let K he a field, and R a vector space over K of dimension 2. Let {e,«} be 
a basis of R over K. If a, b, c, d are elements of K, define the product 

(ae + bu)(ce + du) = ace + {be + ad)u. 

Show that this product makes R into a ring. What is the unit element? 
Show that this ring is isomorphic to the ring K\_X'\/{X^) of Exercise 11. 

15. Let the notation be as in the preceding exercise. Let f{X) be a polynomial 
in A : [ X ] . Show that 

f{ae + u) = f{a)e + f'(a)u, 

where / ' is the formal derivative of / . 

16. Let K be a ring, and let E', E, F be /^-modules. I f / : £ ' - > £ is an /^-homo-
morphism, show that the map (pt—>f°(p is a Z-homomorphism 

Hom^CF, £') ->• Hom^(F, E), 

and is an R-homomorphism if R is commutative. 

17. A sequence of homomorphisms of abelian groups 

is said to be exact if I m / = Ker g. Thus to say that Q^ A^ B is exact 
means that / is injective. Let i? be a ring. If 

0 ^ £' i £ ^ £" 

is an exact sequence of R-modules, show that for every i?-module F 

0 ^ Hom^Cf, £') -^ Hom^CF, E) ->• Hom«(F, £") 

is an exact sequence. 

18. Let V he a finite dimensional vector space over a field K. Let R = End^CF). 
Prove that F is a simple /^-module. IHint: Given v,weV and f # 0, w ^0 
use Theorem 1.2 to show that there exists feR such that f(v) = w, so 
Rv = K.] 
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19 '. Let R be the ring of n x n matrices over a field K. Show that the set of 
matrices of type 

0 ••• 0^ 

0 • • • 

having components equal to 0 except possibly on the first column, is a left 
ideal of R. Prove a similar statement for the set of matrices having compo
nents 0 except possibly on the j-th column. 

20. Let A, B be n X n matrices over a field K, all of whose components are equal 
to 0 except possibly those of the first column. Assume A T^ 0. Show that 
there exists an n x n matrix C over K such that CA = B. Hint: Consider 
first a special case where 

2L Let K be a finite dimensional vector space over the field K. Let R be the 
ring of K-linear maps of V into itself Show that R has no two-sided ideals 
except {0} and R itself. [Hint: Let AeR, A ^ 0. Let v^eV, v^ ^ 0, and 
Avi # 0 . Complete fi to a basis {vi,...,v„} of V. Let {wi,.. .,w„} be arbitrary 
elements of V. For each i = ! , . . . ,« there exists B;eR such that 

B^Vi = Ui and BfVj = 0 if / T̂  /, 

and there exists C^eR such that Cj/fy, = w, (justify these two existence state
ments in detail). Let F = C^AB^ -\ h C„AB„. Show that F(ti,) = w, for all 
i= l,...,n. Conclude that the two-sided ideal generated by A is the whole 
ring R.] 

22. Let F be a vector space over a field K and let i? be a subring of Endj-CK) 
containing all the scalar maps, i.e. all maps cl with ceK. Let L be a left 
ideal of R. Let LV be the set of all elements A^v^ -I- ••• -I- A„v„ with AJGL 
and VieV, and all positive integers n. Show that LV is a subspace W oi V 
such that RW <= W. A subspace having this property is called i^-invariant. 

23. Let D be a division ring containing a field K as a subfield. We assume that 
K is contained in the center of D. 
(a) Verify that the addition and the multiplication in D allow us to view D 

as a vector space over K. 
(b) Assume that D is finite dimensional over K. Let (xeD. Show that there 

exists a polynomial / ( f ) e ^ [ 0 of degree ^ 1 such that / (a ) = 0. [Hint: 
For some n, the powers 1, a, oc^,...,a" must be linearly dependent over 
K.] 
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For the rest of the exercises, remember Corollary 1.8 of Chapter IV. 

(c) Assume that K is algebraically closed. Let D be a finite dimensional divi
sion ring over K as in parts (a) and (b). Prove that D = K, in other 
words, show that every element of D lies in K. 

24. Let R he a ring containing a field K as a subfield with K in the center of 
R. Assume that K is algebraically closed. Assume that R has no two-sided 
ideal other than 0 and R. We also assume that R is of finite dimension > 0 
over K. Let L be a left ideal of R, of smallest dimension > 0 over K. 
(a) Prove that End^CL) = K (i.e. the only i?-linear maps of L consist of mul

tiplication by elements of AT). [Hint: Cf Schur's lemma and Exercise 23.] 
(b) Prove that R is ring-isomorphic to the ring of K-linear maps of L into 

itself. [Hint: Use Wedderburn-Rieffel.] 

V, §5. FACTOR MODULES 

We have already studied factor groups, and rings modulo a two-sided 
ideal. We shall now study the analogous notion for a module. 

Let ^ be a ring, and M an K-module. By a submodule N we shall 
mean an additive subgroup of M which is such that for all xeR and 
veN we have xveN. Thus N itself is a module (i.e. /^-module). 

We already know how to construct the factor group M/N. Since M is 
an abelian group, N is automatically normal in M, so this is an old 
story. The elements of the factor group are the cosets v + N with veM. 
We shall now define a multiplication of these cosets by elements of R. 
This we do in the natural way. If xeR, we define x{v + N) to be the 
coset XV + N. If vi is another coset representative of v + N, then we can 
write Vi = V + w with weN. Hence 

x^i = xr + xw, 

and xweN. Consequently XVI -\- N — XV -\- N. Thus our definition is in
dependent of the choice of representative v of the coset v + N. It is now 
trivial to verify that all the axioms of a module are satisfied by this mul
tiplication. We call M/N the factor module of M by N, and also M 
modulo N. 

We could also use the notation of congruences. If v, v' are elements of 
M, we write 

v sv' (mod N) 

to mean that v — v' eN. This amounts to saying that the cosets v + N 
and v' + N are equal. Thus a coset v + N is nothing but the congruence 
class of elements of M which are congruent to v mod N. We can 
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rephrase our statement that the multiphcation of a coset by x is well 
detined as follows: If v = v'{modN), then for all xeR, we have 
XV = xv' (mod N). 

Example 1. Let K be a vector space over the field K. Let W be a 
subspace. Then the factor module V/W is called the factor space in this 
case. 

Let M be an K-module, and N a submodule. The map 

f:M -^M/N 

which to each veM associates its congruences class / ( f ) = v + N is 
obviously an /?-homomorphism, because 

f(xv) = XV + N = x(v + N) = xf{v) 

by definition. It is called the canonical homomorphism. Its kernel is N. 

Example 2. Let F be a vector space over the field K. Let W be a 
subspace. Then the canonical homomorphism f:V^ V/W is a linear 
map, and is obviously surjective. Suppose that V is finite dimensional 
over K, and let W be a subspace of V such that V is the direct sum, 
V = W® W. If veV, and we write v = w + w' with weW and w'e W, 
then /(f) = / (w) +/ (w ' ) =/(w') . Let us just consider the map / 
on W, and let us denote this map by / ' . Thus for all w' e W we have 
f'{w') = f(w') by definition. Then / ' maps W onto V/W, and the kernel 
of / ' is {0}, because Wn W = {0}. Hence f: W' -> V/W is an isomor
phism between the complementary subspace W of W and the factor space 
V/W. We have such an isomorphism for any choice of complemen
tary subspace W'. 

V, §5. EXERCISES 

1. Let K be a finite dimensional vector space over the field K, and let VF be a 
subspace. Let {DJ,...,D,} be a basis of W, and extend it to a basis {DI, ...,t)„} 
of V. Let / : F-> V/W be the canonical map. Show that 

{/((;,+ ,X---,/(0} 

is a basis of V/W. 

2. Let V and W be as in Exercise 1. Let 

A: V-> V 
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be a linear map such that AW a W, i.e. Awe W for all weW. Show how to 
define a linear map 

A: V/W-i- V/W, 

by defining 

A(v +W) = Av+W. 

(in the congruence terminology, if v = v' (mod W), then Av = Av' (mod W).) 
Write V instead of v + W. We call A the linear map induced by A on the fac
tor space. 

3. Let V be the vector space generated over R by the functions 1, t, t^, e', te\ 
t^e'. Let W be the subspace generated by 1, t, t^, e', te'. Let D be the deriva
tive. 
(a) Show that D maps W into itself. 
(b) What is the linear map D induced by D on the factor space V/Wl 

4. Let V be the vector space over R consisting of all polynomials of degree ^ n 
(for some integer n ^ 1). Let W be the subspace consisting of all polynomials 
of degree ^ n — 1. What is the linear map D induced by the derivative D on 
the factor space V/Wl 

5. Let V, W be as in Exercise 1. Let A: V-> V be a. linear map, and assume that 
AW cz W. Let {yi,...,t)„} be the basis of V as in Exercise 1. 
(a) Show that the matrix of A with respect to this basis is of type 

O M2 

where Mj is a square r x r matrix, and M2 is a square (n — r) x (n — r) 
matrix. 

(b) In Exercise 2, show that the matrix of A with respect to the basis 
{v,+ i,...,v„} is precisely the matrix Mj . 

V, §6. FREE ABELIAN GROUPS 

We shall deal with commutative groups throughout this section. We 
wish to analyze under which conditions we can define the analogue of a 
basis for such groups. 

Let A be an abelian group. By a basis for A we shall mean a set of 
elements v^,...,v„(n^ 1) of ^ such that every element of A has a unique 
expression as a sum 

CiVi + ••• + C„V„ 

with integers c ,6Z . Thus a basis for an abelian group is defined in a 
manner entirely similar to a basis for vector spaces, except that the coef
ficients Ci,...,c„ are now required to be integers. 
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Theorem 6.1. Let A be an abelian group with a basis {v^,...,v^. Let B 
be an abelian group, and let Wi, ...,w„ be elements of B. Then there ex
ists a unique group-homomorphism f: A -* B such that f{v^ = w,- for all 
i = 1, ...,n. 

Proof. Copy the analogous proof for vector spaces, omitting irrelevant 
scalar multiplication, etc. 

To avoid confusion when dealing with bases of abehan groups as 
above, and vector space bases, we shall call bases of abelian groups Z-
bases. 

Theorem 6.2. Let A be a non-zero subgroup of R". Assume that in any 
bounded region of space there exists only a finite number of elements of 
A. Let m be the maximal number of elements of A which are linearly 
independent over R. Then we can select m elements of A which are 
linearly independent over R, and form a Z-basis of A. 

Proof. Let {wi,...,w„} be a maximal set of elements of A linearly in
dependent over R. Let V be the vector space generated by these ele
ments, and let K„_i be the space generated by Wi,...,w„_i. Let ^ ^ - i 
be the intersection of A and F„_i. Then certainly, in any bounded region 
of space, there exists only a finite number of elements of A^_i. 
Therefore, if m > 1, we could have chosen inductively {vvi, ...,w^} such 
that {wi, ...,w„_i} is a Z-basis of A^_i. 

Now consider the set S of all elements of A which can be written in 
the form 

ClWi + ••• + t„W^ 

with 0 ^ t; < 1 if I = 1,... ,m — 1 and 0 ^ f̂  g 1. This set S is certainly 
bounded, and hence contains only a finite number of elements (among 
which is w j . We select an element v^ in this set whose last coordinate f̂  
is the smallest possible > 0. We shall prove that 

{wi,...,w„_i,i;„} 

is a Z-basis for A. Write u„ as a linear combination of Wi,...,w„ with 
real coefficients, 

Vm = CiWi +•••-!- c„w^, 0 < c„ ^ 1. 

Let V be an element of A, and write 

l, = XiWi -I---- + X„W„ 
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with x,eR. Let q^ be the integer such that 

Then the last coordinate of f — q,„v„ with respect to {wi,...,w„} is equal 
to x^ - q„c„, and 

0 ^ x„ - q„c^ 

< (Qm + l)Cm - q„,c^ = c„ ^ 1. 

Let (?; ((• = l,...,m — 1) be integers such that 

Qi ^ Xi - q^Ci < qi + 1. 

Then 

(1) v-q^v^-q^Wi ^^_iW^_i 

is an element of S. If its last coordinate is not 0, then it would be an 
element with last coordinate smaller than c„, contrary to the construc
tion of v^. Hence its last coordinate is 0, and hence the element of (1) 
lies in F^_i. By induction, it can be written as a linear combination of 
Wi,...,H'^_i with integer coefficients, and from this it follows at once 
that V can be written as a Hnear combination of Wi,...,w„_i, y„ with 
integral coefficients. Furthermore, it is clear that Wi,...,w^_i, i;̂  are 
hnearly independent over R, and hence satisfy the requirements of our 
theorem. 

We can now apply our theorem to more general groups. Let A be an 
additive group, and let f: A ^ A' be an isomorphism of A with a group 
A'. If A' admits a basis, say {v\,...,v'„}, and if v^ is the element of A such 
that f{vi) = v\, then it is immediately verified that {uj, ...,t)„} is a basis of 
A. 

Theorem 6.3. Let A be an additive group, having a basis with n 
elements. Let B be a subgroup ^ {0}. Then B has a basis with S « 
elements. 

Proof. Let {vi,...,v„} be a basis for A. Let {ei,...,e„} be the standard 
unit vectors of R". By Theorem 6.1, there is a homomorphism 

f:A^R" 

such that /(f;) = £( for i = 1,... ,n, and this homomorphism is obviously 
injective. Hence it gives an isomorphism of A with its image in R". On 
the other hand, it is trivial to verify that in any bounded region of R", 
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there is only a finite number of elements of the image f(A), because in 
any bounded region, the coefficients of a vector 

(Ci , . . . ,C„) 

are bounded. Hence by Theorem 6.2 we conclude that f(B) has a Z-
basis, whence B has a Z-basis, with g n elements. 

Theorem 6.4. Let A be an additive group having a basis with n ele
ments. Then all bases of A have this same number of elements n. 

Proof. We look at our same homomorphism f:A^R" as in the 
proof of Theorem 6.3. Let {wi,...,w^} be a basis of A. Each v^ is a lin
ear combination with integer coefficients of vvi,... ,w^. Hence /(u;) = e; is 
a linear combination with integer coefficients of/(wj) , . . . , / (w^). Hence 
e!,...,£„ are in the space generated by f(w^),...,f(w^). By the theory of 
bases for vector spaces, we conclude that m'^n, whence m = n. 

An abelian group is said to be finitely generated if it has a finite 
number of generators. It is said to be free if it has a basis. 

Corollary 6.5. Let A / {0} be a finitely generated abelian group. As
sume that A does not contain any element of finite period except the 
unit element. Then A has a basis. 

Proof. The proof will be left as an exercise, see Exercises 1 and 2 
which also give you the main ideas for the proof 

Remark. We have carried out the above theory in Euclidean space to 
emphasize certain geometric aspects. Similar ideas can be carried out to 
prove Corollary 6.5 without recourse to Euclidean space. See for in
stance my Algebra. 

Let A be an abelian group. In Chapter II, §7 we defined the torsion 
subgroup ^tor to be the subgroup consisting of all the elements of finite 
period in A. We refer to Chapter II, Theorem 7.1. 

Theorem 6.6. Suppose that A is a finitely generated abelian group. 
Then A/Ai^^ is a free abelian group, and A is the direct sum 

A = A,„ © F 

where F is free. 

Proof. Let {aj,...,a„} be generators of ^ . U aeA let a be its image 
in the factor group A/A^^^. Then di,...,a^ are generators of A/A^^^, 
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which is therefore finitely generated. Let a E A/Ai^^, and suppose a has 
finite period, say da = 0 for some positive integer d. This means that 
da e /4,o,, so there exists a positive integer d' such that d'da = 0, whence a 
itself lies in ^tor so a = 0. Hence the torsion subgroup of ^/^,or is trivial. 
By Corollary 6.5 we conclude that A/Af^^ is free. 

Let bi,...,b^G A be elements such that {bi,...,b^} is a basis of A/A^g^. 
Then bi,...,br are linearly independent over Z. Indeed, suppose di,...,dr 
are integers such that 

Then 

dibi + ••• + d^b^ = 0. 

dib^ H h d,B^ = 0, 

whence rf; = 0 for all / by assumption that {Fj,...,5^} is a basis of ^/^tor-
Let F be the subgroup generated by bi,...,b^. Then F is free. We now 
claim that 

A = A,,, @ F. 

Indeed, let aeA. There exist integers Xi,...,x, such that 

a = Xi^i + ••• + x^b^. 

Hence a — (Xibi + • • • + x^b^) = 0, so a — (Xib^ + • • • + x^b^) e A^^^. This 
proves that 

A = A,,, + F. 

In addition, suppose a e Ai^^ n F. The only element of finite order in a 
free group is the 0 element. Hence a = 0. This proves the theorem. 

V, §6. EXERCISES 

1. Let A be an abelian group with a finite number of generators, and assume 
that A does not contain any element of finite period except the unit element. 
We write A additively. Let d be a positive integer. Show that the map x>-^dx 
is an injective homomorphism of A into itself, whose image is isomorphic to 
A. 

2. Let the notation be as in Exercise 1. Let {ai,...,a„} be a set of generators of 
A. Let {ai,...,a,} be a maximal subset linearly independent over Z. Let B be 
the subgroup generated by ai,...,a^. Show that there exists a positive integer 
d such that dx lies in B for all x in A. Using Theorem 6.3 and Exercise 1, 
conclude that A has a basis. 
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V, §7. MODULES OVER PRINCIPAL RINGS 

Throughout this section, we let R be a principal ring. 
Let M be an R-module, M # {0}. If M is generated by one element v, 

then we say that M is cyclic. In this case, we have M = Rv. The map 

is a homomorphism of R into M, viewing both R and M as R-modules. 
Let J be the kernel of this homomorphism. Then J consists of all 
elements xeR such that xv = 0. Since R is assumed principal, either 
J = {0} or there is some element aeR which generates J. Then we have 
an isomorphism of R-modules 

R/J = R/aR X M. 

The element a is uniquely determined up to multiple by a unit of R, and 
we shall say that a is a period of v. Any unit multiple of a will also be 
called a period of v. 

Let M be an i?-module. We say that M is a torsion module if given 
veM there exists some element aeR, a # 0 such that av = 0. Let /? be a 
prime element of R. We denote by M(p) the subset of elements veM 
such that there exists some power p" (r ^ 1) satisfying p''v = 0. These 
definitions are analogous to those made for finite abehan groups in 
Chapter II, §7. A module is said to be finitely generated if it has a finite 
number of generators. As with abelian groups, we say that M has 
exponent a if every element of M has period dividing a, or equivalently 
av = 0 for all veM. 

Observe that if M is finitely generated and is a torsion module, then 
there exists aeR, a ^0, such that aM = {0}. (Proof?) 

The following statements are used just as for abelian groups, and also 
illustrate some notions given more generally in §4 and §5. 

Let p be a prime of R. Then R/pR is a simple module. 
Let a, beR be relatively prime. Let M be a module such that aM = 0. 
Then the map 

v\-^bv 

is an automorphism of M. 

The proofs will be left as exercises. 
The next theorem is entirely analogous to Theorem 7.1 of Chapter II. 

Theorem 7.1. Let M be a finitely generated torsion module over the 
principal ring R. Then M is the direct sum of its submodules M{p) for 
all primes p such that M(p) ^ {0}. In fact, let aeR be such that 
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aM = 0, and suppose we can write 

a = be with b, e relatively prime. 

Let Ml, be the subset of M consisting of those elements v such that 
bv = 0, and similarly for M^. Then 

M = M,,@ M,. 

Proof. You can just copy the proof of Theorem 7.1 of Chapter II, 
since all the notions which we used there for abeHan groups have been 
defined for modules over a principal ring. This kind of translation just 
continues what we did in Chapter IV, §6 for principal rings themselves. 

Theorem 7.2. Let M be a finitely generated torsion module over the 
principal ring R, and assume that there is a prime p such that 
p'M = {0} for some positive integer r. Then M is a direct sum of cyclic 
submodules 

9 

M = 0 RD; where Rv^ « R/p'^R, 
i = 1 

SO Vi has period p". If we order these modules so that 

r i ^ r 2 ^ ••• ^ r , ^ 1, 

then the sequence of integers r^,... ,r^ is uniquely determined. 

Proof. Again, the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.2 in 
Chapter II. We repeat the proof here for convenience of the reader, so 
that you can see how to translate a shghtly more involved proof from the 
integers to principal rings. 

We start with a remark. Let veM, i; # 0. Let k be an integer ^ 0 
such that p'^v # 0 and let p"" be a period of p'^v. Then v has period p*^"". 
Proof: We certainly have p''^"'v = 0, and if p"v = 0 then first n'^k, and 
second n^k + m, otherwise the period of pH would divide p" and not be 
equal to p"", contrary to the definition of p"*. 

We shall now prove the theorem by induction on the number of 
generators. Suppose that M is generated by q elements. After reordering 
these elements if necessary, we may assume that one of these elements v^ 
has maximal period. In other words, v^ has period p''', and if i ;eM then 
p'v = 0 with r ^r^. We let Mj be the cyclic module generated by Uj. 
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Lemma 7.3. Let v be an element of M/Mi, of period p". Then there 
exists a representative w of v in M which also has period p'. 

Proof. Let v be any representative of v in M. Then p'v lies in Mj, say 
p'v = cv^ with ceR. We note that the period of v divides the period of v. 
Write c = p't where t is prime to p. Then tv^ is also a generator of Mj 
(proof?), and hence has period p". By our previous remark, the element v 
has period 

y ' 

whence by hypothesis, r + r^ — k -^r^ and r ^ k. This proves that there 
exists an element w^eM^ such that p'v = p'w^. Let w = v — w^. Then w 
is a representative for i; in M and p'w = 0. Since the period of w is at 
least p' we conclude that w has period equal to p". This proves the 
lemma. 

We return to the main proof. The factor module M/M^ is generated 
by q — I elements, and so by induction M/M^ has a direct sum 
decomposition 

M/Mi = M2@---@M, 

into cyclic modules with M, «R/p' 'R. Let D, be a generator for M, 
(i = 2, . . . ,s), and let u,- be a representative in M of the same period as v^ 
according to the lemma. Let Mj be the cyclic module generated by Vf. 
We contend that M is the direct sum of M^,... ,M^, and we now prove 
this. 

Given veM, let i; denote its residue class in M/Mi. Then there exist 
elements Cj , . . . ,Cje R such that 

U = C2V2 + ••• + C,V,. 

Hence v — (C2V2 + ••• + C^DJ lies in M^, and there exists an element c^eR 
such that 

V = CiVi + C2V2 + ••• + CjUj. 

Hence M = M^ -\ 1- M^. 
Conversely, suppose Cj, . . . .c^ are elements of R such that 

CiVi + ••• + c,v, = 0. 

Since Vt has period p" (f = 1,...,s), if we write Cj = p""ti with P/lTj, then 
we may suppose Wj < r,. Putting a bar on this equation yields 

C2V2 + ••• + cA = 0. 
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Since M/M^ = M is a direct sum of Mj, • • • Ms we conclude that CjVj = 0 
for 7 = 2, . . . ,s. (See part (c) of Proposition 4.4.) Hence p'^ divides Cj for 
j — 2,... ,s, whence also CjVj = 0 for j = 2, . . . ,s since v^ and Vj have the 
same period. This proves that M is the direct sum of M\,... ,Ms and 
concludes the proof of the existence part of the theorem. 

Now we prove uniqueness. If 

M K RIP"R e • • • ® R/p'R 

then we say that M has type {p'\... ,p'''), just as we did for abelian 
groups. Suppose that M is written in two ways as a product of cychc 
submodules, say of types 

( / ' , . . . y-) and (p"",...,?"") 

with Ti ^ j-j ̂  • • • ^ 5̂ ^ 1, and mj ^ nij ^ • • • ̂  m̂  ̂  1. Then pM is also 
a torsion module, of type 

{p"-\...,p'-'-') and (p'"'-\...,p""-'). 

It is understood that if some exponent r, or mj is equal to 1, then the 
factor corresponding to 

in pM is simply the trivial module 0. We now make an induction on the 
sum Vi + ••• + r^, which may be called the length of the module. If this 
length is 1 in some representation of M as a direct sum, then this length 
is 1 in every representation, because R/pR is a simple module, whereas it 
is immediately verified that if the length is > 1, then there exists a 
submodule ^ 0 and =^ R, so the module cannot be simple. Thus the 
uniqueness is proved for modules of length 1. 

By induction, the subsequence of (r^ — l,...,r^ — I) consisting of those 
integers ^ 1 is uniquely determined, and is the same as the corresponding 
subsequence of (wi — 1,... ,^^ — 1). In other words, we have 
r, — 1 = m,- — 1 for all those integers i such that r; — 1 and W; — 1 ̂  1. 
Hence r, = m; for all these integers (, and the two sequences 

,"«i (p^...,p'•') and ip'"',...,p' 

can differ only in their last components which can be equal to p. These 
correspond to factors of type {p,...,p) occurring say v times in the first 
sequence, and p. times in the second sequence. We have to show that 
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Let Mp be the submodule of M consisting of all elements veM such 
that pv = 0. Since by hypothesis pM^ = 0, it follows that Mp is a module 
over R/pR, which is a field, so M^ is a vector space over R/pR. If Af is a 
cyclic module, say Â  = R/p'R, then N^ = p'^^R/p'R « R/pR, and so N^ 
has dimension 1 over R/pR. Hence 

dimjj/pj, Mp = s and also = k, 

so s = k. But we have seen in the preceding paragraph that 

( / ' , . . . ,p-) = ( / ' , . . . , p - - ' ; p _ _ ^ ) , 

V times 

{p'"',...,p'"') = {p'',...,f^-",p,...,p). 
H times 

and that s — v = k — ^. Since s = fc it follows that v = n, and the 
theorem is proved. 

Remark. In the analogous statement for abehan groups, we finished 
the proof by considering the order of groups. Here we use an argument 
having to do with the dimension of a vector space over R/pR. Otherwise, 
the argument is entirely similar. 

V, §7. EXERCISES 

1. Let a, b be relatively prime elements of R. Let M be an K-module, and denote 
by a^: M-> M multiplication by a. In other words, ai^{v) = av for veM. 
Suppose that a^bM = 0. Prove that 

Im a^ = Ker b^ 

2. Let M be a finitely generated torsion module over R. Prove that there exists 
aeR, a ^0 such that a^ = 0. 

3. Let p be a prime of R. Prove that R/pR is a simple /^-module. 

4. Let a e R, a ^ 0. If a is not prime, prove that R/aR is not a simple R-module. 

5. Let a, beR be relatively prime. Let M be a module such that a^ = 0. Prove 
that the map vt-^bv is an automorphism of M. 

V, §8. EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES 

Let F be a vector space over a field K, and let 

A: V^V 
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be a linear map of V into itself. An element veV is called an eigenvector 
of A if there exists A e X such that Av = Iv. If v ^ 0 then I is uniquely 
determined, because X^v = kjV implies Aj = Aj. In this case, we say that X 
is an eigenvalue of A belonging to the eigenvector v. We also say that v 
is an eigenvector with the eigenvalue i . Instead of eigenvector and 
eigenvalue, one also uses the terms characteristic vector and characteristic 
value. 

If ^ is a square n x n matrix then an eigenvector of A is by definition 
an eigenvector of the linear map of K" into itself represented by this 
matrix. Thus an eigenvector X of ^ is a (column) vector of K" for which 
there exists XeK such that AX = kX. 

Example 1. Let V be the vector space over R consisting of all 
infinitely differentiable functions. Let AeR. Then the function / such 
that f{t) = e'"' is an eigenvector of the derivative d/dt because df/dt = Xe'''. 

Example 2. Let 

A = 
0 

be a diagonal matrix. Then every unit vector E' {i = 1,... ,n) is an 
eigenvector of ^ . In fact, we have AE' = a,£': 

0 
0 ^2 

0 0 

Example 3. U A: V^ V is a hnear map, and v is an eigenvector of A, 
then for any non-zero scalar c, cv is also an eigenvector of A, with the 
same eigenvalue. 

Theorem 8.1. Let V be a vector space and let A.V ^ V be a linear map. 
Let X e K. Let V^ be the subspace of V generated by all eigenvectors of 
A having X as eigenvalue. Then every non-zero element of F̂  is an 
eigenvector of A having X as eigenvalue. 

Proof. Let v^, i;2e F be such that Av^ = Xv^ and Av2 = Xv2. Then 

A{vi + V2} = Avi + Av2 = Xvi + Xv2 = X{vi + V2). 

If ceK then A(cvi) = cAv^ = cXv^ = Xcvy This proves our theorem. 
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The subspace V^ in Theorem 8.1 is called the eigenspace of A 
belonging to L 

Note. If ^1, V2 are eigenvectors of A with different eigenvalues 2.^ ^ A.2 
then of course uj + fj is not an eigenvector of A. In fact, we have the 
following theorem: 

Theorem 8.2. Let V be a vector space and let A: V -^ V be a linear map. 
Let Vi,...,v^ be eigenvectors of A, with eigenvalues X^,...,X^ respec
tively. Assume that these eigenvalues are distinct, i.e. 

k^^j if i¥^j-

Then Vi,...,v^ are linearly independent. 

Proof. By induction on m. For m = 1, an element v^eV, Uj # 0 is 
linearly independent. Assume m> \. Suppose that we have a relation 

(*) C i ^ i + • • • + c„!;„ = 0 

with scalars C;. We must prove all C; = 0. We multiply our relation (*) 
by Ai to obtain 

Ciiii;i + ••• + c„ii!;„ = 0. 

We also apply A to our relation (*). By hnearity, we obtain 

Ci/tiUi + --- + cj.^v„ = 0. 

We now subtract these last two expressions, and obtain 

C2Q-2 - ^i)f2 + • • • + cSK - ^ i K = 0. 

Since }.j — Aj 7̂  0 for j = 2, . . . ,m we conclude by induction that 

C2 = • • • = c „ = 0 . 

Going back to our original relation, we see that c^v^ = 0 , whence Cj = 0, 
and our theorem is proved. 

Quite generally, let K be a finite dimensional vector space, and let 

L: V-^V 
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be a linear map. Let {vi,...,v„} be a basis of V. We say that this basis 
diagonalizes L if each v^ is an eigenvector of L, so Lu, = c,f; with some 
scalar Cj. Then the matrix representing L with respect to this basis is the 
diagonal matrix 

0 • • • 

A = 

0 0 

We say that the linear map L can be diagonalized if there exists a basis of 
V consisting of eigenvectors. We say that an « x n matrix A can be 
diagonalized if its associated linear map L^ can be diagonahzed. 

We shall now see how we can use determinants to find the eigenvalue 
of a matrix. We assume that readers are acquainted with determinants. 

Theorem 8.3. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space, and let A be a 
number. Let A: V-^ V be a linear map. Then X is an eigenvalue of A if 
and only if A — XI is not invertible. 

Proof. Assume that i is an eigenvalue of A. Then there exists an 
element veV, i; / 0 such that Av = Xv. Hence Av — Xv = 0, and 
{A — XI)v = 0. Hence A — XI has a non-zero kernel, and A ~ XI cannot 
be invertible. Conversely, assume that A — XI is not invertible. By 
Theorem 2.4 we see that A — XI must have a non-zero kernel, meaning 
that there exists an element veV, f # 0 such that (A — XI)v = 0. Hence 
Av — Xv = 0, and Av = Xv. Thus X is an eigenvalue of A. This proves 
our theorem. 

Let ^ be an n X n matrix, A = (a;̂ ). We define the characteristic 
polynomial P^ to be the determinant 

P/t) = Det(t/ - A), 

or written out in full. 

F(t) = 
-a, 

We can also view ^ as a Hnear map from K" to K", and we also say 
that P^{t) is the characteristic polynomial of this linear map. 
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Example 4. The characteristic polynomial of the matrix 

1 
2 
0 

- 1 
1 
1 

3 
1 

- 1 
IS 

t - 1 1 - 3 
2 t - 1 - 1 
0 - 1 t+l 

which we expand according to the first column, to find 

p^{t} = t̂  - f2 _ 4t + 6. 

For an arbitrary matrix A = (ajj), the characteristic polynomial can be 
found by expanding according to the first column, and will always consist 
of a sum 

{t -aii)---(t-aj + ••-. 

Each term other than the one we have written down will have degree 
< n. Hence the characteristic polynomial is of type 

F^(f) = t" + terms of lower degree. 

For the next theorem, we assume that you know the following 
property of determinants: 

A square matrix M over a field K is invertible if and only if its 
determinant is # 0. 

Theorem8.4. Let A be an n x n matrix. An element XeK is an 
eigenvalue of A if and only if X is a root of the characteristic 
polynomial of A. If K is algebraically closed, then A has an eigenvalue 
in K. 

Proof. Assume that A. is an eigenvalue of A. Then XI — A is not 
invertible by Theorem 8.3 and hence Det(l/ — A) = 0. Consequently X is 
a root of the characteristic polynomial. Conversely, if /I is a root of the 
characteristic polynomial, then 

Det(/l/ - /I) = 0, 

and hence we conclude that XJ — ^ is not invertible. Hence X is an 
eigenvalue of A by Theorem 8.3. 
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Theorem 8.5. Let A, B be two n x n matrices, and assume that B is 
invertible. Then the characteristic polynomial of A is equal to the 
characteristic polynomial of B~^AB. 

Proof. By definition, and properties of the determinant, 

Det(f/ - .4) = Det{B-\tI - A)B) = DetitB'^B - B'^AB) 

= Det{tI -B-^AB). 

This proves what we wanted. 

Let 
L:V^V 

be a linear map of a finite dimensional vector space into itself, so L is 
also called an endomorphism. Select a basis for V and let A be the 
matrix associated with L with respect to this basis. We then define the 
characteristic polynomial of L to be the characteristic polynomial of A. If 
we change basis, then A changes to B~^AB where B is invertible. By 
Theorem 8.5 this implies that the characteristic polynomial does not 
depend on the choice of basis. 

Theorem 8.4 can be interpreted for L as stating: 

Let K be algebraically closed. 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over K of dimension > 0. 
Let L:V-* V be an endomorphism. Then L has a non-zero eigenvector 
and an eigenvalue in K. 

V, §8. EXERCISES 

1. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space and assume that the characteristic 
polynomial of a hnear map A: V-* V has n distinct roots. Show that V has a 
basis consisting of eigenvectors of A. 

2. Let A be an invertible matrix. If k is an eigenvalue of A show that 1^0 and 
that A' ' is an eigenvalue oi A~\ 

3. Let V be the space generated over R by the two functions sin t and cos t. 
Does the derivative (viewed as a linear map of V into itself) have any nonzero 
eigenvectors in F? If so, which? 

4. Let D denote the derivative which we view as a linear map on the space of 
differentiable functions. Let k be an integer ^ 0. Show that the functions 
sin kx and cos kx are eigenvectors for D^. What are the eigenvalues? 
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5. Let A:V-*V he a linear map of V into itself, and let {vi,...,v„} be a basis of 
V consisting of eigenvectors having distinct eigenvalues c,,...,c„. Show that 
any eigenvector u of /I in K is a scalar multiple of some D,-. 

6. Let A, B be square matrices of the same size. Show that the eigenvalues of AB 
are the same as the eigenvalues of BA. 

7. (Artin's theorem.) Let G be a group, and let fi,... J„:G ^ K* be distinct 
homomorphisms of G into the multiplicative group of a field. In particular, 
/i,...,/„ are functions of G into K. Prove that these functions are linearly 
independent over K. [Hint: Use induction in a way similar to the proof of 
Theorem 8.2.] 

V, §9. POLYNOMIALS OF MATRICES AND LINEAR MAPS 

Let n be a positive integer. Let Mat„(K) denote the set of all n x n 
matrices with coefficients in a field K. Then Mat„(iC) is a ring, which is a 
finite dimensional vector space over K, of dimension n^. Let A e Mat„{K). 
Then A generates a subring, which is commutative because powers of A 
commute with each other. Let X[f] denote the polynomial ring over K. 
As a special case of the evaluation map, if f{t) e K[t] is a polynomial, we 
can evaluate / at A. Indeed: 

If f(t) = a„f + • • • + flo then f{A) = a„A" + --- + aoI. 

We know that the evaluation map is a ring homomorphism, so we have 
the rules: 

Let f, g£K[t], and ceK. Then: 

(f + g){A) = f{A) + g(A), 

ifgU) = fiA)9iA), 

icf)(A) = cf{A). 

Example. Let «!,...,«„ be elements of K. Let 

/(t) = ( t - a i ) - - - ( t - a „ ) . 
Then 

f{A) = {A-aJ)---iA-c^„r}. 

Let F be a vector space over K, and let A:V^V be an endo-
morphism (i.e. linear map of V into itself). Then we can form 
A^ = AoA = AA, and in general A" = iteration of A taken n times for 
any positive integer n. We define A° = I (where / now denotes the 
identity mapping). We have 
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for all integers m, n ^ 0. If / is a polynomial in iC[f], then we can form 
f{A) the same way that we did for matrices. The same rules are satisfied, 
expressing the fact that /1-> f{A) is a ring homomorphism. The image of 
K[f] in Endx(F) under this homomorphism is the commutative subring 
denoted by K[/l] . 

Theorem 9.1. Let A be an n x n matrix in a field K, or let A: V -^ V be 
an endomorphism of a vector space V of dimension n. Then there exists 
a non-zero polynomial f e X[t] such that f(A) = 0. 

Proof. The vector space of « x « matrices over K is finite dimensional, 
of dimension n^. Hence the powers 

I,A,A\...,A'' 

are linearly dependent for N > n^. This means that there exist numbers 
aQ,...,af^eK such that not all a; = 0, and 

a^/A'^ H + a^I = 0. 

We let f(t) = Uf^t^ + ••• + a„ to get what we want. The same proof 
applies when A is an endomorphism of V. 

If we divide the polynomial / of Theorem 9.1 by its leading coefficient, 
then we obtain a polynomial g with leading coefficient 1 such that 
g(A) = 0. It is usually convenient to deal with polynomials whose 
leading coefficient is 1, since it simplifies the notation. 

The kernel of the evaluation map /1—> f{A) is an ideal in K[t], which 
is principal, and so generated by a unique monic polynomial which is 
called the minimal polynomial of A in /^[t]. Since the ring generated by 
A over K may have divisors of zero, it is possible that this minimal 
polynomial is not irreducible. This is the first basic distinction which we 
encounter from the case when we evaluated polynomials in a field. We 
shall prove at the end of the section that if P^ is the characteristic 
polynomial, then PA(A) = 0. Therefore P^{i) is in the kernel of the map 
/1-^/(4), and so the minimal polynomial divides the characteristic 
polynomial since the kernel is a principal ideal. 

Let F be a vector space over K, and let A:V^V be an endomor
phism. Then we may view F as a module over the polynomial ring X[t] 
as follows. If ye K and / ( t ) eK[f ] , then f{A): F-> F is also an endomor
phism of F, and we define 

f{t)v = f(A)v. 
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The properties needed to check that V is indeed a module over X[C] are 
trivially verified. The big advantage of deahng with F as a module over 
K[t] rather than over X[A], for instance, is that X[t] is a principal ring, 
and we can apply the results of §7. 

Warning. The structure of K[t]-module depends of course on the 
choice of A. If we selected another endomorphism to define the 
operation of /C[f] on V, then this structure would also change. Thus we 
denote by V^ the module V over K[t] determined by the endomorphism 
A as above. Theorem 9.1 can now be interpreted as stating: 

The module V^ over K[t] is a torsion module. 

Therefore Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 apply to give us a description of F4 as a 
i<C[f]-module. We shall make this description more expHcit. 

Let W be a subspace of V. We shall say that W is an invariant 
subspace under A, or its ^-invariant, if Aw lies in W for all weW, i.e. if 
AW is contained in W. It follows directly from the definitions that: 

A subspace W is A-invariant if and only if W is a Klt^-submodule. 

Example 1. Let Vi be a non-zero eigenvector of A, and let V^ be the 
1-dimensional space generated by ^ j . Then Fj is an invariant subspace 
under A. 

Example 2. Let A be an eigenvalue of A, and let F, be the subspace of 
V consisting of all veV such that Av = Xv. Then F̂  is an invariant 
subspace under A, called the eigenspace of /I. 

Example 3. Let f{t) e K[Q be a polynomial, and let W be the kernel 
of f{A). Then W is an invariant subspace under A. 

Proof. Suppose that f{A)w = 0. Since tf(t) = f(t)t, we get 

Af{A) = fiA)A, 
whence 

f{A){Aw) = f{A)Aw = Af{A)w = 0. 

Thus Aw is also in the kernel of f{A), thereby proving our assertion. 

Translating Theorem 7.1 into the present situation yields: 

Theorem 9.2. Let f{t) e K[t] be a polynomial, and suppose that 
f = fifi^ where / j , / j are polynomials of degree ^ 1, and relatively 
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prime. Let A: V —>• V be an endomorphism. Assume that f(A) = O. Let 

W^ = kernel of fi(A) and W2 = kernel of /2(A). 

Then V is the direct sum of W^ and Wj- In particular, suppose that f(t) 
has a factorization 

f{t) = (t-0ij'---it-0ij-

with distinct roots a^,...,aL^sK. Let W; be the kernel of (A — aj)". 
Then V is the direct sum of the subspaces W^,... ,W„. 

Remark. If the field K is algebraically closed, then we can always 
factor the polynomial f[t) into factors of degree 1 as above and the 
different powers (t — oti)''',... ,(t — aj'' '" are relatively prime. This is of 
course the case over the complex numbers. 

Example 4 (Differential equations). Let V be the space of (infinitely 
differentiable) solutions of the differential equation 

with constant complex coefficients «;. We shah determine a basis of V. 

Theorem 9.3. Let 

P(t) = t'' + a„_.^t"^'^ + ••• + ao-

Factor P(t) as in Theorem 9.2 

P{t) = {t-ai,r---(t-aJ": 

Then V is the direct sum of the spaces of solutions of the differential 
equations 

{D - aJYf = 0, 
for i= l,...,m. 

Proof. This is merely a direct application of Theorem 9.2. 

Thus the study of the original differential equation is reduced to the 
study of the much simpler equation 

{D - oclff = 0. 

The solutions of this equation are easily found. 
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Theorem 9.4. Let a be a complex number. Let W be the space of 
solutions of the differential equation 

(D - o^IYf = 0. 

Then W is the space generated by the functions 

e"', re"", . . . , r " ' e ' ' 

and these functions form a basis for this space, which therefore has 
dimension r. 

Proof. For any complex a we have 

{D-aiyf = e"D'-(e''"f). 

(The proof is a simple induction.) Consequently, / lies in the kernel of 
(D — a// if and only if 

D'(e-"/) = 0. 

The only functions whose r-th derivative is 0 are the polynomials of 
degree g r — 1. Hence the space of solutions of {D — oiiyf = 0 is the 
space generated by the functions 

e", te=",...,f'^e°". 

Finally these functions are Hnearly independent. Suppose we have a 
hnear relation 

Coe"' + Cyte"' + ••• + c , _ i f - i e " = 0 

for all f, with constants CQ,...,C^_^. Let 

e(t) = co + cit + --- + c,_if^'. 

Then Q(t) is a non-zero polynomial, and we have 

Q{t)e^' = 0 for all t. 

But e°" # 0 for all f so Q{t) = 0 for all f. Since 2 is a polynomial, we 
must have c, = 0 for / = 0,.. . ,r — 1 thus concluding the proof 
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We end this chapter by looking at the meaning of Theorem 7.2 for a 
finite dimensional vector space V over an algebraically closed field K. 
Let 

A: V^V 

be an endomorphism as before. We first make expHcit the cychc case. 

Lemma 9.5. Let veV, i; # 0. Suppose there exists cce K such that 
{A — alfv = 0 for some positive integer r, and that r is the smallest such 
positive integer. Then the elements 

V, (A-aI)v,...,{A-(xIY-h 

are linearly independent over K. 

Proof. Let B = ^ — ai for simplicity. A relation of linear dependence 
between the above elements can be written 

f{B)v = 0, 

where / is a polynomial ^ 0 of degree ^ r — 1, namely 

CQV + c^Bv + ••• + c^B'v = 0, 

with f{t) = Co + Cif + • • • + Cst\ and s ^r — \. We also have B'v = 0 by 
hypothesis. Let g{t) = f. If h is the greatest common divisor of / and g, 
then we can write 

h = fif + 9ig, 

where / i , g^ are polynomials, and thus h(E) = f^{B)f{B) + gY{B)g{B). It 
follows that h[B)v = 0. But h{t) divides f and is of degree ^ r — 1, so 
that h{t) = f* with d < r. This contradicts the hypothesis that r is 
smallest, and proves the lemma. 

The module V^ is cychc over K[t] if and only if there exists an 
element veV, f ?̂  0 such that every element of V is of the form f(A)v for 
some polynomial / ( t )6K[r] . Suppose that V^ is cyclic, and in addition 
that there is some element ixeK and a positive integer r such that 
(A — alfv = 0. Also let r be the smallest such positive integer. Then the 
minimal polynomial of ^ on F is precisely (t — af. Then Lemma 9.5 
implies that 

(*) {(A - aiy^^v, ...,{A- al)v, v} 
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is a basis for V over K. With respect to this basis, the matrix of A is 
then particularly simple. Indeed, for each k we have 

A{A - alfv = (A- oclf^h + a{A - a.lfv. 

By definition, it follows that the associated matrix for A with respect to 
this basis is equal to the triangular matrix 

a 1 0 
0 a 1 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

• 0 
a 1 
0 a / 

This matrix has a on the diagonal, 1 above the diagonal, and 0 
everywhere else. The reader will observe that {A — alj^^v is an eigen
vector for A, with eigenvalue a. 

The basis {*) is called a Jordan basis for V with respect to A. Thus 
over an algebraically closed field, we have found a basis for a cyclic 
vector space as above such that the matrix of A with respect to this basis 
is particularly simple, and is almost diagonal. If r = 1, that is if Av = a.v, 
then the matrix is a 1 x 1 matrix, which is diagonal. 

We now turn to the general case. We can reformulate Theorem 7.2 as 
follows. 

Theorem 9.6. Let V be a finite dimensional space over the algebraically 
closed field K, and V # {0}. Let A: V ^ V be an endomorphism. Then 
V is a direct sum of A-invariant subspaces 

F = F i © • • • © ! / 

such that each Vi is cyclic, generated over K[t] by an element u,- # 0, 
and the kernel of the map 

fit)^f(A)v, 

is a power (t — a,)''' for some positive integer >•; and «; e K. 

If we select a Jordan basis for each Vi, then the sequence of these 
bases forms a basis for V, again called a Jordan basis for V with respect 
to A. With respect to this basis, the matrix for A therefore splits into 
blocks (Fig. 1). 
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a, 1 

' • . 1 

a2 1 

• 1 

^ 2 

«3 1 

'• 1 

^ 3 

Figure 1 

In each block we have an eigenvalue «; on the diagonal. We have 1 
above the diagonal, and 0 everywhere else. This matrix is called the 
Jordan normal form for A. 

It is to be understood that if r, = 1, then there is no 1 above the 
diagonal, and the eigenvalue a, is simply repeated, the number of times 
being the dimension of the corresponding eigenspace. 

The Jordan normal form also allows us to prove the Cayley-Hamilton 
theorem as a corollary, namely: 

Theorem 9.7. Let A he an n x n matrix over a field K, and let P^(t) be 
its characteristic polynomial. Then PA(A) = 0. 

Proof. We assume for this proof that K is contained in some 
algebraically closed field, and it will then suffice to prove the theorem 
under the assumption that K is algebraically closed. Then A represents 
an endomorphism of K", which we take as V. We denote the endomor-
phism by the same letter A. We decompose V into a direct sum as in 
Theorem 9.6. Then the characteristic polynomial of A is given by 

PAt) = f l (t - ^iT 

where /-,. = dim^CI^). But P^) = YlUii^ - ^Jf' and by Theorem 9.6, 

(A - xJTVi = 0. 
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Hence P^{A)i\ = 0 for all ;. But V is generated by the elements f{A)Vi 
for all (• with / e K[c] , and 

PAA)fiA)v^ = fiA)PAiAK = 0. 

Hence Pji{A)v = 0 for all v e V, whence PA{A) = O, as was to be proved. 

V, §9. EXERCISES 

1. Let M be an n X « diagonal matrix with eigenvalues / i , . . . , / . , . Suppose that 
A; has multiplicity m,-. Write down the minimal polynomial of M, and also 
write down its characteristic polynomial. 

2. In Theorem 9.2 show that image of fi[A) = kernel of fiiA). 

3. Let K be a finite dimensional vector space, and let A: V->• V be an 
endomorphism. Suppose A^ = A. Show that there is a basis of V such that 
the matrix of A with respect to this basis is diagonal, with only 0 or 1 on the 
diagonal. Or, if you prefer, show that V = V^ Q V^ is a direct sum, where 
VQ — Ker A and V^ is the (+ l)-eigenspace of A. 

4. Let A:V^V be an endomorphism, and V finite dimensional. Suppose that 
A^ = A. Show that V is the direct sum 

V= Ko® Ki® F_„ 

where V(, = Ker A, Vy is the (+l)-eigenspace of A, and K_i is the (—1)-
eigenspace of A. 

5. Let A: V-<• V be an endomorphism, and V finite dimensional. Suppose that 
the characteristic polynomial of A has the factorization 

P^(f) = ( f - a i ) - - - ( t - a „ ) , 

where oi^,...,oc„ are distinct elements of the field K. Show that V has a basis 
consisting of eigenvectors for A. 

For the rest of the exercises, we suppose that V ^ {0}, and that V is finite 
dimensional over the algebraically closed field K. We let A: V —» V be an 
endomorphism. 

6. Prove that A is diagonalizable if and only if the minimal polynomial of A has 
all roots of multiplicity 1. 

7. Suppose A is diagonalizable. Let W be a subspace of V such that AW a W. 
Prove that the restriction of A io W is diagonalizable as an endomorphism 
of W. 

8. Let B be another endomorphism of V such that BA = AB. Prove that A, B 
have a common non-zero eigenvector. 
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9. Let B be another endomorphism of V. Assume that AB = BA and both A, B 
are diagonalizable. Prove that A and B are simultaneously diagonalizable, 
that is V has a basis consisting of elements which are eigenvectors for both A 
and B. 

10. Show that A can be written in the form A = D + N, where D is a 
diagonalizable endomorphism, N is nilpotent, and DN = ND. 

11. Assume that V^ is cyclic, annihilated by {A — OLI)' for some r > 0 and aeK. 
Prove that the subspace of V generated by eigenvectors of A is one-
dimensional. 

12. Prove that V^ is cyclic if and only if the characteristic polynomial P^tit) is 
equal to the minimal polynomial of A in K[f]-

13. Assume that V^ is cyclic annihilated by {A — aiy for some r > 0. Let / be a 
polynomial. What are the eigenvalues of f{A) in terms of those of ^? Same 
question when V is not assumed cyclic. 

14. Let Pyi be the characteristic polynomial of A, and write it as a product 

m 

PAit) = n (f - «<)"-
i = 1 

where «],.. . ,«„ are distinct. Let / be a polynomial. Express the characteris
tic polynomial Py,^) as a product of factors of degree 1. 

15. If A is nilpotent and not O, show that A is not diagonalizable. 

16. Suppose that A is nilpotent. Prove that V has a basis such that the matrix of 
A with respect to this basis has the form 

'N, 

O 

'0 1 0 ••• 0 
0 0 1 ••• 0 

\ 

where Â , = (0) or Â , 

,0 0 0 
1 

The matrix on the right has components 0 except for I's just above the 
diagonal. 

Invariant subspaces 

Let S be a set of endomorphisms of V. Let FF be a subspace of V. We shall say 
that W is an 5-invariant subspace if BW c VF for all BeS. We shall say that V is 
a simple S-space if F # {0} and if the only 5-invariant subspaces are V itself and 
the zero subspace. Prove: 

17. Let /I: F-» F be an endomorphism such that AB = BA for all B e 5 . 
(a) The image and kernel of A are S-invariant subspaces. 
(b) Let f{t)eK[tl Then f{A)B = Bf{A} for all BeS. 
(c) Let U, W be S-invariant subspaces of V. Show that U + W and U r^W 

are S-invariant subspaces. 
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18. Assume that F is a simple S-space and that AB = BA for all BeS. Prove 
that either A is invertible or A is the zero map. Using the fact that V is finite 
dimensional and K algebraically closed, prove that there exists (xeK such 
that A = 0.1. 

19. Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over the field K, and let S be the 
set of all linear maps of V into itself Show that F is a simple S-space. 

/ I « \ 
20. Let F = R^, let S consist of the matrix viewed as linear map of F 

Vo 1/ 
into itself Here, a is a fixed non-zero real number. Determine all S-invariant 
subspaces of V. 

21. Let F be a vector space over the field K, and let {i;i,... ,i;„} be a basis of F. 
For each permutation a of {!,...,«} let A^:V^V be the linear map such 
that 

(a) Show that for any two permutations a, T we have 

and Aj^ = / . 
(b) Show that the subspace generated by u = î i 4- • • • -I- p„ is an invariant sub-

space for the set S„ consisting of all A^. 
(c) Show that the element v of part (b) is an eigenvector of each A^. What is 

the eigenvalue of A„ belonging to vl 
(d) Let n = 2, and let a be the permutation which is not the identity. Show 

that Vi — V2 generates a 1-dimensional subspace which is invariant under 
A„. Show that v^ — Vj is an eigenvector of A„. What is the eigenvalue? 

22. Let F be a vector space over the field K, and let /I: F -> F be an 
endomorphism. Assume that A' = I for some integer r ^ \. Let 

T = I + A + --- + A'-K 

Let VQ be an element of F. Show that the space generated by Tvg is an 
invariant subspace of A, and that TVQ is an eigenvector of A. If TVQ J^ 0, 
what is the eigenvalue? 

23. Let (F, A) and (W, B) be pairs consisting of a vector space and endo
morphism, over the same field K. We define a morphism 

f:(V,A)^{W,B) 

to be a homomorphism f:V -^W of X-vector spaces satisfying in addition 
the condition 

Bof = foA. 
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w > w 
B 

In other words, for all veV we have B{f{v)) = f{A{v)). An isomorphism of 
pairs is a morphism which has an inverse. 

Prove that (V, A) is isomorphic to {W, B) if and only if V^ and Wg are 
isomorphic as X[t]-modules. (The operation of K[Q on V^ is the one 
determined by A, and the operation of /f[t] on Wg is the one determined 
by B.) 

A direct sum decomposition of mati'ices 

24. Let i^ be a field and Mat„{F) = M„ the ring of « x « matrices over F. Let Ey for 
i, j = 1,...,« be the matrix with ((7')-component 1, and all other components 0. 
Then the set of elements Eij is a basis for Af„. Let D* = D*{F) be the multipli
cative group of diagonal matrices with non-zero diagonal components. We write 
such matrices as diag(ai, . . . ,«„) = a. We define the conjugation action of D* on 
M„by 

c(a)X = aXa-\ 

(a) Show that a i-> c(a) is a homomorphism from D* into the group of linear 
automorphisms of M„. 
(b) Show that each By is an eigenvector for the action of c(a), the eigenvalue be
ing given by %y{a) = ai/oj. 

Thus M„ is a direct sum of eigenspaces. Each Xy- D* ^ i^* is a character, i.e. 
a homomorphism of D* into the multiplicative group of F. A general context 
will be given in Chapter VI, §6. 

25. For two matrices X,Ye M„{F), define [X, Y] = XY - YX. Let Ly. M„ -^ M„ 
denote the map such that Lx{Y) = [X, Y]. One calls Lx the bracket (or Lie) 
action of X on M„, and [X, Y] the Lie product of X and Y. 
(a) Show that for each X, the map Lx- Y i-^ [X, Y] is a linear map, satisfying 
the Leibniz rule for derivations, that is 

[X,lY,Z]] = llX,Y],Z] + [Y,[X,Z]]. 

(b) Let D„ be the vector space of diagonal matrices. For each H e D, show that 
Ey is an eigenvector of LH, with eigenvalue «,>(-//) = A, — hj (where Ai , . . . , / ;„ are 
the diagonal components of FPj. Show that oLy: D —> F is linear. It is called an 
eigencharacter of the bracket or Lie action. 
(c) For two hnear maps A,B of a vector space, define [A,B] = AB — BA. Show 
that L[x, Y] = [LX,LY], so L is also a homomorphism for the Lie product. 



The next two chapters are logically independent. A reader interested first 
in field theory can omit the next chapter. 

CHAPTER VI 

Some Linear Groups 

VI, §1. THE GENERAL LINEAR GROUP 

The purpose of this first section is to make you think of multiphcation 
of matrices in the context of group theory, and to work out basic exam
ples accordingly in the exercises. Except for the logic involved, this 
section could have been placed as exercises in Chapter I. 

Let R be any ring. We recall that the units of R are those elements 
ueR such that u has an inverse «~Mn /?. By definition, the units in the 
ring M„(K) are the invertible matrices, that is the n x n matrices A which 
have an inverse A~^. Such an inverse is an n x n matrix satisfying 

AA-' = A-^A = / „ . 

The set of units in any ring is a group, and therefore the invertible n x n 
matrices form a group, which we denote by 

GL„(X). 

This group is called the general linear group over K. If you know about 
determinants, you know that A is invertible if and only if det(^) # 0. 
Computing the determinant gives you an effective way of determining 
whether a matrix is invertible or not. 

VI, §1. EXERCISES 

1. Let AeGL„{K) and CeK". By the affine map determined by (A, C) we mean 
the map 

fA.c- ̂ " -" ^" s"ch that f^_c(X) = AX + C. 
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(a) Show that the set of all affine maps is a group, called the alfine group. 
We denote the affine group by G. 

(b) Show that GL„(X) is a subgroup. Is GL„{K) a normal subgroup? Proof? 
(c) Let Tc'. K" ->^ K" be the map Tc{X) = X + C. Such a map is called a 

translation. Show that the translations form a group, which is thus a 
subgroup of the affine group. Is the group of translations a normal sub
group of the affine group? Proof? 

(d) Show that the map fj,c i—> ^ is a homomorphism of G onto GL„(K). 
What is its kernel? 

2. Determine the period of the following matrices: 

(a) 

3. Let A, B be any n x n invertible matrices. Show that the periods of A and 
BAB~^ are the same. 

4. Let A he an n X n matrix. By an eigenvector X for A we mean an element 
XeK" such that there exists ceK satisfying AX = cX. If X ¥= 0 then c is 
called an eigenvalue of A. 
(a) If X is an eigenvector for A with eigenvalue c, show that X is also an 

eigenvector for every power A", where n is a positive integer. What is the 
eigenvalue of A" if A-X ¥-01 

(b) Suppose that A has finite (multiplicative) period. Show that an eigen
value c is necessarily a root of unity, that is c" = 1 for some positive 
integer n. 

5. Show that the additive group of a field K is isomorphic to the multiplicative 
group of matrices of type 

\ 
0 1 0 \ 

\ 0 0 1 1 
/ 1 0 0 / 

1 
(b) 

1 

/o / 
f 0 

0 
\ 
\ 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0' 

0 

1 

0, 

1 a 

0 1 

6. Let G be the group of matrices 

with aeK. 

'a b 

0 d 

with a, b, deK and ad ¥ 0. Show that the map 

is a homomorphism of G onto the product K* x K* (where K* is the 
multiplicative group of K). Describe the kernel. We could also view our 
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homomorphism as being into the group of diagonal matrices 

a 0 

^0 d 

which is isomorphic to K* x K*. 

1. A matrix N e M„{K) is called nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n such 
that N" = O. If Af is nilpotent, show that the matrix I + N is invertible. 
[Hint: Think of the geometric series.] 

8. (a) Let G = GQ be the group of 3 x 3 upper triangular matrices in a field K, 
consisting of all invertible triangular matrices 

' l l ^12 '^13 

T = I 0 fljZ ^̂ 23 
0 0 033^ 

SO fliifl22^33 5̂  0- L6t Gj be the set of matrices 

' l ai2 0,3. 

0 1 ^23 

vO 0 1 

Show that Gj is a subgroup of G, and that it is the kernel of the homo
morphism which to each triangular matrix T associates the diagonal 
matrix consisting of the diagonal elements of T. 

(b) Let G2 be the set of matrices 

Show that G2 is a subgroup of G .̂ 
(c) Generalize the above to the case of n x n matrices. 
(d) Show that the map 

2̂3 Ji-^ (ai2>a23) 

is a homomorphism of the group Gj onto the direct product 

K X K = K^. 

What is the kernel? 
(e) Show that the group G2 is isomorphic to K. 
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9. Let K be a vector space of dimension n over a field K. Let {V^,...,¥„} be a 
sequence of subspaces such that dim k] = ;' and such that V^aV^ + y. Let 
A:V-^V be a linear map. We say that this sequence of subspaces is a fan 
for A if/4KiC I/. 
(a) Let G be the set of all invertible linear maps of V for which {Ki,...,K„} is 

a fan. Show that G is a group. 
(b) Let G, be the subset of G consisting of all linear maps A such that 

Av = V for all ve Vj. Show that G, is a group. 
(c) By a fan basis we mean a basis {vi,...,v„} of V such that {t)!,...,^;} is a 

basis for Pj. Describe the matrix associated with an element of G with 
respect to a fan basis. Also describe the matrix associated with an 
element of G,. 

10. Let f be a finite field with q elements. What is the order of the group of 
diagonal matrices: 

/a 0\ 
(^) I n J ^^^^ a, deF, ad ^Q 

iO dj 
0 

, 0 fl, • • • - 1 

(b) I . . j with ai,...,a„eF, a,-^ 0 for all j 

,0 0 

11. Let f be a finite field with q elements. Let G be the group of upper tri
angular matrices 

(a) ("^' y ] and (b) ( 0 a^, a^ 

with OIJEF and fli [''22^33 ^ 0- What is the order of G in each case (a) and 
(b)? 

12. Let f be a finite field with q elements. Show that the order of GLjCF) is 
qiq' - ! ) ( < ? - 1). 

13. Let F be a finite field with q elements. Show that the order of GL„(F) is 

(q" ~ l)(q" -q)...{q"- q"'^) = q"*"-')/^ f ] (q' - 1). 

\_Hint: Let {fi,.. .,(;„} be a basis of F". Any element of GL„(f) viewed as a 
linear map of F" into itself is determined by its eflFect on this basis (Theorem 
1.2 of Chapter V), and thus the order of GL„(F) is equal to the number of 
all possible bases. If AeGL„(F), let Avi= w,. For Wj we can select any of 
the q" — 1 non-zero vectors in F". Suppose inductively that we have already 
chosen Wj,...,w, with r < n. These vectors generate a subspace of dimension 
r which has q' elements. For w, + i we can select any of the q" — (f elements 
outside of this subspace. The formula drops out.] 
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VI, §2. STRUCTURE OF GL^{F) 

Let 

\c d 

be a 2 X 2 matrix with components in a field F. We define the determi
nant 

det(a) = ad — be. 

You probably have already met determinants, but we won't use any 
properties which cannot be proved here directly by easy computations. 
In particular, by brute force, you can verify that if a, fS are two 2 x 2 
matrices, then 

det(a/9) = det(a) det(y?). 

Also verify: 

- 4 2 x 2 matrix a is invertible if and only if det(a) # 0. 

To do this, simply solve for the inverse matrix: 

a b\/x y\ _ n 0 
c d)\z w)~\0 1 

You will get two systems of two linear equations in two unknowns, 
which can be solved precisely when ad — be ^ 0. 

Let G = G L J C F ) be the group of invertible 2 x 2 matrices in F. 
From the above, we see that 

d e t : G L 2 ( F ) ^ F * 

is a homomorphism. We shall investigate its kernel in the next section. 
Here we note that this homomorphism is surjective, because the element 
asF* is the image of the matrix 

a 0 
0 1 

Recall that for any group G, the center of G is the subgroup Z con
sisting of all elements yeG such that ya = ay for all aeG. 

Lemma 2.L The center of GL2(f) is the group of sealar matrices 

1 with aeF*. 
0 a 
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Proof. Each scalar matrix al commutes with all matrices. Conversely, 
if a commutes with all matrices, show that a is a scalar matrix. For 
instance, use the commutation with matrices like 

0 I ) ' ( ! ? ) ' ^"d so forth. 

We leave the details as an exercise. 

Let Z be the center of GL2(F). We define the projective linear group 

P G L J C F ) = GL^iPyz = G/Z. 

Thus P G L J C F ) is the factor group of GLjCF) by its center. 

The Bruhat decomposition 

We let the (standard) Borel subgroup B of GLjCf) be the group of all 
matrices 

,1 with ad 7^0. 
0 dj 

Lemma 2.2. The Borel subgroup B is a maximal subgroup of G. That 
is, if H is a subgroup with B <^ H <^ G then H = B or H = G. 

The proof of this lemma will depend on an analysis of G as follows. 
Let 

0 r 

-1 Oj 

We let BTB be the set of all elements arP with oc, jieB. 

Lemma 2.3. There is a decomposition 

G = Bu BTB, 

and B, BxB have no elements in common. 

Proof. Let a, /?6B. Then a direct computation shows that 
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where x # 0. Since for all aeB we have 

'1 

it follows that at^ cannot be an element of B and conversely no element 
of B can be in BzB. Hence B n BTB is empty. Furthermore, given yeG, 
write 

y = • 

If c = 0 then yeB. If c / 0 then for some x e K we get 

/ I xWa ft\ /O b' 

\0 l)\c d)^\c d 

LetiS = ( J so jSeB. Then 

Since T^ = — / we get T " ' = — r, and —leB. Hence 

yer\-^Bcz BxB 

thus proving that G = BuBxB. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 

Now for the proof of Lemma 2.2 that 5 is a maximal subgroup of G. 
Let B ci H c G and B ^ H. By Lemma 2.3 there exists an element ysH 
such that 

y = at/?, with a, (ieB. 

Since H contains B, it follows that H also contains 

ByB = BxB. 

Hence H = G by Lemma 2.3. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 

VI, §2. EXERCISES 

1. Let F be a finite field. What is the order of PGLjCF)? 

2. Show that the center of GL„(F) is the group of scalar non-zero matrices. 

3. Let Z be the center of GL„(F). What is the order of PGL„(F), which is 
defined to be GL„(F)/Z? 
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4. Let F = Fj = Z/2Z be the field with 2 elements. The group GL2(F) is 
isomorphic to some group which you already have encountered. Which one? 
What about PGL^Cf)? 

5. Let f = F, = Z/3Z. The group PGLjif) is isomorphic to some group which 
you already have encountered. Which one? 

6. Let C be a primitive n-th root of unity, for instance [ = e^"''" in the complex 
numbers. Let G be the subgroup of all 2 x 2 matrices generated by the 
matrices 

0 1\ / C O 

1 oj "̂' ^ = (o c -

Show that G has order 2n. What is aza" '? 

7. Let C be a primitive n-th root of unity where n is an odd integer. Let G be 
the subgroup of all 2 x 2 matrices generated by the matrices 

w = i 1 and z = | 

Show that G has order 4n What is wzw'^1 

VI, §3. SL^CF) 

We define SLjCf) to be the kernel of the determinant map 

d e t : G L 2 ( f ) ^ F * . 

Thus SLjCf) consists of the matrices with determinant 1. It is a normal 
subgroup of GLjCf). The S stands for "special" and SLjCf) is called the 
special linear group. 

Lemma 3.1. The center of SLjCF) is ± I. 

This is proved just as for the center of GLjCF), using the commuta
tion rule with special matrices like 

> ') or C ' 
0 i ; \y I 

We leave the computation to the reader. 

We let P S L J C F ) = SL2(F)/Z where Z is the center of SLjCf). We call 
P S L J C F ) the projective special linear group. The main result of this sec
tion will be that if F has at least four elements, then PSLjCF) is a simple 
group. 
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Lemma 3.2. For x, yeF we let 

u(x) = ( \ and v(y) = ( ^ 

Then the set of matrices u{x) and v{y) for x, yeF generate SL2(f). 

Proof. Multiplication on the left by u{x) adds x times the second row 
to the first row. Multiplication of u{x) on the right adds x times the first 
column to the second column. And similarly for multiplication with v(y). 
Thus multiplication with elements u{x) and v(y) carries out row and 
column operations. By such multiplications, a given matrix in SLjCf) 
can be brought to diagonal form, that is 

a 0\ 

0 df 

and ad = 1, so d = a~^. Let w(a) = u(a)v{~a~^). Then 

v(-a-')w(a)wi-l)u(-l) = (^ ^ ° A 

thus concluding the proof that the elements u(x), v(y) generate SLjCf). 

As for GLjCf), we let Bg be the Borel subgroup of SLjiF), that is Bg 
is the group of matrices 

a b 

0 a-^ 

with aeF* and beF. Or in other words, 

Bs = Bn SLJCF). 

Lemma 3.3. SLjCf) = Bj u BgtBg, and Bg, B^tBg are disjoint. 

Proof The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.3 and will be left to 
the reader. 

Lemma 3.4. The Borel subgroup Bg is a maximal subgroup of SLjCf). 

Proof. Same as Lemma 2.2. 

Lemma 3.5. The intersection of all subgroups conjugate to Bg, that is 
all subgroups cuBgCn'^ with aeSLjCf), is the center of SL2(F). 
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Proof. Note that 
/ 0 1 

is an element of SLjCF). By a direct computation, you can see that 

T B T ^ I = B 

is the group of lower triangular matrices 

/jc 0 

and therefore that 

Bg n TBgT~ ^ ci subgroup of matrices in SLjCf) which are 
both upper and lower triangular. 

A matrix in SLjCf) which is both upper and lower triangular has the 
form 

^a 0 \ 
0̂ a-'r 

If we conjugate such a matrix by ( ) we get 

1 - l \ / a 0 \/l V _ 
" 0 a' 

If such a matrix lies in the intersection of all conjugates of Eg then we 
must have a — a~^ = 0 so a = a~^ and a^ = 1. This implies that the 
matrix is + I, thus proving the lemma. 

Let G be a group. By the commutator group G" we mean the group 
generated by all elements of the form 

afia-'p-' with a,j8eG. 

Lemma 3.6. / / F has at least four elements, then SLiiF) is equal to its 
own commutator group. 

Proof. Let 

^('') = (^ - , ) for aeF*. 
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We have the commutator relation 

sia)uib)s{ay^u{by^ = u(ba^ - b) = u(bia^ - 1)) 

for all aeF* and beF. Let G = SL^CF). Let G' be its commutator 
group, and let B^ be the commutator group of Bg. From the hypothesis 
that F has at least four elements, we can find an element a ^ 0 in F 
such that a^ ^ I, whence the commutator relation shows that 5 | is the 
group of all matrices 

1 with beF. 0 ij 

Denote this group by U. It follows that G" => V, and since G" is normal 
(prove this as an exercise), we get 

G'^TUT-' = 0, 

where U is the group of all matrices 

I with ceF. 
c IJ 

From Lemma 3.2 we conclude that G" = G, thus proving Lemma 3.6. 

Lemma 3.7. Let G = SLjCf). Let H be a normal subgroup of G. Then 
either H c Z (where Z is the center) or H ^ C^. 

Proof. Write B instead of Bg for simplicity. By the maximahty of B 
we must have 

HB = B or HB = G. 

If HB = B then H <^ B. Since H is normal, we conclude that H is con
tained in every conjugate of B, whence in the center by Lemma 3.5. On 
the other hand, suppose that HB = G. Write 

T = /̂? with heH and PeB. 
Then 

rUx-^ = 0 = hfiUp-^h'^ = hUh-"^ <= HU 

because H is normal, so HU = UH. Since € a HU and U, U generate 
G by Lemma 3.2, it follows that HU = G. Let 

f:G = HU^G/H = HU/H 
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be the canonical homomorphism. The f(h) = 1 for all hsH. Since U is 
commutative, it follows that /(G) = f(U) and that G/H is a homo-
morphic image of the commutative group U, whence G/H is abeHan. 
This implies that H contains G°, thus proving the lemma. 

Theorem 3.8. Let F be a field with at least four elements. Let Z be the 
center of SLjCf). Then SL2(F)/Z is simple. 

Proof Let G = SL2(f). Let 

g-.G^GIZ 

be the canonical homomorphism. Let H be a normal subgroup of G/Z 
and let 

H = g-\H). 

Then / / is a subgroup of G which contains the center Z. \i H = Z then 
H is just the unit element of GjZ. li H ^ Z then H = G by Lemma 3.7 
and Lemma 3.6 which says that G' = G. Hence H = G/Z. This con
cludes the proof 

VI, §3. EXERCISES 

Throughout Exercises 1, 2, 3, we let G = SLjCR) where R is the field of real 
numbers. 

1. Let H be the upper half plane, that is the set of all complex numbers 

z = X + iy 

with y >0. Let 

^ = (c . > ^ -

Define 
az + h 
cz + a 

Prove by explicit computation that a(z)6H and that: 
(a) If a, /SeG then oi{ji{z)) = (a.p)(z). 
(b) If a = ±7 then a(z) = z. 
In other words, we have defined an operation of SL2(R) on H, according to 
the definition of Chapter II, §8. 
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2. Given a real number 0, let 

/ cos 9 sin 6 

\̂  —sin^ cos (̂  

(a) Show that 9 i—» r{9) is a homomorphism of R into G. We denote by K 
the set of all such matrices r(9). So K is a subgroup of G. 

(b) Show that if a = r(9) then ai.(i) = i, where i = ^—l. 
(c) Show that if a e G, and a(0 = i then there is some 9 such that a = r(9). 
In the terminology of the operation of a group, we note that K is the isotropy 
group of i in G. 

3. Let A be the subgroup of G consisting of all matrices 

s(a) = I ̂  _, I with a > 0. 
a 0 

0 a 

(a) Show that the map a i—> s{a) is a homomorphism of R"̂  into G. Since this 
homomorphism is obviously injective, this homomorphism gives an imbed
ding of R^ into G. 

(b) Let U be the subgroup of G consisting of all elements 

/ I x\ 
u(x) = with xeR. 

Thus u I—> «(x) gives an imbedding of R into G. Then [//I is a subset of G. 
Show that UA is a subgroup. How does it differ from the Borel subgroup 
of G? Show that U is normal in UA. 

(c) Show that the map 

UA^H 
given by 

IS ^ m 

gives a bijection oi IIA onto H. 
(d) Show that every element of SLjCR) admits a unique expression as a 

product 

u{x)s(d)r{9), 

so in particular, G = UAK. 

4. Let G = GL2(f) where F = Z/3Z, and let V = F x F be the vector space of 
pairs of elements of F, having dimension 2 over F. 
(a) Show that G operates as a permutation group of the subspaces of V of 

dimension 1. How many such subspaces are there? 
(b) From (a), estabhsh an isomorphism G/ + 1 » S^ (where S4 is the symmetric 

group on 4 elements). 
(c) Establish an isomorphism SL2(Z/3Z)/+1 x A^, where A^ is the alternating 

subgroup of S4. 
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5. Let F be ci finite field of characteristic/?. Let U be the subgroup of GL„(f) con
sisting of upper triangular matrices whose diagonal elements are all equal to 1. 
Prove that V is a/;-Sylow subgroup of GL„{F). 

6. Again let F be a finite field of characteristic p. Prove that the p-Sylow subgroups 
of SL„(F) and GL„(F) are the same. 

7. Let A be a principal ring. By GL„{R) we mean the set of matrices with com
ponents in R such that the determinant is a unit in R. We assume that you 
know determinants from a course in linear algebra. Show that GL„(.R) is a 
group. 

8. Let (xi 1,. • •, xi„) be an «-tuple of elements in a principal ring R, and assume that 
they are relatively prime, that is, the ideal generated by them in i? is i? itself (the 
unit ideal). Show that there exist elements Xjj {i,j= 1,...,«) such that the ma
trix X = [Xy) is in GL„{R). Do this by induction, starting with n = 2. 

9. Let SL„{R) be the subset of GL„(J?) consisting of those matrices with determi
nant 1. Show that SL„(7?) is a subgroup. 

10. Let F be the quotient field of the principal ring R. Let B„(F) be the subset of 
GL„(i^) consisting of the upper triangular matrices (arbitrary on the diagonal, 
but non-zero determinant). Show by induction that 

GL„{F) = SL„{R)B„(F). 

[Hint: First do the case « = 2 using Exercise 8. Next let n > 2. Let X = {xij) be 
an unknown matrix in SL„(R), and let X,, be its bottom row. Let A\. ..,A" be 
the columns of a given matrix A e GL„{F). We want to solve for X„ • A' = 0 for 
/ = 1,...,« — 1, so that XA has its last row equal to 0 except for the lower right 
comer. Consider the 7?-module consisting of /^-vectors X„ satisfying these ortho-
gonaUty relations. It has a non-zero element, and by unique factorization it has 
an element X„ whose components are relatively prime. Use Exercise 8. For some 
A' e GL„_i(f), XA is a matrix with 0 in the bottom row except for the lower 
right hand corner, which is a unit in R. Use induction again to get a matrix 
Y e SL„_i (R) such that YA' is upper triangular. Conclude.] 

VI, §4. SL„(R) AND SL„(C) IWASAWA DECOMPOSITIONS 

Let F be a field. By SL„(/ ') we mean the group of K x « matrices with com
ponents in F, having determinant 1. We shall give decompositions valid 
over the real and complex numbers in terms of special subgroups. 

Let G = SL„(R). Note that the subset consisting of the two elements 
/ , - / is a subgroup. Also note that SL„(R) is a subgroup of the group 
GL„(R) (all real matrices with non-zero determinant). 

Let: 
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U = subgroup of upper triangular matrices with 1 's on the diagonal, 

u{x) 

( \ Xn ••• Xxn\ 

0 1 • • • X2n 
called unipotent. 

ai 

Vo 0 ... 1 / 

A = subgroup of positive diagonal elements: 

with a, > 0 for all /. 

V a„j 

K — subgroup of real unitary matrices k, satisfying 'k = k~^. 

Theorem 4.1 (Iwasawa decomposition). The product map U x A x K -^ G 
given by 

(M, a, k) 1-̂  uak 

is a bijection. 

Proof. Let e i , . . . ,e„ be the standard unit vectors of R" (vertical). Let 
Q = idij) s Cr. Then we have 

/ 0 \ 

get 

gu . . . g\n 

^ 0«1 • • • gn 

g\i 

0*'' =^gqi(^q-

V o / 
There exists an upper triangular matrix B = (by), so with by = 0 if / > j , 
such that 

bug^'^ = e[ 
bug^'^ + b22g^^^ =e' 

byg^'^ + b2jg<-'^ + • • • + bjjgU) 
^ ^ 7 

bi„g^'^+b2ng'-^^+ ••• +b„„g("'> •e„, 
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such that the diagonal elements are positive, that is bn,... ,b„„ > 0, and 
such that the vectors e[,... ,e'^ are mutually perpendicular unit vectors. Get
ting such a matrix B is merely applying the usual Gram Schmidt orthogon-
alization process, subtracting a linear combination of previous vectors to get 
orthogonality, and then dividing by the norms to get unit vectors. Thus 

j n n n n 

Let gB = k e K. Then kei = e-, so k maps the orthogonal unit vectors 
ei,... ,e„ to the orthogonal unit vectors e[,...,e'^. Therefore k is unitary, 
and g = kB^^. Then 

g~^ = Bk'^ and B = au 

where a is the diagonal matrix with a, = bu and u is unipotent, u = a~^B. 
This proves the surjection G = UAK. For uniqueness of the decomposition, 
if g( = uak = u'a'k', let M] = u~^u', so using g'g you get a^'u~[^ = u\a'^. 
These matrices are lower and upper triangular respectively, with diagonals 
a^,a'-^, so a = a', and finally MI = / , proving uniqueness. 

The elements of U are called unipotent because they are of the form 

u{X) ^I + X, 

where X is strictly upper triangular, and Z"+' = 0. Thus X = u - I is called 
nUpotent. Let 

GO yj OD yi 

e x p r = ^ — and log(/ + Z) = ^ ( - 1 ) ' + ' — . 

Let n denote the space of all strictly upper triangular matrices. Then 

exp: n -^ C/, Y ^^ exp Y 

is a bijection, whose inverse is given by the log series, Y = log(/ + X). Note 
that, because of the nilpotency, the exp and log series are actually polyno
mials, defining inverse polynomial mappings between U and n. The bijec
tion actually holds over any field of characteristic 0. The relations 

exp log(/ + X) = I + X and log exp Y = log(/ + X) = Y 

hold as identities of formal power series. Cf my Complex Analysis, Chapter 
II, §3, Exercise 2. 
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We now recall Chapter II, §8. 
Let X be a set. A bijective map a: X ^> X of X with itself is called a per

mutation. You can verify at once that the set of permutations of X is a 
group, denoted by Perm(Z). By an action of a group G on X we mean a 
map 

G X X —^ X denoted by {g, x) i—> gx, 

satisfying the two properties: 

If e is the unit element of G, then ex — x for all xe X. 
For all gi,g2 e G and xe X we have gi{gix) = (g\g2)x. 

This is just a general formulation of action, of which we have seen an exam
ple above. Given g e G, the map x ^^ gx oi X into itself is a permutation of 
X. You can verify this directly from the definition, namely the inverse per
mutation is given hy x^^ g~^x. Let (j{g) denote the permutation associated 
with g. Then you can also verify directly from the definition that 

9 ^ o-(g) 

is a homomorphism of G into the group of permutations of X. Conversely, 
such a homomorphism gives rise to an action of G on X. 

Let X e X. By the isotî opy group of x (in G) we mean the subset of ele
ments g e G such that gx — x. This subset is immediately verified to be a 
subgroup, denoted by Gx-

Geometi-ic interpretation in dimension 2 

Let H^ be the upper half plane of complex numbers z = x + 'iy with x, j e R 
and J > 0, _y = y{z). For 

a b 

c d 
eG = SL2(R) 

define 

g{z) — {az + b){cz + d) . 

It is routinely verified by computation that this defines an action of G on the 
upper half plane. Also note the property 

Ifg{z) = zfor allz eH^ then g — +1. 

In other words, the kernel of the action homomorphism G -^ Aut(H^) is the 
subgroup {± /} . 
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To see that if z e H^ then g{z) e H^ also, you will need to check the trans
formation formula 

\cz + a\ 

These statements are proved by easy brute force. 
Furthermore, by direct computation, you can verify: 

Theorem 4.2. The isotropy group ofi is K, i.e., K is the subgroup of ele
ments k e G such that k{i) — i. This is the group of matrices of the form 

cos 6 sin 6 

-sin 6 cos 6 

Or equivalently, a = d, c — —b, a^ + b-^ ~ I. 

For X 6 R and fli > 0, let 

u{x) = ( ^ ^ ) and « = ( 1' " ) with 02 = « i ' • 
1 x \ , / a] 0 
„ , and a = [ „ 
0 1 y V 0 02 

Kg — uak, then u{x){z) = z + x, so putting y = af, we get a(i) — yi, 

g{i) = uak{i) = ua{\) = y\ + x = x + \y. 

Thus G acts transitively, and we have a description of the action in terms of 
the Iwasawa decomposition and the coordinates of the upper half plane. 

Geometric interpretation in dimension 3 

We shall use the quaternions, whose elements are hnear combinations 

z = x\ + xii + XT]-\-x^k. with xi,X2,X3,X4 e R 

and i ^ = j ^ = k ^ = —1, ij = k, jk = i, k i = j ; also x e R commutes with 
i,j,k. Define 

Z = X\ — X2\ — X3J — X4k. 

Then 

ZZ ^ Xj -r X2 ~r X-̂  + X4, 

and we define |z| = {zz) 1/2 
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Let H^ be the upper half space consisting of elements z whose k-compo-
nent is 0, and X3 > 0, so we write 

z — xi + X2i + y\ with y > 0. 

Let G = SL2(C), so elements of G are matrices 

'a b' 
, , with a,b,c,d EC and ad — be = 1. 

c « / 

As in the case of H^, define 

g{z) = [az-\-b){cz + d)~^. 

Verify by brute force that if z e H^ then g{z) e H^, and that G acts on H^, 
namely the two properties listed in the previous example are also satisfied 
here. Since the quaternions are not commutative, we have to use the quo
tient as written {az + b){cz + dyK Also note that the j-coordinate transfor
mation formula for z e H^ reads the same as for H'̂ , namely 

> . ( , ( z ) ) = - i ^ . 
\cz + d\ 

For the Iwasawa decomposition, we use the groups: 

U = group of elements u{x) = ( „ , I with x eC; 

A = same group as before in the case of SL2(R); 
K = complex unitary group of elements k such that 'k = k'^. 

The group G — SL2(C) has the Iwasawa decomposition G = UAK. Each 
element of G has a unique decomposition g = uak with ue U, ae A, k e K. 

The previous proof works the same way, BUT you can verify directly: 

Theorem 4.3. The isotropy group Gj is K. 

If g = uak with u e U, a e A, k e K, u = u{x) and y = y{a), then 

Thus G acts transitively, and the Iwasawa decomposition also follows trivi
ally from this group action (see below). Thus the orthogonalization-type 
proof can be completely avoided. Of course, it can be similarly avoided for 
H^ and SL2(R), using x e R. 

Proof of the Iwasawa decomposition from the above two properties. Let 
g s G and ^(j) = x-\- y\. Let u — u{x) and a be such that y = ai/aj = a\. 
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Let g' = ua. Then by the second property, we get gt(j) = g'{\), so 
j = g~^g'{\)- By the first property, we get g^^g' = k for some k e K,'s>o 

g'k~^ = uak~^ = g, 

concluding the proof. 

We now come to the general case of SL„(C). 
Let G = SL„(C). Let: 

U — U{C) be the subgroup of elements I + Z such that Z is strictly upper 
triangular with components in C. 

D = subgroup of diagonal matrices. 
A = same A as for SL„(R), namely the subgroup of diagonal matrices 

with positive diagonal elements. 
K — subgroup of elements k such that 'k = k~^. Then K is also called the 

(complex) unitary subgroup. Its elements are called unitary. 

For g e G, define 

g = g-

You can verify directly and easily that 

{gigiT = 929\-

Note that K is the subgroup of G consisting of those elements k such that 
k* =k-K 

Let <•,•> be the standard hermitian scalar product on C", that is: if 
zeC", 

z ='{z\,... ,z„) and w ='{w\,... ,w„) with z/jW/eC, 

then 
n 

<Z,H'> = ^ Z , W , - . 

i=\ 

The element g* satisfies 

<g(z, w) = <z, 0*^) for all z, w e C " , 

so it is called the adjoint (which you should know from a course in linear 
algebra). 

We also have the Iwasawa decomposition, with the same A as in the real 
case, but complexified U and K, as follows. 

Theorem 4.4. Let G = SL„(C). Then with U,A,K defined as above, the 
product map 
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U xAxK-^ UAK = G 

gives a bijection with G. 

The proof is the same as in the real case, using orthogonalization with re
spect to the hermitian product. 

VI, §5. OTHER DECOMPOSITIONS 

The star operation is of course defined for all matrices. A complex nxn ma
trix Z is called hermitian if and only if Z = Z*. 

Let G = SL„(C). We define the quadratic map on G by 

g^ gg*-

Then gg* is hermitian positive definite, i.e., for every v e C", we have 
igg*v, v} ^ 0, and = 0 only if i; = 0. 

We denote by P = SPos„(C) the set of all hermitian positive definite n x n 
matrices with determinant 1. 

Theorem 5.1. The set P — SPos„(C) is the set of elements kak~^ with ae A 
and ke K, in other words, it is c{K)A [image of A under K-conjugation). 

Proof. We use a fact which you should have learned in a course on linear 
algebra, that a hermitian matrix can be diagonalized. In fact, if g is hermi
tian, then there exists a basis consisting of orthogonal unit vectors such that 
each basis vector is an eigenvector o{ g. An equivalent way of putting this is 
that there exists a unitary matrix k such that kgk~^ is diagonal. Since p is 
assumed positive definite, putting g = p, it follows that the diagonal ele
ments of kpk^^ are real positive. Conversely, let a e A, k e K. Write 
a = b^ with b e A. Then for any vector v, 

(kb^k-^v,v} = <bk-h,bk-hy > 0, 

which proves the positive definiteness, and the theorem. 

Theorem 5.2. Let p, q be hermitian and commute. Then there is a basis of 
C" consisting of vectors which are also eigenvectors for both p and q, i.e., 
p, q can be simultaneously diagonalized. 

Proof. Let E — C". There exists a basis of £" consisting of/)-eigenvectors. 
For each eigenvalue c of p, let Ec(p) be the c-eigenspace, that is, the sub-
space of eigenvectors with eigenvalue c. Then E is the direct sum of the sub-
spaces Ec{p), taken over the eigenvalues c {^0 since p is invertible). Di-
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rectly from the commutativity pq = qp, we see that q maps an eigenspace 
Ec{p) into itself, namely 

if pv = cv then pqv = qpv = qcv = cqv. 

Since q is hermitian, there is a basis {wi , . . . , Wr} of Ec{p) consisting of ei
genvectors of q. Thus p, q can be simultaneously diagonalized, as desired. 
By orthogonalization and multiplication by positive scalars, one can of 
course achieve that the basis is orthonormal. 

Corollary 5.3. Let p be hermitian positive definite. Then p has a unique 
square root in P. 

Proof We write E = @Ec{p) as a sum of eigenspaces as in the theorem. 
Let q^ = p, with ^ e P. Since q maps Ec{p) into itself, it suffices to prove 
that its restriction to Edp) is unique. Let {ui , . . . , Vm} be a basis of Edp) 
consisting of eigenvectors for q, so pvt = cvi and qvt = bjVi for all /. By the 
positive definiteness, we have c, bi real 0. From q^ = p we get bf = c, 
whence bi is the unique positive square root of c, thus proving the corollary. 

Theorem 5.4 (Cartan Decomposition). The quadratic map g i-^ gg* induces 
a bijection 

G/K -^ SPos„(C) = P. 

In fact, we have a product decomposition G = P ^ , each g e G having a 
unique product decomposition g — pk with p eP and k e K. 

Proof. Since by Corollary 5.3, every /> e P can be written as q^ with 
qeP, the quadratic map is surjective. For injectivity on G/K, suppose that 

g\g*\ =g2gl-

Then gf̂ 'ŝ i = glig^^)* = {gY^gi)*. Hence g^^g2 eK, so 32 ^giK, which 
proves the injectivity on G/K. By Theorem 5.1, given geG there exists 
k e K and b^ e A such that 

gg* = kb^k"^ = {kbk -\\2 

Let p = kbk~^. Then p eP and pp* = gg*, whence by the first part of the 
theorem, pK = gK, which proves G = PK. For the uniqueness, suppose 
Pik\ = piki. Taking the quadratic map yields p\ = Pj, and Corollary 5.3 
shows p\ = p2, whence ki = kj, thus proving the theorem. 

Theorem 5.5. The group G has the decomposition called polar 

G = KAK. 
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IfgeGis written as a product g = kibk2 with ki,k2 € K and b e A, then b 
is uniquely determined up to a permutation of the diagonal elements. 

Proof. From G^YK (Theorem 5.4) and P ^ c{K)A (Corollary 5.3), we 
get G = KAK. Then gg* = k\b^k~^^. Hence the roots of the characteristic 
polynomial oi gg* are the diagonal elements b^,... ,b^, uniquely determined 
up to a permutation. Then b\,... ,b„ are also uniquely determined up to a 
permutation, as was to be shown. 

The linear structure of the permutations of the diagonal elements will be 
further analyzed in the next section (Theorems 6.1 and 6.2). 

VI, §5. EXERCISES 

1. Verify in detail that Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 are valid for SL„(R), with exactly 
the same proofs, replacing "hermitian" by "symmetric" and using SPos„(R). For 
further results, cf for instance J. Jorgenson and S. Lang, Spherical Inversion on 
SL„(R), Chapter I and Chapter V, §2 (the Bruhat decomposition). That book 
gives an exposition on SL„ of what is usually regarded as more advanced topics. 
One sees how some algebraic structures are used as backdrop for analysis on cer
tain types of groups. 

2. Let Her = Her„(C) be the real vector space of hermitian « x « matrices, and 
Sk = Sk„(C) the real vector space of skew hermitian matrices, that is, matrices Z 
satisfying 'Z = —Z. Show that Mat„(C) is the direct sum Her + Sk. 

3. Let L be hermitian, and let v, v' be eigenvectors with distinct eigenvalues for L. 
Show that V, v' are orthogonal. 

VI, §6. THE CONJUGATION ACTION 

Let G be a group. The conjugation action of G on itself is defined for 

g,g' eG by 

It is immediately verified that the map g i-> c{g) is a homomorphism of G 
into Aut(G) (the group of automorphisms of G). Then G also acts on spaces 
naturally associated to G. We describe such spaces. 

Consider the special case when G = SL„(F) with a field F. Let: 

b = vector space of diagonal matrices diag{hi,... ,h„) with trace 0, 

n = vector space of strictly upper triangular matrices {hy) with hy = 0 if 
i ^ J-

'n = vector space of strictly lower triangular matrices, 
g = vector space of « x « matrices in Mat„(i^) with trace 0. 
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To denote the dependence on F, we may write h{F),\x{F),'\\{F), and 
g(F) = MF). 

We shall now use the diagonal group: 

D = group of diagonal matrices in F with determinant 1. 

Then g is the direct sum, 

(1) g = b + n4- 'n . 

Furthermore, D acts by conjugation on g. One can then decompose g into a 
direct sum of eigenspaces for this action as follows. Let ay: D -^ F* be the 
homomorphism (called a character) defined on a diagonal element 
a = diag(ai , . . . , a„) by 

fl** = ai/aj. 

Let Ey {i < j) be the matrix with jj-component 1 and all other components 
0. Then for a e Z), we have 

c{a)Eij = aEya"^ = {ai/aj)Eij = a^'^Ey 

by direct computation. Thus ay (written exponentially) is a homomor
phism of D into F*. The set of such homomorphisms will be called the set 
of regular characters, denoted by ^(n) . Note that n is the direct sum of the 
1-dimensional eigenspaces having basis Ey {i < j). We write 

(2) n= @ n,= 0 FE,, 
xeM{n) cr.eSt{n) 

where n^ is the subspace of elements X en such that aXa^^ = a^'X. We 
have similarly 

(3) 'n = e ( ' n ) _ , . 

Note that b is the 1-eigenspace for the conjugation action of D. 
If F = R or C, then instead of D and b, we may consider only the group A 

of diagonal matrices with positive diagonal elements, and a the real vector 
space of real matrices with trace 0. The regular characters are given by the 
same formula as above. 

We have expressed g as a direct sum of eigenspaces. Over the arbi
trary field F, these eigenspaces can be taken to have dimension 1. This is 
clear from (2) and (3) for n and 'n. For b itself, basis elements of any basis 
will do. The usual, and most natural basis, consists of the elements 
{Hi,...,H„^i) where 

//, = d i ag (0 , . . . , 0 , l „ -L+ , , 0 , . . . , 0 ) . 
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By an algebra we mean a vector space with a bilinear map into itself, 
called a product. We make g into an algebra by defining the Lie product of 
X,Y eQtohe 

[X, Y]=XY- YX. 

It is immediately verified that this product is bilinear but not associative. We 
call g the Lie algebra of G. Let the space of linear maps of g into itself be 
denoted by End(g), whose elements are called endomorphisms of g. By defi
nition the regular representation of g on itself is the map 

g -> End(g) 

which to each X e ^ associates the endomorphism L{X) of g such that 

L{X){Y) = [X,Y]. 

Note that X H-+ L{X) is a linear map. We also write Lx for L{X). 
Verify the derivation property for all 7, Z e g, 

Lx[Y,Z]^[LxY,Z] + [Y,LxZ]. 

Using only the bracket notation, this looks like 

[X,[Y,Z]] = [[X,YIZ] + [Y,[X,Z]]. 

We use a also to denote the additive hnear character on b given on a di
agonal matrix H — diag(/!i, ...,/!„) by 

ce.ij{H) = hi — hj so a,y: h -^ F. 

This is the additive version of the multiplicative character previously consid
ered multiplicatively on D. Then each n^ is also the a-eigenspace for the ad
ditive character a, namely for H eb, WQ have 

which you can verify at once from the definition of multiplication of ma
trices. 

We let Nor{Z>) be the normalizer of D in G, that is, the subgroup of ele
ments g e G such that gDg"^ = D. We let Cen(D) be the centralizer of D, 
i.e. g e G such that gzg~^ = z for all z e D. Verify that Cen(D) is normal in 
Nor(Z)). 
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Theorem 6.1. For g e Nor(Z)), conjugation c{g) restricted to D permutes 
the diagonal elements. The map g i-̂  c{g) induces an isomorphism of 
Nor(Z))/Cen(Z)) with the permutation group of the diagonal. 

Proof. The characteristic polynomial is P{t) = Y[{t - z,), where z i , . . . , z„ 
are the diagonal elements. It is unchanged under conjugation, so we get an 
injection of Nor(Z))/Cen(Z)) into the permutation group. To show the sur-
jectivity, you have to prove that given a permutation, there is gf e Nor(Z)) 
such that c(gf) induces the permutation. Do this as an exercise. 

Actually, you may want to work out Theorem 6.1 first in the case F = R, 
G = SL„(R), in which case we can use A instead of D. Thus we now let M' 
be the subgroup of K consisting of the matrices which normalize A, that is k 
such that kAk^^ = A. Then we let M be the centralizer of A in K. The 
group M'/M is called the Weyl group. 

Theorem 6.2. Elements of the Weyl group act as a group of permutations 
of the diagonal elements. For k e M', let Wk be the corresponding permuta
tion. Then k^^ Wk gives an isomorphism 

W = M'/M A Permutation group of the diagonal. 

Proof. Exercise. 

You will find that the "permutation matrices" have components which 
are 0 or +1, and can then be used over any field F of any characteristic. 
Check the case n — 2 first. You can see the exercise worked out in Jorgen-
son-Lang, Spherical Inversion on SL„(R), Springer Verlag 2001, Chapter III, 
Theorem 3.4. 

VI, §6. EXERCISES 

1. A diagonal n x « matrix H is called regular if its diagonal elements are dis
tinct. Let X e Mat„(F) (with a field F). li X commutes with one regular H, 
show that X is diagonal. Note that H is regular if and only if «(//) # 0 for all reg
ular characters a. 

2. Let F = 'R, and K the real unitary subgroup of SL„(R). Let M be the subgroup of 
K consisting of elements commuting with all elements of a, that is, the centralizer 
of o in K. Then M consists of the diagonal matrices with +1 on the diagonal. 

3. Prove Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. Do it first when « = 2. Then for arbitrary n, deter
mine the matrix inducing the transposition of A, and /!,+i in a diagonal matrix 
diag(/!i,...,/i„). 



CHAPTER VII 

Field Theory 

VII, §1. ALGEBRAIC EXTENSIONS 

Let F be a subfield of a field E. We also say that E is an extension of F 
and we denote the extension by E/F. Let f be a field. An element a in 
some extension of F is said to be algebraic over F if there exists a 
non-zero polynomial / 6 Fl^tl such that /(a) = 0, i.e. if a satisfies a 
polynomial equation 

fl„a" + ••• + UQ = 0 

with coefficients in F, not all 0. If f is a subfield of E, and every 
element of E is algebraic over F, we say that E is algebraic over F. 

Example 1. If â  = 2, i.e. if a is one of the two possible square roots 
of 2, then a is algebraic over the rational numbers Q. Similarly, a cube 
root of 2 is algebraic. Any one of the numbers e^"'/" (with n integer ^ 1) 
is algebraic over Q, since it is a root of t" — 1. It is known (but hard to 
prove) that neither e nor it is algebraic over Q. 

Let E be an extension of F. We may view £ as a vector space over F. 
We shall say that £ is a finite extension if £ is a finite dimensional vector 
space over £. 

Example 2. C is a finite extension of R, and {1, i} is a basis of C over 
R. The real numbers are not a finite extension of Q. 

Theorem l.L If E is a finite extension of F, then every element of E is 
algebraic over F. 
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Proof. The powers of an element a of E, namely 1, a, oc^,...,oi" cannot 
be linearly independent over F, if n > dim E. Hence there exist elements 
UQ,...,a„eF not all 0 such that a„(x" + ••• + a^ = 0. This means that a is 
algebraic over F. 

Proposition 1.2. Let a be algebraic over F. Let J be the ideal of 
polynomials in f [f] of which a is a root, i.e. polynomials f such that 
/ (a ) = 0. Let p(t) be a generator of J, with leading coefficient 1. Then 
p is irreducible. 

Proof Suppose that p = gh with deg g < deg p and deg h < deg p. 
Since p(a) = 0, we have g{a) = 0 or h{a) = 0. Say g(o(.) = 0. Since 
deg g < deg p, this is impossible, by the assumption on p. 

The irreducible polynomial p (with leading coefficient 1) is uniquely 
determined by a in F[t], and will be called the irreducible polynomial of 
a over F. Its degree will be called the degree of a over F. We shall 
immediately give another interpretation for this degree. 

Theorem 1.3. Let a be algebraic over F. Let n be the degree of its irre
ducible polynomial over F. Then the vector space generated over F by 
1, a,...,a"~^ is a field, and the dimension of that vector space is n. 

Proof. Let / be any polynomial in F[f\. We can find q, reF[t] such 
that f = qp + r, and deg r < deg p. Then 

/ (a ) = q{a)p{oi) + r(a) = r{a). 

Hence if we denote the vector space generated by 1, a,. . . ,a"~' by E, we 
find that the product of two elements of E is again in E. Suppose that 
/ (a ) # 0. Then / is not divisible by p. Hence there exist polynomials 
g, / j e f [ t ] such that 

gf+hp= 1. 

We obtain g{<x)f{a) + h{a)p{a) = 1, whence g{oC)f{ix) = 1. Thus every non
zero element of E is invertible, and hence £ is a field. 

The field generated by the powers of a over F as in Theorem 1.3 will 
be denoted by F(oC). 

If £ is a finite extension of £, we denote by 

[ £ : £ ] 

the dimension of £ viewed as vector space over F, and call it the degree 
of £ over F. 
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Remark. If [ £ : F] = 1 then E = F. Proof? 

Theorem 1.4. Let E^ be a finite extension of F, and let £3 be a finite 
extension of E^. Then £2 '•̂  <̂  finite extension of F, and 

IE,: £] = IE,: £ J [ £ , : £]. 

Proof. Let {«!,...,«„} be a basis of £1 over f, and {jSj,...,/?„} a basis 
of £ , over El. We prove that the elements {ociPj} form a basis of E, 
over F. Let v be an element of E,. We can write 

j 

with some elements WjeE^. We write each Wj as a linear combination of 
«!,...,«„ with coefficients in F, say 

Substituting, we find 

j i 

Hence the elements a,/?^ generate E, over F. Assume that we have a 
relation 

J i 

with XijGF. Thus 

From the linear independence of /?i,...,^„ over £1, we conclude that 

for each 7, and from the linear independence of «!,...,«„ over £ we con
clude that Xij = 0 for all i, j as was to be shown. 

Let a, j9 be algebraic over f. We suppose a, /? are contained in some 
extension £ of £. Then a fortiori, P is algebraic over £(a). We can form 
the field £(a)(jS). Any field which contains £ and a, )9, will contain F(a)(P). 
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Hence F(a)(/?) is the smallest field containing F and both a, p. Further
more, by Theorem 1.4, F{(x)(P) is finite over F, being decomposed in the 
inclusions 

F <= F{a) c F(a)(j5). 

Hence by Theorem 1.1, the field F(a){P) is algebraic over F and in 
particular afi and a + fi are algebraic over F. Furthermore, it does not 
matter whether we write F{a){fi) or F(j8)(a). Thus we shall denote this 
field by F(a, P). 

Inductively, if «!, . . . ,a^ are algebraic over F, and contained in some 
extension of F, we let F(ai , . . . ,aJ be the smallest field containing F and 

It can be expressed as f(ai)(a2)--(ar). It is algebraic over F by 
repeated applications of Theorem 1.4. We call it the field obtained by 
adjoining «!,...,«, to F, and we say that F(ai , . . . ,aJ is generated by 
oci,... ,ar over F, or that KJ, ... ,a, are generators over F. 

If S is a set of elements in some field containing F, then we denote by 
F{S) the smallest field containing S and F. If, for instance, S consists of 
elements «!, a j , a s , . . . , then F{S) is the union of all the fields 

UF(ai , ...,a,). 

Let n„ be the group of n-th roots of unity in some extension of F. Then 
we shall often consider the field 

F{\i„). 

Since }i„ is cyclic by Theorem 1.10 of Chapter IV, it follows that if C is a 
generator of (i„, then 

Fivin) = m-

Remark. An extension E of F can be algebraic without its being finite. 
This can happen of course only if E is generated by an infinite number 
of elements. For instance, let 

£ = Q(2 l ' ^2 ' / ^ . . . , 2 l ^ . . . ) , 

so E is obtained by adjoining all the «-th roots of 2 for all positive 
integers n. Then E is not finite over Q. 

Warning. We have just used the notation 2^'" to denote an n-th root 
of 2. Of course, we can mean the real n-th root of 2, and one usually 
means this real root. You should know that in the complex numbers. 
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there are other elements a such that a" = 2, and these also have a right 
to be called n-th roots of 2. Therefore in general, I strongly advise 
against using the notation a''" to denote an «-th root of an element a in 
a field, because such an element is not uniquely determined. One should 
use a letter, for instance a, to denote an element whose n-th power is a, 
that is a" = a. The totality of such elements can be denoted by aj, ...,a„. 

Whenever we have a sequence of extension fields 

we call such a sequence a tower of fields. One could express Theorem 1.4 
by saying that: 

The degree is multiplicative in towers. 

We could call the field E = Q(2^'\2^'\... ,2^'",...) an infinite tower, 
defined by the sequence of fields 

Q cz Q(2'/2) c Q(2i/2, 2''') c Q(2'/2, 2''\ 2'^*) c • - •. 

We now return to possibly infinite algebraic extensions in general. 
Let A be the set of all complex numbers which are algebraic over Q. 

Then ^ is a field which is algebraic over Q but is not finite over Q. 
(Exercise 16). 

We define a field A to be algebraically closed if every polynomial of 
degree ^ 1 with coeflficients in A has a root in A. It follows that if / is 
such a polynomial, then / has a factorization 

/(t) = c ( t - a , ) - - - ( t - a „ ) 

with c # 0 and «!, . . . ,a„ G A. 
Let F be a field. By an algebraic closure of F we mean a field A which 

is algebraically closed and algebraic over F. We shall prove later that an 
algebraic closure exists, and is uniquely determined up to isomorphism. 

Example. It will be proved later in this book that the complex 
numbers C are algebraically closed. The set of numbers in C which are 
algebraic over Q form a subfield, which is an algebraic closure of Q. 

Let Fj , F2 be extensions of a field F, and suppose that E^, Fj '̂ ''̂  
contained in some larger field K. By the composite F iF j we mean the 
smallest subfield of K containing Fj and F2. This composite exists, and 
is the intersection of all subfields of K containing Fj and F j . Since there 
is at least one such subfield, namely K itself, the intersection is not 
empty. If F^ = F(a) and E^ = F{P) then F jF j = F(a, P). 
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Remark. If E^, £2 are not contained in some larger field, then the 
notion of "composite" field does not make sense, and we don't use it. 
Given a finite extension £ of a field F, there may be several ways this 
extension can be embedded in a larger field containing F. For instance, 
let E = Q{oi) where a is a root of the polynomial t^ — 2. Then there are 
three ways E can be embedded in C, as we shall see later. The element a 
may get mapped on the three roots of this polynomial. Once we deal 
with subfields of C, then of course we can form their composite in C. We 
shall see in Chapter IX that there are other natural fields in which we 
can embed finite extensions of Q, namely the "p-adic completions" of Q. 
A priori, there is no natural intersection between such a p-adic comple
tion and the real numbers, except Q itself. 

Let El, £2 be finite extensions of F, contained in some larger field. 
We are interested in the degree [£, £2: £] . Suppose that £1 n £2 = £. 
It does not necessarily follow that [£i£2:£2] = [ £ i : F ] . 

Example. Let a be the real cube root of 2, and let /? be a complex 
cube root of 2, that is a = l^fi, where C = e^"''^ for example. Let 
£1 = Q(a) and £2 = QH^). Then 

£1 n £2 = Q 

because [ £ i : £ i n £ 2 ] divides 3 by Theorem 1.4, and cannot equal 1 
since E^ # £2- Hence by Theorem 1.4, [£i n £2: Q] = 1, so £1 n £2 = Q. 
Note that 

£i£2 = Q(a,i3) = Q ( a , V - 3 ) 

as you can verify easily since 

c = 
1 + 

We have [ £ i : Q ] = [£2:Q] = 3, and [ £ i £ 2 : £ i ] = 2. However, as you 
will see in Exercise 12, this dropping of degrees cannot occur if [ £ i : Q ] 
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and [£2: Q] are relatively prime. But the dropping of degrees is 
compatible with a general fact: 

Proposition 1.5. Let E/F be a finite extension, and let F' be any 
extension of F. Suppose that E, F' are contained in some field, and let 
EF' he the composite. Then 

IEF':F''\ g [ £ : F ] . 

Proof. Exercise 11. Write E = F(ai, ....a^) and use induction. The field 
diagram illustrating the proposition is as follows. 

Because of the similarity of the diagram with those in plane geometry, 
one calls the extension EF'/F' the translation of E/F over F'. Sometimes, 
F is called the base field of the extension E/F, in which case the extension 
EF'/F' is also called the base change of E/F over F'. 

We have now met three basic constructions of field extensions: 

Translation of an extension. 
Tower of extensions. 
Composite of extensions. 

We shall find these constructions occurring systematically through the 
rest of field theory, in various contexts. 

So far, we have been dealing with arbitrary fields. We now come to a 
result for which it is essential to make some restrictions. Indeed, let K be 
a field and let /(t) e K[t] be a polynomial. We have seen how to define 
the derivative /'(£). If K has characteristic p, then this derivative may be 
identically zero. For instance, let 

m = t". 

Then / has degree p, and f'{t) = pt"'^ = 0 because p = 0 in K. Such a 
phenomenon cannot happen in characteristic 0. 

Theorem 1.6. Let F be a subfield of an algebraically closed field A of 
characteristic 0. Let f be an irreducible polynomial in £[(]• ^^t 
n = deg / ^ 1. Then f has n distinct roots in A. 
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Proof. We can write 

f{t) = a„{t~cc,)---{t-<x„) 

with a, e A. Let a be a root of / It will suffice to prove that a has 
multiplicity 1. We note that / is the irreducible polynomial of a over F. 
We also note that the formal derivative / ' has degree < n. (Cf. Chapter 
IV, §3.) Hence we cannot have / ' (a) = 0, because / ' is not the zero poly
nomial (immediate from the definition of the formal derivative—the 
leading coefficient o f / ' is na„ ̂  0). Hence a has multiplicity 1 by Theorem 
3.6 of Chapter IV. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 

Remark. The same proof applies to the following statement, under a 
weaker hypothesis than characteristic zero. 

Let F be any field and f an irreducible polynomial in f [f] of degree 
n ^ 1. / / the characteristic is p and p Jf n, then every root of f has 
multiplicity 1. 

VII, §1. EXERCISES 

1. Let â  = 2. Show that the field Q(a) is of degree 2 over Q. 

2. Show that a polynomial (f — a)^ + h^ with a, b rational, 6 5̂  0, is irreducible 
over the rational numbers. 

3. Show that the polynomial t̂  — p is irreducible over the radonal numbers for 
each prime number p. 

4. What is the degree of the following fields over Q? Prove your assertion. 
(a) Q(a) where or" = 2 
(b) Q(a) where cr" = p (prime) 
(c) Q(o() where a is a root of r̂  — J — 1 
(d) Q(a, jS) where a is a root of t̂  — 2 and /? is a root of f̂  — 3 
(e) Q(V^, Ji). 

5. Show that the cube root of unity C = e^"''̂  is the root of a polynomial of 
degree 2 over Q. Show that Q(C) = Q ( V ^ ) . 

6. What is the degree over Q of the number cos(27r/6)? Prove your assertion. 

7. Let F be a field and let a,beF. Let a} = a and /?̂  = b. Assume that 
a, /( have degree 2 over F. Prove that F(ix) = F(/f) if and only if there exists 
ceF such that a = c^b. 

8. Let £1, £2 be two extensions of a field F. Assume that [£2:f] = 2, and that 
£1 n £2 = £. Let £2 = F{oc). Show that £i(a) has degree 2 over £j. 

9. Let a' = 2, let C be a complex cube root of unity, and let /? = fa. What is the 
degree of Q(a, jS) over Q? Prove your asserdon. 
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10. Let £; have degree p over F and Ej have degree p' over F, where p, p' are 
prime numbers. Show that either E-^ = Ej or E^ n Ej = F. 

11. Prove Proposition 1.5. 

12. Let £i , £2 be finite extensions of a field F, and assume E^, £2 contained in 
some field. If [E^: £] and [£3 : £ ] are relatively prime, show that 

[E i£2 : f ] = [ £ , : £ ] [ E 2 : £ ] and [E,E,: E,-] = IE,:FI 

In Exercises 13 and 14, assume F has characteristic 0. 

13. Let £ be an extension of degree 2 of a field F. Show that £ can be written 
E(a) for some root a of a polynomial t^ — a, with aeF. \^Hint: Use the 
high school formula for the solution of a quadratic equation.] 

14. Let t^ + bt + c he a. polynomial of degree 2 with h, c in £. Let a be a root. 
Show that £{«) has degree 2 over £ if b^ — 4c is not a square in F, and 
otherwise, that £(a) has degree 1 over £, i.e. aeF. 

15. Let aeC, and a 51̂  0. Let a be a root of (" — a. Show that all roots of t" — a 
are of type (a, where ( is an n-th root of unity, i.e. 

^ = 6^"''"", k = 0 , . . . , n - l . 

16. Let yl be the set of algebraic numbers over Q in the complex numbers. Prove 
that A is & field. 

17. Let £ = £(«) where a is algebraic over F, of odd degree. Show that 
£ = £(o!̂ ). 

18. Let a, /? be algebraic over the field £. Let / be the irreducible polynomial of 
a over F, and let g be the irreducible polynomial of yS over F. Suppose deg / 
and deg g are relatively prime. Show that g is irreducible over f (a). 

19. Let a, /J be complex numbers such that â  = 2 and /J'*̂  = 3. What is the 
degree of Q(a, /?) over Q? Prove your assertion. 

20. Let £ = QCv'3] be the set of all elements a + byjl>, where a, b are rational 
numbers. 

(a) Show that £ is a field and that 1, ^ 3 is a basis of £ over Q. 

(b) Let 
/O 3 

M = 
U 0 

, /3 0' 
Show that M^ = 

l o 3 
(c) Let I = I2 be the unit 2 x 2 matrix. Show that the map 

a + 6 ^ 3 h^ a/ + bM 

is an isomorphism of £ onto the subring of Mat2(Q) generated by M over 
Q 
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21. Let a be a root of the polynomial t ' + t̂  + 1 over the field F = Z/2Z. What 
is the degree of a over F"} Prove your assertion. 

22. Let t be a variable and let K = C(t) be the field of rational functions in t. Let 
f{X) = X" — t for some positive integer n. Let a be a root of / in some field 
containing C(f). What is the degree of K{ix) over K^ Prove your assertion. 

23. Let F be a field and let / be transcendental over F, that is, not algebraic over F. 
Let X e F{t) and suppose x$ F. Prove that F{t) is algebraic over F{x). If you 
express x as a quotient of relatively prime polynomials, x = f{t)/g{t), how 
would you describe the degree [F{t) : F{x)\ in terms of the degrees of / and gl 
Prove all assertions. 

24. Let F be a field and p(t) an irreducible polynomial in F[t]. Let g(t) be an 
arbitrary polynomial in Flf]. Suppose that there exists an extension field E 
of F and an element a 6 £ which is a root of both p(f) and g(t). Prove that 
fit) divides (̂f) in F[t]. Is this conclusion still true if we do not assume p(f) 
irreducible? 

VII, §2. EMBEDDINGS 

Let f be a field, and L another field. By an embedding of F in L, we 
shall mean a mapping 

a:F-^L 

which is a ring-homomorphism. Since (T(1) = 1 it follows that a is not 
the zero mapping. If x e F and x # 0 then 

xx~ ' = 1 => (T(x)<r(x)~^ = 1, 

so ff is a homomorphism both for the additive group of F and the 
multiplicative group of non-zero elements of F. Furthermore, the kernel 
of (T viewed as homomorphism of the additive group is 0. It follows that 
a is injective, i.e. CT(X) # (T{y) if x # y. This is the reason for caUing a an 
embedding. We shall often write ax instead of ff(x), and GF instead of 
ff(F). 

An embedding a: F -> F' is said to be an isomorphism if the image of 
a is F'. (One should specify an isomorphism of fields, or a field-
isomorphism but the context will always make our meaning clear.) If 
CT: f ^ L is an embedding, then the image aF of F under a is obviously 
a subfield of L, and thus a gives rise to an isomorphism of F with aF. 
\[ a: F ^ F' is an isomorphism, then one can define an inverse isomor
phism (T~^:F'-yF in the usual way. 

Let / ( t ) be a polynomial in f [ t ] - Let a: F-* L be an embedding. 
Write 
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We define af to be the polynomial 

af{t) = a{a„)f + • • • + aia^). 

Then it is trivially verified that for two polynomials / , g in F[t], we have 

('if +g) = af + ag and (j(fg) = {af){(jg). 

If p(t) is an irreducible polynomial in f [t], then ap is irreducible over 
aF. 

This is an important fact. Its proof is easy, for if we have a factorization 

ap = gh 

over af, then 

p = <T"Vp = {(j~^g)ia~^h) 

has a factorization over F. 
Let f(t) e f [f]> and let a be algebraic over F. Let a: F(a) -> L be an 

embedding into some field L. Then 

(afXaa) = a(f(a)). 

This is immediate from the definition of an embedding, for if f{t) is as 
above, then 

/ ( « ) = a„a" + ••• + Uo, 

whence 

(*) (^(/(a)) = ff(a„)ff(a)" + • • • + '̂ (ao)-

In particular, we obtain two important properties of em beddings: 

Property 1. If oc is a root off, then a{a) is a root of af. 

Property 2. / / a is an embedding of F(a) whose effect is known on F and 
on a, then the effect of a is uniquely determined on F{o(.) by (*). 

Let a.F^L be an embedding. Let E be an extension of F. An em
bedding T. E-* L is said to be an extension of a if T(X) = a(x) for all 
xeF. We also say that a is a restriction of t to F, or that i is over a. 

Let E be an extension of F and let a be an isomorphism, or 
embedding of E which restricts to the identity on F. Then a is said to be 
an isomorphism or embedding of E over F. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let a: F -* L be an embedding. Let p(t) be an irreducible 
polynomial in F\_t'\. Let a be a root of p in some extension of F, and let 
P be a root of ap in L. Then there exists an embedding T:F{a)-*L 
which is an extension of a, and such that la = fi. Conversely, every 
extension x of a to F{ai) is such that xa is a root of ap. 

Proof. The second assertion follows from Property 1. To prove the 
existence of T, let / be any polynomial in F[t], and define T on the 
element /(a) to be [af){p). The same element /(a) has many representa
tions as values gr(a), for many polynomials g in F{t]. Thus we must show 
that our definition of T does not depend on the choice of / . Suppose 
that f,geF[f\ are such that /(a) = g{a). Then ( / — g){a) = 0. Hence 
there exists a polynomial h in F\f\ such that f — g = ph. Then 

o-f=(yg + i<^p)(oh). 
Hence 

(af){P) = (agXP) + {ap)(P)-(ahm 

= ('^gXPy 

This proves that our map is well defined. We used that fact that p is 
irreducible in an essential way! It is now a triviality to verify that T is 
an embedding, and we leave it to the reader. 

Special case. Suppose that a is the identity on F, and let a, fS be two 
roots of an irreducible polynomial in f [ f ] . Then there exists an 
isomorphism 

T:F{X)-^F(P) 

which is the identity of F and which maps a on jS. 

There is another way of describing the isomorphism in Theorem 2.1, 
or the special case. 

Let p{t) be irreducible in f [t]. Let a be a root of p in some field. 
Then (p) is the kernel of the homomorphism 

which is the identity on F and maps f on a. Indeed, p(a) = 0 so p{t) is in 
the kernel. Conversely, if f{t) e F[f] and /(a) = 0 then p \ f otherwise the 
greatest common divisor of p, f is 1 since p is irreducible, and 1 does not 
vanish on a, so this is impossible. Hence we get an isomorphism 

(7:F[t]/(p)^i^(a). 
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Similarly, we have an isomorphism T: f [f]/(p) -^ F(l^). The isomorphism 

TO-"':F(a)^F(/J) 

maps a on /? and is the identity on F. We can represent iff ' as in the 
following diagram. 

F(a)<lF[t]/(p)^F(/i). 

So far, we have been given a root of the irreducible polynomial in 
some field. The above presentation suggests how to prove the existence 
of such a root. 

Theorem 2.2. Let F he a field and p{t) an irreducible polynomial of 
degree ^ 1 in F\f\. Then there exists an extension field E of F in which 
p has a root. 

Proof The ideal (p) in F[£] is maximal, and the residue class ring 

Fmiip) 

is a field. Indeed, if /(f) e F[f] and p Jf / , then (/, p) = 1 so there exist 
polynomials g{t), h{t) e F[J] such that 

gf+hp= 1. 

This means that gfs 1 mod p, whence fmodp is invertible in F[t]/(p). 
Hence every non-zero element of F[t^/(p) is invertible, so F[f]/(p) is a 
field. This field contains the image of F under the homomorphism which 
to each polynomial assigns its residue class mod p(t). Since a field has 
no ideals other than (0) and itself, and since 1 ^ 0 mod p{t) because 
deg p ^ 1, we conclude that the natural homomorphism 

a:F^ F[t]/(p(0) 

is an injection. Thus F[t]/(p(t)) is a finite extension of aF. If we then 
identify F with CTF, we may view F[t]/(p(f)) as a finite extension of F 
itself, and the polynomial p has a root a in this extension, which is equal 
to the residue class of t mod p(t). Thus we have constructed an extension 
£ of F in which p has a root. 

In the next section, we shall show how to get a field in which "all" the 
roots of a polynomial are contained, in a suitable sense. 

Theorem 2.3 (Extension Theorem). Let E be a finite extension of F. 
Let a: F ^ A be an embedding of F into an algebraically closed field A. 
Then there exists cm extension of a to an embedding a: E -* A. 
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Proof. Let £ = f(Xi,...,a„). By Theorem 2.1 there exists an extension 
fXi of a to an embedding (T^: F ( 3 ( [ ) - » / 1 . By induction on the number of 
generators, there exists an extension of o-j to an embedding a: E -^ A, as 
was to be shown. 

Next, we look more closely at the embeddings of a field F(a) over F. 
Let a be algebraic over F. Let p(t) be the irreducible polynomial of a 

over F. Let ai,.. . ,a„ be the roots of p. Then we call these roots the 
conjugates of a over F. By Theorem 2.1, for each a,, there exists an 
embedding <T( of F(a) which maps a on a,, and which is the identity on F. 
This embedding is uniquely determined. 

Example 1. Consider a root a of the polynomial t^ — 2. We take a to 
be the real cube root of 2, written a = ^2. Let 1, C, Ĉ  be the three cube 
roots of unity. The polynomial t^ — 2 is irreducible over Q, because it 
has no root in Q (cf. Exercise 2 of Chapter IV, §3). Hence there exist 
three embeddings of Q(a) into C, namely the three embeddings c,, (72> "'s 
such that 

ay(x = a, 02^ = Ca, O301 = C^a. 

Example 2. If a = 1 + ^2, there exist two embeddings of Q(a) into C, 

namely those sending a to 1 + y/2 and 1 — s/2 respectively. 

Example 3. Let F be a field of characteristic p, and let ae F. Consider 
the polynomial f — a. Suppose a is a root of this polynomial in some 
extension field E. Then a is the only root; there is no other root, because 

(t - a)" = t" - a" = t" - a, 

and we apply the unique factorization in the polynomial ring £[t] . 
Hence the only isomorphism of E over F in some field containing E 
must map a on a, and hence is the identity on F(a). 

Because of the above phenomenon, the rest of this section will be 
under assumptions which preclude the phenomenon. 

For the rest of this section, we let A denote an algebraically closed field 
of characteristic 0. 

The reason for this assumption hes in the following corollary, which 
makes use of the key Theorem 1.6. 

Corollary 2.4. Let E be a finite extension of F. Let n be the degree of 
E over F. Let a: F -* A be an embedding of F into A. Then the number 
of extensions of a to an embedding of E into A is equal to n. 
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Proof. Suppose first £ = F(a) and /(f) e f [f] is the irreducible poly
nomial of a over F, of degree n. Then cr/' has n distinct roots in A by 
Theorem 1.6, so our assertion follows from Theorem 2.1. In general, we 
can write £ in the form £ = F(2i,...,2,). Consider the tower 

F <= F((Xi) <= f («!, Kj) c • • • c £ ( « ! , . . . ,(X,). 

Let £,_! =£(«! , . . . , a ,_ i ) . Suppose that we have proved by induction 
that the number of extensions of <T to £^_i is equal to the degree 
[ £ , _ ! : £ ] . Let a^,...,a^ be the extensions of a to £^-1- Let d be the 
degree of â  over £,_i. For each i = l,...,m we can find precisely d ex
tensions of (7j to £, say (T;i»-''''id- Then it is clear that the set {a^j} 
(i = l,...,m and j= \,...,d) is the set of distinct extensions of a to £. 
This proves our corollary. 

Theorem 2.5 (Primitive element theorem). Let F be a field of character
istic 0. Let E he a finite extension of F. Then there exists an element y 
of E such that E = £(}•). 

Proof. It will suffice to prove that if £ = £(a, P) with two elements 
a, P algebraic over £, then we can find y in £ such that £ = F{y), for 
we can then proceed inductively. Let [ £ : £ ] = n. Let a^,...,a„ be the n 
distinct embeddings of £ into A extending the identity map on £. We 
shall first prove that we can find an element csF such that the elements 

<T(a + ca^P = (T,(a + cfi) 

are distinct, for / = 1,... ,n. We consider the polynomial 

n n K a - <^i^ + tiojp - (T,ra. 
i = 1 j^i 

It is not the zero polynomial, since each factor is different from 0. This 
polynomial has a finite number of roots. Hence we can certainly find an 
element c of f such that when we substitute c for t we don't get the 
value 0. This element c does what we want. 

Now we assert that £ = £(y), where y = a + c/?. In fact, by construc
tion, we have n distinct embeddings of F{y) into A extending the identity 
on F, namely c, , . . . , (T„ restricted to F{y). Hence \_F{y):F~\ ^ w by Cor
ollary 2.4. Since F{y) is a subspace of E over F, and has the same 
dimension as £, it follows that £()') = £, and our theorem is proved. 

Example 4. Prove as an exercise that if â  = 2 and /? is a square root 
of 2, then Q(a, P) = Q(7), where y = a + /8. 
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Remark. In arbitrary characteristic, Corollary 2.4, and Theorem 
2.5 are not necessarily true. In order to obtain an analogous theory 
resulting from the properties of extensions expressed in those corollaries, 
it is necessary to place a restriction on the types of finite extensions that 
are considered. Namely, we define a polynomial / ( t ) eF[ ( ] to be 
separable if the number of distinct roots of / is equal to the degree of /. 
Thus if / has degree d, then / has d distinct roots. An element a of £ is 
defined to be separable over F if its irreducible polynomial over F is 
separable, or equivalently if a is the root of a separable polynomial in 
F[t]. We define a finite extension £ of f to be separable if it satisfies the 
property forming the conclusion of Corollary 2.4, that is: the number of 
possible extensions of an embedding a: F -^ A to an embedding of £ into 
A is equal to the degree [ £ : £ ] . You can now prove: 

Let the characteristic be arbitrary. Let E be a finite extension of F. 

(a) / / £ is separable over F and a e £, then the irreducible polynomial of 
a over F is separable, and so every element of E is separable over F. 

(b) / / £ = f(ai, ...,a^) and if each a,- is separable over F, then E 
is separable over F. 

(c) / / £ is separable over F and F' is any extension of F such that £, £' 
are subfields of some larger field, then EF' is separable over F'. 

(d) If F c E^ c £2 is a tower of extensions such that E^ is separable 
over F and £2 (.s separable over £ j , then Ej is separable over F. 

(e) If E is separable over F and E^ is a subfield of E containing F, then 
£1 is separable over F. 

The proofs are easy, and consist merely of further applications of the 
techniques we have already seen. However, in first reading, it may be 
psychologically preferable for you just to assume characteristic 0, to get 
into the main theorems of Galois theory right away. The technical 
complication arising from lack of separability can then be absorbed 
afterwards. Therefore we shall omit the proof of the above statements, 
which you can look up in a more advanced text, e.g. my Algebra if you 
are so inclined. 

Note that the substitute for Theorem 2.5 in general can be formulated 
as follows. 

Let E be a finite separable extension of F. Then there exists an element 
y of E such that E = F(y). 

The proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.5. Only separability was 
needed in the proof, except for finite fields, in which case we use Theorem 
1.10 of Chapter IV. 

The same principle will apply later in the Galois theory. We shall 
define the splitting field of a polynomial. In arbitrary characteristic, we 
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define a Galois extension to be the splitting field of a separable 
polynomial. Then the statements and proofs of the Galois theory go 
through unchanged. Thus the hypothesis of separability replaces the too 
restrictive hypothesis of characteristic 0 throughout. 

VII, §2. EXERCISES 

All fields in these exercises are assumed to he of characteristic 0. 

1. In each case, find an element y such that Q(a, /?) = Q(y). Always prove all 
assertions which you make. 

(a) a = y ^ , ^ = V ^ (b) a = ^ 2 , )S = y 2 
(c) a = root of t ' - t + 1, ;6 = root of t̂  - t - 1 
(d) a = root of f' - 2t + 3, jS = root of t̂  + f + 2 
Determine the degrees of the fields Q(a, j8) over Q in each one of the cases. 

2. Suppose fi is algebraic over F but not in F, and lies in some algebraic closure 
A of F. Show that there exists an embedding of F(/?) over F which is not the 
identity on p. 

3. Let £ be a finite extension of F, of degree n. Let a^,...,a„ be all the distinct 
embeddings of E over F into A. For oteE, define the trace and norm of a 
respectively (from E to F), by 

n 

Trp(o() = Y, '^i* = < îa + • • • + ff„a, 

i = l 

fi 

(a) Show that the norm and trace of a lie in F. 
(b) Show that the trace is an additive homomorphism, and that the norm is a 

multiplicative homomorphism. 

4. Let a be algebraic over the field F, and let 

p(t) = t" + a„_it"'^ + ••• + ao 

be the irreducible polynomial of a over F. Show that 

N(a) = ( - 1 )"ao and Tr(a) = - a„ _ i. 

(The norm and trace are taken from F(a) to F.) 

5. Let £ be a finite extension of F, and let a be an element of F. Let 

[ £ : £ ] = n. 

What are the norm and trace of a from E to FI 
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6. Let a be algebraic over the field F. Let m^: F(a) -* F(a) be multiplication by a, 
which is an f-linear map. We assume you know about determinants of linear 
maps. Let Z)(a) be the determinant of m^, and let T(a) be the trace of m .̂ (The 
trace of a linear map is the sum of the diagonal elements in a matrix 
representing the linear map with respect to a basis.) Show that 

D{a) = N(a) and T(a) = Tr(a), 

where A'̂  and Tr are the norm and trace of Exercise 3. 

VII, §3. SPLITTING FIELDS 

In this section we do not assume characteristic 0. 

Let £ be a finite extension of F. Let a be an embedding of F, and T an 
extension of a to an embedding of E. We shall also say that t is over a. 
If (T is the identity map, then we say that T is an embedding of E over F. 
Thus T is an embedding of E over F means that xx = x for all xeF. 
We also say that T leaves F fixed. 

If T is an embedding of E over F, then T is called a conjugate mapping 
and the image field T£ is called a conjugate of E over F. Observe that if 
y.eE, then ra is a conjugate of a over F. Thus we apply the word 
"conjugate" both to elements and to fields. By Corollary 2.4, if F has 
characteristic 0, then the number of conjugate mappings of E over F is 
equal to the degree [£ : f ]. 

Let f{t)eFlt^ be a polynomial of degree « ^ 1. By a splitting field K 
for / we mean a finite extension of F such that / has a factorization in K 
into factors of degree 1, that is 

/ ( f ) = c ( f - a i ) • • • ( ? - « „ ) , 

with ceF the leading coefficient of/, and K = ^(a,, ...,a„). Thus roughly 
we may say that a splitting field is the field generated by "all" the roots 
of / such that / factors into factors of degree 1. 

A priori, we could have a factorization as above in some field K, and 
another factorization 

/(t) = c(f- /? ,)•••(?-/J„) 

with /?; in some field L = f(/^i, •••,fi„). The question arises whether there 
is any relation between K and L, and the answer is that these splitting 
fields must be isomorphic. The next theorems prove both the existence of 
a splitting field and its uniqueness up to isomorphism. 

Theorem 3.1. Let f{t)eF\t] be a polynomial of degree ^ 1. Then there 
exists a splitting field for f. 
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Proof. By induction on the degree of/. Let p be an irreducible factor 
of / By Theorem 2.2, there exists an extension E^ = F(ai) with some 
root «! of p, and hence of/ Let 

m = (f - aMt) 

be a factorization o f / in £ i [ t ] . Then dsgg = dsg f — I. Hence by 
induction, there exists a field E = E^ioij, ••.,«„) such that 

g(t) = c(t - (X2) • • • (t - a„) 

with some element c e F. This concludes the proof 

The splitting field of a polynomial is uniquely determined up to 
isomorphism. More precisely: 

Theorem 3.2. Let f{t)eF[t2 be a polynomial of degree ^ 1. Let K and 
L be extensions of F which are splitting fields of f Then there exists an 
isomorphism 

a:K->-L 
over F. 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the leading 
coefficient of / is 1. We shall prove the following more precise statement 
by induction. 

Let a: F —^ (JF be an isomorphism. Let f{t)eF\^t~\ be a polynomial with 
leading coefficient 1, and let K = F{ccy, ...,a„) be a splitting field for f 
with the factorization 

fit) = fl (t - a,). 
i= 1 

Let L be a splitting field of af with L = ((jF){P^, ...,/5„) and 

rrfit) = fl (t - /8,). 
i= 1 

Then there exists an isomorphism T: K ^ L extending a such that, after a 
permutation of [i^,...fi„ if necessary, we have rx^ = /?,• fi)r i = \,...,n. 

Let p(t) be an irreducible factor of / By Theorem 2.1, given a root osj 
of p and a root p^ of ap, there exists an isomorphism 
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extending a and mapping «] on fi^. We can factor 

f{t) = (t-(xi)g{t) overF(ai), 

af{t) = {t-/]i)Tig{t) over aFij3i), 

because TIMI = /?i. By induction, applied to the polynomials g and x^g, 
we obtain the isomorphism T, which concludes the proof. 

Remark. Although we have collected together theorems concerning 
finite fields in a subsequent chapter, the reader may wish to look at that 
chapter immediately to see how finite fields are determined up to 
isomorphism as splitting fields. These provide nice examples for the 
considerations of this section. 

By an automorphism of a field K we shall mean an isomorphism 
a: K ^ K of K with itself. The context always makes it clear that we 
mean field-isomorphism (and not another kind of isomorphism, e.g. 
group, or vector space isomorphism). 

Let G be an embedding of a finite extension K of F, over F. Assume 
that <JiK) is contained in K. Then a{K) = K. 

Indeed, a induces a linear map of the vector space K over F, and is 
injective. You should know from linear algebra that a is then surjective. 
Indeed, dimf(K) = dimf(crX). If a subspace of a finite dimensional vector 
space has the same dimension as the vector space, then the subspace is 
equal to the whole space. Then it follows that a is an isomorphism of 
fields, whence an automorphism of K. 

We observe that the set of all automorphisms of a field K is a group. 
Trivial verification. We shall be concerned with certain subgroups. 

Let G be a group of automorphisms of a field K. Let K^ be the set 
of all elements xeK such that ax = x for all aeG. Then K'^ is a field. 
Indeed, X° contains 0 and 1. If x, y are in K°, then 

a{x + y) = ax + ay = X -\- y, 

a{xy) = a{x)a(y) = xy, 

so X + y and xy are in K''. Also a{x'^) = a(x)~^ = x~^, so x~^ is in 
K°. This proves that K'^ is a field, called the fixed field of G. 

If G is a group of automorphisms of K over a subfield F, then F is 
contained in the fixed field (by definition), but the fixed field may be big
ger than F. For instance, G could consist of the identity alone, in which 
case its fixed field is K itself. 
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Example 1. The field of rational numbers has no automorphisms 
except the identity. Proof? 

Example 2. Prove that the field Q(a) where a^ = 2 has no auto
morphism except the identity. 

Example3. Let f be a field of characteristic i= 2, and a&¥. Assume 
that a is not a square in F, and let a} — a. Then f (a) has precisely two 
automorphisms over F, namely the identity, and the automorphism 
which maps a on —a. 

Remark. The isomorphism of Theorem 3.2 between the splitting fields 
K and L is not uniquely determined. If a, x are two isomorphisms of K 
onto L leaving F fixed, then 

(TT ' : L^L 

is an automorphism of L over F. We shall study the group of such 
automorphisms later in this chapter. We emphasize the need for the 
possible permutation of j9i, ...,/?„ in the statement of the result. Further
more, it will be a problem to determine which permutations of these 
roots actually may occur. 

A finite extension X of f in an algebraically closed field A will be said 
to be normal extension if every embedding of K over f in ^ is an 
automorphism of K. 

Theorem 3.3. A finite extension of F is normal if and only if it is the 
splitting field of a polynomial. 

Proof. Let X be a normal extension of F. Suppose K = F(a) for 
some element a. Let p(t) be the irreducible polynomial of a over F. For 
each root a, of p, there exists a unique embedding cr; of K over F such 
that (T;a = a,-. Since each embedding is an automorphism, it follows that 
o(( is contained in K. Hence 

K = F(a) = F(ai,...,a„), 

and K is the splitting field of p. 
If F has characteristic 0, then we are done by Theorem 2.5, because 

we know K - F(oc) for some a. In general, K = F(ai,...,«,), and we can 
argue in the same way with each irreducible polynomial p;(0 with re
spect to «;. We then let / ( t ) be the product 

fit) = p,(t)---pXt). 
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Assuming that K is normal over F, it follows that K is the spHtting field 
of the polynomial / ( f ) , which in this case is not irreducible, but so what? 

Conversely, suppose that K is the sphtting field of a polynomial f(t), 
not necessarily irreducible, with roots a^, . . . ,a„. If a is an embedding of 
K over F, then ua; must also be a root of / . Hence a maps K into itself, 
and hence a is an automorphism. 

Theorem 3.4. Let K be a normal extension of F. If p{t) is a polynomial 
in F{t], and is irreducible over F, and if p has one root in K, then p 
has all its roots in K. 

Proof. Let a be one root of p in K. Let /J be another root. By 
Theorem 2.1 there exists an embedding a of F(a) on F(P) mapping a on 
p, and equal to the identity on F. Extend this embedding to K. Since 
an embedding of K over F is an automorphism, we must have aaeK, 
and hence (ieK. 

VII, §3. EXERCISES 

1. Let F be a field of characteristic p. Let ceF and let 

f{t) = t''-t-c. 

(a) Show that either all roots of / lie in F or / is irreducible in F[t']. [Hint: 
Let a be a root, and aeZ/pZ. What can you say about a + a? For the 
irreducibility, suppose there is a factor g such that 1 < degg < d e g / Look 
at the coefficient of the term of next to highest degree. Such a coefficient 
must lie in F.] 

(b) Let F = Z/pZ. Let ce F and c # 0. Show that t'' — t — c is irreducible in 
F[t]. 

(c) Let F again be any field of characteristic p. Let a be a root of / Show 
that F(a) is a splitting field for / 

(d) Assume / irreducible. Prove that there is a group of automorphisms of 
F(tx) over F isomorphic to Z/pZ (and so cyclic of order p). 

(e) Prove that there are no other automorphisms of F(a) over F besides those 
found in (d). 

2. Let F be a field and let « be a positive integer not divisible by the 
characteristic of F if this characteristic is ^ 0. Let ae F. Let f be a primitive 
n-th root of unity, and a one root of t" — a. Prove that the sphtting field of 
t" — a is F(o(, C). 

3. (a) Let p be an odd prime. Let F be a field of characteristic 0, and let aeF, 
a ^ 0. Assume that a is not a p-th power in F. Prove that t'' — a is 
irreducible in F{f\. [Hint: Suppose t'' — a factors over F. Look at the 
constant term of one of the factors, expressed as a product of some roots, 
and deduce that a is a p-th power in F.] 
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(b) Again assume that a is not a p-th power in F. Prove that for every 
positive integer r, t'''— a is irreducible in f [ t ] - IHint: Use induction. 
Distinguish the cases whether a root a of t'"' — a is a p-th power in F{a) or 
not, and take the norm from F{a) to F. The norm was defined in the 
exercises of §2.] 

4. Let F be a field of chacteristic 0, let o e f, a T̂  0. Let n be an odd integer ^ 3. 
Assume that for all prime numbers p such that p\n we have a^F'' (where f 
is the set of p-th powers in F). Show that t" — a is irreducible in F[t]. \_Hint: 
Write n = p'm with p)(m. Assume inductively that t" — a is irreducible in 
F^Q. Show that a is not a p-th power in F(a) and use induction.] 

Remark. When n is even, the analogous result is not quite true because of 
the factorization of f* + 4. Essentially this is the only exception, and the 
general result can be stated as follows. 

Theorem. Let F he a field and n an integer g 2. Let aeF, a ^ 0. Assume 
that for all prime numbers p such that p\n we have a^F'', and if 4\n then 
a^ —4F*. Then t" — a is irreducible in F[f\. 

It is more tedious to handle this general case, but you can always have a try 
at it. The main point is that the prime 2 causes some trouble. 

5. Let £ be a finite extension of F. Let E = Ei, E2, ••-,£, be all the distinct 
conjugates of E over F. Prove that the composite 

K = EiE2-E^ 

is the smallest normal extension of F containing E. We can say that this 
smallest normal extension is the composite of E and all its conjugates over F. 

6. Let A be an algebraic extension of a field F of characteristic 0. Assume that 
every polynomial of degree S 1 in F[f] has at least one root in A. Prove that 
A is algebraically closed. \^Hint: If not, there is some element a in an extension 
of A which is algebraic over A but not in A. Show that a is algebraic over F. 
Let /(t) be the irreducible polynomial of a over F, and let K be the splitting 
field of / in some algebraic closure of A. Write K = F(y), and let g(t) be the 
irreducible polynomial of 7 over F. Now use the assumption that g has a root 
in A. Remark: the result of this exercise is vahd even if we don't assume 
characteristic 0, but one must then use additional arguments to deal with the 
possibility that the primitive element theorem cannot always be applied.] 

VII, §4. GALOIS THEORY 

Throughout this section we assume that all fields have characteristic 0. 

In the case of characteristic 0, a normal extension will also be called a 
Galois extension. 

Theorem 4.1. Let K be a Galois extension of F. Let G be the group of 
automorphisms of K over F. Then F is the fixed field of G. 
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Proof. Let F' be the fixed field. Then trivially, F c F'. Suppose a e f 
and a$F. Then by Theorem 2.1 there exists an embedding a^ of f(a) 
over F such that OQIX =^ a. Extend (JQ to an embedding a of K over F by 
Theorem 2.3. By hypothesis, <T is an automorphism of K over F, and 
(joi = (TQIX j!= a, thereby contradicting the assumption that a e F ' but a^f . 
This proves our theorem. 

If K is a Galois extension of F, the group of automorphisms of K over 
F is called the Galois group of K over F and is denoted by G /̂f. If ^ is 
the splitting field of a polynomial f{t) in F[t], then we also say that Gf^/p 
is the Galois group of/. 

Theorem 4.2. Lef K be a Galois extension of F. To each intermediate 
field E, associate the subgroup G^^; of automorphisms of K leaving E 
fixed. Then K is Galois over E. The map 

E t—> Gf^iE 

is an injective and surjective map from the set of intermediate fields 
onto the set of subgroups of G, and E is the fixed field of G^i^. 

Proof. Every embedding of K over E is an embedding over F, and 
hence is an automorphism of K. It follows that K is Galois over E. 
Furthermore, E is the fixed field of G^j^ by Theorem 4.1. This shows in 
particular that the map 

is injective, i.e. if E ^ E' then G^j^ # G,^jg.. Finally, let H be a subgroup 
of G. Write K = F(a) with some element a. Let {ffi,...,(T,} be the ele
ments of H, and let 

/ ( 0 = (£ - (T ia ) - - - ( f -<T ,a ) . 

For any a in H, we note that {o-Ci,...,(T(T,} is a permutation of 
{<7I,. . . ,(TJ. Hence from the expression 

qf (0 = (t - (7(7ia) • • • (t - <T(T,a) = fit), 

we see that / has its coefficients in the fixed field E of H. Furthermore, 
K = £(a), and a is a root of a polynomial of degree r over E. Hence 
[K: £ ] ^ r. But K has r distinct embeddings over £ (those of H), and 
hence by Corollary 2.4, [X: £] = r, and H = G^/^. This proves our 
theorem. 
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L e t / ( O e f [ t ] , and let 

/ ( t ) = ( t - a i ) - • • ( £ - « „ ) . 

Let X = F(ai,...,a„), and let a be an element of G /̂f. Then 
{crai,...,o-a„} is a permutation of {ai,...,a„}, which we may denote by n„. 
If (T # T, then n^^n^, and clearly, 

Hence we have represented the Galois group G^̂ ^ as a group of 
permutations of the roots of /. More precisely, we have an injective 
homomorphism of the Galois group Gy^ff into the symmetric group S„: 

GKIF-*S„ given by ah^K„. 

Of course, it is not always true that every permutation of {aj, ...,a„} is 
represented by an element of Gg^/p, even if/ is irreducible over F. Cf. the 
next section for examples. In other words, given a permutation K of 
{«!,...,«„} such a permutation is merely a bijective map of the set of 
roots with itself It is not always true that there exists an automorphism 
a of K over F whose restriction to this set of roots is equal to n. Or, put 
another way, the permutation n cannot necessarily be extended to an 
automorphism of K over F. We shall find later conditions when 

The notion of a Galois extension and a Galois group are defined 
completely algebraically. Hence they behave formally under isomor
phisms the way one expects from general algebraic situations. We de
scribe this behavior exphcitly. 

Let X be a Galois extension of F. Let 

/ : X - > / l X 

be an isomorphism. Then /.K is a Galois extension of 2.F. Indeed, if K 
is the sphtting field of the polynomial / , then AK is the splitting field of 
A/. 

Let G be the Galois group of K over F. Then the map 

cr I—> 1 o cr o / " 1 

gives a homomorphism of G into the Galois group of IK over IF, whose 
inverse is given by 
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Hence G^^j^^f is isomorphic to Gf^ip under the above map. We may write 

This is a "conjugation", just like conjugations in the theory of groups in 
Chapter II. 

In particular, let E be an intermediate field, say 

F c £ c K. 

Let k E ^y XE be an embedding of E in K, which we assume extends to 

an automorphism of K. Then XK = K. Hence 

Theorem 4.3. Let K be a Galois extension of a field F, and let E be an 

intermediate field, F cz E ^ K. Let 

H = Gf^i^ and G = G/^.p. 

Then E is a Galois extension of F if and only if H is normal in G. If 
this is the case, then the restriction map 

a I—> res£ a of G ̂  G^/p 

induces an isomorphism of G/H onto Gp/p. 

Proof. Assume that G^̂ ^ is normal in G. Let AQ be an embedding of E 
over F. It suffices to prove that AQ is an automorphism of E. Let X be 
an extension of XQ to K. Since K is Galois over F, it follows that X is 
an automorphism of K over F, and by assumption 

GK/E = ^Gf^jpX = GfT^if^p. 

By Theorem 4.2 it follows that XE = E, so X is an automorphism of E, 
whence E is normal over F. 

Conversely suppose E normal over F. Then the restriction map 

ah-•(T|£ for ffeG^/f 

is a homomorphism G /̂f -»Gp/p whose kernel is Gf^/p by definition. 
Hence Gg^ip is normal. This homomorphism is surjective, because given 
CTQ e Gpip we can extend CTQ to an embedding «T of X over F, and since K 
is Galois over F, we actually have a e G^/F and OQ is the restriction of a to E. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 

A Galois extension K/F is said to be abelian if its Galois group is 
abelian. It is said to be cyclic if its Galois group is cyclic. 
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Corollary 4.4. Let K/F be an abelian extension. If E is an intermediate 
field, F c E c K, then E is Galois over F and abelian over F. Simi
larly, if K/F is a cyclic extension, then E is cyclic over F. 

Proof. This follows at once from the fact that a subgroup of an abe
lian group is normal and abelian, and a factor group of an abelian 
group is abelian. Similarly for cyclic subgroups and factor groups. 

The next theorem describes what happens to a Galois extension under 
translation. 

Theorem 4.5. Let K/F be a Galois extension with group G. Let E be an 
arbitrary extension field of F. Assume that K, E are both contained in 
some field, and let KE be the composite field. Then KE is Galois over 
E. The map 

GKE/E ->• GK/F given by ah^ resx(a), 

i.e. the restriction of an element of Gf^^j^ to K, gives an isomorphism of 
GKEIE with GK/(Kn£)-

The field diagram for Theorem 4.5 is as follows: 

KE/E 

GKHKHE) 

Proof. The extension KE/E is clearly Galois. The restriction maps 
GKE/E a priori into the set of embeddings of K over F. But since we 
assume that K is Galois over F, the image of the restriction lies in GKIF-

The restriction is obviously a homomorphism 

res : CJXB/E ~* Gj^if. 

The kernel of the restriction is the identity, for if a e G^^EIE is the identity 
on K then a is the identity on KE, because KE is generated by elements 
of K and elements of E. Thus we get an injective homomorphism of 
GKEIE into GfiiF- Since an element of Gĵ ŷ̂  is the identity on E, the 
restriction of this element to K is the identity on K r\E, so the image of 
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the restriction lies in the Galois group of K/{K n E). Thus we get an 
injective homomorphism 

We must finally prove that this map is surjective. It will suffice to prove 

that 

[X: K n £ ] = [KE: £ ] , 

because if a subgroup of a finite group has the same order as the group, 
then the subgroup is equal to the group. So write K = F(a) for some 
generator a. Let 

f{t)= n (f-'̂ «)> 

where the product is taken over all elements aeGg^^^^. Then the 
coefficients of f(t) lie in £ since they are fixed under every element of 
(^KEiE which permutes the roots of/(f). Furthermore, these coefficients lie 
in K, because each aaeK by the hypothesis that K is normal over F. 
Hence the coefficients of / lie in K r^ E. Hence 

IK-.KnE^^ d e g / = [KE: £ ] ^ [K: K n £ ] , 

where this last inequality is by Proposition 1.5 to the effect that the 
degree does not increase under translation. This proves the theorem. 

Corollary 4.6. Let K/F be Galois and let E be an arbitrary extension of 
F. Then 

IKE: £] divides [K : f ]. 

Furthermore if K n E = F then 

[ X £ : £ ] = [ X : £ ] . 

Proof We have 

[7C : £] = [K : K n £][/C nE:F2 = [KE: £ ] [ A : n £ : £] . 

Both assertions follow from this relation. 

In the example preceding Proposition 5, we have seen that the relations of 
Corollary 4.6 are not necessarily true when K/F is not Galois. 
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As a special case of Corollary 4.6, suppose KjF Galois and 
KnE = F. Let K = F(a). The relation [ K £ : £ ] = [/C: F] tells us that 
the degree of a over F is equal to the degree of a over E. This is a 
statement about irreducibility, namely the irreducible polynomial of a 
over F is the same as the irreducible polynomial of a over E. The 
example preceding Proposition 1.5 shows that if we do not assume F(a) 
normal over F, even if F(a) n £ = f, it does not necessarily follow that 

[f(a) :F] = [£{«):£]. 

Corollary 4.7. Let K/F be a Galois extension and let E be a finite 
extension. If K n E = F then 

[KB : K] = [£ : F] . 

Proof. Exercise 6. 

We shall now prove an interesting theorem due to Artin, showing how 
to get a Galois extension going from the top down rather than from the 
bottom up as we have done up to now. The technique of proof is 
interesting in that it is similar to the technique used to prove Theorem 
4.5, and also uses aspects from the primitive element theorem, so you see 
field theory at work. We start with a lemma. 

Lemma 4.8. Let E be an extension field of F such that every element of 
E is algebraic over F. Assume that there is an integer n ^ 1 such that 
every element of E is of degree ^ n over F. Then E is a finite extension 
and [ £ : F] ^ n. 

Proof Let a be an element of £ such that the degree [F(a): F] is 
maximal, say m^n. We claim that F(a) = £. If this is not true, then 
there exists an element /?e£ such that /?^F(a), and by Theorem 2.5, 
there exists an element y e F(a, /?) such that F(a, P) = F(y). But from the 
tower 

F c F(a) c F(a, )9) 

we see that [F(a, /?): F] > m, whence y has degree > m over F, a 
contradiction which proves the lemma. 

Theorem 4.9 (Artin). Let K be a field and let G be a finite group of 
automorphisms of K, of order n. Let F = K^ be the fixed field. Then K 
is a Galois extension of F, and its Galois group is G. We have 
[K : F] = n. 

Proof. Let aeK and let ai,...,a, be a maximal set of elements of G 
such that a^ct,... ,a^a are distinct. If T e G then (To-ja,... ,T(T̂ a) diifers from 
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{a^a, ...,<j^(x) by a permutation, because T is injective, and every Tcr^a is 
among the set {cia, ...,fT,a}; otherwise this set is not maximal. Hence a 
is a root of the polynomial 

/(f) = f l (f - <T;a), 
i= 1 

and for any x e G, xf = f. Hence the coefficients of / lie in K^ = F. 
Hence every element a of K is a root of a polynomial of degree ^ n with 
coefficients in F. Furthermore, this polynomial splits in linear factors in 
K. By Lemma 4.8 and Theorem 2.5 we can write K = F{y), and so K is 
Galois over F. The Galois group of K over F has order [K : F] Sn 
by Corollary 2.4. Since G is a group of automorphisms of K over F, 
it follows that G is equal to the Galois group, thus proving the theorem. 

Remark. Let A be an algebraically closed field, and let G be a non-
trivial finite group of automorphisms of A. It is a theorem of Artin that 
G has order 2, and that essentially, the fixed field is something like 
the real numbers. For a precise statement, see, for instance, my book 
A Igebra. 

For those who have read the section on Sylow groups, we shall now 
give an application of Galois theory. 

Theorem 4.10. The complex numbers are algebraically closed. 

Proof. The only facts about the real numbers used in the proof are: 

1. Every polynomial of odd degree with real coefficients has a real 
root. 

2. Every positive real number is the square of a real number. 

We first remark that every complex number has a square root in the 
complex numbers. If you are willing to use the polar form, then the 
formula for the square root is easy. Indeed, if z = re'* then 

is a square root of z. You can also write down a formula for the square 
root of X + iy [x, y e R) directly in terms of x and y, using only the fact 
that a positive real number is the square of a real number. Do this as an 
exercise. 

Now let £ be a finite extension of R containing C. Let K he a. Galois 
extension of R containing E. Let G = Ĝŝ  R, and let H be a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of G. Let F be the fixed field. Since [ f : R] = (G: H) it follows 
that [ F : R] is odd. We can write F = R(a) for some element a by 
Theorem 2.5. Let /(f) be the irreducible polynomial of a over R. Then 
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d e g / is odd, whence / has a root in R, whence / has degree 1, whence 
F = R. Hence G is a 2-group. Let GQ = G^ c- If Go # {!}, then being a 
2-group, Go has a subgroup HQ of index 2 by Theorem 9.1 of Chapter II. 
The fixed field of HQ is then an extension of C of degree 2. But every 
such extension is generated by the root of a polynomial f̂  — P, for some 
PeC This contradicts the fact that every complex number is the square 
of a complex number, and concludes the proof of the theorem. 

Remark. The above proof is a variation by Artin of a proof by Gauss. 

VII, §4. EXERCISES 

1. By a primitive n-th root of unity, one means a number ( whose period is 
exactly n. For instance, e^"'" is a primitive n-th root of unity. Show that 
every other primitive n-th root of unity is equal to a power e^""''" where r is 
an integer > 0 and relatively prime to n. 

2. Let f be a field, and K = F{[), where ^ is a primitive n-lh root of unity. 
Show that K is Galois over F, and that its Galois group is commutative. 
\_Hint: For each embedding a over F, note that CFL, = ('*"' with some integer 
r{a).^ If T is another embedding, what is tcrf, and ffiC? 

3. (a) Let K^, Kj be two Galois extensions of a field F. Say K^ = F(o(i) and 
K2 = F(a2). Let K = F{a^, Sj). Show that K is Galois over F. Let G be 
its Galois group. Map G into the direct product G^i/r x ^KIIF by 
associating with each cr in G the pair (CTJ, a^X where cr, is the restriction of 
a to Ki, and 1T2 is the restriction of a to Kj. Show that this mapping is 
an injective homomorphism. If K^ n K2 = F, show that the map is an 
isomorphism, 

(b) More generally, let K,, ...,K^ be finite extensions of a field F contained in 
some field. Denote by K^-K, the smallest field containing K^,...,K^. 
Thus if K; = F(aj) then Kj • •• K, = F(ai,. . .,a,). Let K = K^-K^. We 
call K the composite field. Suppose that Ky,...,K^ are finite Galois 
extensions of F. Show that K is a Galois extension of F. Show that the 
map 

a h-» (res^i a,... ,resK^ cr) 

is an injective homomorphism of G^ip into Gi^^jf x ••• x G^ip. Finally, 
assume that for each i, 

(K^---K,)nK,^, = F. 

Show that the above map is an isomorphism of G^/F with the product. 
[This follows from (a) by induction.] 

4. (a) Let K be an abelian extension of F and let F be an arbitrary extension of 
F. Prove that KE is abelian over E. 
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(b) Let Ki, K2 be abelian extensions of F. Prove that K1K2 is abelian over 
F. 

(c) Let X be a Galois extension of F. Prove that there exists a maximal 
abehan subextension of K. In other words, there exists a subfield K' of K 
containing F such that K' is abelian, and if £ is a subfield of K abehan 
over F then E <= K'. 

(d) Prove that GR/K' is the commutator group of G,^ip, in other words, G^/K' is 
the group generated by all elements 

(7T(T"^T" ' with a,TeG^iy. 

5. (a) Let X be a cyclic extension of F and let E be an arbitrary extension of F. 
Prove that KE is cyclic over E. 

(b) Let Xj, K2 be cyclic extensions of F. Is X1/C2 cyclic over F? Proof? 

6. Let K be Galois over F and let £ be finite over F. Assume that K r^ E = F. 
Prove that [X£ : K] = [£ : F] . 

7. Let F be a field containing i = ^—\. Let K be a splitting field of the 
polynomial t* — a with ae F. Show that the Galois group of K over F is a 
subgroup of a cyclic group of order 4. If t* — a is irreducible over F, show 
that this Galois group is cyclic of order 4. If a is a root of t* — a, express all 
the other roots in terms of a and i. 

8. More generally, let F be a field containing all n-th roots of unity. Let K be a 
sphtting field of the equation t" — a = Q with aeF. Show that K is Galois 
over F, with a Galois group which is a subgroup of a cyclic group of order n. 
U t" — a is irreducible, prove that the Galois group is cyclic of order n. 

9. Show that the Galois group of the polynomial I* — 2 over the rational 
numbers has order 8, and contains a cyclic subgroup of order 4. {^Hint: Prove 
first that the polynomial is irreducible over Q. Then, if a is a real fourth root 
of 2, consider K = Q(a, ;)•] 

10. Give an example of extension fields F (^ E cz K such that £/F is Galois, K/E 
is Galois, but K/F is not Galois. 

11. Let K/F be a Galois extension whose Galois group is the symmetric 
group on 3 elements. Prove that K does not contain a cyclic extension of 
F of degree 3. How many non-cyclic extensions of degree 3 does K 
contain? 

12. (a) Let K be the sphtting field of t* — 2 over the rationals. Prove that K 
does not contain a cyclic extension of Q of degree 4. 

(b) Let K be a Galois extension of F with group G of order 8, generated by 
two elements (T, T such that ff"* = 1, T^ = 1 and TCTT = a^. Prove that K 
does not contain a subfield cyclic over F of degree 4. 

13. Let K be Galois over F. Suppose the Galois group is generated by two 
elements a, x such that cr"" = 1, t" = 1, TCTT"' — a' where r — 1 > 0 is prime to 
m. Assume that [K: F] = mn. Prove that the maximal subfield K' of K 
which is abelian over F has degree n over F. 
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14. Let S„ be the symmetric group of permutations of {1, ...,n}. 
(a) Show that S„ is generated by the transpositions (12), (13),.. .,(1«). \_Hint: 

Use conjugations.] 
(b) Show that S„ is generated by the transpositions (12), (23), (34),...,(?!—1, ;i). 
(c) Show that S„ is generated by the cycles (12) and (123 •••/!). 
(d) Lei p be a prime number. Let i ^ 1 be an integer with 1 < i -^ p. Show 

that Sp is generated by (h) and (123 •••p). 
(e) Let (T 6 Sp be a permutation of period p. Show that Sp is generated by <j 

and any transposition. 

15. Let f{t) be an irreducible polynomial of degree p over the rationals, where p 
is an odd prime. Suppose that /' has p — 1 real roots and two complex roots 
which are not real. Prove that the Galois group of / i s S^. [Use Exercise 
14.] Exercise 8 of Chapter IV, §5 showed how to construct such polynomials. 

The following two exercises are due to Artin. 

16. Let f be a field of characteristic 0, contained in its algebraic closure A. Let 
!xe A and suppose a^ F, but every finite extension £ of f with E ^ F 
contains a. In other words, F is a maximal subfield of A not containing a. 
Prove that every finite extension of F is cyclic. 

17. Again let FQ be a field of characteristic 0, contained in its algebraic closure 
A. Let a be an automorphism of A over FQ and let F be the fixed field. 
Prove that every finite extension of F is cyclic. 

The next five exercises will show you how to determine the Galois groups of 
certain abeUan extensions. 

18. Assume that the field F contains all the n-th roots of unity. Let B be a 
subgroup of F* containing F*". [Recall that F* is the multiplicative group of 
F, so F*" is the group of n-th powers of elements in F*.] We assume that the 
factor group B/F*" is finitely generated. 
(a) Let K = F{B^'"), i.e. K is the smallest field containing F and all n-th roots 

of all elements in B. If bi, ...,b^ are distinct coset representatives of B/F*", 
show that K = F{b\'", ...,bl'"), so K is actually finite over F. 

(b) Prove that K is Galois over F. 
(c) Given be B and ae Gf^/p, let Pe K be such that j8" = b, and define the 

Kummer symbol 

(b, <T> = ap/p. 

Prove that <b, a} is an n-th root of unity independent of the choice of /J 
such that fS" = b. 

(d) Prove that the symbol {h, a} is bimultiplicative, in other words: 

<^ab, (T) — <a, (T)<b, a} and <fc, (TT> = <b, ff}(b, T>. 
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(e) Let b e B be such that (b, a} = 1 for all aeG^/y. Prove that beF*". 
(f) Let a e G^.p be such that <b, (T> = 1 for all beB. Prove that a = id. 

Remark. As in Exercise 18, assume that the «-th roots of unity lie in F. Let 
(Ji,. ..,aj.e f *. There is in most people a strong feeUng that the Galois group of 
f(a}'",. . ..flj'") should be determined only by multiplicative relations between 
a^,...,a^. Exercise 18 is the main step in formulating this idea precisely. The next 
exercises show you how to complete this idea. Note that Exercises 19, 20, 21 
concern only finite abelian groups, and not fields. The application to field theory 
comes in Exercise 22. 

19. (a) Let /I be a cyclic group of order n. Let C be a cyclic group of order n. 
Show that the group of homomorphisms of A into C is cyclic of order n. 
We let Hom(A, C) denote the group of homomorphisms of A into C. 

(b) Let /I be a cyclic group of order d, and assume d\n. Let again C be a 
cyclic group of order n. Show that Hom(/l, C) is cyclic of order d. 

20. Let A = A^^ X ••• X A^ be a product of cyclic groups of orders d^,...4, 
respectively, and assume that ii,|n for all /. Prove that 

Hom(/l, C) « n Hom(/l„ C), 

and hence that Hom(/l, C) is isomorphic to A, by using Exercise 19(b). 

21. Let A, B be two finite abelian groups such that x" = 1 for all xeA and all 
xeB. Suppose given a bimultiplicative mapping 

A X B -^C denoted by (a, b) H^ (a, b} 

into a cyclic group C of order n. Bimultiplicative means that for all a, a' e A 
and b, b' e B we have 

<fla', ii> = <a, b><a', b> and (a,bb'} = {a,b}(^a,b'y. 

Define a perpendicular to b to mean that (,a, b} = 1. Assume that ii aeA is 
perpendicular to all elements of B then a = 1, and also if fceB is perpendicu
lar to all elements of A, then b = \. Prove that there is a natural 
isomorphism 

A X Hom(B, C), 

and hence by Exercise 20, that there is some isomorphism A v B. 

22. In Exercise 18, prove that G^/F « B/F*". 
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VII, §5. QUADRATIC AND CUBIC EXTENSIONS 

In this section we continue to assume that 
all fields have characteristic 0. 

Quadratic polynomials 

Let f be a field. Any irreducible polynomial t^ + bt + c over F has a 
splitting field f (a), with 

-b±Jb^-4c 
^ ^ 2 

Thus F{a) is Galois over F, and its Galois group is cyclic of order 2. 

If we let d = b^ — 4c, then F{a) = F(y/d). Conversely, the polynomial 
t^ — d is irreducible over F if and only if d is not a square in F. 

Cubic polynomials 

Consider now the cubic case. Let 

fit) = (t- ociXt - oc2)it - as) e F^q 

be a cubic polynomial with coefficients in F. The roots may not be in f, 
however. We let the discriminant of / be defined as 

D = [(0(2 - aiXas - aiXaa - '^i)']^-

Any automorphism of F(ai, a2>''̂ s) leaves D fixed because it changes the 
product 

A = (a2 - aiXaa - otiXas - aa) 

at most by a sign. This is a special case of the proof of Chapter II, §6. 
Let K be the splitting field, so 

K = f (a i , a2 ,a3) -

Given a e Gg^/p we let 

(TA = £((7) A with e{a) = 1 or — 1. 

Then the map 

(T \—> E(<J) 
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is immediately verified to be a homomorphism of Gg^ip into the cyclic 
group with two elements. The kernel of this homomorphism consists of 
those a which induce an even permutation of the roots. In any case we 
have an injective homomorphism 

GK/F —*• Sj, 

which to each cr associates the corresponding permutation of the roots. 
Since S3 has order 6, it follows that G /̂f has order dividing 6, so Gg^/p 
has order 1, 2, 3, or 6. We let ^3 be the alternating group, i.e. the 
subgroup of even permutations in S3. One possible question is whether 
Gx/F is isomorphic to A^ or to S3. 

Note that D = A^ and De F. This follows from the general theory of 
the discriminant, which is a symmetric function of the roots, and 
therefore a polynomial in the coefficients of / with integer coefficients by 
Chapter IV, Theorem 8.1. Since the coefficients o f / are in F, the discrimi
nant is in F. We can also see this result from Galois theory, since D is fixed 
under the Galois group GK/F-

Theorem 5.1. Let f be an irreducible polynomial over F, of degree 3. 
Let K be its splitting field and G = Gg^/p. Then G is isomorphic to S3 if 
and only if the discriminant D of f is not a square in F. If D is a 
square in F, then K has degree 3 over F and G^/p is cyclic of degree 3. 

Proof. Suppose D is a square in F. Since the square root of D is 
uniquely determined up to a sign, it follows that AeF. Hence A is fixed 
under the Galois group. This implies that G^/p is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of the alternating group which has order 3. Since [X: F] = 3 
because / is assumed irreducible, we conclude that G^/p is isomorphic to 
A3, and therefore G^/p is cychc of order 3. 

Suppose D is not a square in F. Then 

[f(A):F] = 2. 

Since by irreducibility \_F{a): F] = 3, it follows that [F(a, A): F] = 6, 
whence G^/p has order at least 6. But G^/p is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of S3, so Gg/p has order exactly 6 and is isomorphic to S3. This 
concludes the proof 

Actually the proofs of the two cases in Theorem 5.1 has also given us 
a proof of the following result. 

Theorem 5.2. Let f{t) = t^ + ••• be a polynomial of degree 3, irreducible 
over the field F. Let D be the discriminant and let a be a root. Then 
the splitting field of f is K = F{^D, a). 
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After replacing the variable t hy t — c with a suitable constant ceF if 
necessary a cubic polynomial with leading coefficient 1 in F[f] can be 
brought into the form 

fit) = t^ + at + b = {t- ai)(t - oiaXf - as) 

with a, beF. The roots may or may not be in F. If / has no root in F, 
then / is irreducible. We find 

«! + a2 + Kj = 0, ajMj + XitXj, + o^2^3 = ^> —aiKiO's = b. 

As in Chapter IV, §8 the discriminant has the form 

D= -4a^- 2W 

Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and this formula now give you the tools to determine 
the Galois group of a cubic polynomial, provided you have a means of 
determining its irreducibihty. 

We emphasize that before doing anything else, one must always deter
mine the irreducibihty of/. 

Example. We consider the polynomial f{t) = f̂  — 3£ + 1. It has no 
integral root, and hence is irreducible over Q. Its discriminant is 

D = -Aa^ - 21b^ = !>". 

The discriminant is a square in Q, and hence the Galois group of / over 
Q is cyclic of order 3. The splitting field is Q(a) for any root a. 

VII, §5. EXERCISES 

1. Determine the Galois groups of the following polynomials over the rational 
numbers. 
(a) t̂  - t + 1 (b) f2 - 4 (c) t̂  + r + 1 (d) t^ - 11 

2. Let f(t) be a polynomial of degree 3, irreducible over the field F. Prove that 
the splitting field K of f contains at most one subfield of degree 2 over F 
namely F{^D), where D is the discriminant. If Z) is a square in F, then K 
does not contain any subfield of degree 2 over F. 
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3. Determine the Galois groups of the following polynomials over the rational 
numbers. Find the discriminants. 
(a) t^ -3t+l (b) t̂  + 3 (c) £̂  - 5 
(d) t^ — a where a is rational, # 0, and is not a cube of a rational number 
(e) f3 _ 5t + 7 (f) t3 + 2t + 2 ig) t^ - t - l 

4. Determine the Galois groups of the following polynomials over the indicated 
field. 

(a) t^ - 10 over Q(^) (b) t^ - 10 over Q 

(c) t̂  - f - 1 over Q ( y ^ 2 3 ) (d) t̂  _ lo over Q ( V ^ ) 

(e) t ' - 2 over Q{,J^) (f) t̂  - 9 over Q(J^) 

(g) t̂  - 5 over Q{J^) (h) t̂  + 5 over Q ( y ^ ) 

5. Let F be a field and let 

/(t) = t̂  + fljf^ + flif + flo and g{t) = t^-c 

be irreducible polynomials over F. Let D be the discriminant of / Assume 
that 

IFiD^l^): F] = 2 and F(D'i^) ^ F(c"2). 

Let a be a root of/ and /? a root of g in an algebraic closure. Prove: 
(a) The splitting field of/(t)9(t) over F has degree 12. 
(b) Let y = a + ;8. Then lF(y): F] = 6. 

6. Let f, g be irreducible polynomials of degree 3 over the field F. Let Dj^, D^ be 
their discriminants. Assume that Df is not a square in F but D^ is a square 
in F. 
(a) Prove that the spHtting field of/g over F has degree 18. 
(b) Let ^3 be the symmetric group on 3 elements, and let C^ be a cyclic 

group of order 3. Prove that the Galois group of fg over F is isomorphic 
to ^3 X C3 . 

7. Let f(t) = t^ + at + b. Let a be a root, and let /J be a number such that 

a 

3j8 

Show that such a p can be found if a # 0. Show that 

j83= -fo/2 + 7-Z) /108. 

In this way we get an expression of a in terms of radicals. 

For the next exercises, recall the following result, or prove it if you have not 
already done so. 

Let a, beF and suppose F(^a) and F(^b] have degree 2 over F. Then 

F(^a) = F(yjb) if and only if there exists ceF such that a = c'^b. 
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8. Let /(t) = t* + 30t^ + 45. Let a be a root of / Prove that Q(a) is cyclic of 
degree 4 over Q. [Hint: Note that to solve the equation, you can apply the 
quadratic formula twice.] 

9. Let f{t) = t* + 4t^ + 2. 
(a) Prove that /(t) is irreducible over Q. 
(b) Prove that the Galois group over Q is cyclic. 

10. Let K = Q(y2, ^ 3 , a) where â  = (9 - 573)(2 - ^). 
(a) Prove that K is a Galois extension of Q. 
(b) Prove that G^/Q is not cyclic but contains a unique element of order 2. 

11. Let [£:F] =4. Prove that E contains a subfield L with [L:f] = 2 if and 
only if £ = F(a) where a is a root of an irreducible polynomial in f [t] of the 
form t* + bt^ + c. 

VII, §6. SOLVABILITY BY RADICALS 

We continue to assume that all fields are of characteristic 0. 

A Galois extension whose Galois group is abelian is said to be an abe-
lian extension. Let X be a Galois extension of F, K = F(ix). Let a, T be 
automorphisms of K over F. To verify that trt = TCT it suffices to verify 
that (TToc = Tffa. Indeed, any element of K can be written in the form 

X = ao + a^a + ••• + a^^^a''^^ 

if d is the degree of a over F. Since GTUI = Taa^ for all i, it follows that 
if in addition ara = tcra, then axe/} = xaa' for all (, whence xax = axx. 
We shall describe two important cases. 

Theorem 6.1. Let F be a field and n a positive integer. Let C be a 
primitive n-th root of unity, that is C" = 1, end every n-th root of unity 
can be written in the form C' for some r, 0 ^ r < n. Let K = F(Q. 
Then K is Galois and abelian over F. 

Proof. Let a be an embedding of K over F. Then 

K ) " = a(C")=l . 

Hence aC is also an n-th root of unity, and there exists an integer r such 
that aC = C- In particular, K is Galois over F. Furthermore, if T is 
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another automorphism of K over F, then T^ = *̂ for some s, and 

Hence ax = xa, and the Galois group is abeUan, as was to be shown. 

Theorem 6.2. Let F be a field and assume that the n-th roots of unity 
lie in F. Let aeF. Let a be a root of the polynomial t" — a, so a" = a, 
and let K = F{a). Then K is abelian over F, and in fact K is cyclic 
over F, that is Gg^/p is cyclic. 

Proof. Let a be an embedding of K over F. Then 

(ffa)" = o-(a") = aa = a. 

Hence aa is also a root of t" — a, and 

(aa/a)" = 1. 

Hence there exists an n-th root of unity (^ (not necessarily primitive) 
such that 

aa = C â. 

(Note that we index C, by a to denote its dependence on a.) In particu
lar, K is Galois over F. Let x be any automorphism of K over F. Then 
similarly there is a root of unity Ct such that 

xa = C^a. 

In addition, 

a(x(a)) = aiC.a) = C,(T(a) = CCcOc, 

because the roots of unity are in F, and so are left fixed by a. Therefore 
the association 

is a homomorphism of the Galois group G^/p into the cycHc group of 
n-th roots of unity. If C,, = 1 then a is the identity on a, and therefore 
the identity on K. Hence the kernel of this homomorphism is L There
fore Gjf/f is isomorphic to a subgroup of the cyclic group of n-th roots of 
unity, and is therefore cyclic. This concludes the proof 

Remark. It may of course happen that in Theorem 6.2 the Galois 
group Gf^ip is cyclic of order less than n. For instance, a could be a rf-th 
power in F with d\n. However, if t" — a is irreducible, then Gg^/p has 
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order n. Indeed, we know that [X: f ] ^ n by irreducibility, so G^/p has 
order at least n, whence G /̂p has order exactly n since it is a subgroup of 
a cyclic group of order n. 

For a concrete example, let F = Q(C) where ( is a primitive cube root 
of unity, so F = Q ( ^ —3). Let a be a root of t^ — 27. Then 

[F(a):F] = 3. 

Let f be a field and /' a polynomial of degree n ^ 1 over F. We shall 
say that / is solvable by radicals if its splitting field is contained in a 
finite extension K which admits a sequence of subfields 

F = FoCzF,^F2^---^F^ = K 

such that: 

(a) K is Galois over F. 
(b) Fj = F(0 for some primitive n-th root of unity .̂ 
(c) For each (' with 1 ^ ; ^ m — 1, the field F,+ i can be written in the 

form F( + i = Fi(a,+ i), where a,+ i is a root of some polynomial 

t''' - fl; = 0, 

where d^ divides n, and a; is an element of Fj. 

Observe that if d divides n, then l^"''' is a primitive d-th root of unity 
(proof?) and hence by Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 the extension F(+i of Fj is 
abelian. We also have seen that F^ is abelian over F. Thus K is 
decomposed into a tower of abelian extensions. Let G, be the Galois 
group of K over F,-. Then we obtain a corresponding sequence of groups 

G =) Gi 3 Gj ^•• - =) G„ = {e} 

such that G;+i is normal in G,-, and the factor group G,/G,+ i is abelian 
by Theorem 6.2. 

Theorem 6.3. / / / is solvable by radicals, then its Galois group is 
solvable. 

Proof. Let L be the splitting field of / , and suppose that L is 
contained in a Galois extension K as above. By the definition of a 
solvable group, it follows that G^/F is solvable. But G^/p is a factor group 
of Gg^/p, and so G^/p is solvable. This proves the theorem. 

Remark. In the definition of solvabiHty by radicals, we built in from 
the start the hypothesis that K is Galois over F. In the exercises, you 
can develop a proof of a slightly stronger result, without making this 
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assumption. The reason for making the assumption was to exhibit clearly 
and briefly the essential part of the argument, which from solvability by 
radicals implies the solvability of the Galois group. The steps given in 
the exercises will be of a more routine type. 

The converse is also true: if the Galois group of an extension is 
solvable, then the extension is solvable by radicals. This takes somewhat 
more arguments to prove, and you can look it up in a more advanced 
text, e.g. my Algebra. 

It was a famous problem once to determine whether every polynomial 
is solvable by radicals. To show that this is not the case, it will suffice 
to exhibit a polynomial whose Galois group is the symmetric group S5 
(or S„ for n ^ 5), according to Theorem 6.3 of Chapter II, §6. This is 
easily done: 

Theorem 6.4. Let Xj,...,x„ be algebraically independent over a field FQ, 
and let 

fit) =Uit-x,) = t"- s,t"-' + ••• + ( - l ) X , 
i= 1 

where 
S j = X j + • • • + X „ , . . . ,S„ = X j • • • X„ 

are the coefficients of f. Let F = FQ{SI,...,S„). Let K = F{x^,...,x„). 
Then K is Galois over F, with Galois group S„. 

Proof. Certainly X is a Galois extension of F because 

K = F(x„...,x„) 

is the spUtting field of / . Let G = GK/F- By general Galois theory, we 
know that there is an injective homomorphism of G into S„: 

which to each automorphism a of K over F associates a permutation of 
the roots. So we have to prove that given a permutation K of the roots 
X,, ...,x„ there exists an automorphism of K over F which restricts to this 
permutation. But (;!;(xi), ...,7r(x„)) being a permutation of the roots, the 
elements 7r(xi), ...,7t(x„) are algebraically independent, and by the basic 
fact of polynomials in several variables, there is an isomorphism 

FoExi,... ,x„] ^ Folnix^l... ,7r(x„)] 
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which extends to an isomorphism of the quotient fields 

Foixi,... ,x„) ^ Fo{n{xi),... ,7t(x„)), 

sending x,- on 7r(x,) for i=\,...,n. This isomorphism is therefore an 
automorphism of Fo(xi, ...,x„), which leaves the ring of symmetric 
polynomials fo[si,...,s„] fixed, and therefore leaves the quotient field 
Fo(si, ...,s„) fixed. This proves that the map (n-^n„ is surjective on S„, 
and concludes the proof of the theorem. 

In the next section, we shall show that one can always select n com
plex numbers algebraically independent over Q. 

In some sense, in exhibiting a Galois extension whose Galois group is 
S„ we have "cheated". We really would like to see a Galois extension of 
the rational numbers Q whose Galois group is S„. This is somewhat 
more diflScult to achieve. It can be shown by techniques beyond this 
book that for a lot of special values s^,...,s„ in the rational numbers, the 
polynomial 

Tit) = f--s,f-'+ ••• + {-\r-s„ 

has the symmetric group as its Galois group. 
Also the polynomial f' — t — 1 has the symmetric group as its Galois 

group. You can refer to a more advanced algebra book to see how to 
prove such statements. 

Remark. Radicals are merely the simplest way of expressing irrational 
numbers. One can ask much more general questions, for instance along 
the following lines. Let a be an algebraic number, that is the root of a 
polynomial of degree ^ 1 with rational coefficients. Let us start with the 
question: Is there a root of unity C such that a e Q ( 0 ? We suppose Q(0 
is embedded in the complex numbers. We can write 

where r, n are positive integers. If we define the function 

/(z) = e''"^ 

then our question amounts to whether a6Q(/(a)) for some rational 
number a. Now the question can be generalized, by taking for / an 
arbitrary classical function, not just the exponential function. In analysis 
courses, you may have heard of the Bessel function, the gamma function, 
the zeta function, various other functions, such as solutions of differential 
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equations, whatever. The question then runs almost immediately into 
unsolved problems, and leads into a mixture of algebra, number theory, 
and analysis. 

VII, §6. EXERCISES 

1. Let Kj, K2 be Galois extensions o f f whose Galois groups are solvable. Prove 
that the Galois groups of K^Kj and K^ n K2 are solvable. 

2. Let K be a Galois extension of F whose Galois group is solvable. Let E be 
any extension of F. Prove that KE/E has solvable Galois group. 

3. By a radical tower over a field F we mean a sequence of finite extensions 

having the property that there exist positive integers d,, elements a^eFi and a,-
with a* = Q: such that 

We say that E is contained in a radical tower if there exists a radical tower as 
above such that £ c F^. 

Let £ be a finite extension of F. Prove: 
(a) If £ is contained in a radical tower and £' is a conjugate of £ over F, then 

£' is contained in a radical tower. 
(b) Suppose £ is contained in a radical tower. Let L be an extension of 

F. Then EL is contained in a radical tower of L. 
(c) If £1, £2 are finite extensions of F, each one contained in a radical tower, 

then the composite £i£2 is contained in a radical tower. 
(d) If £ is contained in a radical tower, then the smallest normal extension of 

F containing £ is contained in a radical tower. 
(e) If Ffl (= • • • c F, is a radical tower, let K be the smallest normal extension 

of fo containing F .̂ Then K has a radical tower over F. 
(f) Let £ be a finite extension of F and suppose £ is contained in a radical 

tower. Show that there exists a radical tower 

F c £Q c £j c= . •. c £^ 

such that: 

£„ is Galois over F and £ <= £„; 
£0 = f(C) where ( is a primitive n-th root of unity; 
For each 1, £,+ 1 = £,.(a,) where af = a.-ef; and d,.|n. 

Thus if £ is contained in a radical tower, then £ is solvable by radicals in 
the sense given in the text. The property of being contained in a radical 
tower is closer to the naive notion of an algebraic element being expressible 
in terms of radicals, and so we gave the development of this exercise to 
show that this naive notion is equivalent to the notion given in the text. 
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VII, §7. INFINITE EXTENSIONS 

We begin with some cardinality statements concerning fields. We use 
only denumerable or finite sets in the present situation, and all that we 
need about such sets is the definition of Chapter X, §3 and the following: 

If D is denumerable, then a finite product D x •• • x D is denumerable. 
A denumerable union of denumerable sets is denumerable. 
An infinite subset of a denumerable set is denumerable. 
If D is denumerable, and D ^ S is a surjective map onto some set S 

which is not finite, then S is denumerable. 
The reader will find simple self-contained proofs in Chapter X (cf. 

Theorem 3.2 and its corollaries), and for denumerable sets, these state
ments are nothing but simple exercises. 

Let F be a field, and E an extension of F. We shall say that E is 
algebraic over F if every element of E is algebraic over F. Let A be an 
algebraically closed field containing F. Let F' be the subset of A consist
ing of all elements which are algebraic over F. The superscript "a" 
denotes "algebraic closure" of F in A. Then F" is a field, because we 
have seen that whenever a, P are algebraic, then a + /J and a/J are 
algebraic, being contained in the finite extension F(a, jS) of F. 

Theorem 7.1. Let F be a denumerable field. Then F" is denumerable. 

Proof. We proceed stepwise. Let P„ be the set of irreducible poly
nomials of degree n ^ 1 with coefficients in F and leading coefficient 1. 
To each polynomial/ePn, 

/ ( 0 = f" + a„_if"-' +--- + ao, 

we associate its coefficients (a„_i, ...,ao)- We thus obtain an injection of 
P„ into F X • • • X F = F", whence we conclude that P„ is denumerable. 

Next, for each feP„, we let â - i,...,ay „ be its roots, in a fixed order. 
Let J„ = {!,...,«}, and let 

P„ X {l,...,n}-<-A 

be the map of P„ x J„ into A such that 

(/, 0 h^ a J-J 

for i = l, . . . ,n and feP„. Then this map is a surjection of P„ x J„ onto 
the set of numbers of degree n over F, and hence this set is denumerable. 
Taking the union over all n = 1, 2, . . . we conclude that the set of all 
numbers algebraic over F is denumerable. This proves our theorem. 
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Theorem 7.2. Let F be a denumerable field. Then the field of rational 
fiinctions F(t) is denumerable. 

Proofi It will suffice to prove that the ring of polynomials F[J] is 
denumerable, because we have a surjective map 

F[t] xFlt2o^F{t), 

where f [f]o denotes the set of non-zero elements of F[J]. The map is of 
course (a, b) i-> a/b. For each n, let P„ be the set of polynomials of de
gree ^ n with coefficients in F. Then P„ is denumerable, and hence F[(] 
is denumerable, being the denumerable union of PQ, P I , PI,-- together 
with the single element 0. 

Note. The fact that R (and hence C) is not denumerable will be 
proved in Chapter IX, Corollary 4.4. 

Corollary 7.3. Given an integer n ^ 1, there exist n algebraically inde
pendent complex numbers over Q. 

Proof. The field Q^ is denumerable, and C is not. Hence there exists 
x^eC which is transcendental over Q^ Let F^ — Q'{xi). Then F^ is 
denumerable. Proceeding inductively, we let Xj be transcendental over 
Pi, and so on, to find our desired elements x^, Xj,...,x„. 

The complex numbers form a convenient algebraically closed field of 
characteristic 0 for many applications. 

Theorem 7.4. Let F be a field. Then there exists an algebraic closure of 
F, that is, there exists a field A algebraic over F such that A is 
algebraically closed. 

Proof. In general, we face a problem which is set-theoretic in nature. 
In Exercise 9 of Chapter X, §3 you will see how to carry out the proof in 
general. We give the proof here in the most important special case, when 
F is denumerable. All the basic features of the proof already occur in this 
case. 

As in Theorem 7.1 we give an enumeration of all polynomials of 
degree ^ 1 over F, say {/i,/2,/3,-..}• By induction we can find a 
splitting field K^ of / j over F, then a splitting field Kj of / , /2 over F 
containing K^ as subfield; then a spHtting field of /1/2/3 containing Xj ; 
and so on. In general, we let K„ + i be a splitting field of/1/2 •••/„ + ! 
containing K„. We take the union 

U^«-
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Observe first that ^ is a field. Two elements of A lie in some K„, so 
their sum, product and quotient (by a non-zero element) are defined in 
K„, and since K„ is a subfield of K„ for m > n, this sum, product and 
quotient do not depend on the choice of n. Furthermore, A is algebraic 
over F because every element of A lies in some K„, which is finite over F. 
We claim that A is algebraically closed. Let a be algebraic over A. Then 
a is the root of a polynomial /(f) e ^[ f ] , and / actually has coefficients in 
some field K„, so x is algebraic over K„. Then X„(a) is algebraic, so finite 
over F, so a lies in K„ for some m, whence aeA. This concludes the 
proof 

Next, we deal with the uniqueness of an algebraic closure. 

Theorem 7.5. Let A, B be algebraic closures of F. Then there exists an 
isomorphism a: A^ B over F [that is, a is the identity on F). 

Proof. Again in general we meet a set-theoretic difficulty which 
disappears in the denumerable case, so we give the proof when F is 
denumerable. By an argument similar to the one used in the previous 
theorem, we write ^ as a union 

U^-, 

where K„ is finite normal over F and iC„cK„ + i for all n. By the 
embedding theorem for finite extensions, there exists an embedding 

which is the identity on F. By induction, suppose we have obtained an 
embedding 

<J„:K„^B 

over F. By the embedding theorem, there exists an embedding 

which is an extension of (j„. Then we can define tr on ^ as follows. 
Given an element xeA, there is some n such that xeK„. The element 
(T„x of B does not depend on the choice of n, because of the compatibihty 
condition that if m> n then the restriction of (T„ to K„ is (T„. We define 
ax to be a„x. Then a is an embedding of A into B which restricts to a„ 
on K„. It will now suffice to prove: 

Let A, B be algebraic closures of F and let a:A^B be an embedding 
over F. Then B = a A, so a is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. Since A is algebraically closed, it follows that aA is algebraic
ally closed, and a A cz B. Since B is algebraic over F, it follows that B is 
algebraic over a A. Let yeB. Then y is algebraic over GA, and therefore 
lies in a A, so B = a A, as was to be shown. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 7.5. 

Remark. The element a in the above proof was defined in a way 
which could be called a limit of a sequence of embeddings a„. The study 
of such limits would constitute a further chapter in field theory. We shall 
not go into this matter except by giving some examples as exercises. The 
study of such limits is also analogous to the considerations of Chapter 
IX, which deals with completions. 

Just as in the finite case, we can speak of the group of automorphisms 
Aut(^/F), and this group is also called a Galois group for the possibly 
infinite extension A of F. 

More generally, let 

K=D K„ 

be a union of finite Galois extensions K„ of F, such that K„ <= K„+i for 
all n. Then we let 

G^i, = Aut(K/f) 

be the group of automorphisms of K over F. Each such automorphism 
restricts to an embedding of K„, which must be an automorphism of K„. 
By the extension theorem and an inductive definition as in the proof of 
the uniqueness of the algebraic closure, we conclude that the restriction 
homomorphism 

res: CJKIF ~* "K„/F 

is surjective. Its kernel is G^/x,- A major problem is to determine G /̂f 
for various infinite extensions, and especially when K = Q" is the 
algebraic closure of the rational numbers. In an exercise, you can see an 
example for a tower of abelian extensions. The point is that automor
phisms in Gf^ip are limits of sequences {(T„} of automorphisms of the finite 
Galois extensions KJF. Thus the consideration of infinite extensions 
leads to a study of limits of sequences of elements in Galois groups, and 
more general types of groups. In the next chapter we shall meet two 
basic examples; the extensions of finite fields, and extensions generated by 
roots of unity. 
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VII, §7. EXERCISES 

1. Let {G„} be a sequence of multiplicative groups and for each n suppose given a 
surjective homomorphism 

"n + 1 • ( ' n + 1 " • " n • 

Let G be the set of all sequences 

(Si,S2,S3,...,5„,...) with s„eG„ 

satisfying the condition /i„s„ = s„_i. Define multiplication of such sequences 
componentwise. Prove that G is a group, which is called the projective limit of 
{G„}. If the groups G„ are additive groups, then G is an additive group in a 
similar way. 

Examples. Letp be a prime number. Let Z{p") = Z/p"Z, and let 

/!„+i: Z/p" + i Z ^ Z / p " Z 

be the natural homomorphism. The projective limit is called the group 
of/)-adic integers, and is denoted by Z^. 

2. (a) Using the fact that h„ + ^ is actually a surjective ring homomorphism, show 
that Zj, is a ring in a natural way. 

(b) Prove that Z^ has a unique prime ideal which is pZ^. 

Let again p he a prime number. Instead of Z{p") as above, consider the 
group of units in the ring Z/p"Z, so let G„ = (Z/p"Z)*. We can define 

/r*,i:(Z/p"+'Z)*^(Z/p"Z)* 

to be the restriction of /i„+i, and you will see immediately that h*+i is 
surjective. Cf the exercises of Chapter II, §7. The projective limit of 
{(Z/p"Z)*} is called the group of /i-adic units, and is denoted by Z*. Thus a 
p-adic unit consists of a sequence 

{u^,U2,Ui,...,U„,---) 

where each u„ e (Z/p"Z)* and 

u„+i = u„modp". 

Each element ii„ can be represented by a positive integer prime to p, and is 
well-defined mod p". 

In Chapter VIII, §5 you will find an application of the projective limit of 
the groups (Z/p"Z)* to the Galois theory of roots of unity. If you read 
Theorem 5.1 of Chapter VIII, you can do right away Exercise 12 of VIII, §5 
following the above discussion. However, you can now do the following 
exercise, which depends only on the notions and results which have already 
been dealt with. 
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3. Let F be a field and let {K„} be a sequence of finite Galois extensions such 
that K„^ K„ + ^. Let 

K= [J K„ and G„ = Gal(X„/F). 

By finite Galois theory, the restriction homomorphism G„ + i'^G„ is surjective. 
Define a natural map 

lim G„ -^ Aut{K/F), 

and prove that your map is an isomorphism. The limit is the projective limit 
defined in Exercise 1. 

'K 

Aut(K/F) 

The next exercises give another approach to the limits which we have just 
considered, in another context which will relate to the context of Chapter IX. 
You may wish to postpone these exercises until you read Chapter IX. 

4. Let G be a group. Let J^ be the family of all subgroups of finite index. Let 
{x„} be a sequence in G. We define this sequence to be Cauchy if given H e .^ 
there exists UQ such that for m, n^rio we have x„x~^ e H. If {x„}, {y„} are two 
sequences, define their product to be the sequence {x„y„}. 
(a) Show that the set of Cauchy sequences forms a group. 
(b) Define {x„} to be a null sequence if given He.^ there exists HQ such that 

for n ^ «o W6 have x„ e H. Show that the null sequences form a normal 
subgroup. 

The factor group of all Cauchy sequences modulo the null sequences is called 
the completion of G. Note that we have not assumed G to be commutative. 
(c) Prove that the map which sends an element xeG on the class of the 

sequence (x, x,x,...) modulo null sequences, is a homomorphism of G into 
the completion, whose kernel is the intersection 

n H. 

It may be useful to you to refer to the exercises of Chapter II, §4, where 
you should have proved that a subgroup H of finite index always contains 
a normal subgroup of finite index. 

5. Instead of the family J^ of all subgroups of finite index, let p be a prime 
number, and let i^ be the family of all normal subgroups whose index is a 
power of p. Again define Cauchy sequences and null sequences and prove the 
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analogous statements of (a), (b), (c) in Exercise 4. This time, the completion is 
called the p-adic completion. 

6. Let G = Z be the additive group of integers, and let S' be the family of 
subgroups p"Z where p is a prime number. Let R^ be the completion of Z in 
the sense of Exercise 5. 
(a) If {x„} and {y„} are Cauchy sequences, show that {x^y^ is a Cauchy 

sequence, and prove that Rp is a ring. 
(b) Prove that the map which to each x 6 Z associates the class of the sequence 

(x, X, X,...) modulo null sequences gives an embedding of Z into R^. 
(c) Prove that R^ has a unique prime ideal, which is pi?p. 
(d) Prove that every ideal of R^ has the form p'"Rj, for some integer m. 

7. Let {x„} be a sequence in Rj, and let xeRp. Define x = lim x„ if given a 
positive integer r, there exists no such that for all n ^ no we have x — x„ep'Rj,. 
Show that every element ae Rp has a unique expression 

a = YJ ' " ' P ' ^' ' '^ 0 ^ mj g p — L 
i = 0 

The infinite sum is by definition the limit of the partial sums 

lim (mo + m^p + ••• + Mfip"). 

8. Let G = Z be the additive group of integers, and let J^ be the family of 
subgroups p"Z where p is a prime number. Let R^ be the completion of Z in 
the sense of Exercises 5, 6, and let Z^ be the projective limit of Z/p"Z in the 
sense of Exercise 1. Prove that there is an isomorphism Z^ ->• R^,. [In practice, 
one does not distinguish between Zp and R^, and one uses Z^ to denote the 
completion.] 



CHAPTER VIII 

Finite Fields 

It is worth while to consider separately finite fields, which exhibit some 
very interesting features. We preferred to do Galois theory in character
istic 0 first, in order not to obscure the basic ideas by the special phe
nomena which can occur when finite fields are involved. On the other 
hand, finite fields occur so frequently that we now deal with them more 
systematically. 

VIM, §1. GENERAL STRUCTURE 

Let f be a finite field with q elements. Let e be the unit element of F. 
As with any ring, there is a unique ring homomorphism 

such that 

n times 

The kernel is an ideal of Z, which we know is principal, and cannot be 0 
since the image is finite. Let p be the smallest positive integer in that 
ideal, so p generates the ideal. Then we have an isomorphism 

Z//7Z ^ F^ 

between Z/pZ and its image in F. Denote this image by Fp. Since F^ is 
a subfield of F, it has no divisors of 0, and consequently the ideal pZ is 
prime. Hence p is a prime number, uniquely determined by the field F. 
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We call p the characteristic of F, and the subfield Fp is called the prime 
field. 

As an exercise, prove that Z/pZ has no automorphisms other than the 
identity. We then identify Z/pZ with its image Fp. This is possible in 
only one way. We write 1 instead of e. 

Theorem 1.1. The number of elements of F is equal to a power of p. 

Proof. We may view f as a vector space over F^. Since F has only a 
finite number of elements, it follows that the dimension of F over F^ is 
finite. Let this dimension be n. If {wi, W2,...,w„} is a basis, then every 
element of F has a unique expression 

X = fliWi + \- a„w„, 

with elements A, in Fp. Since the choice of these a,- is arbitrary, it follows 
that there are p" possible elements in F, thus proving that q = p", as 
desired. 

The multiplicative group F* of non-zero elements has q — I elements, 
and they all satisfy the equation 

x « ^ i - l = 0 if xeF*. 

Hence all elements of F satisfy the equation 

x" -x = 0. 

(Of course, the only other element is 0.) 
In Chapter IV, we discussed polynomials over arbitrary fields. Let us 

consider the polynomial 

/(f) = ^ - 1 

over the finite field Fp. It has q distinct roots in the field F, namely all 
elements of F. The proof that a polynomial of degree n has at most n 
roots appHes as well to the present case. Hence if K is another finite 
field containing F, then f' — t cannot have any roots in K other than the 
elements of F. 

If we use the definition of a splitting field as in the previous chapter, 
we then find: 

Theorem 1.2. The finite field F with q elements is the splitting field of 
the polynomial t'' — t over the field Z/pZ. 
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By Theorem 3.2 of Chapter VII, two finite fields with the same 
number of elements are isomorphic. We denote the field with q elements 
by F^. In particular, consider the polynomial 

f - t. 

It has p roots, namely the elements of the prime field. Therefore the ele
ments of Fp are precisely the roots of t'' — t in F^. 

In the previous chapter, we had used an algebraically closed field right 
from the start as a matter of convenience. Let us do the same thing 
here, and postpone to a last section the discussion of the existence of 
such a field containing our field F. Thus: 

We assume that all of our fields are contained in an algebraically closed 
field A, containing F^ = Z/pZ. 

In Theorem 1.2 we started with a finite field F with q elements. We 
may ask for the converse: Given q = p" equal to a power of p, what is 
the nature of the splitting field of t« - t over the field F^ = Z/pZ? 

Theorem 1.3. Given q = p" the set of elements xeA such that x" = x is 
a finite field with q elements. 

Proof. We first make some remarks on binomial coefficients. In the 
ordinary binomial expansion 

we see from the expression 

P\ ^ P!___ 
i) i\ ip - 0! 

that all binomial coefficients are divisible by p except the first and the 
last. Hence in the finite field, all the coefiicients are 0 except the first 
and the last, and we obtain the basic formula: 

For any elements x, ye A, we have 

{x + yY = x" + y". 

By induction, we then see that for any positive integer m, we have 

(x + yf"' = x"" + yP". 

Let K be the set of elements xe A such that 
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It is then easily verified that K is a field. Indeed, the above formula 
shows that this set is closed under addition. It is closed under multipli
cation, since 

(xy)"" = x""}'"" 

in any commutative ring. If x ^ 0 and x"" = x, then we see at once that 

Let f{t) = t'' — t. Then K contains all the roots of / , and is then 
obviously the smallest field containing Fp and all roots of / Conse
quently, K is the spHtting field of / 

The theory of unique factorization in Chapter IV, §3 applies to poly
nomials over any field, and in particular, the derivative criterion of 
Theorem 3.6 applies. Observe here how peculiar the derivative is. We 
have 

/'(f) = g r ' - ' - l = - 1 , 

because q = 0 in Fp = Z/pZ. Consequently the polynomial f{t) has no 
multiple roots. Since it has at most q roots in A, we conclude that it has 
exactly q roots in A. Hence K has exactly q elements. This concludes 
the proof of Theorem 1.3. 

VIII, §1. EXERCISES 

1. Let f be a finite field with q elements. Let f{t)eF\_t2 be irreducible. 
(a) Prove that /(/) divides f'" — t if and only if deg/ divides n. 
(b) Show that 

i'"-t = U ULit) 
d\n flint 

where the product on the inside is over all irreducible polynomials of 
degree d with leading coefficient 1. 

(c| Let \j/{d) be the number of irreducible polynomials over F of degree d. 
Show that 

g" = X d^(d). 
d\n 

(d) Let n be the Moebius function. Prove that 

d\n 

Dividing by n yields an explicit formula for the number of irreducible 
polynomials of degree n, and leading coefficient 1 over F. 
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VIII, §2. THE FROBENIUS AUTOMORPHISM 

Theorem 2.1. Let F be a finite field with q elements. The mapping 

(p: xh^x'' 

is an automorphism of F. 

Proof. We already know that the map 

xh^x'' 

is a ring-homomorphism of F into itself. Its kernel is 0, and since F is 
finite, the map has to be a bijection, so an automorphism. 

The automorphism (p is called the Frobenius automorphism of F (rela
tive to the prime field). It generates a cyclic group, which is finite, 
because F has only a finite number of elements. Let q = p". Note that 

cp" = id. 

Indeed, for any positive integer m, 

(p'"x = x"" 

for all X in F. Hence the period of (p divides n, because 

(p"x = x''" = x'' = X. 

Theorem 2.2. The period of cp is exactly n. 

Proof. Suppose the period is m <n. Then every element x of F sat
isfies the equation 

x"" - X = 0. 

But we have remarked in the preceding section that the polynomial 

f" - t 

has at most p"' roots. Hence we cannot have m < n, as desired. 

Theorem 2.3. Suppose Fp„ is a subfield ofFp„. Then m\n. Conversely, 
if m\n then Fp„ is a subfield ofFp„. 
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Proof. Let f be a subfield of F^, where q — p". Then F contains the 
prime field F^ so F has p™ elements for some m. We view F^ as a vector 
space over F, say of dimension d. Then after representing elements of F^ 
as Hnear combinations of basis elements with coefficients in F we see 
that F^ has (p")'' = p""' elements, whence n = md and m\n. 

Conversely, let m\n, n = md. Let F be the fixed field of (p"". Then F is 
the set of all elements x e F^ such that 

x"" = X. 

By Theorem 1.2, this is precisely the field Fp„. But 

(p'"" = cp", 

so Fpm is fixed under (p". Since Fp„ is the fixed field of cp", it follows that 

F „ •= F „ 

This concludes the proof of the theorem. 

If n = md, we see that the order of cp"" is precisely equal to d. Thus 
(p"" generates a cyclic group of automorphisms of F^, whose fixed field is 
Fpm. The order of this cyclic group is exactly equal to the degree 

d = [Fp„:Fp^l 

In the next section, we shall prove that the multiplicative group of F^ 
is cyclic. Using this, we now prove: 

Theorem 2.4. The only automorphisms of F , are the powers of the Fro-
benius automorphism 1, cp,...,(p" ^ 

Proof. Let F^ = Fp(a) for some element a (this is what we are assum
ing now). Then a is a root of a polynomial of degree n, if ^ = p". There
fore by Theorem 2.1 of Chapter VII there are at most n automorphisms 
of f, over the prime field F^,. Since l,(p,...,cp"^^ constitute n distinct 
automorphisms, there cannot be any others. This concludes the proof. 

The above theorems carry out the Galois theory for finite fields. We 
have obtained a bijection between subfields of F^ and subgroups of the 
group of automorphisms of F^, each subfield being the fixed field of a 
subgroup. 
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VIII, §3. THE PRIMITIVE ELEMENTS 

Let f be a finite field with q = p" elements. In this section, we prove 
more than the fact that F = Fp(a) for some a. 

Theorem 3.1. The multiplicative group F* of F is cyclic. 

Proof. In Theorem 1.10 of Chapter IV we gave a proof based on the 
structure theorem for abelian groups. Here we give a proof based on a 
similar idea but self contained. We start with a remark. Let .4 be a finite 
abelian group, written additively. Let a be an element of ^ , of period d, 
and let b be an element of period d', with (d, d') = 1. Then 

a + h 

has period dd'. The proof is easy, and is left as an exercise. 

Lemma 3.2. Let z he an element of A having maximal period, that is, 
whose period d is ~^ the period of any other element of A. Then the 
period of any element of A divides d. 

Proof. Suppose w has period m not dividing d. Let / be a prime 
number such that a power /*• divides the period of w, but does not divide 
d. Write 

m = /'m', d = rd', 

where m', d' are not divisible by /. Let 

a = m'w and b = Vz. 

Then a has period /'' and b has period d'. Then 

a -\- b 

has period t'd' > d, a contradiction. 

We apply these remarks to the multipHcative group F*, having q — I 
elements. Let a be an element of F* having maximal period d. Then a 
is a root of the polynomial 

By the lemma, all the powers 

1, a, a^,...,a^~'^ 
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are distinct, and are roots of this polynomial. Hence they constitute all 
the distinct roots of the polynomial f* — 1. Suppose that a does not 
generate F*, so there is another element x in F* which is not a power of 
a. By the lemma, this element x is also a root of f* — 1. This implies 
that f* — 1 has more than d roots, a contradiction which proves the 
theorem. 

Example. Consider the prime field Fp = Z/pZ itself. The theorem as
serts the existence of an element a e F * such that every element of F* is 
an integral power of a. In terms of congruences, this means that there 
exists an integer a such that every integer x prime to p satisfies a rela
tion 

X = a" mod p, 

for some positive integer v. Such integer a is called a primitive root mod p 
in the classical literature. 

VIII, §3. EXERCISES 

1. Find the smallest positive integer which is a primitive root mod p in each 
case: p = 3, p = 5, p = 7, p = 11, p = 13. 

2. Make a list of all the primes ^100 for which 2 is a primitive root. Do you 
think there are infinitely many such primes? The answer (yes) was conjectured 
by Artin, together with a density; of his collected works. 

3. If a is a cyclic generator of F*, where F is a finite field, show that a'' is also a 
cyclic generator. 

4. Let p be a prime ^ 3. An integer a ^ 0 mod p is called a quadratic residue 
mod p if there exists an integer x such that 

a = x^ mod p. 

It is called a quadratic non-residue if there is no such integer x. Show that the 
number of quadratic residues is equal to the number of quadratic non-
residues. IHint: Consider the map xi—>x̂  on F*] 

VIM, §4. SPLITTING FIELD AND ALGEBRAIC CLOSURE 

In Chapter VII, §7 we gave a general method for constructing an alge
braic closure. Here in the case of finite fields, we can express the proof 
more simply. Let g be polynomial of degree ^ 1 over the finite field F. 
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We have shown in Chapter VII, Theorem 3.1 how to construct a splitting 
field for g. 

For each positive integer n, let K„ be the splitting field of the poly
nomial 

f" - t 

over the prime field Fp. By Theorem 3.2 of Chapter VII, given two split
ting fields E and E' of a polynomial /, there is an isomorphism 

a:E'^E 

leaving F fixed. In particular, if m|n, there is an embedding 

Km -^ K„, 

because any root of f" — t is also a root of t'" — t. If we then consider 
the union 

for n = 1,2,..., then this union is easily shown to be algebraically closed. 
Indeed, let / be a polynomial of degree ^ 1 with coefficients in A. 
Then / has coefficients in some K^, so / splits into factors of degree 1 
in K„ for some n. This concludes the proof 

Vm, §5. IRREDUCIBILITY OF THE CYCLOTOMIC 
POLYNOMIALS OVER Q 

In Chapter VII, §6 we considered an extension F(Q, where C is a primi
tive n-th root of unity. When F = Q is the rational numbers, the Galois 
group can be determined completely, and we shall now do so by using 
finite fields, although we use essentially nothing of what precedes in this 
chapter, only the flavor. 

Let (T be an automorphism of F(Q over F. Then there is some integer 
r(a) prime to n such that 

aC = C"", 

and this integer mod n is uniquely determined by a. Thus we get a map 

Gf (o/f ^ (Z/nZ)* by aH-r(a). 
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This map is injective. It is a homomorphism, because 

<T(T(0) = <T(C"") = (crC)"'' = C""""*, 

whence r{(jT) = r{a)r{T). In this way, we can view GF(^Q/F as embedded in 
the multipHcative group (Z/nZ)*. 

So far, we have not used any special property of the rational numbers 
or the integers. We shall now do so. 

Let / ( t )eZ[f ] be a polynomial with integer coefficients. Let p be a 
prime number. Then we can reduce / mod p. If 

/(f) = a„t" + -.- + ao 

with aoi ••-,«« 6 Z, then we let its reduction mod p be 

f(t) = aj" + --- + do, 

where aj is the reduction mod p of a;. The map ft-^f is a homomor
phism 

Z M - ( z / / 7 Z ) M = F,[f]. 

This is easily verified by using the definition of addition and multiplica
tion of polynomials as in Chapter IV, §5. 

Theorem 5.1. The map (T\—*r(a) is an isomorphism 

<5Q(0/Q -" (Z/nZ)*. 

Proof. Let w be a positive integer prime to n. Then the map C*-*C"' 
can be decomposed as a composite of maps 

where p ranges over primes dividing m. Thus it will suffice to prove: if p 
is a prime number and p ̂  n, and if f{t) is the irreducible polynomial of ( 
over Q, then ^ is also a root of /(f). Since the roots of f" — 1 are all the 
n-th roots of unity, primitive or not, it follows that f{t) divides t" — 1, so 
there is a polynomial h(t) e Q[f] with leading coefficient 1 such that 

t" - 1 = f{t)h{t). 

By the Gauss lemma, it follows that / h have integral coefficients. 
Suppose C' is not a root of / Then C is a root of h, and ( itself is a 

root of hit'). Hence f{t) divides h{t''), and we can write 

hit") = mg{t). 
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Since f{t) has integral coefficients and leading coefficient 1, we see 
that g has integral coefficients, again by the Gauss lemma. Since 
a" = a (mod p) for any integer a, we conclude that 

hit") = hit)" (mod p), 
and hence 

h{tr^f{t)g(t) (modp). 

In particular, if we denote by / and h the polynomial over Z/pZ ob
tained by reducing / and h respectively mod p, we see that / and h are 
not relatively prime, i.e. have a factor in common. But t" —\ =f{t)h{t), 
and hence f" — 1 has multiple roots. This is impossible, as one sees by 
taking the derivative, and our theorem is proved. 

As a consequence of Theorem 5.1, it follows that the cyclotomic 
polynomials of Chapter IV, §3, Exercise 13 are irreducible over Q. Prove 
this as an exercise. 

VIII, §5. EXERCISES 

1. Let F be a finite extension of the rationals. Show that there is only a finite 
number of roots of unity in F. 

2. (a) Determine which roots of unity lie in the following fields: Q(0, Q(^ —2), 
Q(V2), Q ( v ^ ) , 0(^3), Q(V^). 

(b) Let 4 be a primitive n-th root of unity. For which n is 

[Q(C):Q] = 2? 

Prove your assertion, of course. 

3. Let F be a field of characteristic 0, and n an odd integer ^ 1. Let ( be a 
primitive n-lh root of unity in F. Show that F also contains a primitive 2n-th 
root of unity. 

4. Given a prime number p and a positive integer m, show that there exists a 
cyclic extension of Q of degree p". [Hint: Use the exercises of Chapter II, 
§7-] 

5. Let n be a positive integer. Prove that there exist infinitely many cyclic 
extensions of Q of degree n which are independent. That is, if Ki,...,K, are 
such extensions then 

K,.n(XiX2-Xi_,) = Q for all i = 2,...,r. 

(For this exercise, you may assume that there exist infinitely many primes p 
such that p = 1 mod n. Again, use Chapter II, §7 and its exercises.) 
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6. Let G be a finite abelian group. Prove that there exists a Galois extension of 
Q whose Galois group is G. In fact, prove that there exist infinitely many 
such extensions. [You may use previous exercises.] 

7. Let a^ = 2 and P^ = 7. Let y = a + p. Prove that Q(a, /?) = Q()0 and that 
[Q(a,/i):Q] = 15. 

In the next two exercises, you will see a non-abelian linear group appearing 
as a Galois group. 

8. Describe the splitting field of f̂  — 7 over the rationals. What is its degree? 
Show that the Galois group is generated by two elements a, x satisfying the 
relation 

(7^ = 1, T * = l , T t J T - ' = ( T ^ . 

9. Let p be an odd prime and let a be a rational number which is not a p-th 
power in Q. Let K be the splitting field of t'' — a over the rationals. 
(a) Prove that [K: Q] = p(p - 1). [Cf Exercise 3 of §3.] 
(b) Let a be a root of t'' — a. Let ( be a primitive p-th root of unity. Let 

oeG^iQ. Prove that there exists some integer h = b{a), uniquely de
termined mod p, such that 

cr(3() = Ca. 

(c) Show that there exists some integer d = d{(j) prime to p, uniquely 
determined mod p, such that 

cr(Q = C". 

(d) Let G be the subgroup of GLjlZ/pZ) consisting of all matrices 

'1 0\ 
with heZ/pZ and de{Z/pZ)*. 

b dj 

Prove that the association 

1 0 

\b(a) d{a) 

is an isomorphism of G^/Q with G. 
(e) Let r be a primitive root mod p, i.e. a positive integer prime to p which 

generates the cyclic group (Z/pZ)*. Show that there exist elements p, 
xeGf^/Q which generate G^^Q, and satisfy the relations: 

pl'=\, 1""' = !, T p T - ' = p ' . 

(f) Let F be a subfield of K which is abelian over Q. Prove that F cz Q((). 

10. Let p, q be distinct odd primes. Let a, b be rational numbers such that a is 
not a p-th power in Q and b is not a q-ih. power in Q. Let f{i) = t'' — a and 
g{t) = t" -b. Let K^ be the splitting field of f(t) and K2 the splitting field of 
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g{t). Prove that Ki n Kj = Q. It follows (from what?) that if K is the 
splitting field of f(t)g{t), then 

G K / Q * ^ K i / Q ^ ^K2lQ-

11. Generalize Exercise 10 as much as you can. 

12. Refer back to the exercises of Chapter VII, §7. Let p be a prime number. Let 
H(p") denote the group of p"-th roots of unity. Let 

»i(p°°) = U )^p")-

11 = 1 

Let K„ = Q(n(p")) be the splitting field of t''" — 1 over the rationals, and let 

n= 1 

Prove: 

Theorem. Let Z* be the projective limit of the groups (Z/p"Z)*, as in 
Chapter VII, §7, Exercise 2. There is an isomorphism 

Z*^Aut{KJQ), 

which can be obtained as follows. 
(a) Given aeZ* prove that there exists an automorphism a„ e Aut(X„/Q) 

having the following property. Let ^ e (i(p°°). Choose n such that C e \i{p"). 
Let u e Z be such that u = a mod p". Then CTQC = C"-

(b) Prove that the map a\—K7„ is an injective homomorphism of Z* into 
Aut(K„/Q). 

(c) Given a e Aut{K^/Q), prove that there exists aeZ* such that a = a^. 

VIII, §6. WHERE DOES IT ALL GO? OR RATHER, 
WHERE DOES SOME OF IT GO? 

You have now learned some facts about Galois groups, and I thought 
you should get some idea of the type of questions which remain un
solved. If you find the going too hard, then sleep on it. If you still find 
it too hard, then you can obviously skip this entire section without 
affecting your understanding of any other part of the book. I want this 
section to be stimulating, not scary. 

One fundamental question is whether given a finite group G, there ex
ists a Galois extension K of Q whose Galois group is G. This problem 
has been realized explicitly for at least a century. Emmy Noether 
thought of one possibility: construct a Galois extension of an extension 
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Q(ui,...,u„) with the given Galois group, and then specialize the param
eters «!,...,u„ to rational numbers. Here u^,...,u„ are independent vari
ables. You have seen how one can construct an extension Q(xi,...,x„) of 
Q(Si,...,s„) where Si,...,s„ are the elementary symmetric functions of 
Xi,...,jc„. The Galois group is the symmetric group S„. Let G be a sub
group of 5„. It was an open question for a long time whether the fixed 
field of G can be written in the form Q(MJ, ..,«„). Swan showed that this 
was impossible in general, even if G was a cyclic group {Inventiones 
Math., 1969). 

In the nineteenth century already, number theorists realized the differ
ence between abehan and non-abelian extensions. Kronecker stated and 
gave what are today considered as incomplete arguments that every finite 
abehan extension of Q is contained in some extension Q(Q where C is a 
root of unity. Such extensions are called cyclotomic. A complete proof 
was given by Weber at the end of the nineteenth century. 

If F is a finite extension of Q, the situation is harder to describe, but 
I shall give one significant example exhibiting the flavor. The field F 
contains a subring Rp, called the ring of algebraic integers in F, consist
ing of all elements aeF such that the irreducible polynomial of a with 
rational coefficients and leading coefficient 1 has in fact all its coefficients 
contained in the integers Z. It can be shown that the set of all such ele
ments is a ring Rp, and that F is its quotient field. 

Let F be a prime ideal of Rp. It is easy to show that P n Z = (p) is 
generated by a prime number p. Furthermore, Rp/P is a finite field with 
q elements. Let K be a finite Galois extension of F. It can be shown 
that there exists a prime ideal Q of R^^ such that Qn Rp = P. Further
more, there exists an element (JQSG = Gal(K/F) such that <TQ(2) = Q 
and for all aeRg^ we have 

(JQU = oi'' mod Q. 

We call (JQ a Frobenius element in the Galois group G associated with Q. 
In fact, it can be shown that for all but a finite number of Q, two such 
elements are conjugate to each other in G. We denote any of them by 
(7p. If G is abelian, then there is only one element CJQ in the Galois 
group. 

Theorem. There exists a unique abelian extension K of F having the 
following property: If P^, F j are prime ideals of Rp, then Op^ = Op^ if 
and only if there is an element a of K such that aP^ = Fj-

In a similar but more complicated manner, one can characterize all 
abelian extensions of F. This theory is known as class field theory, devel
oped by Kronecker, Weber, Hilbert, Takagi, and Artin. The main state-
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ment concerning the Frobenius automorphism is Artin's Reciprocity Law. 
You can find an account of class field theory in books on algebraic 
number theory. Although some fundamental results are known, by no 
means all results are known. 

The non-abelian case is much more difficult. I shall indicate briefly 
one special case which gives some of the flavor of what's going on. The 
problem is to do for non-abelian extensions what Artin did for abelian 
extensions in "class field theory". Artin went as far as saying that the 
problem was not to give proofs but to formulate what was to be proved. 
The insight of Langlands and others in the sixties showed that actually 
Artin was mistaken: The problem lies in both. Shimura made several 
computations in this direction involving "modular forms", see, for in
stance, A reciprocity law in non-solvable extensions, J. reine angew. Math. 
221, 1966. Langlands gave a number of conjectures, relating Galois 
groups with "automorphic forms", which showed that the answer lay in 
deeper theories, whose formulations, let alone their proofs, were difficult. 
Great progress was made in the seventies by Serre and Deligne, who 
proved a first case of Langland's conjectures. Annates Ecole Normale 
Superieure, 1974. 

The study of non-abelian Galois groups occurs via their finear "repre
sentations". For instance let / be a prime number. We can ask whether 
GL„(F,), or GLJCF,) , or PGL2(F,) occurs as a Galois group over Q, and 
"how". The problem is to find natural objects on which a Galois group 
operates as a finear map, such that we get in a natural way an isomor
phism of this Galois group with one of the above finear groups. The 
theories which indicate in which direction to find such objects are much 
beyond the level of this course. Again I pick a special case to give the 
flavor. 

Let K be a finite Galois extension of the rational numbers, with 
Galois group G = GaliK/Q). Let 

p iG^GLjCF,) 

be a homomorphism of G into the group of 2 x 2 matrices over the fin
ite field F , for some prime /. Such a homomorphism is called a represen
tation of G. Recall from elementary linear algebra that if 

fa b 

is a 2 X 2 matrix, then its trace is defined to be the sum of the diagonal 
elements, that is 

tr M = a + d. 
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Thus we can take the trace and determinant 

tr p(a) and det p{a), 

which are elements of the field F, itself. 
Consider the infinite product 

A = A(z) = z n (1 - z")̂ "̂  

= Z a„z". 
n= 1 

The coefficients a„ are integers, and a^ = \. 

Theorem. For each prime I there exists a unique Galois extension K of 
Q, with Galois group G, and an injective homomorphism 

p:G^GL2(F,) 

having the following property: For all hut a finite number of primes p, if 
ap is the coefficient of z' in A(z), then we have 

iv p{(jp) = Up mod I and det p(o-p) = p^^ mod/. 

Furthermore, for all but a finite number of primes I {which can be ex
plicitly determined), the image p(G) in GLjCF,) consists of those 
matrices MeGLjCF,) such that det M is an eleventh power in F*. 

The above theorem was conjectured by Serre in 1968, Seminaire de 
Theorie des Nombres, Delange-Pisot-Poitou. A proof of the existence as 
in the first statement was given by Deligne, Seminaire Bourbaki, 
1968-1969. The second statement, describing how big the Galois group 
actually is in the group of matrices GLjCF,) is due to Serre and Swinner-
ton-Dyer, Bourbaki Seminar, 1972, see also Swinnerton-Dyer's article in 
Springer Lecture Notes 350 on "Modular Functions of One Variable 
III". 

Of course, the product and series for A(z) have been pulled out of no
where. To explain the somewhere which makes such product and series 
natural would take another book. 

Still another type of question about GQ 

The above theorems involve the arithmetic of prime ideals and Frobenius 
automorphisms. There is still another possibiHty for describing Galois 
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groups. Let f be a field, f ^ an algebraic closure, and let 

Gf = GsiliFyF) 

be the group of automorphisms of its algebraic closure, leaving F fixed. 
The question is what does GQ look like? 

Artin showed that the only elements of finite order in GQ are complex 
conjugation (for any imbedding of Q" in C), and all conjugates of com
plex conjugation in GQ (Abhandlung Math. Seminar Hamburg, 1924). 

The structure of GQ is compHcated. But I shall now develop some 
notions leading to a conjecture of Shafarevich which gives some idea of 
one possible formulation for part of the answer. 

Let G be any group. Let J^ be the family of all subgroups of finite 
index. Let {x„} be a sequence in G. We say that {x„} is a Cauchy se
quence if given a subgroup He.^ there exists n^ such that for m, n^riQ 
we have x„x~^eH. A sequence is said to be null if given He^ there 
exists HQ such that for all n^ n^ we have x„ e H. As an exercise (see 
Exercise 4 of Chapter VII, §7), show that the Cauchy sequences form a 
group, the null sequences form a normal subgroup. The factor group is 
called the completion of G with respect to the subgroups of finite index, 
and this completion is denoted by G. 

Let X = {xj, Xj,...} be a denumerable sequence of symbols. It can be 
shown that there is a group G, called the free group on X, having the 
following property. Every element of G can be written in the form 

ii -^ir ' 

where m^,...,m^ are integers, Xj^,...,Xi^ are elements of the sequence X, 
and ij^ij+i for 7" = l,...,r— 1. Furthermore, such an element is equal 
to 1 if and only if m^ = • • • = m̂  = 0. We also call G the free group on a 
countable set of symbols. 

The following conjecture is due to Shafarevich, following work of Iwa-
sawa (Annals of Mathematics, 1953) and Shafarevich (Izvestia Akademia 
Nauk, 1954). 

Conjecture. Let FQ be the union of all fields Q(C), where (, ranges over 
all roots of unity. Let F be a finite extension of FQ. Then Gp is 
isomorphic to the completion G, where G is the free group on a count
able set of symbols. 

For an excellent historical account and other matters, see Matzat's 
paper, Jahresbericht Deutsche Math. Vereinigung, 1986-1987. 



CHAPTER IX 

The Real and Complex 
Numbers 

IX, §1. ORDERING OF RINGS 

Let R be an integral ring. By an ordering of R one means a subset P of 
R satisfying the following conditions: 

ORD 1. For every xeR we have xeP, or x = 0, or —xeP, and these 
three possibilities are mutually exclusive. 

ORD 2. If X, yeP then x + yeP and xyeP. 

We also say that R is ordered by P, and call P the set of positive ele
ments. 

Let us assume that R is ordered by P. Since 1 # 0, and 1 = 1̂  = (— 1)^ 
we see that 1 is an element of P, i.e. 1 is positive. By ORD 2 and induc
tion, it follows that 1 -I- • • • -I- 1 (sum taken n times) is positive. An ele
ment xeR such that x ^ 0 and x^P is called negative. If x, y are 
negative elements of R, then xy is positive (because —xeP, —yeP, and 
hence { — x){ — y) = xye P). If x is positive and y is negative, then xy is 
negative, because — y is positive, and hence x( — y)= —xy is positive. 
For any xeR, x 9̂  0, we see that x^ is positive. 

Suppose that R is a field. If x is positive and x # 0 then xx~^ = 1, 
and hence by the preceding remarks, it follows that x~ ' is also positive. 

Let R be an arbitrary ordered integral ring again, and let R' be a sub-
ring. Let P be the set of positive elements in R, and let P' = P r\ R'. 
Then it is clear that P' defines an ordering on R', which is called the 
induced ordering. 

More generally, let R' and R be ordered rings, and let P', P be their 
sets of positive elements respectively. Let f-.R'^R be an embedding 
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(i.e. an injective homomorphism). We shall say that / is order-preserving 
if for every x e R' such that xe P' we have / (x) e P. This is equivalent 
to saying that f'^{P) = P' [where f~\P) is the set of all xeR' such 
that f(x)ePl 

Let X, yeR. We define x < 3; (or 3̂  > x) to mean that y — xeP. Thus 
to say that x > 0 is equivalent to saying that xe P; and to say that 
X < 0 is equivalent to saying that x is negative, or — x is positive. One 
verifies easily the usual relations for inequalities, namely for x, y, zeR: 

IN 1. X < y and y < z implies x < z. 

IN 2. X < y and z > 0 implies xz < yz. 

IN 3. X < y implies x + z < y + z. 

If R is a field, then 

IN 4. X < y and x, y > 0 implies l/y < 1/x. 

As an example, we shall prove IN 2. We have y — xeP and zeP, so 
that by ORD 2, (y — x)zeP. But {y — x)z = yz — xz, so that by defini
tion, xz < yz. As another example, to prove IN 4, we multiply the in
equality X <y by x~^ and y~^ io find the assertion of IN 4. The others 
are left as exercises. 

If X, yeR we define x ^ y to mean that x < y or x = y. Then one 
verifies at once that IN 1, 2, 3 hold if we replace throughout the < sign 
by ^ . Furthermore, one also verifies at once that if x ^ ^̂  and y ^ x 
then X = y. 

In the next theorem, we see how an ordering on an integral ring can 
be extended to an ordering of its quotient field. 

Theorem 1.1. Let R he an integral ring, ordered by P. Let K be its 
quotient field. Let P^ be the set of elements of K which can be written 
in the form a/b with a, beR, b > 0 and a > 0. Then Pf^ defines an 
ordering on K extending P. 

Proof. Let xeK, x =^ 0. Multiplying a numerator and denominator of 
X by — 1 if necessary, we can write x in the form x = a/b with a, beR 
and b > 0. If a > 0 then xeP^- If - a > 0 then - x = -a/beP^. We 
cannot have both x and ~xeP^, for otherwise, we could write 

X = a/b and ~ x = c/d 

with a, b, c, deR and a, b, c, d > 0. Then 

— a/b = c/d. 
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whence ~ad = he. But be e P and adeP, a contradiction. This proves 
that P^ satisfies ORD 1. Next, let x, j^eP^ ^nd write 

X = a/b and y = e/d 

with a, b, e, deR and a, b, c, d > 0. Then xy = ac/bdeP^. Also 

ad + be 
X + V = 

•̂  hd 

lies in P^. This proves that P̂ - satisfies ORD 2. If a e R, a > 0, then 
a = a/I 6 P,, so P c Pĵ .. This proves our theorem. 

Theorem 1.1 shows in particular how one extends the usual ordering 
on the ring of integers Z to the field of rational numbers Q. How one 
defines the integers, and the ordering on them, will be discussed in an 
appendix. 

Let R be an ordered ring as before. If xeR, we define 

J X if X ^ 0, 
' "" '" j-x ifx<0. 

We then have the following characterization of the function xi-+|x|, 
which is called the absolute value: 

For every xeR, |x| is the unique element zeR sueh that z ^ O 
z^ = x\ 

and 

To prove this, observe first that certainly Ix]'̂  = x^, and |x| ^ 0 for all 
xeR. On the other hand, given aeR, a > 0 there exist at most two ele
ments zeR such that z-^ = a because the polynomial t^ — a has at most 
two roots. If w^ = a then w # 0 and (— w)^ = w^ = a also. Hence there 
is at most one positive element zeR such that z'̂  = a. This proves our 
assertion. 

We define the symbol ^a for a ^ 0 in P to be the element z ^ 0 in P 

such that z^ = a, if such z exists. Otherwise, ^a is not defined. It 

is now easy to see that if a, fo ̂  0 and ^a, ^h exist, then Jdh exists and 

ah = sj d-Jb. 

Indeed, if z, w ^ 0 and z^ = a, w^ = fe, then {zw)^ = z^w^ = ah. Thus we 
may express the definition of the absolute value by means of the expres
sion Ixl = '"••̂  
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The absolute value satisfies the following rules: 

AV 1. For all xeR, we have \x\ ^ 0 , and \x\ > 0 if x ^ 0. 

AV2. \xy\ = \x\\y\ for all X, y e R. 

AV3. \x + y\^\x\ + \y\for all X, yeR. 

The first one is obvious. As to AV 2, we have 

\xy\ = sjixyf = V x V = / x ^ V ? = |x| |y|. 

For AV 3, we have 

\x + y\^ = {x + y)^ = x^ + xy + xy + y^ 

S\x\' + 2\xy\ + \y\' 

= \x\' + 2\x\\y\ + \y\' 

= (\x\ + \y\)\ 

Taking square roots yields what we want. (We have used implicitly two 
properties of inequalities, cf Exercise 1.) 

IX, §1. EXERCISES 

1. Let R be an ordered integral ring. 
(a) Prove that x ^ \x\ (or a.\\ xeR. 
(b) If a, b g 0 and a ^ b, and if , /a , ^/b exist, show that ^/a g y/b. 

2. Let K be an ordered field. Let P be the set of polynomials 

f(t) = a„f + --- + ao 

over K, with a„ > 0. Show that P defines an ordering on K[f]. 

3. Let R be an ordered integral ring. If x, yeR, prove that | — x| = |x|, 

I x - y l ^ l x l - l y l , 

and also 

|x + y | ^ | x | - | 3 ; | . 

Also prove that |x| ^\x + y\ + \y\. 

4. Let K be an ordered field and /': Q^ K the embedding of the rational 
numbers into K. Show that / is necessarily order preserving. 
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IX, §2. PRELIMINARIES 

Let K be an ordered field. From Exercise 4 of the preceding section, 
we know tiiat the embedding of Q in K is order preserving. We shall 
identify Q as a subfield of K. 

We recall formally a definition. Let S be a set. A sequence of 
elements of S is simply a mapping 

from the positive integers into S. One usually denotes a sequence with 
the notation 

or 

or simply 

if there is no danger of confusing this with the set consisting of the single 
element x„. 

A sequence {x„} in K is said to be a Cauchy sequence if given an 
element e > 0 in K, there exists a positive integer N such that for all 
integers m, n ^ N we have 

\x„-xj Se. 

(For simplicity, we agree to let N, n, m denote positive integers unless 
otherwise specified. We also agree that c denotes elements of K.) 

To avoid the use of excessively many symbols, we shall say that a cer
tain statement S concerning positive integers holds for all sufficiently 
large integers if there exists N such that the statement S(n) holds for all 
n'^N. It is clear that if Si,...,S^ is a finite number of statements, each 
holding for all sufficiently large integers, then they are valid simul
taneously for all sufficiently large integers. Indeed, if 

S^in) is vaHd for n ^ Ni,...,SXn) is valid for n ^ N^, 

we let N be the maximum of N^,...,N^ and see that each S,(n) is valid 
for n^ N. 

We shall say that a statement holds for arbitrarily large integers if 
given N, the statement holds for some n^ N. 
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A sequence {x„} in K is said to converge if there exists an element 
xeK such that, given e > 0 we have 

for all sufficiently large n. 
An ordered field in which every Cauchy sequence converges is said 

to be complete. We observe that the number x above, if it exists, is 
uniquely determined, for if yeK is such that 

\y -xj ^ e 

for all sufficiently large «, then 

\x- y\^\x-x„ + x„-y\^\x~ x„\ + \x„ - y\ S 2e. 

This is true for every c> 0 in K, and it follows that x — y = 0, that is 
X = y. We call this number x the limit of the sequence {x„}. 

An ordered field K will be said to be archimedean if given xeK there 
exists a positive integer n such that x ^n. It then follows that given £ > 
0 in K, we can find an integer m > 0 such that 1/e < m, whence 1/m < c. 

It is easy to see that the field of rational numbers is not complete. 
For instance, one can construct Cauchy sequences of rationals whose 
square approaches 2, but such that the sequence has no hmit in Q 
(otherwise, ^Jl would be rational). In the next section, we shall construct 
an archimedean complete field, which will be called the real numbers. 
Here, we prove one property of such fields, which is taken as the start
ing point of analysis. 

Let S be a subset of K. By an upper bound for S one means an 
element zeK such that x ^ z for all xeS. By a least upper bound of S 
one means an element we/C such that w is an upper bound, and such 
that, if z is an upper bound, then w -^z. If w ,̂ Wj are least upper 
bounds of S, then w^-^Wj and W2^w^ so that w^ = ^2'- A least 
upper bound is uniquely determined. 

Theorem 2.1. Let K be a complete archimedean ordered field. Then 
every non-empty subset S of K which has an upper bound also has a 
least upper bound. 

Proof. For each positive integer n we consider the set T„ consisting of 
all integers y such that for all xeS, we have nx ^ y (and consequently, 
X ̂  y/n). Then T„ is bounded from below by any element nx (with x e S), 
and is not empty because if b is an upper bound for S, then any integer 
y such that nb -^ y will be in T„. (We use the archimedean property.) 
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Let y„ be the smallest element of T„. Then there exists an element x„ of 
S such that 

y„-l <nx„S y„ 

(otherwise, y„ is not the smallest element of T„). Hence 

< „̂ ^ • 
n n n 

Let z„ = y„/n. We contend that the sequence {z„} is Cauchy. To prove 
this, let m, n be positive integers and say y„/n ^ y,„/m. We contend that 

Otherwise 

and 

yrn 

m 

Vn 

n 

1 

m 

< 

y^ 
m 

< h 
n 

Vm 

m 

1 
m 

< 

1 

m 

y_m 

m 

is an upper bound for 5, which is not true because x„ is bigger. This 
proves our contention, from which we see that 

n m 

1 
< — 

For m, n sufficiently large, this is arbitrarily small, and we have proved 
that our sequence {z„} is Cauchy. 

Let w be its limit. We first prove that w is an upper bound for S. 
Suppose there exists xeS such that w < x. There exists an n such that 

Then 

X — w 

z, = x — w + vv — z „ ^ x — w — |w — z„ 

X — W 
> X — W — 

X — W 

so X > z„, contradicting the fact that z„ is an upper bound for 5. 
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We now show that w is a least upper bound for S. Let u < w. There 
exists some n such that 

1 w — u 

n 4 

(Just select n sufficiently large.) We can also select n sufficiently large so 
that 

w — u 
| z „ - w | ^ ^ — 

since w is the limit of |z„|. Now 

^ w - u - \x„ - z„\ - \z„- w\ 

w — u w — u 
^ W - M 

4 4 
w — u 

whence u < x„. Hence u is not an upper bound. This proves that w is 
the least upper bound, and concludes the proof of the theorem. 

IX, §3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE REAL NUMBERS 

We start with the rational numbers Q and their ordering obtained from 
the ordering of the integers Z as in Theorem 1.1 of §1. We wish to de
fine the real numbers. In elementary school, one uses the real numbers 
as infinite decimals, like 

2 = 1.414. 

Such an infinite decimal is nothing but a sequence of rational numbers, 
namely 

1, 1.4, 1.41, 1.414,... 

and it should be noted that there exist other sequences which "ap
proach" y/2. If one wishes to define ^2, it is then reasonable to take as 
definition an equivalence class of sequences of rational numbers, under a 
suitable concept of equivalence. We shall do this for all real numbers. 
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We Start with our ordered field Q and Cauchy sequences in Q. Let 
y — {̂ n} be a sequence of rational numbers. We say that y is a null se
quence if given a rational number e > 0 we have 

for all sufficiently large n. Unless otherwise specified we deal with ra
tional £ in what follows, and our sequences are sequences of rational 
numbers. 

If a = {a„} and ji = {b„} are sequences of rational numbers, we define 
a + jS to be the sequence {a„ + b„}, i.e. the sequence whose n-th term is 
a„ + b„. We define the product a^ to be the sequence whose n-th term is 
a„b„. Thus the set of sequences of rational numbers is nothing but the 
ring of all mappings of Z^ into Q. We shall see in a moment that the 
Cauchy sequences form a subring. 

Lemma 3.L Let a. = {a„} be a Cauchy sequence. There exists a posi
tive rational number B such that \a„\ ^ B for all n. 

Proof. Given 1 there exists N such that for all n ^ N we have 

\. 
Then for all n^ N, 

%l g 1. 

\aj^\a^\ + 1. 

We let B be the maximum of la j , [ajL^-.I^N-iL l%l + 1-

Lemma 3.2. The Cauchy sequences form a commutative ring. 

Proof Let a = {a„} and ^ = {b„} be Cauchy sequences. Given 
e > 0, we have 

\a„ - a j ^ -

for all m, n sufficiently large, and also 

\b„-bj^^ 

for all m, n sufficiently large. Hence for all m, n sufficiently large, we 
have 

\a„ + b„- (a„ -I- bj\ = \a„ - a„ + b„ - bj 

^ K-aJ + \b„-b„\ 

^2 + 2 = -̂
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Hence the sum a + j5 is a Cauchy sequence. One sees at once that 

- a = {-a„} 

is a Cauchy sequence. As for the product, we have 

l^nK - a^bj = \a„b„ - a„b„ + a„b^ - a„bj 

^ \a„\\b„-bj + \a„-aj\bj. 

By Lemma 3.1, there exists Bj > 0 such that |a„| ^ Bj for all n, and 
B2 > 0 such that \b„\ ^ Bj for all n. Let B = max(Bi, Bj). For all m, n 
sufficiently large, we have 

\a„-aj^— and \b„-bj^—. 

and consequently 

\anbn-a^K\ = 2 + 2 " ' ^ ' 

So the product a/J is a Cauchy sequence. It is clear that the sequence 
e = { l , l , l , . . . } is a Cauchy sequence. Hence Cauchy sequences form a 
ring, and a subring of the ring of all mappings of Z"̂  into Q. This ring 
is obviously commutative. 

Lemma 3.3. The null sequences form an ideal in the ring of Cauchy se
quences. 

Proof. Let P = {b„} and y = {c„} be null sequences. Given e > 0, for 
all n sufficiently large we have 

Hence for all n sufficiently large, we have 

\b„ + c„\^c 

so ^ + y is a null sequence. It is clear that —/? is a null sequence. 
By Lemma 3.1, given a Cauchy sequence a = {a„}, there exists a ra

tional number B > 0 such that \a„\ ^ B for all n. For all n sufficiently 
large, we have 

£ 

whence 

< 
- B 

e 
\a„b„\ ̂ B- = e, 
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SO that ajS is a null sequence. This proves that null sequences form an 
ideal, as desired. 

Let R be the ring of Cauchy sequences and M the ideal of null se
quences. We then have the notion of congruence, that is if a, /?GK, 
we had defined a = /? (mod M) to mean ix — fJeM, or in other words 
OL = fi + y for some null sequence y. We define a real number to be a 
congruence class of Cauchy sequences. As we know from constructing 
arbitrary factor rings, the set of such congruence classes is itself a ring, 
denoted by R/M, but which we shall also denote by R. The congruence 
class of the sequence a will be denoted by a. for the moment. Then by 
definition. 

a + fi = a + fS, dP = op. 

The unit element of R is the class of the Cauchy sequence {1, 1, 1,...}. 

Theorem 3.4. The ring R/M = R of real numbers is in fact a field. 

Proof. We must prove that if a is a Cauchy sequence, and is not a 
null sequence, then there exists a Cauchy sequence j5 such that oufi = e 
(mod M), where e = {1, 1, 1,...}. We need a lemma on null sequences. 

Lemma 3.5. Let a be a Cauchy sequence, and not a null sequence. 
Then there exist No and a rational number c > 0 such that |a„| ^ c for 
all n^Ng. 

Proof. Suppose otherwise. Let a = {a„}. Then given £ > 0, there exists 
an infinite sequence n^ < «2 < ""• of positive integers such that 

l«J<3 

for each ( = 1 , 2 , . . . . By definition, there exists N such that for 
m, n^ N we have 

\a„ -aj ^-• 

Let n, ^ N. We have for m^ N, 

It 
\aj ^ \a^-a„} + |a„J ^—, 

and for m, n^N, 

\a„\^\aJ+^Se. 
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This shows that a is a null sequence, contrary to hypothesis, and proves 
our lemma. 

We return to the proof of the theorem. By Lemma 3.5, there exists 
NQ such that for n^ Ng we have a„ / 0. Let j8 = {b„} be the sequence 
such that b„ = I if n < NQ, and b„ = a~^ if n ^ JVQ. Then Pa differs from 
e only in a finite number of terms, and so fia — e is certainly a null 
sequence. There remains to prove that ^ is a Cauchy sequence. 
By Lemma 3.5, we can select Ng such that for all n ^ ATg we have 
|a„| ^ o O . It follows that 

1 1 g -. 
\a„\ c 

Given e > 0, there exists N (which we can take ^ iVg) such that for all 
m, n'^ N we have 

\a„-aj ^ec^. 

Then for m, n '^ N we get 

1 1 

a„ a„ c 

thereby proving that /? is a Cauchy sequence, and concluding the proof 
of our theorem. 

We have constructed the field of real numbers. 
Observe that we have a natural ring-homomorphism of Q into R, ob

tained by mapping each rational number a on the class of the Cauchy 
sequence {a, a, a,...}. This is a composite of two homomorphisms, first 
the map 

a I-+ {a, a, a,...} 

of Q into the ring of Cauchy sequences, followed by the map 

R -^ RjM. 

Since this is not the zero homomorphism, it follows that it is an 
isomorphism of Q onto its image. 

The next lemma is designed for the purpose of defining an ordering on 
the real numbers. 

Lemma 3.6. Let a = {«„} be a Cauchy sequence. Exactly one of the fol
lowing possibilities holds: 

(1) a. is a null sequence. 
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(2) There exists a rational c > 0 such that for all n sufficiently large, 
a„Zc. 

(3) There exists a rational c < 0 such that for all n sufficiently large, 
a„^c. 

Proof. It is clear that if a satisfies one of the three possibihties, then it 
cannot satisfy any other, i.e. the possibilities are mutually exclusive. 
What we must show is that at least one of the possibilities holds. Sup
pose that a is not a null sequence. By Lemma 3.5 there exists NQ and a 
rational number c > 0 such that |a„| ^ c for all n ^ ATQ. Thus a„'^ c if 
a„ is positive, and — a„ ^ c if a„ is negative. Suppose that there exist 
arbitrarily large integers n such that a„ is positive, and arbitrarily large 
integers m such that a„ is negative. Then for such m, n we have 

a„- a^^2c> 0, 

thereby contradicting the fact that a is a Cauchy sequence. This proves 
that (2) or (3) must hold, and concludes the proof of the lemma. 

Lemma 3.7. Let a = {a„} be a Cauchy sequence and let P = {b„} be a 
null sequence. If a satisfies property (2) of Lemma 3.6 then a + P also 
satisfies this property, and if a. satisfies property (3) of Lemma 3.6, then 
a. + P also satisfies property (3). 

Proof. Suppose that a satisfies property (2). For all n sufficiently 
large, by definition of a null sequence, we have \b„\ ^ c/2. Hence for 
sufficiently large n, 

a„ + b„^\a„\-\b„\^c/2. 

A similar argument proves the analogue for property (3). This proves 
the lemma. 

We may now define an ordering on the real numbers. We let P be 
the set of real numbers which can be represented by a Cauchy sequence 
a having property (2), and prove that P defines an ordering. 

Let a be a Cauchy sequence representing a real number. If a. is not 
null and does not satisfy (2), then —a obviously satisfies (2). By Lemma 
3.7, every Cauchy sequence representing the same real number as a also 
satisfies (2). Hence P satisfies condition ORD \. 

Let a = {a„} and P = {b„} be Cauchy sequences representing real 
numbers in P, and satisfying (2). There exists Cj > 0 such that a„ ^ c^ 
for all sufficiently large n, and there exists Cj > 0 such that b„ ^ C2 for all 
sufficiently large n. Hence a„ + fo„ ̂  Cj + Cj > 0 for sufficiently large n, 
thereby proving that y. + p is also in P. Furthermore, 

a„b„ ^ c,c, > 0 
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for all sufficiently large n, so that a/? is in P. This proves that P defines 
an ordering on the real numbers. 

We recall that we had obtained an isomorphism of Q onto a subfield 
of R, given by the map 

I a, o, a,. 

In view of Exercise 4, §1 this map is order preserving, but this is also 
easily seen directly from our definitions. For a while, we shall not 
identify a with its image in R, and we denote by a the class of the 
Cauchy sequence {a, a, a,...}. 

Theorem 3.8. The ordering of R is archimedean. 

Proof. Let a be a real number, represented by a Cauchy sequence 
a = {a„}. By Lemma 3.1, we can find a rational number r such that 
a„^r for all n, and multiplying r by a positive denominator, we see that 
there exists an integer b such that a„^b for all n. Then 5 — a is repre
sented by the sequence {b — a„} and b — a„^0 for all n. By defini
tion, it follows that 

h-a^O, 

whence a ^ ?), as desired. 

The following lemma gives us a criterion for inequalities between real 
numbers in terms of Cauchy sequences. 

Lemma 3.9. Let y = {c„} be a Cauchy sequence of rational numbers, 
and let c be a rational number > 0. / / |c„| ^ c for all n sufficiently 
large, then \y\ ̂  c. 

Proof. If y = 0, our assertion is trivial. Suppose y # 0, and say y > 0. 
Then |y| = y, and thus we must show that c — y ̂  0. But for all n suffi
ciently large, we have 

c-c> 0. 

Since c - y = {c - c„}, it follows from our definition of the ordering in R 
that c — y ^ 0. The case when y < 0 is proved by considering — y. 

Given a real number e > 0, by Theorem 3.8 there exists a rational 
number ei > 0 such that 0 < ef < e. Hence in the definition of limit, 
when we are given the e, it does not matter whether we take it real or 
rational. 
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Lemma 3.10. Let a = {a„} be a Cauchy sequence of rational numbers. 
Then S (5 the limit of the sequence {oj,}. 

Proof. Given a rational number c > 0, there exists N such that, for m, 
n^ N we have 

\a„ -aj ^c. 

Then for all m ̂  N we have by Lemma 3.9, for all n^ N, 

| a -«ml = \{a„-a„}\ ^ e. 

This proves our assertion. 

Theorem 3.1 L The field of real numbers is complete. 

Proof. Let {A„} be a Cauchy sequence of real numbers. For each n, 
by Lemma 3.10, we can find a rational number a„ such that 

n 

(Strictly speaking, we still should write 1/n on the right-hand side!) 
Furthermore, by definition, given c > 0 there exists N such that for all m, 
n '^ N we have 

Let Ni be an integer ^ N, and such that l/Nj < c/3. Then for all m, 
n ^ N, we get 

\a„ - dj = \d„ - A„ + A„- A^ + A„ 

^ \a„ - A„\ + \A„ - AJ + \A„ - dJ 

e t c 
< - + - + - = £. 
- 3 3 3 

This proves that {fl„} is a Cauchy sequence of rational numbers. Let A 
be its limit. For all n, we have 

\A„-A\^\A„-d„\ + \d„-A\. 

If we take n sufficiently large, we see that A is also the limit of the 
sequence {A„}, thereby proving our theorem. 
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The procedure we have followed to construct a complete field from the 
rational numbers can be generalized in many contexts, and occurs often 
in mathematics. The exercises will show you some number-theoretic 
contexts, as in the construction of p-adic fields for prime numbers p. But 
in analysis, the construction is also apphed to vector spaces, not 
necessarily fields. For instance, let V be the real vector space of all 
continuous functions on R, vanishing outside some bounded interval. On 
V we can define a norm as follows. Let f eV. We define 

11/11. I/Ml dx. 

This norm satisfies properties analogous to AV 1, AV 2 and AV 3, 
namely: 

N 1. Let f€ V. Then \\f\\^ ^ 0, and =0 if and only if f = 0. 

N 2 . If ce'RandfeV,then | |c/ | | , = |c| j | / | | i . 

N 3 . Iff,geR,then | | / + ^Hi ^ | | / | | , + H^H,. 

One can then define Cauchy sequences, null sequences, and one can 
construct the factor space of Cauchy sequences modulo null sequences, to 
obtain a vector space V. The norm can be extended to V, and one can 
then prove the theorem that V is complete. In analysis, one analyzes this 
completion, which is in some sense the largest vector space of functions 
whose absolute value is integrable over R. 

In the above context of vector spaces, there is no question of ordering 
the elements of V, so the whole part of the construction of the real 
numbers having to do with ordering simply drops out of consideration. 
Similarly, in the exercises having to do with completions, there will be 
no ordering properties. The completions will be constructed only with 
the ring of Cauchy sequences and the maximal ideal of null sequences. 

IX, §3. EXERCISES 

1. Prove that every positive real number has a positive square root in R. Since 
the polynomial t^ — a has at most two roots in a field, and since for any root 
a, the number — a is also a root, it follows that for every a e R, a ^ 0, there 
exists a unique aeR, a ^ 0 such that a^ = a. IHint: For the above proof, let 
a be the least upper bound of the set of rational numbers b such that b^ ̂  a.] 

2. Show that every automorphism of the real numbers is the identity. IHint: 
Show first that an automorphism is order preserving.] 
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3. Let p be a prime number. If x is a non-zero rational number, written in the 
form X = p'a/b where r is an integer, a, b are integers not divisible by p, we 
define 

kip = W-

Define |0|p = 0. Show that for all rational x, y we have 

\xy\p=\AMp and \x + y\,^\x\j,+ \y\^. 

In fact, prove the stronger property 

[x + yip ^ max(|x|p, \y\p). 

4. Let F be a field. By an absolute value on F we mean a real-valued function 
XI—>|x| satisfying the following properties: 

AV 1. We have | x | § 0, and =0 if and only if x = 0. 
AV 2. For all x, yeF we have \xy\ = \x\\y\. 
AV3. |x + y | ^ | x | + |3;|. 

(a) Define the notion of Cauchy sequence and null sequence with respect to an 
absolute value i; on a field F. Define what it means for a field to be 
complete with respect to v. 

(b) For an absolute value as above, prove that the Cauchy sequences form a 
ring, the null sequences form a maximal ideal, and the residue class ring is 
a field. Show that the absolute value can be extended to this field, and 
that this field is complete. 

(c) Let F cz £ be a subfield, and suppose E has an absolute value extending an 
absolute value on F. We define F to be dense in E if given £ > 0, and an 
element oceE, there exists aeF such that |a — fl| < g. Prove: 

There exists a field E which contains F as a subfield, such that E has an 
absolute value extending the absolute value on F, such that F is dense in 
E, and E is complete. 

Such a field E is called a completion of F. 
(d) Prove the uniqueness of a completion, in the following sense. Let E, E' be 

completions of F. Then there exists an isomorphism 

CT: F - F' 

which restricts to the identity on F and such that a preserves the absolute 
value, that is for all oce E we have 

\a(x\ = |a|. 

The completion of a field F with respect to an absolute value v is 
usually denoted by F„. 
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5. An absolute value is called non-archimedean if instead of AV 3 it satisfies the 
stronger property 

|x + >'| Smax(|x| , \y\). 

The function | |p on Q is called the p-adic absolute value, and is non-
archimedean. Suppose I I is a non-archimedean absolute value on a field F. 
Prove that given x e F, ,x ^ 0, there exists a positive number r such that if 
l . r - .v| < r then |>'| = |.x|. 

6. Let I I be a non-archimedean absolute value on a field F. Let R be the subset 
of elements xeF such that |x| ^ 1. 
(a) Show that /̂  is a ring, and that for every x e F we have xeR or x~^ eR. 
(b) Let M be the subset of elements xeR such that |x| < 1. Show that iVf is a 

maximal ideal. 

IX, §4. DECIMAL EXPANSIONS 

Theorem 4.1. Let d be an integer ^ 2, and let m be an integer ^ 0. 
Then m can be written in a unique way in the form 

(1) m = aQ + a^d + •••-!- a„d" 

with integers a, such that 0 ^ a^ < d. 

Proof. This is easily seen from the Euchdean algorithm, and we shall 
give the proof. For the existence, U m < d, we let a^, = m and a, = 0 for 
i > 0. If m ^ rf we write 

m = qd + UQ 

with 0 -^ OQ < d, using the Euclidean algorithm. Then q < m, and by 
induction, there exist integers a,- (0 ^ ai < d and ( ^ 1) such that 

q = a, + fljrf + ••• + flt^*-

Substituting this value for q yields what we want. As for uniqueness, 
suppose that 

(2) m = bo + h^d + ••• + bj" 

with integers b^ satisfying 0 ^ t , < d. (We can use the same n simply by 
adding terms with coefficients fe, = 0 or a,- = 0 if necessary.) Say QQ S bQ. 
Then b^ — AQ = 0, and b^ — a^ < d. On the other hand, b^ — UQ = de for 
some integer e [as one sees subtracting (2) from (1)]. Hence b^ — OQ = 0 
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and bo = OQ. Assume by induction that we have shown a; = b^ for 
0 ^ i ^ s and some s < n. Then 

a.+ ^d'^' + ••• + aj" = b,+ ,d'^' + ••• + bj". 

Dividing both sides by d^^^, we obtain 

a,+ i + ••• + a„d"~^^' = b,^, +••• + b„d"-^-\ 

By what we have just seen, it follows that a^+i = b^+i, and thus we have 
proved uniqueness by induction, as desired. 

Let X be a positive real number, and d an integer ^ 2. Then x has a 
unique expression of the form 

X = m + a., 

where 0 ^ a < 1. Indeed, we let m be the largest integer g x. Then 
X < m + 1, and hence 0 ^ x — w < 1. We shall now describe a rf-decimal 
expansion for real numbers between 0 and 1. 

Theorem 4.2. Let x be a real number, 0 ^ x < 1. Let d be an integer 
^ 2. For each positive integer n there is a unique expression 

(3) , = ^ + _| + ... + - . + «„ 

with integers a; satisfying 0 ^ ai< d and 0 ^ a„ < l/d". 

Proof. Let m be the largest integer ^ d"x. Then m ^ 0 and 

d"x = m + a„ 

with some number a„ such that 0 ^ a„ < 1. We apply Theorem 4.1 to m, 
and then divide by d" to obtain the desired expression. Conversely, given 
such an expression (3), we multiply it by d" and apply the uniqueness 
part of Theorem 4.1 to obtain the uniqueness of (3). This proves our 
theorem. 

When d = \0, the numbers a^, a j , . . - in Theorem 4.2 are precisely 
those of the decimal expansion of x, which is written 

X = O.ajflj'^a • • • 

since time immemorial. 
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Conversely: 

Theorem4.3. Let d be an integer ^ 2. Let a^, Cj , . . . be a sequence of 
integers, 0 ^ a^ < d for all i, and assume that given a positive integer N 
there exists some n ^ N such that a„¥= d — 1. Then there exists a real 
number x such that for each n ^ 1 we have 

d d^ d" 
*1 L*2 

where a„ is a number with 0 ^ a„ < 1/d". 

Proof. We shall use freely some simple properties of limits and infinite 
sums, treated in any standard beginning course of analysis. Let 

Then the sequence y^, y2,--- is increasing, and easily shown to be 
bounded from above. Let x be its least upper bound. Then x is a limit 
of the sequence, and 

where 

««= E J.-
v = n + 1 " 

Let 

" d - 1 

By hypothesis, we have a„ < fi„ because there is some a^ with v ̂  n + 1 
such that a„ ^ rf — 1. On the other hand, 

d 

Hence 0 ^ a„ < l/d", as was to be proved. 

Corollary 4.4. The real numbers are not denumerable. 

Proof. Consider the subset of real numbers consisting of all decimal 
sequences 
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with 1 g a,- ^ 8, taking d = 10 in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. It will suffice to 
prove that this subset is not denumerable. Suppose it is, and let 

«! = 0 . a i i a i 2 a i 3 . . . , 

^2 = 0.a2ia22a23---> 

o«3 = 0.a3ia32a33..., 

be an enumeration of this subset. For each positive integer n, let b„ be 
an integer with 1 ^ fe„ ^ 8 such that b„ / a„„. Let 

li = 0.b,b,b,...b„.... 

Then /? is not equal to a„ for all n. This proves that there cannot be an 
enumeration of the real numbers. (Note: The simple facts concerning the 
terminology of denumerable sets used in this proof will be dealt with 
systematically in the next chapter.) 

IX, §5. THE COMPLEX NUMBERS 

Our purpose in this section is to identify the real numbers with a sub-
field of some field in which the equation t̂  = — 1 has a root. As is usual 
in these matters, we define the bigger field in a way designed to make 
this equation obvious, and must then prove all desired properties. 

We define a comiplex number to be a pair (x, y) of real numbers. We 
define addition componentwise. If z = (x, y) we define multiphcation of z 
by a real number a to be 

az = (ax, ay). 

Thus the set of complex numbers, denoted by C, is nothing so far but 
R'̂ , and can be viewed already as a vector space over R. We let 
e = (l ,0) and ( = (0,1). Then every complex number can be expressed 
in a unique way as a sum xe + yi with x, yeR. We must still define the 
multiplication of complex numbers. If z = xe + yi and w = ue + vi are 
complex numbers with x, y, u, veR we define 

zw = (xu — yv)e + (xv + yu)i. 

Observe at once that ez = ze = z for all zeC, and (̂  = — e. We now 
contend that C is a field. We already know that it is an additive 
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(abelian) group. If Zj = x^e + yj, Z2 = JCjg + y2i, and z^ = x^e + y^i, 
then 

(ziZ2)z3 = ((X1X2 - yiy2)e + (y^Xi + Xi>'2)0(x3e + y^i) 

+ (>'i^2^3 + ^i}'2^3 + ^i^2>'3 - yiyiys)^-

A similar computation of Zi(z2Z3) shows that one gets the same value as 
for (ziZ2)z3. Furthermore, letting w = ue + vi again, we have 

w{z^ + Z2) = {ue + t;0((xi + X2)e + (^i + y2)i) 

= (u(xi + X2) - v{y^ + y2))e + (r(Xi + X2) + u{y^ + j 'j)); 

= (wxi — uyi + MX2 — vy^^e + {vx^ + uy-i + UX2 + u>'2)J. 

Computing wz^ + WZ2 directly shows that one gets the same thing as 
w(zi + Zj). We also have obviously wz = zw for all w, zeC, and hence 
(zj + Z2)w = ZiW + Z2V/. This proves that the complex numbers form a 
commutative ring. 

The map x 1-̂  (x, 0) is immediately verified to be an injective homo-
morphism of R into C, and from now on, we identify R with its image in 
C, that is we write x instead of xe for x e R. 

If z = X + />' is a complex number, we define its complex conjugate 

z = X — iy. 

Then from our multiplication rule, we see that 

zz = x'^ + y^. 

If z ^ 0, then at least one of the real numbers x or 3̂  is not equal to 0, 
and one sees that 

x^ + y^ 

is such that zX = kz = 1, because 

zz 
x^ + y'- x^ + y^ 

Hence every non-zero element of C has an inverse, and consequently C 
is a field, which contains R as a subfield [taking into account our identi
fication of X with (x, 0)]. 
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We define the absolute value of a complex number z = x + jy to be 

\z\ = A/X2 + _y2 

and in terms of the absolute value, we can write the inverse of a non
zero complex number z in the form 

If z, w are complex numbers, it is easily shown that 

Iz + vvl < Izl + Ivvl and Izwl = IzMwI. 

Furthermore, z + w — z + w and zw — zw. We leave these properties 
as exercises. We have thus brought the theory of complex numbers to 
the point where the analysts take over. 

In particular, using the exponential function, one proves that every 
positive real number r has a real n-th root, and that in fact any complex 
number w has an n-th root, for any positive integer n. This is done by 
using the polar form, 

w = re'* 

with real 0, in which case r^'"e'^'" is such an n-th root. 
Aside from this fact, we shall use that a continuous real-valued func

tion on a closed, bounded set of complex numbers has a maximum. All 
of this is proved in elementary courses in analysis. 

Using these facts, we shall now prove that: 

Theorem 5.1. The complex numbers are algebraically closed, in other 
words, every polynomial / e C [ t ] of degree ^ 1 has a root in C. 

We may write 

f{t) = a„t" + a„_^t"^' +--- + ao 

with a„ / 0. For every real R> 0, the function | /1 such that 

f ^ 1/(01 

is continuous on the closed disc of radius R, and hence has a minimum 
value on this disc. On the other hand, from the expression 

/(0 = a „ t { l + ^ + . . . + - ^ 
V aJ a„t' 
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we see that when \t\ becomes large, then |/(t)l also becomes large, i.e. 
given C > 0 there exists R>0 such that ii \t\> R then | / ( t ) | > C. Con
sequently, there exists a positive number RQ such that, if ZQ is a mini
mum point of I/I on the closed disc of radius R^, then 

1/(01 ^ l/(2o)l 

for all complex numbers t. In other words, ZQ is an absolute minimum 
for | / | . We shall prove that / (ZQ) = 0. 

We express / in the form 

fit) = Co + Ci(t - Zo) -H • • • + c„(t - Zo)" 

with constants C;. If / (ZQ) # 0, then CQ = / (ZQ) / 0. Let z = t — ZQ, and 
let m be the smallest integer > 0 such that c„ # 0. This integer m exists 
because / is assumed to have degree ^ 1. Then we can write 

/ (O = /i(z) = Co + c„z'" + z'"^'0(z) 

for some polynomial g, and some polynomial /^ (obtained from / by 
changing the variable). Let Zj be a complex number such that 

^1 = ~Co/C„, 

and consider values of z of type 

where 1 is real, 0 ^ A ̂  1. We have 

f(t) = A(iz,) = Co - rco + r+^zT+V(^zi) 
= co[i-/'" + ;.'"^'zrVo"'0(^2i)]-

There exists a number C > 0 such that for all A with 0 ^ / g 1 we have 
Iz'^^'co'giAzi)] S C, and hence 

| / , ( A z , ) | ^ | c o l ( l - A ' " + C r ^ ^ ) . 

If we can now prove that for sufficiently small A with 0 < / < 1 we have 

0<\- X"- + Ck"'^^ < 1, 

then for such /. we get |/i(Azi)| < |col, thereby contradicting the hypothe
sis that |/(zo)| ^ |/(t)l for all complex numbers t. The left inequality is 
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of course obvious since 0 < 1 < 1. The right inequality amounts to 
CA'""̂ ^ < /.'", or equivalently CA < 1, which is certainly satisfied for suffi
ciently small 2.. This concludes the proof 

Remark. The idea of the proof is quite simple. We have our poly
nomial 

/i(z) = Co + c„z'" + z'"+i0(z), 

and c„ # 0. If gf = 0, we simply adjust c^z"" so as to subtract a term in 
the same direction as Cg, to shrink it towards the origin. This is done by 
extracting the suitable w-th root as above. Since ^ / 0 in general, we 
have to do a sHght amount of analytic jugghng to show that the third 
term is very small compared to c^z"", and that it does not disturb the 
general idea of the proof in an essential way. 

IX, §5. EXERCISES 

1. Assuming the result just proved about the complex numbers, prove that every 
irreducible polynomial over the real numbers has degree 1 or 2. [Hint: Split 
the polynomial over the complex numbers and pair off complex conjugate 
roots.] 

2. Prove that an irreducible polynomial of degree 2 over R, with leading coeffi
cient 1, can be written in the form 

(t - af + b^ 
with a, beR, b > 0. 



CHAPTER X 

Sets 

X, §1. MORE TERMINOLOGY 

This chapter is the most abstract of the book, and is the one deahng 
with objects having the least structure, namely just sets. The remarkable 
thing is that interesting facts can be proved with so Httle at hand. 

We shall first define some terminology. Let S and / be sets. By a fam
ily of elements of S, indexed by /, one means simply a map f: I ->• S. 
However, when we speak of a family, we write / ( i ) as /,-, and also use 
the notation {/,};e/ to denote the family. 

Example 1. Let S be the set consisting of the single element 3. Let 
/ = {!,...,«} be the set of integers from 1 to n. A family of elements of 
S, indexed by /, can then be written {«(};= i,...,„ with each O; = 3. Note 
that a family is different from a subset. The same element of S may 
receive distinct indices. 

A family of elements of a set S indexed by positive integers, or non-
negative integers, is also called a sequence. 

Example 2. A sequence of real numbers is written frequently in the 
form 

{xi,X2,...} or {x„}„gi 

and stands for the map / : Z"̂  ->R such that f{i) = X;. As before, note 
that a sequence can have all its elements equal to each other, that is 

{1,1,1,...} 

is a sequence of integers, with X; = 1 for each i e Z "̂ . 
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We define a family of sets indexed by a set / in the same manner, that 
is, a family of sets indexed by / is an assignment 

which to each iel associates a set S,-. The sets S; may or may not have 
elements in common, and it is conceivable that they may all be equal. 
As before, we write the family {Siji^j. 

We can define the intersection and union of families of sets, just as for 
the intersection and union of a finite number of sets. Thus, if {S^}i^, is a 
family of sets, we define the intersection of this family to be the set 

n̂ ^ 

consisting of all elements x which lie in all S^. We define the union 

US,-
iel 

to be the set consisting of all x such that x lies in some S,. 
If S, S" are sets, we define S x S' to be the set of all pairs (x, y) with 

xeS and yeS'. We can define finite products in a similar way. If 
Si, S2,.. . is a sequence of sets, we define the product 

n̂ , 
to be the set of all sequences (xi,X2,...) with X;6S;. Similarly, if / is an 
indexing set, and {5;},^^ a family of sets, we define the product 

iel 

to be the set of all families {x,};gj with XjeS;. 
Let X, y, Z be sets. We have the formula 

{X u Y) X Z = {X X Z)vjiY X Z). 

To prove this, let (W,Z)E(XU Y) X Z with weX^uY and zeZ. Then 
weX or weY. Say weX. Then (w, z)eX x Z. Thus 

(X u 7) X Z c (X X Z) u (y X Z). 

Conversely, X x Z is contained in (X u y) x Z and so is Y x Z. Hence 
their union is contained in (X u y) x Z, thereby proving our assertion. 
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We say that two sets X, Y are disjoint if their intersection is empty. 
We say that a union A" u 7 is disjoint if X and Y are disjoint. Note that 
if X, Y are disjoint, then {X x Z) and {Y x Z) are disjoint. 

We can take products with unions of arbitrary famihes. For instance, 
if {Xj};^i is a family of sets, then 

([jx\xZ={j{X,xZ). 
\i£l / iel 

If the family {A',},,.̂  is disjoint (that is X^nXj is empty if i^j for 
i,jel), then the sets X^ x Z are also disjoint. 

We have similar formulas for intersections. For instance, 

(Xn Y) X Z = (X X Z) n (Y X Z). 

We leave the proof to the reader. 
Let A' be a set and Y a subset. The complement of Y in X, denoted by 

<̂ jf Y, or X - Y, is the set of all elements xeX such that x$Y. If F, Z 
are subsets of X, then we have the following formulas: 

'^gx(YvJZ) = '^gxYn'^^xZ, 

(^x{Yr\Z) = (€xY^^xZ. 

These are essentially reformulations of definitions. For instance, suppose 
xeX and X${YKJZ). Then x$Y and x^Z. Hence xe'^xY'^^xZ-
Conversely, if xe^x^'^'^x^^ then x lies neither in Y nor Z, and hence 
x6 ' ^y (yuZ) . This proves the first formula. We leave the second to the 
reader. Exercise: Formulate these formulas for the complement of the 
union of a family of sets, and the complement of the intersection of a 
family of sets. 

Let A, B be sets and f:A^B a mapping. If 7 is a subset of B, we 
define f'^iY) to be the set of all xeA such that / ( x )6 Y. It may be that 
/ ~ ' ( y ) is empty, of course. We call / ~ ^ ( 7 ) the inverse image of Y 
(under / ) . If / is injective, and Y consists of one element y, then 
f~^i{y}) either is empty, or has precisely one element. We shall give 
certain simple properties of the inverse image as exercises. 

X, §1. EXERCISES 

1. If/: /4 -> B is a map, and Y, Z are subsets of B, prove the following formulas: 

f-\Y^Z)=f-\Y)uf-\Z), 

f-\YnZ)=f-\Y)nf-'(Z). 
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2. Formulate and prove the analogous properties of Exercise 1 for families of 
subsets, e.g. if {Yj}^^, is a family of subsets of B, show that 

f-H[jyi] = [Jf-'(Yd-
iel I i e / 

3. Let / : /4 -> B be a surjective map. Show that there exists an injective map of 
B into A. 

X, §2. ZORN'S LEMMA 

In order to deal efficiently with infinitely many sets simultaneously, one 
needs a special axiom. To state it, we need some more terminology. 

Let S be a set. A partial ordering (also called an ordering) of S is a 
relation, written x ^ y, among some pairs of elements of S, having the 
following properties. 

PO 1. We have x ^ x. 

PO 2. If X ^ y and y ^z then x ^ z. 

PO 3. If X ^ y and y ^ x then x = y. 

Note that we don't require that the relation x :^ y or y ^ x hold for 
every pair of elements (x, y) of S. Some pairs may not be comparable. 
We sometimes write y ^ x for x ^ y. 

Example 1. Let G be a group. Let S be the set of subgroups. If 
H, H' are subgroups of G, we define 

H SH' 

if /f is a subgroup of H'. One verifies immediately that this relation de
fines a partial ordering on S. Given two subgroups H, H' of G, we do 
not necessarily have H ^ H' or H' ^ H. 

Example 2. Let K be a ring, and let S be the set of left ideals of R. 
We define a partial ordering in S in a way similar to the above, namely 
if L, L' are left ideals of R, we define 

if L c L'. 
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Example 3. Let .V be a set, and S the set of subsets of X. If Y, Z 
are subsets of X, we define 7 ^ Z if y is a subset of Z. This defines a 
partial ordering on S. 

In all these examples, the relation of partial ordering is said to be that 
of inclusion. 

In a partially ordered set, if x ^ y and x ^ y we then write x < y. 

Remark. We have not defined the word "relation". This can be done 
in terms of sets as follows. We define a relation between pairs of ele
ments of a set /I to be a subset R of the product A x A. If x, ye A and 
(x, y) e R, then we say that x, y satisfy our relation. Using this formula
tion, we can restate our conditions for a partial ordering relation in the 
following form. For all x, y, zeA: 

P O l . We have (x,x)eR. 

PO 2. / / (x, y)GR and {y, z)eR then (x, z) e R. 

PO 3. / / (x, y)eR and (y, x)eR then x = y. 

The notation we used previously is, however, much easier to use, and 
having shown how this notation can be explained only in terms of sets, 
we shall continue to use it as before. 

Let .4 be a partially ordered set, and B a subset. Then we can define 
a partial ordering on B by defining x ^ y for x, yeB to hold if and only 
if X ^ J' in y4. In other words, if /? c ^ x /I is the subset of A x A defin
ing our relation of partial ordering in A, we let RQ = Rn{B x B), and 
then RQ defines a relation of partial ordering in B. We shall say that R^ 
is the partial ordering on B induced by R, or is the restriction to B of the 
partial ordering of A. 

Let S be a partially ordered set. By a least element of S (or a 
smallest element) one means an element aeS such that a ^ x for all 
x e 5 . Similarly, by a greatest element one means an element b such 
that X ̂  ft for all xeS. 

By a maximal element m of S one means an element such that if x e S 
and X ^ m, then x = m. Note that a maximal element need not be a 
greatest element. There may be many maximal elements in S, whereas if 
a greatest element exists, then it is unique (proof?). 

Let S be a partially ordered set. We shall say that S is totally ordered 
if given x, yeS we have necessarily x -^ y or y ^ x. 

Example 4. The integers Z are totally ordered by the usual ordering. 
So are the real numbers. 

Let S be a partially ordered set, and T a subset. An upper bound of T 
(in S) is an element beS such that x ^ b for all xeT. A least upper 
bound of T in S is an upper bound b such that, if c is another upper 
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bound, then b ^ c. We shall say that S is inductively ordered if every 
non-empty totally ordered subset has an upper bound. 

We shall say that S is strictly inductively ordered if every non-empty 
totally ordered subset has a least upper bound. 

In Examples 1, 2, 3 in each case, the set is strictly inductively ordered. 
To prove this, let us take Example 1. Let T be a non-empty totally or
dered subset of the set of subgroups of G. This means that if H, H' e T, 
then H c H' or H' c H. Let U be the union of all sets in T. Then: 

(1) 1/ is a subgroup. Proof: If x, yeU, there exist subgroups H, H' eT 
such that xeH and yeH'. If, say, H <= H\ then both x, yeH' 
and hence xyeH'. Hence xyeU. Also, x~^eH', so x~^eU. 
Hence L/ is a subgroup. 

(2) U is an upper bound for each element of T. Proof: Every HeT 
is contained in U, so H -^ U for all HeT. 

(3) L/ is a least upper bound for T. Proof: Any subgroup of G which 
contains all the subgroups HeT must then contain their union 
U. 

The proof that the sets in Examples 2, 3 are strictly inductively 
ordered is entirely similar. 

We can now state the axiom mentioned at the beginning of the 
section. 

Zorn's lemma. Let S be a non-empty inductively ordered set. Then 
there exists a maximal element in S. 

We shall see by two examples how one applies Zorn's lemma. 

Theorem 2.1. Let R be a commutative ring with unit element 1 # 0. 
Then there exists a maximal ideal in R. 

(Recall that a maximal ideal is an ideal M such that M ^ R, and if J 
is an ideal such that M <^ J a R, then J = M ov J = R.) 

Proof Let S be the set of proper ideals of R, that is ideals J such 
that J ^ R. Then S is not empty, because the zero ideal is in S. Fur
thermore, S is inductively ordered by inclusion. To see this, let T be a 
non-empty totally ordered subset of S. Let U be the union of all ideals 
in T. Then U is an ideal (the proof being similar to the proof we gave 
before concerning Example 1). The crucial thing here, however, is that U 
is not equal to R. Indeed, if U = R, then leU, and hence there is some 
ideal JeT such that 1 eJ because U is the union of such ideals J. This 
is impossible since S is a set of proper ideals. Hence U is in S, and is 
obviously an upper bound for T (even a least upper bound), so S is 
inductively ordered, and the theorem follows by Zorn's lemma. 
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Let K be a non-zero vector space over a field K. Let [viji^j be a 
family of elements of V. If {«,};£/ is a family of elements of K, such that 
a. = 0 for all but a finite number of indices /, then we can form the sum 

iel 

If ii,...,i„ are those indices for which a, 7̂  0, then the above sum is de
fined to be 

We shall say that family {uj,^^ is linearly independent if, whenever we 
have a family {ai}i^j with UieK, all but a finite number of which are 0, 
and 

then all a,- = 0. For simplicity, we shall abbreviate "all but a finite 
number" by "almost all." We say that a family {y.jjg/ of elements of V 
generates Vif every element VBV can be written in the form 

ie/ 

for some family {a,]i^j of elements of K, almost all a^ being 0. A family 
{^iiiei which is hnearly independent and generates V is called a basis of 
V. 

If 1/ is a subset of V, we may view [/ as a family, indexed by its own 
elements. Thus if for each i; e (7 we are given an element a^ e K, almost 
all a„ = 0, we can form the sum 

In this way, we can define what it means for a subset of V to generate V 
and to be linearly independent. We can define a basis of K to be a sub
set of V which generates V and is linearly independent. 

Theorem 2.2. Let V be a non-zero vector space over the field K. Then 
there exists a basis of V. 

Proof. Let S be the set of Hnearly independent subsets of V. Then S 
is not empty, because for any veV, v ^0, the set {v} is Hnearly indepen
dent. If B, B' are elements of S, we define B ^ B' if B <= B'. Then S is 
partially ordered, and is inductively ordered, because if T is a totally 
ordered subset of S, then 

U={JB 
BeT 
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is an upper bound for T in S. It is easily checked that U is hnearly in
dependent. Let M be a maximal element of S, by Zorn's lemma. Let 
veV. Since M is maximal, if v$M, the set M u {u} is not linearly in
dependent. Hence there exist elements a„eK {weM) and heK not all 0, 
but almost all 0, such that 

bv + Y^ a^w = 0. 

If b = 0, then we contradict the fact that M is linearly independent. 
Hence fc 7̂  0, and 

V = Y, —b'^dw^ 
weM 

is a linear combination of elements of M. If veM, then trivially, y is a 
linear combination of elements of M. Hence M generates V, and is 
therefore the desired basis of V. 

Remark. Zorn's lemma is not psychologically completely satisfactory 
as an axiom, because its statement is too involved, and one does not 
visualize easily the existence of the maximal element asserted in that 
statement. It can be shown that Zorn's lemma is implied by the follow
ing statement, known as the axiom of choice: 

Let {Si}i^j be a family of sets, and assume that each Si is not empty. 
Then there exists a family of elements {x,},^/ with each x, e St. 

For a proof of the implication, see for instance Appendix 2 of my 
Algebra. 

X, §2. EXERCISES 

1. Write out in detail the proof that the sets of Examples 2, 3 are inductively 
ordered. 

2. In the proof of Theorem 2.2, write out in detail the proof of the statement: "It 
is easily checked that U is linearly independent." 

3. Let i? be a ring and E a finitely generated module over R, i.e. a module with 
a finite number of generators v^,...,v„. Assume that E is not the zero module. 
Show that E has a maximal submodule, i.e. a submodule M ^ E such that if 
AT is a submodule, M •^ N c E, then M = N or N = E. 

4. Let /? be a commutative ring and S a subset of R, S not empty, and O^S. 
Show that there exists an ideal M whose intersection with S is empty, and is 
maximal with respect to this property. We then say that M is a maximal 
ideal not meeting S. 
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5. Let A, B be two non-empty sets. Show that there exists an injective map of A 
into B, or there exists a bijective map of a subset of A onto B. [^Hint: Use 
Zorn's lemma on the family of injective maps of subsets of A into B.] 

X, §3. CARDINAL NUMBERS 

Let A, B be sets. We shall say that the cardinality of A is the same as 
the cardinality of B, and write 

card(^) = card(B), 

if there exists a bijection of A onto B. 
We say card(^) g card(5) if there exists an injective mapping (injec

tion) f: A ^ B. We also write card(5) ^ card(/4) in this case. It is clear 
that if card(^) ^ card(B) and card(B) ^ card(C), then 

card(^) ^ card(C). 

This amounts to saying that a composite of injective mappings is injec
tive. Similarly, if card(^) = card(B) and card(B) = card(C) then 

card(^) = card(C). 

This amounts to saying that a composite of bijective mappings is bijec
tive. We clearly have card(^) = card(/l). 

Finally, Exercise 5 of §2 shows: 

Let A, B be non-empty sets. Then we have 

card(X) g card(B) or card(B) ^ card(^). 

We shall first discuss denumerable sets. A set D is called denumerable 
if there exists a bijection of D with the positive integers, and such a bi
jection is called an enumeration of the set D. 

Theorem 3.1. Any infinite subset of a denumerable set is denumerable. 

One proves this easily by induction. (We sketch the proof: It suffices 
to prove that any infinite subset of the positive integers is denumerable. 
Let D = Di be such a subset. Then Dj has a least element a^. Suppose 
inductively that we have defined D„ for an integer n ^ 1. Let D„+i be 
the set of all elements of D„ which are greater than the least element of 
D„. Let a„ be the least element of D„. Then we get an injective mapping 

n h^ a„ 

of Z"̂  into D, and one sees at once that this map is surjective.) 
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Theorem 3.2. Let D be a denumerable set. Then D x D is denumerable. 

Proof. It suffices to prove that Z"̂  x Z"̂  is denumerable. Consider 
the map 

(m, n) h^ 2"'3". 

It is an injective map of Z"̂  x Z^ into Z"^, and hence Z"̂  x Z"̂  has the 
same cardinahty as an infinite subset of Z"^, whence Z"̂  x Z"̂  is de
numerable, as was to be shown. 

In this proof, we have used the factorization of integers. One can 
also give a proof without using that fact. The idea for such a proof is 
illustrated in the following diagram: 

N 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ . 

\ 
\ \ \ 

\ \ \ 
\ \ \ 
^ ^ \ 

We must define a bijection Z^ ->Z^ x Z"̂ . We map 1 on (1, 1). Induc
tively, suppose that we have defined an injective map 

/ : {!,...,«} ^ Z + x Z + . 

We wish to define f{n + 1). 

If /(n) = (1, k) then we let / (n + 1) = (fc + 1,1). 
If / („ ) = (r, k) with r / 1 then we let f{n +\) = {r-\,k+ 1). 

It is then routinely checked that we obtain an injection of {l,.. . ,n + 1} 
into Z""" X Z^. By induction, we obtain a map of Z"*" into Z"̂  x Z* 
which is also routinely verified to be a bijection. In the diagram, our 
map / can be described as follows. We start in the corner (1, 1), and 
then move towards the inside of the quadrant, starting on the horizontal 
axis, moving diagonally leftwards until we hit the vertical axis, and then 
starting on the horizontal axis one step further, repeating the process. 
Geometrically, it is then clear that our path goes through every point 
iUi) of Z+ x Z + . 
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Corollary3.3. For every positive integer n, the product D x ••• x D 
taken n times is denumerable. 

Proof. Induction. 

Corollary 3.4. Let {D^, Dj,---} he a sequence of denumerable sets, also 
written {/),};5Z + . Then the union 

00 

is denumerable. 

Proof. For each / we have an enumeration of the elements of D,, say 

A = {aii,ai2,...}. 

Then the map 

(/,;•) 1-^ a^j 

is a map from Z"̂  x Z"̂  into U, and is in fact surjective. Let 

/ : Z + X Z+ ^ (7 

be this map. For each aeU there exists an element xeZ'^ x Z"̂  such 
that f(x) = a, and we can write this element x in the form x„. The as
sociation a I—> x„ is an injection of U into Z^ x Z^, and we can now 
apply the theorem to conclude the proof. 

In the preceding proof, we used a special case of a cardinality state
ment which it is useful to state in general: 

Let f: A ^ B be a surjective map of a set A onto a set B. Then 

card(B) g card(/l). 

This is easily seen, because for each yeB there exists an element xeA, 
denoted by x^, such that f{x^) = y. Then the association y \-^ x^ is an 
injective mapping of B into A, whence by definition, 

card(B) g card(/l). 

In deahng with arbitrary cardinalities, one needs a theorem which is 
somewhat less trivial than in the denumerable case. 

Theorem 3.5 (Schroeder-Bernstein). Let A, B be sets, and suppose that 
card(^) g card(B), and card(B) ^ card(/l). Then 

card(^) = card(B). 
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Proof. Let f.A^B and g.B^A be injective maps. We separate A 
into two disjoint sets A^ and /12- We let A^ consist of all xeA such 
that, when we lift back x by a succession of inverse maps, 

X, g-\x), f-'og-\x), g-'of-^og-\x),..., 

then at some stage we reach an element of A which cannot be lifted 
back to B by g~^. We let A2 be the complement of ^ j , in other words, 
the set oi xeA which can be lifted back indefinitely, or such that we get 
stopped in B (i.e. reach an element of B which has no inverse image in A 
by f ~ ^ ) . Then A = A^ u ^ j - We shall define a bijection h oi A onto B. 

If xe^li , we define h{x) = f(x). 
If xeA2, we define /i(x) = g'^'(x) = unique element yeB such that 
giy) = ^• 

Then trivially, h is injective. We must prove that h is surjective. Let 
beB. If, when we try to hft back i by a succession of maps 

•••°f-'°9-'°f-'og-'of-\b) 

we can lift back indefinitely, or if we get stopped in B, then g(b) belongs 
to A2 and consequently b = h{g(b)), so b lies in the image of h. On the 
other hand, if we cannot lift back b indefinitely, and get stopped in A, 
then f~^{b) is defined (i.e. b is in the image of f), and f ^{b} lies in A^. 
In this case, b = h{f~^(b)) is also in the image of h, as was to be shown. 

Next we consider theorems concerning sums and products of cardina
lities. 

We shall reduce the study of cardinalities of products of arbitrary sets 
to the denumerable case, using Zorn's lemma. Note first that an infinite 
set A always contains a denumerable set. Indeed, since A is infinite, we 
can first select an element a^sA, and the complement of {a^} is infinite. 
Inductively, if we have selected distinct elements a^,...,a„ in A, the com
plement of {oi,...,a„} is infinite, and we can select a„+i in this comple
ment. In this way, we obtain a sequence of distinct elements of A, giving 
rise to a denumerable subset of A. 

Let ^ be a set. By a covering of A one means a set F of subsets of A 
such that the union 

of all the elements of F is equal to A. We shall say that F is a disjoint 
covering if whenever C, C e F, and C + C, then the intersection of C and 
C is empty. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let A be an infinite set. Then there exists a disjoint cover
ing of A by denumerable sets. 

Proof. Let S be the set whose elements are pairs (B, F) consisting of a 
subset B of A, and a disjoint covering of B by denumerable sets. Then S 
is not empty. Indeed, since A is infinite, A contains a denumerable set D, 
and the pair (D, {£)}) is in S. If (B, F) and (B', F') are elements of S, we 
define 

(B, F) ^ {B', n 

to mean that B <= B', and F <= F'. Let T be a totally ordered non-empty 
subset of S. We may write T= {(5,, F,)};^/ for some indexing set /. Let 

B=[JB, and F = U r ; . 
isl iel 

If C, C 6 F, C # C, then there exist some indices i, j such that C e Fj and 
C'GFJ-. Since T is totally ordered, we have, say, 

(B„ F,.) ^ (B,., F,.). 

Hence in fact, C, C are both elements of F^, and hence C, C have an 
empty intersection. On the other hand, if xeB, then xeB; for some (, 
and hence there is some CeF,- such that xeC . Hence F is a disjoint 
covering of B. Since the elements of each F; are denumerable subsets of 
A, it follows that F is a disjoint covering of B by denumerable sets, so 
(B, F) is in S, and is obviously an upper bound for T. Therefore S is 
inductively ordered. 

Let (M, A) be a maximal element of S, by Zorn's lemma. Suppose 
that M # /4. If the complement of M in ^ is infinite, then there exists a 
denumerable set D contained in this complement. Then 

(M u D, A u {D}) 

is a bigger pair than (M, A), contradicting the maximality of (M, A). 
Hence the complement of M in A is a finite set F. Let DQ be an ele
ment of A. Let D^ = DQ\JF. Then D^ is denumerable. Let A^ be the 
set consisting of all elements of A, except Dg, together with D^. Then Aj 
is a disjoint covering of A by denumerable sets, as was to be shown. 

Theorem 3.7. Let A be an infinite set, and let D be a denumerable set. 
Then 

card(^ X D) = card(^). 
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Proof. By the lemma, we can write 

iEl 

as a disjoint union of denumerable sets. Then 

A X D = (J(D; X D). 

For each iel, there is a bijection of Z); x Z) on D; by Theorem 3.2. Since 
the sets Df x D are disjoint, we get in this way a bijection of A x D on 
A, as desired. 

Corollary 3.8. / / F is a finite non-empty set, then 

card(^ X F) = card(^). 

Proof. We have 

card(yl) ^ card(^ x F) ^ card(^ x D) = card(/l). 

We can then use Theorem 3.5 to get what we want. 

Corollary 3.9. Let A, B be non-empty sets, A infinite, and suppose 
card(5) ^ card(/l). Then 

card(/4 u B) = card(/l). 

Proof We can write A^ B = A^ C for some subset C of 5, such that 
C and y4 are disjoint. (We let C be the set of all elements of B which 
are not elements of A.) Then card(C) g card(^). We can then construct 
an injection of Au C into the product 

A X {1,2} 

of A with a set consisting of 2 elements. Namely, we have a bijection 
of A with A X {1} in the obvious way, and also an injection of C into 
A X {2}. Thus 

card(^ u C) ^ card(y4 x {1, 2}). 

We conclude the proof by Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.5. 

Theorem 3.10. Let A be an infinite set. Then 

card(^ X A) = card(A). 
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Proof. Let S be the set consisting of pairs (B, / ) where B is an infinite 
subset of A, and / : B -> B x B is a bijection of B onto B x B. Then S is 
not empty because if D is a denumerable subset of A, we can always find 
a bijection of D onto D x D. If (B, / ) and (B', / ' ) are in S, we define 
(B,/) ^ (B',/ ') to mean B <= B', and the restriction of/ ' to B is equal to 
/ . Then S is partially ordered, and we contend that S is inductively 
ordered. Let T be a non-empty totally ordered subset of S, and say T 
consists of the pairs iBi,fi) for i in some indexing set /. Let 

M=[JB,. 
iel 

We shall define a bijection g: M ^ M x M. If x e M , then x lies in some 
Bj. We define g{x) =/ ;(x) . This value / ( x ) is independent of the choice 
of B, in which x lies. Indeed, if x e Bj for some j e I, then say 

(B,.,/,.)^(B,.,/^.). 

By assumption, B; c Bj, and fj{x) = fi{x), so g is well defined. To show 
g is surjective, let x, yeM and (x ,y)eM x M. Then xeB , for some ieI 
and yeBj for some j e / . Again since T is totally ordered, say 
(B,,/;) ^ (Bj,/j). Thus Bi<^Bj, and x, yeBj. There exists an element 
beBj such that fj(b) = (x,y)eBj x Bj. By definition, g(b) = (x, y), so g 
is surjective. We leave the proof that g is injective to the reader to con
clude the proof that gf is a bijection. We then see that (M, g) is an upper 
bound for T in S, and therefore that S is inductively ordered. 

Let (M, g) be a maximal element of S, and let C be the complement 
of M in /I. If card(C) ^ card(M), then 

card(M) ^ card(/l) = card(M u C) = card(M) 

by Corollary 3.9, and hence card(M) = card(^) by Bernstein's theorem. 
Since card(M) = card(M x M), we are done with the proof in this case. 
If card(M) ^ card(C), then there exists a subset Mj of C having the 
same cardinality as M. We shall prove this is not possible. We consider 

( M u M i ) x ( M u M i ) 

= (M X M) u (Ml X M)<j(M X M J u (Mj x M J . 

By the assumption on M and Corollary 3.9, the union of the last three 
sets in parentheses on the right of this equation has the same cardinality 
as M. Thus 

(M u Ml) X (M u Ml) = (M X M) u M2, 

where Mj is disjoint from M x M, and has the same cardinality as M. 
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We now define a bijection 

01: M u M1 ^ (M u Ml) x (M u M J . 

We let 0i(x) = g(x) if x e M , and we let ^i on Mi be any bijection of Mi 
on Mj . In this way we have extended g to M u M i , and the pair 
(M u Ml, gfi) is in S, contradicting the maximality of (M, g). The case 
card(M) ^ card(C) therefore cannot occur, and our theorem is proved. 

Corollary3.11. / / A is an infinite set, and ^'"* = A x ••• x A is the 
product taken n times, then 

card(/l*"') = card(^). 

Proof. Induction. 

Corollary 3.12. / / Ai,...,A„ are non-empty infinite sets, and 

card(^,) g card(^„) 

fi}r ( = 1,.. .,n, then 

card(/li X ••• X A„) = card(^„). 

Proof. We have 

card(^„) ^ card(Xi x ••• x A„) g card(X„ x ••• x A„) 

and we use Corollary 3.11 and the Schroeder-Bernstein theorem to con
clude the proof 

Corollary 3.13. Let A be an infinite set, and let O be the set of finite 
subsets of A. Then 

card(<l)) = card(/l). 

Proof. Let <I)„ be the set of subsets of A having exactly n elements, for 
each integer n = 1, 2, We first show that card(<I)„) ^ card(^). If F is 
an element of <!>„, we order the elements of F in any way, say 

r = ( X i , . . . ,X„j, 

and we associate with F the element {x^,...,x„)eA'-"\ 

F h^ (xi,...,x„). 
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If G is another subset of A having n elements, say G = {y^,... ,y„}, and 
G # f, then 

(Xi , . . . ,X„) 7̂  (y! , . . . ,> '„ ) . 

Hence our map 

F }->• ( x i , . . . , x „ ) 

of <!)„ into y4*"' is injective. By Corollary 3.11, we conclude that 

card((D„) ^ card(v4). 

Now 3) is the disjoint union of the <D„ for n=\, 2, . . . and it is an 
exercise to show that card(<I>) ^ card(y4) (of. Exercise 1). Since 

card(^) ^ card(O), 

because in particular, card(<I>i) = card(.4), we see that our corollary is 
proved. 

In the next theorem, we shall see that given a set, there always exists 
another set whose cardinaHty is bigger. 

Theorem 3.14. Let A be an infinite set, and T the set consisting of two 
elements {0, 1}. Let M be the set of all maps of A into T. Then 

card(^) ^ card(M) and card(^) # card(M). 

Proof. For each xeA we let 

L- A - {0, 1} 

be the map such that f^(x) = 1 and f^iy) = 0 if y ^ x. Then x i—> /^ is 
obviously an injection of A into M, so that card(^) ^ card(M). Suppose 
that card(^) = card(M). Let 

be a bijection between A and M. We define a map h: A ->• {0,1} by the 
rule 

h(x) = 0 if g^(x) = 1, 

h(x)=l if gAx) = 0. 

Then certainly h ^ g^ for any x, and this contradicts the assumption that 
X I—> gf̂  is a bijection, thereby proving Theorem 3.14. 
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Corollary 3.15. Let A be an infinite set, and let S be the set of all sub
sets of A. Then card(^) g card(S) and card(^) / card(S). 

Proof. We leave it as an exercise. IHint: If B is a non-empty subset 
of A, use the characteristic function (pg such that 

(Psi^) = 1 if xeB, 

(PBM = 0 if x^B. 

What can you say about the association B h-> (p^?] 

X, §3. EXERCISES 

1. Prove the statement made in the proof of Corollary 3.13. 

2. If A is an infinite set, and <l>„ is the set of subsets of A having exactly n 
elements, show that 

card(4) g card(<I)„) 

for n ^ 1. 

3. Let Ai be infinite sets for i= 1, 2, . . . and assume that 

card(/4j) ^ card(/l) 

for some set A, and all ('. Show that 

card! IJ '^i I = card(/l) 

4. Let K be a subfield of the complex numbers. Show that for each integer 
n ^ 1, the cardinality of the set of extensions of K of degree n in C is ^ 
card(X). 

5. Let K be an infinite field, and E an algebraic extension of K. Show that 
card(£) = card(K). 

6. Finish the proof of Corollary 3.15. 

7. If A, B are sets, denote by M(A, B) the set of all maps of A into B. If B, B' 
are sets with the same cardinality, show that M{A, B) and M{A, B') have the 
same cardinality. If A, A' have the same cardinality, show that M{A, B) and 
M{A', B) have the same cardinality. 

8. Let A be an infinite set and abbreviate card(.4) by a. If B is an infinite set, 
abbreviate card(B) by fi. Define a.p to be card(A x B). Let B' be a set dis
joint from A such that card(B) = card(B'). Define a + /( to be card(^ u B'). 
Denote by B'* the set of all maps of A into B, and denote card(B^) by p". 
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Let C be an infinite set and abbreviate card(C) by y. Prove the following 
statements; 
(a) otiP + y) = %p + T; (b) a/? = )8a (c) a"*" = a^a'' (d) (a")' = a*"''. 

9. Let K be an infinite field. Prove that there exists an algebraically closed field 
A containing K as a subfield, and algebraic over K. \_Hint: Let Q be a set of 
cardinality strictly greater than the cardinality of K, and containing K. Con
sider the set S of all pairs (£, cp) where £ is a subset of il such that K <^ E, 
and (p denotes a law of addition and multiplication on E which makes E into 
a field such that K is a subfield, and E is algebraic over K. Define a partial 
ordering on S in an obvious way; show that S is inductively ordered, and 
that a maximal element is algebraic over K and algebraically closed. You 
will need Exercise 5 in the last step.] 

10. Let K be an infinite field. Show that the field of rational functions K{t) has 
the same cardinality as K. 

IL Let J„ be the set of integers {\,...,n}. Let Z* be the set of positive integers. 
Show that the following sets have the same cardinality; 
(a) The set of all maps M{Z\ J„) with ii g 2. 
(b) The set of all maps M(Z+,J2). 
(c) The set of all real numbers x such that 0 ^ x < 1. 
(d) The set of all real numbers. 
[H/nt: Use decimal expansions.] 

12. Show that M(Z+,Z+) has the same cardinality as the real numbers. 

13. Prove that the sets R, M(Z+,R), M{Z+,Z+) have the same cardinalities. 

X, §4. WELL-ORDERING 

A set A is said to be well-ordered if it is totally ordered, and if every 
non-empty subset B has a least element, i.e. an element aeB such that 
a ^ X for all x e B. 

Example 1. The set of positive integers Z ^ is well-ordered. Any finite 
set can be well-ordered, and a denumerable set D can be well-ordered: 
Any bijection of D with Z* will give rise to a well-ordering of D. 

Example 2. Let Z) be a denumerable set which is well-ordered. Let b 
be an element of some set, and b^D. Let /I = D u {b}. We define x ^b 
for all xeD. Then A is totally ordered, and is in fact well-ordered. 
Proof: Let B a non-empty subset of A. If B consists of b alone, then b 
is a least element of B. Otherwise, B contains some element aeD. Then 
BnD is not empty, and hence has a least element, which is obviously 
also a least element for B. 
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Examples. Let Di, Dj be two denumerable sets, each one well-
ordered, and assume that D^nDj is empty. Let A = D^\JD2. We 
define a total ordering in A by letting x < y for all xeDi and all yeD2-
Using the same type of argument as in Example 2, we see that A is 
well-ordered. 

Example 4. Proceeding inductively, given a sequence of disjoint denu
merable sets Dj, D2,-. we let A = [J D^, and we can define a well-order
ing on A by ordering each D^ like Z^, and then defining x < y for xeD; 
and yeDj+i. One may visualize this situation as follows: 

I I I 
I>1 I>2 Ds 

Theorem 4.1. Every non-empty infinite set A can be well-ordered. 

Proof. Let S be the set of all pairs {X, R) where X is a subset of A, 
and /? is a total ordering of X such that X is well-ordered. Then S is 
not empty, since given a denumerable subset D of A, we can always well-
order it like the positive integers. If {X, R) and (Y, Q) are elements of S, 
we define (X, R)^{Y,Q) if A' c Y, if the restriction of Q to A' is equal 
to R, if X is the beginning segment of Y, and if every element y e Y, 
y ^ X is such that .x < y for all x e X. Then S is partially ordered. To 
show that S is inductively ordered, let 7 be a totally ordered non-empty 
subset of S, say T= ((X,-, «,)},„,. Let 

M = [jX,. 
iel 

Let X, yeM. There exists i,jsl such that xeX, and y^Xj. Since T is 
totally ordered, say (X^, Rj) ^(Xj, Rj). Then both x, yeX^-. We define 
X ̂  y in M if X ^ y in Xj. This is easily seen to be independent of the 
choice of (Xj,Rj) such that x, yeXj, and it is then trivially verified that 
we have defined a total ordering on M, which we denote by (M, P). We 
contend that this total ordering on M is a well-ordering. To see this, let 
N be a non-empty subset of M. Let Xg e N. Then there exists some ig e / 
such that XQEXI^. The subset MnX^^ is not empty. Let a be a least 
element. We contend that a is in fact a least element of N. Let xeN. 
Then x lies in some X;. Since T is totally ordered, we have 

(X„ R,) ^ (X,^, R,J or (X,^, R,J ^ {X„ R,). 

In the first case, xeXi a X^^ and hence a ^ x. In the second case, 
if X ^ Xi^ then by definition, a < x. This proves that (M, P) is a well-
ordering. 

We have therefore proved that S is inductively ordered. By Zorn's 
lemma, there exists a maximal element (M, P) of S. Then M is well-
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ordered, and all that remains to be shown is that M = A. Suppose 
M ^ A, and let z be an element of A and z^M. Let M' = MKJ {Z}. We 
define a total ordering on M' by defining x < z for all xe M. Then M' is 
well-ordered, for let Â  be a totally ordered non-empty subset of M'. 
If Nn M is not empty, then NnM has a least element a, which is 
obviously a least element for Â . This contradicts the fact that M is 
maximal in S. Hence M = A, and our theorem is proved. 

Remark. It is an elaborate matter to axiomatize the theory of sets be
yond the point where we have carried it in the arguments of this chapter. 
Since all the arguments of the chapter are easily acceptable to working 
mathematicians, it is a reasonable policy to stop at this point without 
ever looking at the deeper foundations. 

One may, however, be interested in these foundations for their own 
sake, as a matter of taste. We refer readers to technical books on the 
subject if they are so inclined. 



Appendix 

APP., §1. THE NATURAL NUMBERS 

The purpose of this appendix is to show how the integers can be ob
tained axiomatically using only the terminology and elementary proper
ties of sets. The rules of the game from now on allow us to use only 
sets and mappings. 

We assume given once for all a set N called the set of natural 
numbers, and a map a i N ^ N , satisfying the following (Peano) axioms: 

NN 1. There is an element OeN. 

NN2. We have a(0) ^ 0 and if we let N"̂  denote the subset o / N con
sisting of all n 6 N, n # 0, then the map x i-^ <j(x) is a bijection 
between N and N^. 

NN 3. If S is a subset of N, if Oe S, and if a{n) lies in S whenever n 
lies in S, then 5 = N. 

We often denote (T(n) by n' and think of n' as the successor of n. The 
reader will recognize NN 3 as induction. 

We denote (T(0) by 1. 
Our next task is to define addition between natural numbers. 

Lemma 1.1. Let / : N -> N be maps such that 

r/(n') = fin)'. 

Then f = g. 

/(O) = g{0) and 
[gin) = g{n). 
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Proof. Let S be the subset of N consisting of all n such that 

/(n) = g(n). 

Then S obviously satisfies the hypotheses of induction, so S = N, thereby 
proving the lemma. 

For each meN, we wish to define m -\- n with n e N such that 

(1„) m + 0 = m and m + ri = {m -\- n)' for all neN. 

By Lemma 1.1, this is possible in only one way. 
If m = 0, we define 0 + n = n for all neN. Then (1^) is obviously sat

isfied. Let T be the set of meN for which one can define m + n for all 
n e N in such a way that (1^) is satisfied. Then OeT Suppose meT. We 
define for all neN, 

m' + 0 = m' and m' + n = {m + n)'. 
Then 

m' + n' = (m + n')' = ((m + «)')' = ("'' + ")'• 

Hence (1„.) is satisfied, so m'eT. This proves that T = N, and thus we 
have defined addition for all pairs (m, n) of natural numbers. 

The properties of addition are easily proved. 

Commutativity. Let S be the set of all natural numbers m such that 

(2„) m + n = n + m for all neN. 

Then 0 is obviously in S, and if meS, then 

m' + n = (m + n)' = (n + m)' = n + m', 

thereby proving that S = N, as desired. 

Associativity. Let S be the set of natural numbers m such that 

(3„) (m + n) + k = m + (n + k) for all n, fc e N. 

Then 0 is obviously in S. Suppose meS. Then 
(m' + n) + k = (m + n)' + k, = ({m + n) + k)' 

= {m + (n + k))' = m' + (n + k), 

thereby proving that S = N, as desired. 

Cancellation law. Let w be a natural number. We shall say that the 
cancellation law liolds for m if for all fc, n e N satisfying m + k = m + nwe 
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must have k = n. Let S be the set of m for which the cancellation law 
holds. Then obviously OGS, and if meS, then 

m' + k = m' + n implies (m + k)' = (m + n)'. 

Since the mapping x i—»x' is injective, it follows that m + k = m + n, 
whence k = n. By induction, S = N. 

For multiphcation, and other appHcations, we need to generalize 
Lemma 1.1. 

Lemma 1.2. Let S be a set, and q): S ^ S a map of S into itself. Let 
f g be maps o / N into S. If 

/(O) = 6f(0) and ^ 
[g(n ) = (po gin) 

for all «e N, then f = g. 

Proof. Trivial by induction. 

For each natural number m, it follows from Lemma 1.2 that there is 
at most one way of defining a product mn satisfying 

mO = 0 and mn' = mn + m for all n £ N. 

We in fact define the product this way in the same inductive manner 
that we did for addition, and then prove in a similar way that this 
product is commutative, associative, and distributive, that is 

m(n + k) = mn + mk 

for all m, n, /CGN. We leave the details to the reader. 
In this way, we obtain all the properties of a ring, except that N is 

not an additive group; We lack additive inverses. Note that 1 is a unit 
element for the multiphcation, that is 1 m = m for all m £ N. 

It is also easy to prove the multiplicative cancellation law, namely if 
mk = mn and m ^ 0, then k = n. We also leave this to the reader. In 
particular, if mn ^ 0, then w ^ 0 and n ^0. 

We recall that an ordering in a set ^ is a relation x -^ y between cer
tain pairs (x, y) of elements of X, satisfying the conditions (for all 
x,y,zeX): 

PO I. We have x ^ x. 

PO 2. If X -^ y and y •^ z, then x ^ z. 

PO 3. Ifx-^y and y ^ x, then x = y. 
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The ordering is called a total ordering if given x, yeX we have x g y or 
y "^x. We write x < y if x g y and x ^ y. 

We can define an ordering in N by defining n g m if there exists fc e N 
such that m = n + k. The proof that this is an ordering is routine and 
left to the reader. This is in fact a total ordering, and we give the proof 
for that. Given a natural number m, let C^ be the set of «e N such that 
n^m or m ^ n. Then certainly OeC„. Suppose that neC^. If n = m, 
then n' = m + 1, so m ^ n'. If n < m, then m = n + k' for some /ceN, so 
that 

m = n + k' = (n + ky = n' + k, 

and n' ^ m. If m ^ n, then for some k, we have n = m + k, so that 
n+\=m + k+l and m ^ n + \. By induction, C„ = N, thereby show
ing our ordering is total. 

It is then easy to prove standard statements concerning inequahties, 
e.g. 

m <n if and only if m + k < n + k for some keN, 

m < n if and only if mk < nk for some A: e N, k ¥=0-

One can also replace "for some" by "for all" in these two assertions. 
The proofs are left to the reader. It is also easy to prove that if m, n 
are natural numbers and m ^ n ^ m + 1, then m = n or n = m + i. We 
leave the proof to the reader. 

We now prove the first property of integers mentioned in Chapter I, 
§2, namely the well-ordering: 

Every non-empty subset S o/ N has a least element. 

To see this, let T be the subset of N consisting of all n such that 
n ^ X for all xeS. Then OeT, and T f̂  N. Hence there exists meT 
such that m + l^T (by induction!). Then meS (otherwise m < x for all 
xeS which is impossible). It is then clear that m is the smallest element 
of S, as desired. 

In Chapter IX, we assumed known the properties of finite cardinali
ties. We shall prove these here. For each natural number n ^ 0 let J„ be 
the set of natural numbers x such that 1 ^ x ^ n. 

If n = 1, then J„ = {1}, and there is only a single map of J^ into itself. 
This map is obviously bijective. We recall that sets A, B are said to 

have the same cardinality if there is a bijection of A onto B. Since a 
composite of bijections is a bijection, it follows that if 

card(^) = card(B) and card(5) = card(C), 

then card(^) = card(C). 
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Let m be a natural number ^ 1 and let /ceJ„.. Then there is a bijec-
tion between 

J„. - {k} and J^ 

defined in the obvious way: We let f:J^' — {k} -^ J^ be such that 

/ : X I—> X \{ X < k, 

f:x\-^a~^{x) if x>k. 

We let g: J„^Jm' ~ {k} be such that 

g: xh^ x U X < k, 

g: x\—> a(x) if x'^k. 

Then fog and gof are the respective identities, so /, g are bijections. 

We conclude that for all natural numbers m ^ 1, (/ 

is an injection, then h is a bijection. 

Indeed, this is true for m = 1, and by induction, suppose the statement 
true for some m ^ 1. Let 

be an injection. Let r e J^, and let s = (p(r). Then we can define a map 

by X I—»(p(x}. The cardinality of each set J^. — {r} and J„- — {s} is the 
same as the cardinahty of J„. By induction, it follows that (po is a bijec
tion, whence (p is a. bijection, as desired. 

We conclude that if \ ^ m < n, then a map 

cannot be injective. 

For otherwise by what we have seen, 

f(JJ = Jm, 
and hence 

for some x such that 1 g x ^ m, so / is not injective. 
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Given a set A, we shall say that card(/() = n (or the cardinality of A is 
n, or A has n elements) for a natural number H ^ 1, if there is a bijection 
of A with J„. By the above results, it follows that such a natural 
number n is uniquely determined by A. We also say that A has cardi-
nahty 0 if /4 is empty. We say that A is finite if A has cardinality n 
for some natural number n. It is then an exercise to prove the following 
statements: 

If A, B are finite sets, and AnB i& empty, then 

cardiA) + card(5) = card(/l u B). 

Furthermore, 

card(/l) card(B) = card(^ x B). 

We leave the proofs to the reader. 

APP., §2. THE INTEGERS 

Having the natural numbers, we wish to define the integers. We do this 
the way it is done in elementary school. 

For each natural number n # 0 we select a new symbol denoted by 
— n, and we denote by Z the set consisting of the union of N and all the 
symbols —n for «eN, n ¥= 0. We must define addition in Z. If x, .yeN 
we use the same addition as before. For all xeZ, we define 

0 + x = x + 0 = x. 

This is compatible with the addition defined in §1 when x e N . 
Let m, neN and neither n nor m = 0. If m = n + k with /ceN we 

define: 

(a) m + ( — n) = { — n) + m = k. 
(b) ( - m ) + n = n + ( - m ) = -fe if k ^ 0, and = 0 if k = 0. 
(c) (— m) + (— n) = — (m + n). 

Given x, yeZ, if not both x, y are natural numbers, then at least one of 
the situations (a), (b), (c) applies to their addition. 

It is then tedious but routine to verify that Z is an additive group. 
Next we define multiplication in Z. If x, y e N we use the same 

multiplication as before. For all x e Z we define Ox = xO = 0. 
Let m, n e N and neither n nor m = 0. We define: 

( — m)n = n( — w) = — (mn) and ( — m)( — n) = mn. 
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Then it is routinely verified that Z is a commutative ring, and is in fact 
integral, its unit element being the element 1 in N. In this way we get 
the integers. 

Observe that Z is an ordered ring in the sense of Chapter IX, §1 be
cause the set of natural numbers n ¥= 0 satisfies all the conditions given 
in that chapter, as one sees directly from our definitions of multiphcation 
and addition. 

APP., §3. INFINITE SETS 

A set A is said to be infinite if it is not finite (and in particular, not 
empty). 

We shall prove that an infinite set A contains a denumerable subset. 
For each nonempty subset T of A, let Xj- be a chosen element of T. We 
prove by induction that for each positive integer n we can find uniquely 
determined elements Xi,...,x„eA such that the chosen element 
corresponding to the set A itself, and for each k = \,...,n — \, the ele
ment Xj+i is the chosen element in the complement of {xi,...,Xj}. When 
n = 1, this is obvious. Assume the statement proved for n > 1. Then we 
let x„+i be the chosen element in the complement of {xi,...,x„}. If 
Xi,...,x„ are already uniquely determined, so is x^+j. This proves what 
we wanted. In particular, since the elements Xi,...,x„ are distinct for 
all n, it follows that the subset of A consisting of all elements x„ is a 
denumerable subset, as desired. 
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Trivial 18, 19 
Twin primes 10 
Two-sided ideal 87 
Type of a group or module 69, 213 
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Union 1, 352 
Unipotent 246 
Unique factorization 120, 144, 148 
Unit 71, 86, 95 
Unit element 17, 84 
Unit ideal 6, 87 
Unit matrix 189 
Unitary 246, 250, 251 
Upper bound 331,355 
Upper half plane 243, 248 
Upper half 3-space 250 
Upper triangular matrix 192 

Value 26 
Variable 109 
Vector space 177 

W 

Wedderburn-Rieffiel theorem 
Weight 158 
Well-ordering 2, 369 
Weyl group 257 
Wilson's theorem 117 

Zero element 17 
Zero ideal 6 
Zero polynomial 106 
Zorn's lemma 356 
Z-basis 206 
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